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1. INTRODUCTION - STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

ABSTRACT

The principal purpose of the research is to investigate the linear and non-linear laser interaction

with small aerosols and solid particles. Experimental work is devoted to excimer laser beam

interaction at A = 248 nm with small droplets of water, methanol, and fog oil at irradiances up to

200 G'atts/cm2. Also of interest in this research is the interactions with solid particles including

Al2 03, SiC, glass spheres, Al spheres, CaF2 and W particles at both atmospheric and reduced

pressures. Special attention is given to understanding the dynamics of the interaction processes by

using a fast streak camera and excimer laser imaging at A = 193 nm.

Jointly with the experimental work is the problem of understanding the electromagnetic in-

teraction of focused laser beams with matter. Emphasis is given to developing computer codes

to calculate internal and near electromagnetic fields for plane/focused laser beams incident upon

spheres.

Another phase of this investigation is devoted to theoretical modeling the laser imaging system

used to obtain nanosecond time scale shadow images of exploding droplets. In addition, theoretical

models for both polarized and unpolarized particle thermometry are developed.
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2. SUMMARY OF RESULTS

During the period of this contract the principal investigator along with the co-principal inves-

I tigator submitted twenty-eight manuscripts for publication in Scientific/Technical Journals, pre-

sented seventeen conference papers and submitted six semi-annual reports. In addition, research

leading to three M.S. Theses and one Ph.D. Dissertation was supported by this contract. Three

additional M.S. Theses and two Ph.D. Dissertations are in progress, which have been supported

by this contract. (See Sections 4 and 6 for detailed lists.)

A summary of the results of this research are presented in the following abstracts of refereed

papers, conference proceedings, dissertations, and theses.

Internal and near-surface electromagnetic fields for a spherical particle
irradiated by a focused laser beam

J. P. Barton, D. R. Alexander, and S. A. Schaub
Laboratory for Electro-Optical Measurements. College of Engineering and Technology,
University of Nebraska-Lincoln. Lincoln, Nebraska 68588-0525

(Received 17 February 1988; accepted for publication 6 May 1988)

Theoretical expressions for the internal and external electromagnetic fields for an arbitrary
electromagnetic beam incident upon a homogeneous spherical particle are derived, and
numerical calculations based upon this theoretical development are presented. In particular,
spatial distributions of the internal and near-surface electric field magnitude (source function)
for a focused fundamental (TEM,, mode) Gaussian beam of 1.06pm wavelength and 4pum
beam waist diameter incident upon a 5-pm-diam water droplet in air are presented as a
function of the location of the beam focal point relative to the sphere center. The calculations
indicate that the internal and near-surface electric field magnitude distribution can be strongly
dependent upon relative focal point positioning and may differ significantly from the
corresponding electric field magnitude distribution expected from plane-wave irradiation.

Internal fields of a spherical particle illuminated by a tightly focused laser
beam: Focal point positioning effects at resonance

J. P. Barton, D. R. Alexander, and S. A. Schaub
Center for Electro-Oprics College of Engineering. University of Nebraska-Lincoln.
Lincoln. Nebraska 68588.0525

(Received 16 September 1988; accepted for publication 16 December 1988)

The spherical particle/arbitrary beam interaction theory developed in an earlier paper is used
to investigate the dependence of structural resonance behavior on focal point positioning for a
spherical particle illuminated by a tightly focused (beam diameter less than sphere diameter),
linearly polarized, Gaussian-profiled laser beam. Calculations of absorption efficiency and
distributions of normalized source function (electric field magnitude) are presented as a
function of focal point positioning for a particle with a complex relative index of refraction of
= 1.33 + 5.0X 10-6i and a size parameter ofa=29.5 at both nonresonance and resonance
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conditions. The results of the calculations indicate that structural resonances are not excited
during the on-center focal point positioning of such a tightly focused beam but structural
resonances can be excited by proper on-edge focal point positioning. Electric wave resonances
were found to be excited by moving the focal point from on-center towards the edge of the
sphere parallel to the direction of the incident beam electric field polarization. Magnetic wave
resonances were found to be excited by moving the focal point from on-center towards the edge

of the sphere perpendicular to the direction of the incident beam electric field polarization.

Reprinted from Applied Optics

Focused laser beam interactions with methanol droplets:
effects of relative beam diameter

Scott A. Schaub, Dennis R. Alexander, John P. Barton, and Mark A. Emanuel

The effect of the local diameter of a focused CO_ laser beam on calculated internal source function distribu-

tions and experimentally observed explosive characteristics is examined for 165-mm spherical methanol

droplets. Experimental results show that the location and the characteristics of the explosive process change

as the droplet is moved out of the laser focal point along the axis of propagation. Theoretical calculations

indicate that, when the beam diameter is of the same order of magnitude as the droplet diameter, a

modification of Mie theory, accounting for the finite beam size of the laser, is necessary to provide results

which are consistent with experimental observations.

Theoretical model for the image formed by a spherical
particle in a coherent imaging system: comparison
to experiment

S. A. Schaub Abstract. A simple theoretical model is presented that allows calcu!ation
D. R. Alexander, MEMBER SPIE of the image produced by a spherical absorbing particle illuminated by
J. P. Barton monochromatic, coherent laser light. Results presented in this paper are

University of Nebraska-Lincoln restricted to a single-lens imaging system, although generalization to more

Center for Electro-Optics complex imaging system configurations would be straightforward. The

Lincoln, Nebraska 68588-0525 method uses classic Lorenz-Mie scattering theory to obtain the electro-
magnetic field external to an absorbing spherical particle and a Fourier
optics approach to calculate the intensities in the image plane. Experi-
mental results evaluating focus characteristics are examined for 50 irm
diameter water droplets using an N2 laser imaging system in conjunction
with a digital image processor, and the experimental images are comp' .
to the results of the theoretical model. Comparative focus criteria r ults
are particularly useful in aerosol science research involving dynamic par-
ticle size measurements in which criteria for focus and depth of field must
be established.

Subject terms: spray analysis; image formation; focus effects.

Optical Engineering 28(54 565-571 (May 7989).
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Scattering of incident KrF laser radiation resulting from the
laser-induced breakdown of H2 0 droplets

D. R..Alexander, S. A. Schaub, J. Zhang, D. E. Poulain, and I. P. Barton

Center for Electro-Optics, University of Nebraska-Lincoln Lincoln. Nebraska 68588-0525

Received December 16. 1988: accepted March 10. 1989

The time history of elastically scattered incident radiation (ESIR) is presented for 60-Mm-diameter water droplets
irradiated by KrF (X - 248 nm) laser pulses with power densities in the range of 1-200 GW/cm 2 . The ESIR shows a
distinct two-peak structure that is dependent on the incident irradiance. The time delay between the arrival of the
incident pulse and the first local minimum in the ESIR varied from 7 nsec at 200 GW/cm2 to 21 nsec at 5 GW/cm2.
The time between incident pulse arrival and the first peak in the ESIR showed a similar irradiance dependence, with
delays ranging from 4 to 12 nsec. Images of droplet breakup and the average velocities of ejected material are
presented for times between 0 and 1000 nsec after the arrival of 3-GW/cm - laser pulses.

Simplified scattering coefficient expressions for a spherical particle located
on the propagation axis of a fifth-order Gaussian beam

Scott A. Schaub, John P. Barton, and Dennis R. Alexander
Center for Electro-Optics, University of Nebrasaka-Lincoln, Lincoln, Nebraska 68588-0656
(Received 14 July 1989; accepted for publication 17 October 1989)

Expanding on developments presented in an earlier paper, theoretical expressions for the
scattering coefficients of a homogeneous, absorbing, spherical particle irradiated by a fifth-
order Gaussian beam are presented for the special case of the particle center located on the
propagation axis of the beam. For this case, evaluation of two-dimensional surface integrals,
required in computing the scattering coefficients for the most general particle location, is
reduced to a computationally more efficient one-dimensional integral. For a typical size
parameter a = ,dIA = 17, the CPU time required for calculation of scattering coefficients is
reduced by a factor of - 1500 by using the simplified coefficient expressions. In addition,
computation of electromagnetic field components is reduced from double summation to single
summation expressions, further simplifying the field calculations.

Fifth-order corrected electromagnetic field components for a fundamental
Gaussian beam

J. P. Barton and D. R. Alexander
Cenier for Electro-Optics, College of Engineering. University of .Vebraska-Lincoln. Lincoln,
Nebraska 68388-0525

(Received 24 April 1989; accepted for publication 15 June 1989)

Fifth-order corrected expressions for the electromagnetic field components of a
monochromatic fundamental Gaussian beam (i.e., a focused TEM, mode laser beam)
propagating within a homogeneous dielectric media are derived and presented. Calculations of
relative error indicate that the fifth-order Gaussian beam description provides a significantly
improved solution to Maxwell's equations in comparison with commonly used paraxial
(zeroth-order) and first-order Gaussian beam descriptions.
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Theoretical determination of net radiation force and torque for a spherical
particle illuminated by a focused laser beam

J. P. Barton, D. R. Alexander, and S. A. Schaub
Center for Electro-Optics. College of Engineerin& University of Nebraska-Lincoln Lincoln,
Nebraska 68588-0525

(Received I June 1989; accepted for publication 26 July 1989)

Series expressions for the net radiation force and torque for a spherical particle illuminated by
an arbitrarily defined monochromatic beam are derived utilizing the spherical-particle/
arbitrary-beam interaction theory developed in an earlier paper. Calculations of net force and
torque are presented for a 5-/um-diam water droplet in air optically levitated by a tightly
focused (2/pm beam waist diameter) TEMo-mode argon-ion (A = 0.5145 pm) !aser beam for
on and off propagation axis, and on and off structural resonance conditions. Several features of
these theoretical results are related to corresponding experimental observations.

Measurement of hypersonic velocities resulting from the laser-induced
breakdown of aerosols using an excimer laser imaging system

S. A. Schaub, D. R. Alexander, D. E. Poulain, and J. P. Barton

Centerfor Electro-Optics, University of Nebraska-Lincoln. Lincoln, Nebraska 68588-0656

(Received 5 May 1989; accepted for publication 19 August 1989)

In this article we describe a dual-pulse excirner-laser-based imaging system used in the
determination of ejected material velocities resulting from the interaction of KrF laser radiation
(A = 248 nm, pulse width FWHM = 17 ns, I= 101' W/cm2 ) with 20-pm aluminum particles
under vacuum (P = 10- Torr) conditions. Material velocities measured 200-400 ns after arrival
of the incident pulse ranged from 450 to 1200 m/s.

Accepted for Publication
in Journal of Applied Physics
Review Comments incorporated
March 8,1991

HIGH INTENSITY ULTRAVIOLET LASER INTERACTION

WITH A METALLIC FILAMENT

G.M. Holtrneier, D.R. Alexander, and J. P. Barton

Center for Electro-Optics

University of Nebraska

Lincoln, NE 68588-0656
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Abstract

Results of research conducted on the interaction of high intensity ultraviolet pulsed KrF laser

radiation with a metallic filament are reported. Experimental results are presented on the time

dependent material ejection dynamics associated with focused excimer laser beams interacting with

a small diameter wire. Copper wire 75 pm in diameter was illuminated with a KrF (A = 248 nm,

pulse duration = 17 ns FWHM) excimer laser at an irradiance of 80 GW/cm 2. Interaction dynam-

ics were recorded using both a real time and double stroked ultvjolet laser imaging technique.

Temporal evolutions of both vaporized and molten material are reported. Material observed during

2-D shadow imaging on the shadow side of the wire was shown to originate from the front ablative

surface without spallation of material on the shadow surface. Material emission velocities are re-

ported utilizing two different imaging techniques. A maximum velocity of 1500 m/s was obtained

for material ejected in a direction toward the ablating laser.

Interactions of intense ultraviolet laser radiation with solid aerosols
D. E. Poulain, D. R. Alexander, J. P. Barton, S. A. Schaub, and J. Zhang
Center for Electro-Optics Universiy of Nebraska-Lincoln. Lincoln. Nebraska 68588-052S

(Received 23 August 1989; accepted for publication 10 November 1989)

Characterizations of the interaction of intense ultraviolet laser radiation (A = 248 nm) with
small solid aerosols are presented. Interaction dynamics, velocity measurements of expelled
material, and thresholds for plasma formation are presented for aluminum, calcium fluoride,
glass, silicon carbide, and tungsten particles. An excimer laser operating with a krypton
fluoride gas mixture was used to irradiate small solid aerosol particles ( = 5-50 11m) under
atmospheric and vacuum conditions down to 10-s Torr. Focused laser radiation intensities
varied from 10 W/cm2 to a maximum of 2 X 10" W/cm2 . Interactions of the laser radiation
with the solid aerosols were recorded in real time by an ultraviolet laser imaging system.
Velocities between 250 and 2000 m/s were measured for material ejected from particles
undergoing laser interaction. Laser intensity thresholds for visible plasma emission ranged
from a maximum of 650 MW/cm for aluminum to a minimum of 59 MW/cm2 for tungsten.
Thresholds for plasma formation were determined to be relatively independent of ambient
pressure.

6



accepted for publication
Journal of Applied Physics
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ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELDS

FOR AN IRREGULARLY-SHAPED, NEAR-SPHERICAL PARTICLE

ILLUMINATED BY A FOCUSED LASER BEAM

J. P. Barton, and D. R.Alexander

Center for Electro-Optics and Department of Mechanical Engineering

College of Engineering

University of Nebraska-Lincoln

Lincoln, Nebraska 68588-0656

ABSTRACT

A theoretical procedure is derived for the determination of the internal and external electromag-

netic fields for a monochromatic beam incident upon a homogeneous particle of arbitrarily-defined

shape. The procedure is best-suited for the analysis of near-spherical particles (i.e. particles which

deviate from a sphere by plus or minus a few tenths of a radii). Verification and demonstration

calculations are presented. Also presented are calculations investigating the effect of a surface

deformation on resonance excitation within an otherwise spherical particle.

7



29 November 1990

MODELING OF THE COHERENT IMAGING OF A SPHERICAL AEROSOL

PARTICLE ILLUMINATED BY A PLANE WAVE AT OBLIQUE INCIDENCE

S.A. Schaub, D.R. Alexander, and J.P. Barton

Center for Electro-Optics

University of Nebraska-Lincoln

Lincoln, NE 68588-0656

(402) 472-3091

Abstract

A theoretical model has been developed for the coherent imaging of a spherical aerosol particle

illuminated by an off-axis incident plane wave. The modeling technique makes use of the arbitrary

beam theory, presented by the authors in an earlier paper, to calculate the external electromagnetic

field resulting from the laser/aerosol interaction. Scalar diffraction theory is used to propagate the

dominant electric field component through the imaging lens and to the image plane. Demonstration

calculations have been presented for both opaque and transparent particles ranging in size from 10

to 40 pm in diameter illuminated by off-axis A z: 0.5 pm incident radiation.

8



Fundamental Gaussian beam solutions of Maxwell's

equations

Ding Liu, J. P. Barton and D. R. Alexander

March 7,1991

The Center for Electro-Optics, 248 WSEC, University of Nebraska-Lincoln, Lincoln,

NE 68588

Abstract

An exact fundamental Gaussian beam solution of Maxwell's equation is derived

and its properties are discussed. Recursion relations are developed which enable the

calculation of the solution to arbitray order in parameter s in a straightforward way.

Results show that the solution does not exist in all space and the size of the region

within which the solution exists is related to the parameter s.

acceoted for oublication
Aplied Optics - 1991

ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD FOR A BEAM INCIDENT UPON

TWO ADJACENT SPHERICAL PARTICLES

J.P. Barton, W. Ma, S.A. Schaub, and D.R. Alexander

Center for Electro-Optics

College of Engineering and Technology

University of Nebraska

Lincoln, NE 68588-0656

ABSTRACT

Through an application of our previously derived single spherical particle/arbitrary beam

interaction theory, an iterative procedure has been developed for the determination of the electro-

magnetic field for a beam incident upon two adjacent spherical particles. The two particles can

differ in size and composition, and can have any positioning relative to each other and relative to

9



the focal point and propagation direction of the incident beam. Example calculations of internal

and near field normalized source function (- IE12 ) distributions are presented. Also presented are

calculations demonstrating the effect of the relative positioning of the second adjacent particle on

far field scattering patterns.

KEYWORDS: electromagnetic field, incident beam, adjacent spherical particles, light scattering,

particle sizing

Accepted for publication in
Appl. Opt. - 4 January 1991

THEORETICAL MODEL OF THE LASER IMAGING OF SMALL AEROSOLS:

APPLICATIONS TO AEROSOL SIZING

S.A. Schaub, D.R. Alexander, and J.P. Barton

Center for Electro-Optics

University of Nebraska

Lincoln, NE 68588-0656

(402) 472-3091

Abstract

A theoretical model is presented for the formation of small particle shadow images in a single

lens laser imaging system. The model uses a modification of classical Lorenz-Mie theory, presented

by the authors in an earlier paper, to calculate the external electromagnetic fields resulting from the

interaction of a Gaussian laser beam with a finite absorbing spherical particle. Propagation of the

electric field through the imaging system components is developed from a scalar viewpoint using

the thin lens transformation and the Fresnel approximation to the Huygens-Fresnel propagation

equation. The theoretical model is valid for either transparent or absorbing spheres and has no

10



restrictions on the allowable degree or direction of aerosol defocus. Direct comparisons between

theoretical calculations and experimental observations are reported for 53 pm diameter transparent

water droplets and 66 pm diameter absorbing nickel spheres for defocus ranging from -2 mm

(toward lens) to +2 mm (away from lens). Theory and experiment showed good agreement in the

boundary edge gradient and the location of the external peaks, while observable differences existed

in the magnitude of the central spots. Theoretical results, comparing water and nickel aerosols,

showed observable differences in the calculated average internal intensity (All). In contrast, the

boundary edge gradient (BEG) showed less dependence on changes in optical properties of the

particle. These results indicate that criteria, such as the All, used in focus determination must be

reevaluated when applying in-focus sizing algorithms to aerosols with significantly different optical

properties.

Excimer Laser Produced Plasmas in Copper
Wire Targets and Water Droplets

D. R. Alexander and Kyo-Dong Song

February 20, 1991

Abstract

The elastically scattered incident radiation (ESIR) from a copper wire illuminated by a KrF

laser pulse at A = 248 nm shows a distinct two-peak structure which is dependent on the incident

energy. Based on the results, the time required to reach the critical electron density (n. ;: 1.8 x

1022/cm 3 ) can be estimated. Similar ESIR characteristics have been previously reported. Initiation

of the broadband emission for the copper plasma starts at 6.5 (± 1.45) ns after the arrival of the

laser pulse as compared to 11 (± 0.36) ns for water. Lifetimes of electrons in the subelectron states

is estimated to be around 10- 9 sec and may contribute in the time delay of the plasma initiation

11



for water droplets. In addition, the ionization potential of copper (430 - 530 nm) is around 6 eV,

which is approximately two time smaller than the 13 eV ionization potential reported for water.

These effects may also affect the plasma emission delay for water. The delay in the copper plasma

after initiation is also contributed to energy losses by the interband transition (4s-3d0 ).

r,,wi r Lridnges incorporatec.
Revised copy send to Appl. Opt.

6 November 1990

NONLINEAR INTERACTION OF KrF LASER

RADIATION WITH SMALL WATER DROPLETS

D.R. Alexander, J.P. Barton, S.A. Schaub, and G.M. Holtmeier

Center for Electro-Optics

University of Nebraska- Lincoln

Lincoln, Nebraska 68588-0656

Abstract

Results have been obtained for the interaction of KrF excimer laser radiation (A = 248 nrn,

tp,,,,, = 17 ns) with 60 jum diameter distilled water droplets for irradiance values ranging from 3

to 230 GW/cm 2 . Laser images of the droplet breakup during the time intervals from 0 to 100 ns

indicate the dynamic breakup processes to be highly nonlinear. At low irradiance (3 GW/cm 2 )

material is ejected from both the illuminated and shadow hemispheres of the droplet, in qualitative

agreement with the location of the electric field peaks predicted by plane wave Lorenz-Mie theory

calculations. As the irradiance is increased, the interaction on the shadow hemisphere becomes

stronger while the interaction on the illuminated hemisphere decreases. This nonlinear behavior is

attributed to rapid electrical breakdown of the droplet near the shadow surface. The breakdown

region destroys the ability of the droplet to redirect energy toward the front hemisphere of the

12



droplet. Without this mechanism, the localized electric field maxima near the illuminated surface

of the droplet cannot arise. Measurements were also taken of the average material velocities during

the time intervals from 0 to 50 ns after arrival of the high energy pulse. Velocities ranged from

1000 m/s at 3 GW/cm 2 to 6000 m/s at 230 GW/cm 2 .

Hybrid Inelastic Scattering Models for Particle

Thermometry: Unpolarized Emissions

Jingyi Zhang Dennis R. Alexander

March 8, 1991

Abstract

A lvbrid modeling technique is reported for studying inelastic (fluorescent and
Raman) scattering from molecules embedded in particles of large optical size parame-
ters. The modeling technique, which combines Lorenz-Mie theory (for determination
of incident excitation field) with geometrical optics formulation (for determination of
inelastic scattering efficiency function), provides an insight into the scattering pro-
cesses and serves as a theoretical basis for guiding experiments and interpreting mea-
surements in aerosol particle thermometry using inelastic light scattering techniques.

Hybrid Inelastic Scattering Models for Particle
Thermometry: Polarized Emissions

Jingyi Zhang Dennis R. Alexander

March 8, 1991

Abstract

The work of the previous paper is extended to the polarized inelastic (fluores-
cent and Raman) scattering from molecules embedded in solid particles of large size
parameters. The hybrid modeling method, which combines Lorenz-Mie theory with
geometrical optics formulation, has taken into account the contributions of transmit-
ted and reflected/transmitted rays of secondary emissions. The coherent effects of
light rays emitted from same point source have also been considered. The angular
scattering patterns predicted with the method were consistent with expected physi-
cal behaviors and existing classical solutions. These results are important for current
studies in laser diagnosis of aerosol particles using inelastically scattered light.
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Proceedinas of the 1988 U.S. Army CRDEC Scientific Conference on
Obscuration and Aerosol Research, Aberdeen, Marvland, June, 199.

EXPERIMENTAL AND THEORETICAL ANALYSIS OF LIQUID DROPLETS
MOVING THROUGH A FOCUSED CO 2 LASER BEAM

J.P. Barton, D.R. Alexander, and S.A. Schaub
Center for Electro-Optics

College of Engineering
University of Nebraska-Lincoln

Lincoln, NE 68588-0525

Abstract

A simplified theoretical model for predicting the threshold power for explosive fragmenta-
tion of liquid droplets falling through the focal point of a tightly-focused, continuous, Gaussian-
profiled laser beam has been developed. Theoretically-predicted and corresponding experimentally-
measured explosive fragmentation threshold power/droplet velocity ratios are compared for CO:
laser irradiated water droplets within a size parameter range of 5 to 25. The theoretical and exper-
imental data were in agreement within a factor of about two. Future refinements of the theoretical
modeling and the experimental procedure are discussed.

INTERACTION OF EXCIMER LASER RADIATION
WITH SOLID PARTICLES

D.R. Alexander, D.E. Poulain, J.P. Barton, S.A. Schaub, and. J. Zhang

Center for Electro-Optics
University of Nebraska-Lincoln
Lincoln, Nebraska 68588-0525

Abstract

Results have been obtained for the interaction of KrF excimer laser radiation (A = 248 nm,
FWHM pulse width = 17 ns) with solid particles in air and under vacuum conditions down toapproximately I0 - Torr. Solid particles of glass spheres, Al spheres, - 2 0 3 , W, SiC, ground
fused silica (Suprasil), and polystyrene divinylbenzene have been imaged at various stages of theexplosive process after interaction with the KrF laser operating at focused irradiance values of
approximately 101 W/cm 2. In addition to illustrating the dynamics of the explosive process, theexcimer laser imaging system was also used to extract information regarding the velocities of the
ejected material by the use of a dual imaging pulse. Although the velocity of the ejected material
depends on several parameters, among these being the location of the particle within the focalregion, typical velocities ranged from 200 to 2000 m/s. Streak camera images were also taken
which revealed that the lifetime of plasma emission ranged from about 40 to 2700 ns depending on
the particular material and surrounding pressure.
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Proceedinas of the 19S9 U.S. Arry CRDEC Scientific Conference on
Obscuration and Aerosol Research, Aberdeen, Maryland, June, 19F9.

ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD CALCULATIONS FOR A TIGHTLY-FOCUSED
LASER BEAM INCIDENT UPON A SPHERICAL PARTICLE

J.P. Barton, D.R. Alexander, and S.A. Schaub
Center for Electro-Optics

College of Engineering
University of Nebraska

Lincoln, Nebraska 685S8

ABSTRACT

New applications and extensions of our spherical particle/arbitrary beam electromagnetic in-

teraction theory are presented. The topics include a further analysis of focal point positioning
effects at resonance, the determination of the net radiation force and torque on the particle, the

determination of the spatial distribution of radiation forces within and upon the surface of the
particle, and the determination of the interactive internal and external electromagnetic fields for a
beam incident upon two adjacent particles of differing size and material and of arbitrary spatial po-
sitioning. Future work will involve further refinement of these developments and an effort to obtain
direct comparisons between theoretical calculations and corresponding experimental measurements.

!'- r CeecIng CT =.Ie .; t C ErIITl
Conference on Obscuratlon and
Aercsol Research

NONLINEAR EFFECTS OF EXCIMER LASER
INTERACTION WITH VATER DROPLETS-

D.R. Alexander, J.P. Barton, S.A. Schaub. amd G. Hol-tneier

Cenwer for Electro-Optics
Unive:sitv of Nebraska-Lincoln
Lincoln, Nebraska 6S5SS.0525
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Abstract

During this funding period results have been obtained for the interaction of KrF excimer laser

radiation (A = 248 nm, tzr, = 17 ns) with 60 pm distilled water droplets for irradiance values

ranging from 3 to 230 GW/cm2 . Laser images of the droplet breakup during the time interval

from 0 to 100 ns indicate the dynamic breakup processes to be highly nonlinear. At low irradiance

(3 GW/cm 2 ) the material is ejected from both the illuminated and shadow hemispheres of the

droplet, closely resembling internal electric field strengths obtained from plane wave Lorenz-.Mie

theory calculations. As the irradiance is increased to 6 GW/cm 2 the interaction on the shadow

hemisphere becomes stronger while the interaction on the illuminated hemisphere decreases. At

high irradiance (230 GW/cm2 ) the droplets fragment in essentially a symmetric manner. Average

material velocity from 0 to 50 ns after arrival of the high energy pulse ranged from 1000 m/s at 3

GW/cm2 to 6000 m/s at 230 GW/cm 2 .

CRDEC Scientifir Conference on
Obscuration and Aerosol Research
Aberdeen, Maryland, 1990

LASER INTERACTION WITH A METALLIC FILAMENT:
ABLATION DYNAMICS AND PLASMA FORMATION

D.R. -klexander, G. M. Holtmeier, Kyo-Dong Song, and J. P. Barton
Center for Electro-Optics

College of Engineering
University of Nebraska

Lincoln, NE 6S58S-0656

RECENT PUBLICATIONS, SUBMITTALS FOR PUBLICATION,
AND PRESENTATIONS:

ABSTRACT

Experimental results are presented on the time dependent material ejection dynamics associ-
ated with focused excimer laser beams interacting with a small diameter wire. Copper wire 75 pm
in diameter was illuminated with a KrF excimer laser at an irradiance of 80 GW/cm 2. Interac-
tion dynamics were recorded using both real time and double strobed ultraviolet laser imaging
techniques. Temporal evolutions of both vaporous and molten material are reported for the laser
beam/wire interactions. Material observed during 2-D shadow imaging on the shadow side of
the wire was shown to originate from the illuminated surface without spallation of material on
the shadow surface. Material emission velocities axe reported utilizing two different imaging tech-
niques. A maximum velocity of 1500 m/s was obtained for material ejected in a direction toward
the illuminating laser. The elastically scattered incident radiation (ESIR) for both solid copper
wires and H2 0 drops show a distinct two-peak structure which is dependent on the incident energy.
Broad band plasma emission for copper starts at 6.5 ± 1.4 ns after the pulse arrival as compared to
11 ± 0.36 ns for water drops. Future work will include the use of a femtosecond laser to investigate
laser interactions at higher irradiances (200 GW/cxM2 ) and associated nonlinear beha-ior.
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Proceedings of the 1990 U.S Arrry
CRDEC Scientific Conference on
Obscuration and Aerosol Research
Aberdeen, Maryland, 1990

ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELDS FOR A BEAM INCIDENT
UPON A NONSPHERICAL PARTICLE

J.P. Barton and D.R. Alexander
Center for Electro-Optics

College of Engineering
University of Nebraska

Lincoln, Nebraska 68588-0656

ABSTRACT

A theoretical procedure has been developed for the determination of the internal and exter-
nal electromagnetic fields for a monochromatic beam incident upon a homogeneous particle of
arbitrarily-defined shape. The procedure is best suited for the analysis of near-spherical particles
(i.e., particles which deviate from a sphere by plus-or-minus a few tenths of a radii). Verification
and demonstration calculations are presented. Also presented are calculations investigating the
effect of particle shape on internal heating distributions for CO 2 laser heated water droplets, and
calculations investigating the effect of surface deformation on resonance excitation within an oth-
erwise spherical particle. Future work will include consideration of modifications of the theoretical
procedure that would allow solutions for elongated particles, and the comparison of theoretical
calculations with corresponding experimental measurements.

Proceedinas of the 2"u International
Conference on ODtical Particle Sizino
March 5-9, 1990 Tempe, Arizona

THEORETICAL DETERMINATION OF THE ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELDS
FOR A LASER BEAM INCIDENT UPON
TWO ADJACENT SPHERICAL PARTICLES OF ARBITRARY ARRANGEMENT

J.P. Barton, W. Ma, S.A. Schaub and D.R. Alexander

Center for Electro-Optics
College of Engineering
University of Nebraska-Lincoln
Lincoln, NE 68588-0656

ABSTRACT

Applying our previously derived spherical particle/arbitrary beam interaction theory, a pro-
cedure has been developed for the determination of the electromagnetic fields for a beam incident
upon two adjacent spherical particles. Example calculations of internal and near field normalized
source function ('- [jZ) distributions are presented. Also presented are calculations demonstrating
the effect of the presence and the positioning of a second adjacent particle on far field scattering
patterns for beam illumination.
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Congress on Optical Particle Sizing

Spring 1990

MODELING OF A COHERENT IMAGING SYSTEM

S.A. Schaub, D.!R Alexander, and J.P. Barton

University of Nebraska-Lincoln
Center for Electro-Optics
Lincoln, .NE 6S5SS-0656

Abstract

A theoretical model is presented for the formation of spherical particle images in a laser-based
imaging system. The model uses Lorenz-Mie theory in obtaining the electromagnetic fields at the
imaging lens surface, the thin lens expression to propagate the field through the lens, and the
Fresnel propagation equation to calculate the intensity distribution in the image pane. Compar-
isons between the theoretical calculations and experimental images are made for transparent water
droplets at various degrees of particle defocus.
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3. DESCRIPTION OF RESEARCH

Detailed descriptions of the experimental and theoretical investigation conducted during the

research project are given in the reprints and preprints of the scientific manuscripts submitted with

this Final Report. (See List of Publications, Section 6, and Appendices.)
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7. REPORT OF INVENTIONS

One patent on the "Forming of Fine Particles" has been filed with the U.S. Patent Office.

Patent claims have been granted and a U.S. Patent will be granted in approximately six months.
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Internal and near-surface electromagnetic fields for a spherical particle
irradiated by a focused laser beam

J. P. Barton, D. R. Alexander, and S. A. Schaub
Laboratory for Electro-Optical Measurement s College of Engineering and Technology,

: University of Nebraska-Lincoln. Lincoln. Nebraska 68588-0525

(Received 17 February 1988; accepted for publication 6 May 1988)

Theoretical expressions for the internal and external electromagnetic fields for an arbitrary
electromagnetic beam incident upon a homogeneous spherical particle are derived, and
numerical calculations based upon this theoretical development are presented. In particular,
spatial distributions of the internal and near-surface electric field magnitude (source function)
for a focused fundamental (TEM,, mode) Gaussian beam of 1.06 pm wavelength and 4 Pm
beam waist diameter incident upon a 5-pum-diam water droplet in air are presented as a
function of the location of the beam focal point relative to the sphere center. The calculations
indicate that the internal and near-surface electric field magnitude distribution can be strongly
dependent upon relative focal point positioning and may differ significantly from the
corresponding electric field magnitude distribution expected from plane-wave irradiation.

I. INTRODUCTION spherical particle, but these works appear primarily con-

The interaction of a focused laser beam with a spherical cerned with far-field scattering and no internal or near-sur-
particle is a topic of current research interest with applica- face electromagnetic field distributions are presented. In ad-
tions occurring in a variety of areas of study including parti- dition, the first four of these papers utilize simple zero-order
cle sizing, laser fusion, Raman scattering diagnostics, optical Gaussian beam descriptions. The most recent work of
levitation, and laser beam/aerosol cloud penetration. The Gouesbet, Grehan, and Maheu 7 utilizes the more accurate
electromagnetic field that results from a focused laser beam first-order focused fundamental Gaussian beam description

incident upon a spherical particle is a function of the proper- of Davis' (which is used here) but only on-center focusing is
ties of the beam (wavelength, power, mode, beam waist di- considered and, even for this simplified case, the expansion
ameter), the properties of the particle (diameter, complex of the incident field into the coefficients used in the series
index of refraction), and the relative focal point positioning, expressions for the electromagnetic field components re-
Presented here is a theoretical development that permits the quires a difficult numerical integration over a semi-infinite

determination of the internal and external electromagnetic plane.
fields for a focused laser beam incident upon a homogeneous An alternative to the approach of Gouesbet, Grehan,
spherical particle as a function of these parameters. For illus- and Maheu" is derived and utilized in this paper and, for the
tration, calculations of equatorial and transverse plane elec- first time, internal and near-surface electric field magnitude
tric field magnitude (source function) distributions for a distributions are presented. The theoretical development is a
focused fundamernal (TEMoo mode) Gaussian beam simple extension of the classic plane wave Lorentz-Mie the-
(A = 1.06pum, wo = 2pum) incident upon a spherical water ory as presented in Born and Wolf 'and the expansion of the
droplet (d = 5 pm) are presented for both on-center and off- incident field requires numerical integration of finite surface
center focal point positioning. Such calculations could be integrals only. The theoretical development is applicable for
used, for example, to predict the location and required any incident beam for which an accurate mathematical de-
threshold power for spontaneous evaporative nucleation scription is known, and thus results for off-center focusing
(within the droplet) or the location and required threshold can be straightforwardly determined. In addition, as more
power for electrical breakdown (either within or near the accurate mathematical Gaussian beam descriptions are de-

surface of the droplet). veloped, these can be easily incorporated into the analysis.
Previously, Dusel, Kerker, and Cooke' and Green et a .

have presented internal electric field magnitude (source II. THEORY
function) distributions for a plane electromagnetic wave in- The specific problem considered here is that of an arbi-
cident upon a homogeneous spherical particle. But such a trary harmonic electromagnetic beam within an infinite, lin-
plane-wave assumption would be appropriate only if the ear, isotropic, nonmagnetic, nonelectrically conducting, ho-
sphere diameter is much less than the local beam diameter, mogeneous media incident upon a linear, isotropic,
and this is often not the situation when a focused laser beam nonmagnetic, finite electrically conducting sphere of radius
is used for illumination. Morita et aL, " Tsai and Pogor- a. A spherical coordinate system with the origin at the
zelski,' Tam and Corriveau, " Kim and Lee,' and Gouesbet, sphere center is chosen (Fig. I ). The initial part of the devel-
Grehan, and Maheu7 have all considered the problem of a opment is similar to the plane-wave Lorentz-Mie theory de-
fundamental Gaussian beam incident upon a homogeneous velopment as presented in Born and Wolf.' Appropriately,
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X It is at this point that the derivation for an arbitrary
z \-,. incident beam differs from the traditional derivation for an

0incident plane wave. Instead of choosing a series solution
with a form corresponding to that for a transverse polarized
plane wave propagating along the z axis, the most general
separation of variables solution of the Helmholtz equation

0 y [Eq. (7)] is chosen:

r d[A ,, (kr) + B, '(kr) I Y,,( 8),

FIG. 1. Geometry for an arbitrary electromagnetic beam incident upon a I= 0. -

spherical particle. whereAl,, and B,,, are arbitrary constants, dh, and ," are the
Ricatti-Bessel functions, and Y,_ (0,0) is the spherical har-
monic function.

all electromagnetic quantities are assumed to vary in time as The electric wave and magnetic wave scalar potentials
exp( - iwt). (The complex exponential is dropped from all for the incident field (designated by the superscript i), the
subsequent expressions.) scattered field (designated by the superscript s), and the

The procedure is to first obtain a general electromagnet- internal field (designated by the superscript u) are ex-
ic field solution and then relate electromagnetic field expres- pressed in a form consistent with Eq. (8). (In the following,
sions for the incident, scattered, and internal electromagnet- the subscript int refers to properties within the sphere and
ic fields by applying boundary conditions at the surface of the subscript ext refers to properties outside the sphere.) For
the sphere. The general electromagnetic field solution is ob- the incident field,
tained by expressing the field as a sum of two subfields: the r,.l xi - )

electric wave field (designated by the superscript e) which is = t" (k,..r) Y,_ (0,6) (9)
assumed to have a zero radial magnetic field component and
(H, = 0) and the magnetic wave field (designated by the
superscript m) which is assumed to have a zero radial dec- rel' = W B1. 0(k, r) Y,_ (0.6), (10)
tric field component ('E, = 0). The advantage of doing this o -

is that each subfield can be expressed solely as a function of a where the X, functions have been excluded since this func-
single respective scalar potential, I. In terms of the scalar tion is unbounded at the origin and the incident field should
potential associated with the electric wave field (mT) and the be describable everywhere, including the origin. For the
scalar potential associated with the magnetic wave field scattered field
(-[I) the electromagnetic field components are

E,= -) +k r'H, (1) and
dr2

E, = a(,__. + k" a( , (2) r '5 17 M= b,.Z;"(k,..r)Y,_.(.-), (12)
r a0 er rsin 0 34 170= --I

i a 2(ri) k " d(r-II) where , = d,i, - iy, functions are chosen since these func-
r sin 0 a6 Jr r do (3) tions, in the limit of large r, correspond to outward traveling

spherical waves, appropriate for the scattered field. For the
H, = +(r~rr) k 2 r"-1, (4) internal field,

H ' d(r I a2 (r-"r) fl"' = c,. , (k,,, r) Y,. (0.6) (13)
• rsin6 dO r ara and

and and

H, k' rr) j I (r"k.) (6) Y_ ., (14)
r a0 r sinO a r a where once again the X, functions have been excluded since

In Eqs. (I )-,6), k - ikug, k " = iku, and k = k\, where these functions are unbounded at the origin.
kn= /c, and the complex dielectric constant, ? =e Substitution of Eqs. (9)-(14) into Eqs. (I)-(6) pro-
+ i4.a/w, where a is the electrical conductivity. Both 1 vides expressions for the incident, scattered, and internal

and "mI satisfy the Helmholtz equation electromagnetic fields. For brevity, only the expressions for

V211 + k 2n = 0. the electric field components are given here. Expressions for
the magnetic field components are given in Appendix A. The

That the electromagnetic field of Eqs. ( 1 )-(6) with the con- I = 0 terms in these series expressions have been removed
dition of Eq. (7) satisfies Maxwell's equations can be veri- since, as can be seen (note: dY, d9 = 0), these terms make
fled by direct substitution, no contribution. For the incident electric field,
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=-- = y__[1(I+ l)A,,,(k.,,r)Y,(9.d)], Er" =-- [1(1+ }I)c,-,,(k,n, r)Y,(,0)],
r2 a -r

(15) (21)

r ,n = k.,Aj (k.r )  E30 r (k,.,c , r) O
Yb,, (0,0) _(0___(22

+ ,mk!,, B ,(k., r) (16) + imki, dim(k, ,,). -"i"-O, (22)
sin ) .sin 0

and and

1 kA ' Yi,, (01e) EY"I'5 (010)__. E i ( m k,.. __k. r) E (" imk,c,.O;(k,ntr) .E r; = inkI.-;k1r sin 0 ,.rsi

dY,. (1, a(,0,(,1)3- k " .B i,.(k .r) -O 1(17) - k , dim,1 (k, ,r) - /( 3

for the scattered electric field, where the superscript prime refers to the derivative of the
function with respect to its argument.

E = L [1(1+ I )a,, (k,., r) Y' (0,)], The coefficients that describe the scattered field, a, and
r- , _ b,_, and the coefficients that describe the internal field, cl,

(18) and d,,,, can be related to the coefficients that describe the

E' I 0incident field, A,_ and B,_, by application of the boundary
E ( = 1 k5, a,.m Z I" " (k.., r) dY,., (0,d) condition that the tangential components of the electric and

r "=, m 1( dO magnetic fields be continuous across the sphere surface.
Y, (0,6) ,/ From Eqs. (2), (3), (5), and (6) it can be observed that the

+.._ i ,,5_ " ,(k,r) sin ) (19) boundary conditions will be satisfied if

and k'rIl, k"r- n, d r"l) and d(r"'H)
dr ar

E ink,,, kr ) Y,, (O,) are continuous across the surface of the sphere. Noting that
r _ n - r sin 0 HI-, = n-" + 1') and i,,, = 1'7'1, and using Eqs. (9)-

ay, (0.6) (14) to substitute into the four boundary conditions, results,
- k bj " Z ' (k., r) Y . (20) after equating like terms, in four simultaneous algebraic

d0 / equations that are solved to directly relate a,._, b,_., c,,,, and
and for the internal electric field d". to A,. and B,,_,:

d ; [k,.,,a )t¢( k. a) - htbt( k, a ) d,;( k.,a) A,,
a,. =A,, (24)in, ,.a ) '(k a ) -0t; ( ki, a ) ( k.., a)

= hib;(k,.,a)#(k..,a) - b,(kr.,a)b;(k,.,a) (25)
V-1 (kt a )')' ( k.,)- a) ib; (k,, a) ") (k,,, a)

S'' '( ka) I( kk..,a) - (k.. a)b(k., a) (26)
=. ni"tb,(k,,a)#I'''(k,,,a) _ tib;(k,,,a) 1''(k..,a)A,,,

and
d (.,a) V,(k..,a) - ("k,. a)',;(, a)

0 l(k,,a)#"(k,.,a) - RO; (k,.,a)p"(k., a)

where 5 is the complex relative index ofrefraction defined as e Y,, (04b) (29)

R= ( ,,/e,,,,, ),I2. (28) , om. -,

The final step is to determine the coefficients A,. and where
B,,, that describe the incident electromagnetic field. This "sd
can be done for any physical incident electromagnetic field e,. sin OEt"(,0)Y-,m 04)dOdO. (30)
for which the radial components of the electric and magnetic B
fields are known over a spherical surface of radius a (or But evaluating Eq. (15) at r = a and equating with Eq. (29)

actually, a spherical surface of any radius). Assuming shows that
E' "(a,O4) is known, this function of 0 and 0 only can be I(1+ 1) A, 0 (k,,a) = el, (31)
expanded in a series of spherical harmonics a(
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and thus

A,,. i - sin OE (a,,0)

xY& (0,O)dOdo. (32) 30c .
Similarly for the magnetic field it follows that . -

B.a" - sin H (,0 0

x Y*- 0e,6)d6?d6. (33) Z" J

In summary, the internal and external electromagnetic - --..
fields for an arbitrary beam incident upon a homogeneous ", -
sphere can be determined as follows. The. A , and B,. coeffi-
cients that describe the incident field are generated by corn- FIG. 2. Normalized source function in the equatorial () z) plane for a
puting the surface integrals of Eqs. (32) and (33). Equa- transverse polarized plane wave propagating in the + z axis direction inci-

dent upon a homogeneous sphere. a = 14.82 and h = 1.33 + 5.0× 10-"i
tions ( 24)-(27) are then used to determine the coefficients ( 5-jum-diam water droplet in air at A. = 1.06 pro).
al- I b,- and c,_, d,- that respectively describe the scattered
and internal fields. Finally, Eqs. ( 15)-(23) are evaluated to
determine the electric field distribution. The magnetic field
distribution can be evaluated using the equations presented where E is the incident electromagnetic wave electric field

in preion foAh.ieavrgdpwr bobd amplitude. Substituting the incident electromagnetic field
An epresio fo th tie-avragd pwerabsrbe by described by Eqs. (3 35) and (36) into the computer programthe sphere can be obtained by integrating the radial com po- p o u e e u t , a x e t d d ni a o t o e o l nnent of the external field Poynting vector over a spherical produed restsi atheopected, illusticato Fi.tho ws fpa

surface enclosing the sphere. In the limit of a large integra- comper ogrz-Mieatey ptof theustratini.e2 source
tion radius, it follows that fompctpon, mgnrtdpo f h omlzdsuc

c + 1 12 + :b,_. i2 E = 1E2/!E,12 ,  (37)
k 2 = E I ,. = -I

in the equatorial (y-z) plane for a 5-,um-diam (radius,
+ Re(.4,,a*, - B , b ,*_ (34) a = 2.5 um) water droplet in air with 1.06 pmn wavelength

111. NUMERICAL VERIFICATION (Nd:YAG laser wavelength) plane-wave irradiation. (Size
parameter a = 27, a/) = 14.82, complex relative index of re-

A computer program was written incorporating the fraction = 1.33 + 5.0× 10-"i. ' -2) Spatial coordinates are
aforementioned arbitrary incident beam theory. The re- normalized relative to the sphere radius. These results
quired Ricatti-Bessel functions are evaluated using the re- agreed identically with corresponding plane wvave results
cursion technique presented by Ross"° and the required generated by a separate Lorentz-Mie theory based computer
spherical harmonic functions are evaluated using derived re- program.
cursion formulas based on the associated Legendre function An additional test of the validity of the arbitrary inci-
recursion relationships presented by Press et al." The sur- dent beam theory and the computer program was to again
face integrals of Eqs. (32) and (33) are determined using choose an incident linearly polarized plane electromagnetic
standard numerical integration procedures. The assumed wave but this time with arbitrary propagation direction and
known incident electromagnetic field components are pro- arbitrary electric field direction. As expected, the results
vided by a subroutine independent from the main computer were identical to that of plane-wave Lorentz-Mie theory
program. In this way, the same main computer program after taking into consideration a proper rotation of axis.
could be used for different prescribed incident electromag- Another verification was obtained by comparing the
netic fields. time-averaged power absorbed by the sphere as determined

As a test of the arbitrary incident beam theory and the from the far-field Poynting vector surface integration of Eq.
computer program, a Lorentz-Mie theory type incident (34) to the time-averaged power absorbed as determined
plane wave was assumed. Consistent with the Lorentz-Mie from internal sphere ohmic beating considerations. The
theory development as presented in Born and Wolf,' the in- time-average ohmic heating per unit volume within the
cident linearly polarized plant electromagnetic wave is as- sphere is given by
sumed to propagate in the + z axis direction with an electric
field polarization in the x axis direction. Thus, after remov- jRe(J-E*) = jo,., IEI' ,  (38)

ing he ep( iwi tim deendecewhere the electrical conductivity o,,., can be related
E " (35) to the complex index of refraction by

and a,., -- 41rc Re(H)Im(h)k0,... An integration of the time.
H ,  A tr- ,.: averaged ohmic beating per volume over the volume of the

-, ,,zoe y, (3) sphere gives the total time-averaged ohmic heating-.
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Xsin 0 do dO dr. (39)
In all cases, the results of Eqs. (34) and (39) were in agree-
ment.

IV. FOCUSED GAUSSIAN BEAM RESULTS

Calculations were performed for a focused fundamental
Gaussian beam incident upon a water droplet in air for con-
ditions analogous to those of Fig. 2 (A = 1.06 pm, d = 5.0
pm.) A first-order focused fundamental Gaussian beam - - - -- -
model as developed by Davis' was used for the incident beam
description. (Refer to Appendix B.) The beam is assumed to FIG. 4. Normalized power absorbed vs focal point positioning along the z
propagate in the + z axis direction with predominate elec- axis. Focused TEM., mode Gaussian beam incident upon a homogeneous
tric field polarization along the x axis (TEMoo mode). Even sphere, a = 14.82, h = 1.33 + 5.Ox 10-6i, and wl/a = 0.8 (5-pm-diam
though this focused fundamental Gaussian beam descrip- water droplet in air at A = 1.06pum).

tion does not exactly satisfy Maxwell's equations, it was
found to be a good approximation as long as the beam waist
radius (wo) is greater than a wavelength. For these calcula-
tions, a beam waist radius of 2/pm (w/a = 0.8) was chosen. sorbed was found to occur for on-center focal point position-

Figure 3 shows an equatorial (y-z) plane plot of the ing and a normalized power absorbed,
normalized source function for on-center focal point posi- ry. = W./W,.F!, (40)
tioning. The source function is normalized relative to the was defined relative to the on-center focal point positioning
beam focal point electric field amplitude. The intensity pro- value,
file of the incident Gaussian beam, modified by some back-
scatter from the droplet, is apparent along the ritht-hand W.,.FP = 2.663X lO- 4 (c/8,)a2 EO.
side of the plot. The incident Gaussian be,.., .- iculation of Figure 4 shows the normalized power absorbed versus
Fig. 3 can be compared with the correzponding incident focal point positioning along the z axis. The power absorbed
plane wave calculation of Fig. 2. Both -ii. 2 and 3 indicate a by the droplet decreases as the focal point is moved away
peak in the electric field magnituc. just off the shadow side from the droplet center because of the spreading of the beam.
surface of the droplet, but internal to the droplet the Gaus- For the conditions here, the effect is nearly symmetrical with
sian beam calculations indicate a much stronger channeling regard to illuminated side or shadow side focal point posi-
of the beam energy thrcugh the center of the droplet, as tioning. As might be expected, as the focal point is removed
might be expected. from the droplet along the z axis, the normalized source

The influence of off-center focal point positioning was function distribution internal and near-surface the droplet
inxestigated. The fime-averaged power absorbed W. was approaches that of a plane wave due to incident beam
calculated, using Eq. (34), as a function of focal point posi- spreading. For example, Fig. 5 shows the equatorial plane
tioning along the x. y, and z axes. The maximum power ab- normalized source function for focal point positioning 10

r'

,00

-,.' .. .,. .

FIG. 3. Normalized source function in the equatorial ('-z) plant for a FIG. 5. Normalized source function in the equatorial ()-z) plant for atransverse polarized TEM,, mode focused Gaussian beam propagating in transverse polarized TEM,1 , mode focused Gaussian beam propagating inthe + . direction incident upon a homogeneous sphere with on-center focal the + z axis direction incident upon a homogeneous sphere with z/point positioning. a 14.82, A = 1.33+ 5.OX 10 i and 1/a = 0.1 (5- a - - 10 focal point positioning. a - 14.82. 5 = 1.33 + 5.0)xI 0-i, andpm-diam water droplet in air at A = 1.06 pm). ;,/a - 0.3 (5-jum-diam water droplet in air at A 1.06,pm).
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= - i00 -

.5-"

0.0

FIG. 6. Normalized power absorbed vs focal point positioning along the x FIG. 8. Normalized source function in the equatorial Cyz) plane for a

andy axes. Focused TEMoo mode Gaussian beam incident upon a homoge- transverse polarized TEM,,, mode focused Gaussian beam propagating in
neous sphere. a = 14.82, R = 1.33 + 5.0x 10-6i, and woa = 0.8 (5-pum- the + : axis direction incident upon a homogeneous sphere with y/a = 1.0

diam water droplet in air at A = 1.06pum). focal point positioning. a = 14.82, R = 1.33 + 5.Ox 10-i and w,/a = 0.8
(5-.pm-diam water droplet in air at A = 1.06 pm).

sphere radii in front of the droplet (z/a = - 10) which tioning is apparent and the distribution of the normalized
compares closely in form with the corresponding incident source function is quite different from either that of on-cen-
plane wave calculation of Fig. 2. ter focal point positioning (Fig. 3) or that of the incident

The normalized power absorbed for focal point posi- plane wave (Fig. 2).
tioning along the x and y axes is given in Fig. 6. Again, as The effect of focal point positioning along the x axis is
expected, the power absorbed is reduced as the focal point is demonstrated by the transverse (x-z) plane normalized
moved away from the sphere center. For the conditions con- source function plots of Figs. 9, 10, and 11. Figure 9 is for on-
sidered here, the decrease in power absorbed is slightly center focal point positioning, Fig. 10 is for focal point posi-
greater for focal point positioning parallel to the direction of tioning one-half radius along the x axis (x/a = 0.5), and

primary electric field polarization (along the x axis) than for Fig. 11 is for focal point positioning one radius along the x
an equal distance perpendicular to the direction of primary axis (at the top ofthe droplet, x/a = 1.0). The discontinuity
electric field polarization (along they axis). Figure 7 shows in the normalized source function at the surface of the drop-
the equatorial plane source function for focal point position- let arises due to the presence of surface charges, a character-
ing half a radius along the y axis (y/a = 0.5), and Fig. 8 istic of such plots in the plane of polarization. Once again,
shows a similar plot for focal point positioning a full radius the concentration of the beam energy towards the location of
along they axis (at the side of the droplet, y/a = 1.0). The the focal point and the effect on the distribution of the nor-
concentration of beam energy to the side of focal point posi- malized source function is apparent.

A -'A -.0 - I .

0 '0

riG. 7. Normalized source function in the equatorial (y-z) plane for a FIG. 9. Normalized source function in the transverse (.-z) plane for a
transverse polarized TEM,,, mode focused Gaussian beam propagating in transverse polarized TEM.U, mode focused Gaussian beam propagating in
the + : axis direction incident upon a homogeneous sphere with y/a - 0.5 the + z axis direction incident upon a homogeneous sphere with on-center
focal point positioning. a - 14.82. i= 1.33 + 5OX l0-'i and w,/a=0.8 focal point positioning.a a 14.82,; = 1.33 + S.0x 10-i, and ,-a. 0.8
(5-pm-diam water droplet in air at A - 1.0 6Mm). (5-m-diam water droplet in air at A 1.06,Mm).
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APPEDIX : MGNETC F EQEUATIONS

the ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~i + ixsdrcinicdn pnahmgnosshr ihxa=O5 H - ( )B,,,,zb,(k.., r) Y,, (0,6)1
foalpin ostonn- 1.8,h .3 .O 0-.and ,/a =0.8 rIt

(5-pum-diam water droplet in air at 1 .06 pm). (Al)

V. CONCLUSIONS 3Y(6)
Theoretical expressions for the internal and external + k..,, B,_, tb; (k. r)i) (A2)

80
electromagnetic fields for an arbitrary electromagnetic beam an
incident upon a homogeneous spherical particle have been an
derived and, for the first time, numerical calculations of in- Ht~ a I ('j'k, (9.6)
ternal and near-surface electric field magnitude distnibu- -k X . 3

tions for a focused fundamental Gaussian beam incident Y(0.6) (3
upon a spherical particle have been presented. In particular, - m iB,,1(k~r) si9
calculations for a focused fundamental Gaussian beam of +/mB_,(., sn0(3

1.06 pm waN elength and 4/:m beam waist diameter incident
upon a 5-p m-diam water doplet in air indicate that the elec- Scattered magnetic field
tr-ic field magnitude (source function) distribution internal
and near-surface the droplet can be strongly dependent upon H ~ [/(I + Ib= ~(k_, r) Y,_, (9.6)]
focal point positioning and may differ significantly from the (A4)
electric field magnitude distribution that results from plane- //~(,4

wave irradiation. A more thorough investigation of the de- H Y, (0,6)-j~l'~'k) i
pendence of power absorbed and electric field magnitude r 1= I iA
distribution on such parameters as beam waist diameter, + k,b,, 5'"(k_r) 3YI. (.6)) (A)

- and

"(, Y,_ (0.6)\

~. ~ ~.. Internal magnetic field

A0 (A7)

I ±( imk c,. Wi., (k,,, r) Yh,(010)

FIG. I1. Normalized source function in the transverse tx-z) plane rot a si0
transvers.e polarized TE4,., mode focused Gaussian beam propagating in 9I.(8)
the + :axssdirection incident upon a homogeneous sphere with xa/ -1L0 + kin, d,,, 0b; (k,, r) (A8) (,~
focal point positioning, a - 14.82. hi 1.33 + 5S0) 10-i, and un os 9 ), A1
(5-ym-diam water droplet in air atA 1 .O6Mum). and
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k ., cQ ,,6 1(i +21 (W

r ,=do = z/l. (B9)

+ imYk,,,,_e;(k, .r) ( (A9) 0 o  iQexp( - iQP2 ), (BIO)
sino and

p = x- -,/W .  (BI11)
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Internal fields of a spherical particle illuminated by a tightly focused laser
beam: Focal point positioning effects at resonance

J. P. Barton, D. R. Alexander, and S. A. Schaub
Center for Electro-Optics, College of Engineering, University of Nebraska-Lincoln.
Lincoln. Nebraska 68588-0525

(Received 16 September 1988; accepted for publication 16 December 1988)

The spherical particle/arbitrary beam interaction theory developed in an earlier paper is used
to investigate the dependence of structural resonance behavior on focal point positioning for a
spherical particle illuminated by a tightly focused (beam diameter less than sphere diameter),
linearly polarized, Gaussian-profiled laser beam. Calculations of absorption efficiency and
distributions of normalized source function (electric field magnitude) are presented as a
function of focal point positioning for a particle with a complex relative index of refraction of

= 1.33 + 5.Ox 10-6i and a size parameter of a=29.5 at both nonresonance and resonance
conditions. The results of the calculations indicate that structural resonances are not excited
during the on-center focal point positioning of such a tightly focused beam but structural
resonances can be excited by proper on-edge focal point positioning. Electric wave resonances
were found to be excited by moving the focal point from on-center towards the edge of the
sphere parallel to the direction of the incident beam electric field polarization. Magnetic wave
resonances were found to be excited by moving the focal point from on-center towards the edge
of the sphere perpendicular to the direction of the incident beam electric field polarization.

I. INTRODUCTION Baer' and Zhang, Leach, and Chang9 have observed in-

In an earlier paper,' theoretical expressions for the in- creased resonance inelastic scattering when a tightly focused

ternal and external electromagnetic fields of a homogeneous beam is aligned along the edge of a spherical particle.
spherical particle illuminated by an arbitrarily defined beam In this paper, the spherical particle/arbitrary beam in-
were derived. In particular, calculations of absorption effi- teraction theory developed in our earlier paper' is used to

ciency and distributions of normalized source function investigate the dependence of structural resonance behavior

(electric field magnitude) were presented for a spherical on focal point positioning when the beam diameter is tightly
particle illuminated by a tightly focused (beam diameter less focused to less than the particle diameter. Corresponding
than sphere diameter), linearly polarized, Gaussian-pro- plane-wave calculations are also presented for comparison.

filed, monochromatic beam. This situation corresponds to These calculations provide insight into understanding the
the important experimental arrangement of focusing a high- experimental observations stated in the previous paragraph
quality TEMo, mode laser beam upon a small liquid droplet and also provide new observations which could be tested as

in air (or upon any suspended spherical particle). In this part of future experiments.
paper, additional calculations are presented in which the ef-
fect of beam focal point positioning on the absorption effi- [I. INCIDENT PLANE-WAVE CALCULATIONS
ciency and internal normalized source function distribution Previous investigators have used plane-wave Lorenz-
is investigated for spherical particles at structural resonance Mie theory to analyze the structural resonance behavior of
conditions. spherical particles and a brief review of this work, including

A spherical pa. ,icle has a series of associated structural calculations corresponding to the incident beam conditions
resonances which can be excited by incident radiation. For of the next section, is useful here. In Lorenz-Mie theory a
transparent (weakly absorbing) particles, resonance excita- plane wave of transverse polarized electromagnetic radi-
tion is exhibited by an accompanying significant increase in ation propagating within an infinite homogeneous dielectric
the absorption and scattering of the incident radiation by the medium is incident upon a homogeneous spherical particle
particle. Resonance effects have been experimentally ob- of complex relative index of refraction ;. The spatial coordi-
served through measurements of elastic scattering,' 3 inelas- nates are referenced to the center of the spherical particle, as
tic scattering,4 6 and radiation pressure. 37  shown in Fig. 1. The incident plane wave is assumed to prop-

Plane-wave Lorenz-Mie theory has been used to under- agate in the + z-axis direction with electric field polariza-
stand and predict resonance behavior, and excellent agree- tion in the x-axis direction.
ment with experimental measurements has been obtained. 7  Following the development approach of the Lorenz-
However, plane-wave theory is not applicable for experi- Mie theory, the electromagnetic field components internal
ments utilizing tightly focused laser beams where the local to and scattered by the spherical particle can each be math-
beam diameter is less than the spherical particle diameter. ematically expressed in the form of an infinite series of par-
Indeed, Ashkin and Dziedzic "7 have reported that reso- tial waves. The partial waves, in turn, are of two types: dec-
nances are not excited when such a tightly focused beam is tric waves, which have no radial component of magnetic
aligned through the center of the spherical particle. But field, and magnetic waves, which have no radial component
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x diam water droplet with 1.06-/in (Nd:YAG laser) wave-
length illumination. The absorption efficiency of the particle

Q,, defined as the ratio of the total power absorbed by the
particle to the power incident upon the projected area of the

r particle, can be expressed in terms of the incident plane-wave
Z coefficients

=_-2.= 2 (21 + 1 R a,+ b,)
a 2-

INCIDENT - (InaA + 1b, 12) (3)
ILLUMINATION and is given in Fig. 2 for a range of size parameters from 28 to

32. Each peak in absorption efficiency seen in Fig. 2 can be
FIG. 1. Geometry for a plane-wave or focused Gaussian beam incident dirEc reae t o t i o r e soanc e indic . High-

upon a spherical particle. directly related to the first-order resonance indicated. High-
er-order resonances of lower modes are also present within
this range of size parameters, but are weak and not observ-

of electric field. Series expressions for the scattered electro- able. As discussed by Chylek, Kiehl, and Ko,' 2"13 for larger

magnetic fields, including a complete derivation, can be size parameters the first-order resonances become narrow

found in Born and Wolf,"0 and series expressions for the while the higher-order (second, third, etc.) resonances

internal electromagnetic field components can be found in heighten and become dominant.
Kerker and Cooke." Plots of the normalized source function within the

The coefficient for the I th electric wave term within the spherical particle provides additional information with re-

scattered field series is given by gard to the formation of structural resonances. The normal-

b(Ria) (a) - Rib; (a) tb, (;ia) ized source function is defined as

-() )=( EJ2)E, (4)a,= (a) e,; (Ra) - fi )'(a)0, (5a) 1 1 S= ii1o,(4

and the coefficient for the I th magnetic wave term within the where E is the local electric field vector and E, is the electric

scattered field series is given by field amplitude of the incident plane wave. The local volu-
metric heating rate is directly proportional to the normal-

b, = R ib (a)di(a) - 0, (a) 0, (Ra) (2) ized source function. In this paper, plots of the internal nor-

h (a ) 0; ( a ) - 4 " ' (a) b1 ( a) malized source function distribution are presented either in

where the prime refers to the derivative with respect to the the transverse (x-,) plane or the equatorial (y-z) plane. Ex-

argument, t = zb, - it',, t! , and X, are the Riccati-Bessel ternal sphere source function values are suppressed to zero

functions, and a is the size parameter, 2,a/A, where a is the in order to emphasize the internal sphere distribution and
sphere radius and A is the wavelength of the incident radi- spatial coordinates are normalized by the sphere radius. (A

ation. tilde above a spatial quantity indicates that it has been nor-

Conditions for Ith mode electric wave structural reso- malized relative to the particle radius a.)

nance can be determined by setting the denominator of a, To compare internal sphere source function distribu-

equal to zero and, likewise, conditions for I th mode magnetic tions at nonresonance, electric wave resonance, and magnet-

wave structural resonance can be determined by setting the ic wave resonance conditions, calculations were performed

denominator of b, equal to zero. (The c,, d, coefficients for for the nonresonance case of a = 29.5, the adjacent 34th

the internal field have the same respective denominators as mode, first-order electric wave resonance case of

the a,, b, coefficients of the scattered field, thus the condi- a = 29.753, and the adjacent 34th mode, first-order magnet-

tions for internal field structural resonance are identical to ic Wave resonance case of a = 29.365 (refer to Fig. 2).

the conditions for the scattered field structural resonance.)
For a specified value of R, the solution of these equations
requires a complex size parameter, the imaginary part of 3.0

which describes the strength and width of the resonance (in 37

electrical circuit analogy, the Q of the resonance) and the ' s
real part of which corresponds (approximately) to the actu- ,n 2.0 b-,

al sphere radius/incident wavelength combination at which ,1 a ,

the resonance occurs. There is an infinite sequence of roots ( J33 0

for each equation, with the root having the smallest real part 1 1.0

designated as the first-order resonance, the root having the C
next to smallest real part designated as the second-order res-
onance, and so on. 12.13,14_0.0

To illustrate resonance behavior, calculations were per- 2s 29 30 31 32

formed for a spherical particle in air with ot
= 1.33 + 5.OX 10- 6i and a values of the order of 29.5. FIG. 2. Absorption efficiency vs size parameter for a plane wave incident

These parameters correspond to an approximately 10-prm- upon a spherical particle. A - 1.33 + 5.0x 10-6i.
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Calculations for plane-wave illumination are shown in
Figs. 3-6. Figure 3 is the normalized source function in the
transverse (x-z) plane for the nonresonance case of
a = 29.5. An equatorial (y-z) plane plot for the same non-
resonance case is given in Fig. 4. For the 34th mode, first- -

order electric wave resonance, it was found that, though
there was insignificant difference in the equatorial plane nor- ' .
malized source function distribution in comparison with the '. ', "- .

nonresonance case (Fig. 4), there was a significant increase
in the normalized source function in the transverse plane, as
shown in Fig. 5. For the 34th mode, first-order magnetic
wave resonance, little difference with the nonresonance case
was observed in the transverse plane, but a significant in- FIG. 4. Normalized source function in the equatorial (-:) plane for a

crease in normalized source function was present in the transverse (x direction) polarized plane wave propagating in the + :-axis

equatorial plane, as shown in Fig. 6. In general, it was found direction incident upon a sphere with h = 1.33 + 5.Ox 10-i and a = 29.5

that electric wave resonances were excited predominately in (nonresonance).

the transverse plane (parallel to the direction of incident
electric field polarization) and magnetic wave resonances beam") propagating in the + z-axis direction and linearly
were excited predominately in the equatorial plane (perpen- polarized in the x-axis direction (refer to Fig. I) is assumed.
dicular to the direction of incident electric field polariza- The beam was expressed mathematically using the first-or-
tion) for plane-wave illumination. der corrected paraxial beam description of Davis."' 9 The

The ring formation of the normalized source function coordinates (xo, yo, zo) are used to indicate the position of
just inside the surface of the sphere for the plane-wave illu- the center of the spherical particle relative to the focal point
mination resonance cases. seen in Figs. 5 and 6, was reported of the beam.
by Chylek, Pendleton, and Pinnick,'5 who also observed That an arbitrary beam can excite the same structural
that, in general, an I th mode resonance will have 21 peaks resonances as a plane wave is physically reasonable, and is
arou .1 the circumference, which is the case here. A physical also confirmed mathematically. As discussed in our earlier
exr anation for the occurrence of structural resonances, paper,' the derivation approach for the arbitrary beam inci-
which is consistent with the ring formation of the normal- dent upon a homogeneous spherical particle theory, similar
ized source function just beneath the surface of the particle, to the Lorenz-Mie approach, is to express the internal and
is the "surface wave" description first proposed by van de scattered electromagnetic fields of the spherical particle in
Hulst' t and later discussed by other investigators."" van de the form of an infinite series of electric and magnetic waves.
Hulst proposed that structural resonances occur when sur- However, unlike the plane-wave Lorenz-Mie solution, the
face waves constructively interfere about the circumference most general series form is chosen. The result is a nested
of the particle, series with each radial mode I having (21 + 1) associated

angular modes. (For each radial mode l the angular mode
III. INCIDENT BEAM CALCULATIONS index m may have integer values from - I to + 1.) The

The theory of our earlier paper' was used to investigate coefficients of the scattered field electric wave and magnetic
structural resonance behavior for a spherical particle illumi- wave I th radial mode, mth angular mode terms, taken from
nated by a tightly focused laser beam as a function of focal our earlier paper,' are, respectively,

point positioning. A focused, linearly polarized, Gaussian-
profiled, monochromatic beam (a "focused Gaussian

c#

'..0

FIG, 5. Normalized source function in the transverse (x-:) plane for a
FIG. 3- Normalized source function in the transverse (x.) plane for a transverse (x direction) polarized plant wave propagating in the + :-axis
transverse (x direction) polarized plane wave propagating in the + z-axis direction incident upon a sphere with A - 1.33 + 5.Ox 10-'i and
direction incident upon a sphere with i = 1.33 + S.Ox 10-iand a = 29.5 a = 29.753 (34th mode, first-order electric wave resonance). (Note: Nor-
(nonresonance). malized source function truncated for values exceeding 100.)
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-2a' rn-+2_ 1 (Ye/+ l)[la,.1 2 + ;b,,,12

' i ;I+ Re(Al. a,* + B, b )]  (7)

A t Figure 7 shows the modified absorption efficiency for
the a = 29.5 (nonresonance), a = 29.753 (34th mode, first-
order electric wave resonance), and a = 29.365 (34th mode,

I first-order magnetic wave resonance) cases for incident
I . beam focal point positioning on the particle's x axis

(0.0( - .io<2.0, Vo = 0.0, io = 0.0). As can be observed,
the modified absorption efficiency is approximately equal
for all three cases for focal point positioning near the center
of the particle, but as the focal point of the beam is moved
along the x axis towards the surface of the particle, the modi-

FIG. 6. Normalized source function in the equatorial (y-z) plane for a fled absorption efficiency increases for the electric wave res-
transverse (x direction) polarized plane wave propagating in the + z-axis onance case until it peaks at a focal point position just out-
direction incident upon a sphere with h = 1.33 + 5.Ox 10-Oi and
a= 29.365 (34th mode, first-order magnetic wave resonance). (Note: side the paricle surface before decreasing to zero as the
Normalized source function truncated for values exceeding 100.) beam is moved on away from the particle. In contrast, the

modified absorption efficiency for the nonresonance and
magnetic resonance cases decrease monotonically as the
beam focal point position is moved away from the particlea,,, = - aA,,, (5) ce trcenter.

and Figure 8 presents the modified absorption efficiency for
bl, = - bB,, , (6) the same three cases presented in Fig. 7, but for beam focal

where .4,,, and B1,, are incident field coefficients, the value point positioning along they axis (io = 0.0, 0.0< -.Po<2.0,
of which are dependent upon the character of the incident z, = 0.0). In this arrangement, it is the magnetic wave reso-

beam, and a, and b, are the Lorenz-Nlie plane-wave coeffi- nance that is excited as the beam is moved from the center
cients given in Eqs. (I) and (2). Since the scattered field towards the particle surface, while the nonresonance and

electric wave and magnetic wave mode coefficients of the electric wave resonance cases decrease monotonically.
arbitrary beam theory are proportional to the respective The lack of resonance excitation for on-center focal
pane-wrave cobfientsory sruc l p reonane toccust the point positioning is consistent with the observation of Ash-plane-wave coeffcients, structural resonance occurs at the kin and Dziedzic - that resonances in radiation presure did
same size parameters for arbitrary beam illumination as for n and foieam tht oce inron pessur did
plane-wave illumination. However, unlike the plane-wave
resonance case. a particular beam radial resonance mode has droplet. The excitation of resonance for beam focal point

associated with it (21 + 1 ) angular modes. The relative exci- positioning near the surface of the spherical particle may
tation ofeach oftheseangular modes depends upon thechar- explain the observations of Baer ' and Zhang and co-acter of ehe incident beam. workers9 which indicated that increased resonance inelastic

scattering can be obtained using such edge illumination. Ap-a= 1.33 + 5. 10-6i, a=29.5 conditions that were used parently, to excite a structural resonance with a tightly fo-
f 1.33 -- caula onditions that were urevio sedn. A cused beam it is necessary to position the focal point of the

for the plane-wave calculations of the previous section. A ba ertersnnern omto htocr o
consantbea wast adis o w, 1.872washosn. For beam near the resonance ring formation that occurs forconstant beam waist radius ofw = 1.S;87A was chosen. (For paewv luiain codn ovnd usssr

) = 1.06-pim illumination, this would correspond to a 4-pUm plane-wave illumination. According to van de Hulsts sur-

waist diameter beam incident upon an = 10-pum-diam parti-
cle.) 3.0 - a-29.5 (nonreonance)

To explore the general effect of beam focal point posi- --- *-29.365 (magnetic wove res.)
tioning on structural resonance excitation, the spherical par- 2.5 . ..... a-29.753 (electric wove res.)
ticle absorption efficiency was calculated for focal point po- n 2.0
sitioning along the x, y, and z axes of the spherical particle.
A modified absorption efficiency Q., defined as the ratio of X 1.5

the power absorbed by the spherical particle to the total pow- 1.0
er of the incident beam, was utilized. An expression for the to
power absorbed by the particle W., was given in our earlier os
paper.' Dividing this expression by the total power of the 0.0
incident beam 0.0 o.5 1.0 1.5 2.0

(c/16)E~owo , -xo

where, here, E0 is the electric field amplitude at the beam FIG. 7. Modified absorption efficiency vs. focal point positioning along the x
axis. Transverse (x direction) polarized focused Gaussian beam incidentfocal point, provides a series expression for the modified ab)- upon a sphere. R= 1.33 + 5.0x 10- i, Raea= 11.86, and a = 29.365, 29.5,

sorption efficiency and 29.753.
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3.0 10
- a29.5 (nonreaonance) 

1 a-29.5 (nonresononce)

2.5 a-22.365 (magnetic wove ra.) ---- a-29.365 (magnetic wove ree.)
...... a-29.753 (electric wave res.) . .. 29.753 (electric wave ra.)

,, 2.0 / -

00 A/

0...10 l0 . .

0.0 0.0
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0 .0 102.0

FIG. 8. Modified absorption efficiency vs focal point positioning along they FIG. 9. Modified absorption efficiency vs focal point positioning along thez
axis. Transverse (x direction) polarized focused Gaussian beam incident axis. Transverse (x direction) polarized focused Gaussian beam incident
upon a sphere. ii= .33+5.0x -'i, ilZa= l1.96, and a = 29.365, 29.5, upon a sphere. = 1.33 + 5.Ox 10-6i, i la = 11.86, and a = 29.365, _9.5,
and 29.753. and 29.753.

face wave description, edge illumination is required to create wave resonance cases is given in Fig. 9. For the nonreso-
the surface waves that constructively interfere to create the nance case, the modified absorption efficiency decreases
resonance. monotonically as the beam focal point is moved away from

In general, the calculations presented in Figs. 7 and 8 the spherical particle due to the spreading of the beam inci-
also suggest that only electric wave resonances are excited dent upon the particle. However, for the resonance cases,
for edge illumination in the direction of incident electric field moving the focal point of the tightly focused beam a relative-
polarization and only magnetic wave resonances are excited ly short distance away from the center of the sphere can
for edge illumination perpendicular to the direction of inci- actually increase the modified absorption efficiency when
dent electric field polarization. This observation, which was the beam spreads so as to provide illumination along the
verified for the other resonance modes shown in Fig. 2, could edge of the sphere that excites the structural resonances.
be tested experimentally. In general it was found, as was the case for plane-wave

Another interesting observation is that the peak in illumination, that electric wave resonances were predomi-
structural resonance excitation occurs for beam focal point nately excited in the transverse plane (parallel to the direc-
positioning outside the surface of the spherical particle. A tion of incident polarization) and magnetic wave resonances
possible physical explanation for this may lie within the "lo- were predominately excited in the equatorial plane (perpen-
calization principle" discussed by van de Hulst"6 in which he dicular to the direction of incident polarization). The nor-
indicates that, for radii much greater than a wavelength, the malized source function distribution in the transverse (x-z)
I th partial wave may be associated with a ray passing plane for the focused Gaussian beam positioned at the top
through a radial position edge of the particle (.i = - 1.0, A1 = 0.0, io = 0.0) is

?= (1+ 1/2)/a (8) shown in Fig. 10 for the nonresonance case and in Fig. 1 Ifor
the electric wave resonance case. The normalized sourcefrom the particle center. [Grehan and co-workers - ' have function distribution in the equatorial (y-z) plane for the

applied the localization principle to provide a mathematical- focused Gaussian beam positioned at the right edge of the
ly simple, but approximate, determination of the interaction particle (-io = 0.0,A' = - 1.0, io = 0.0) is shown in Fig. 12
coefficients for their generalized Lorenz-Mie theory for the nonresonance case and in Fig. 13 for the magnetic
(GLMT) analysis.] Since for an Ith mode structural reso-
nance, it is the ?th partial wave that is in resonance, a beam
that is predominately characterized by that particular par-
tial wave will excite the structural resonance. For the calcu- -
lations considered here with I= 34, Eq. (7) gives P = 1.160
for the a = 29.753, electric wave resonance case, and
'= 1.175 for the a = 29.365, magnetic wave resonance case.
The peaks in the curves of Figs. 7 and 8 correspond approxi-mately with these respective values. It appears then that van .< " ' :( - !}!i :) ?" .
de Hulst's localization principle as expressed in Eq. (6) can

be used to predict the approximate beam focal point posi-
tioning for maximum structural resonance excitation for an
arbitrary Ith mode resonance. This observation was also
verified for several other complex relative index of refraction
and resonance mode number combinations.The modified absorption efficiency for focal point FIG. 10. Normalized source function in the transverse (a--) plane for atransverse (x direction) polarized focused Gaussian beam incident upon ationing along the z axis (the incident beam propagation axis) sphere at nonresonanee. i- 1.33 + S. X 10-'i, 0.402, i4= - 1.0,
for the nonresonance, electric wave resonance, and magnetic j' - 0.0. 4 = 0.0, and a - 29.3.
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FIG. 11. Normalized source function in the transverse (x-:) plane for a
transverse (x direction) polarized focused Gaussian beam incident upon a
sphere at electric wave resonance. 5 = 1.33 + 5.Ox 10-6i, i,0 = 0.399, FIG. 13. Normalized source function in the equatorial Oyz) plane for a

= - 1.0. _P, = 0.0, - = 0.0, and a = 29.753. transverse (x direction) polarized focused Gaussian beam incident upon a

sphere at magnetic wave resonance. i = 1.33 + 5.OX 10-6i, rvo = 0.404,
1, = 0.0.'o = - 1.0,-= 0.0, and a = 29.365.

wave resonance case. For the resonance cases of Figs. 11 and
13 the beam excites a structural resonance producing a ring are excited predominately in the equatorial plane (perpen-
of increased normalized source function just inside the sur- dicular to the direction of incident electric field polariza-
face of the particle somewhat similar to the ring formation tion).
observed for plane-wave resonance illumination (Figs. 5 and ()
6). However, the ring formation for resonance beam illumi- (2) Structural resonances are not excited for on-center
nation does not exhibit the 21 circumferential peaks that point positioning.were observed for resonance plane-wave illumination but point positioning.

wereobst-ve fo reonane pane-aveillminaionbut (3) Electric wave resonances are excited for on-edge
consists more of a solid ring. The difference in ring structure (3)u Eectic wve resonance eeci for o-illumination in the direction of incident electric field polar-
between the resonance plane wave and resonance beam cases ization and magnetic wave resonances are excited by on-
is a consequence of the fact that for the plane-wave reso- ilation nd ic la toane arecin on -
nance only a single angular mode is "excited" while for beam edge illumination perpendicular to the direction of incident
resonance a series of angular modes ( - I~ms< + 1) can be eeti il oaiainexcited. (4) van de Hulst's "localization principle" can be usedto predict the approximate radial location for focal point

IV. SUMMARY positioning that will provide maximum excitation of an arbi-
trary I th mode structural resonance.

The theory of our earlier paper ' has been used to investi- (5) The 21 circumferential peaks in the ring formation
gate the structural resonance behavior of a spherical particle of normalized source function that occurs for plane-wave
illuminated by a tightly focused Gaussian beam. For the resonance are not exhibited for on-edge beam resonance ex-

= 1.33 + 5.0x 10- 6i, a=29.5, and w, = 1.887A condi- citation.
tions considered here, it appears that: Observation (2) has already been verified by the experi-

( I ) Electric wave resonances are excited predominately ments of Ashkin and Dziedzic.3'" Observations (1), (3),
in the transverse plane (parallel to the direction of incident (4), and (5) could be tested as part of future experiments.
electric field polarization) and magnetic wave resonances
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Reprinted from Applied Optics

Focused laser beam interactions with methanol droplets:
effects of relative beam diameter

Scott A. Schaub, Dennis R. Alexander, John P. Barton, and Mark A. Emanuel

The effect of the local diameter of a focused CO2 laser beam on calculated internal source function distribu-
tions and experimentally observed explosive characteristics is examined for 16 5 -,m spherical methanol
droplets. Experimental results show that the location and the characteristics of the explosive process change
as the droplet is moved out of the laser focal point along the axis of propagation. Theoretical calculations
indicate that, when the beam diameter is of the same order of magnitude as the droplet diameter, a
modification of Mie theory, accounting for the finite beam size of the laser, is necessary to provide results
which are consistent with experimental observations.

I. Introduction et al.6 and allows the calculation of both the internal
When investigating the interaction of high energy and external electric and magnetic fields for any arbi-

laser beams with aerosol droplets, the effect of the trary incident beam for which an accurate mathemati-
finite diameter of focused laser beams is of interest. In cal description is known. The fundamental (TEMo0
cases where the beam diameter is significantly larger mode) Gaussian beam description used in this paper
than the droplet diameter, the plane wave approxima- has been derived by Davis. 7 In the theoretical calcula-
tion is apparently valid. However, in situations when tions to follow, only the first-order corrections, as pre-
the beam diameter is of the same order of magnitude as sented by Davis, are used in the description of the
the droplet diameter, the validity of plane wave theory incident Gaussian beam. This beam description has
is uncertain. This situation is frequently encountered been applied to a similar Gaussian beam/spherical
in experimentation'- 3 since the use of focused laser particle interaction analysis8 and has provided accu-
beams is often necessary to obtain sufficiently high rate results as long as the wavelength is small com-
laser intensities. In this paper the differences that pared to the laser beam diameter.
plane wave and focused laser beams have on the laser-
aerosol interaction for 165-pm spherical methanol III. Experimal
droplets are examined from both a theoretical and In the experimental arrangement shown in Fig. 1. a
experimental viewpoint. cw CO 2 laser (Advanced Kinetics model MIRL-100)

operating at a wavelength of 10.6 Mm in the fundamen-
II. Theory tal TEMoo mode is focused to a beam waist diameter,

The theoretical development for a plane electromag- 2uo, of -120 gm. (The beam diameter is expressed as
netic wave incident on a homogeneous absorbing 2w where u represents the radial location at which the
sphere was first presented by Mie 4 in 1908 and by laser intensity falls to l'e 2, its value along the propaga-
Debye5 in 1909. This mathematical solution has been tion axis. Quantities subscripted with 0 are evaluated
used extensively in attempts to better understand the at the focal point of the laser.) Monodisperse spheri-
interaction between laser light and spherical aerosol cal droplets are generated using a vibrating orifice
particles. The extension of Mie theory to arbitrary generator (TSJ model 3450) and fall through the laser
incident beams. has been presented in detail by Barton beam while being simultaneously imaged using a

pulsed N 2 laser system (X = 337 nm, 10-ns FWHM).

When this work was done all authors were with University of By changing the vibrating frequency and the orifice
Nebraska-Lincoln, Laboratory for Electro-Optical Measurements, size of the generator, drops from -20 to 500 jm can be
Lincoln, Nebraska 68588-052.5; Mark A. Emanuel is now with Rock- generated. The characteristics of the explosion phe-
well International Corporation, Rocketdyne Division, Canoga Park, nomena are observed by viewing real time images of
California 91303. the drop explosions utilizing the N 2 imaging system.

Received 19 May 1989. These images, obtained using 10-ns illumination
Ooo3.69 09/o666.o4so2.oo/o. pulses, can be viewed at various time intervals during
C 198 Optical Society of America. the explosion process. In addition to providing a
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Fig. 1. Schematic of the experimental configuration.

Fig. 3. Interaction of a 16 5 -Mm methanol droplet (n = 1.395 +
0.0163i) with ) = 10.6-um radiation at an incident laser intensity of
-15 kW/cm

2
. The droplet is located -7 mm behind the laser focal

point (2w = 800 sm); the laser is propagating from left to right.

2. - ie: sea, Da"eer

Fig. 2. Interaction of a 165-mm methanol droplet (n = 1.395 + Pancie Zemer o "' "za1 0,

0.0163i) with ) = 10.6-om radiation at an incident laser intensity of Lae Oa, O ' ..

-100 kW/cm 2. The droplet is located at the laser focal point (2w a _
120 m); the laser is propagating from left to right F'

Fig. 4. Schematic of the geometry used for the theoretical

means for visualizing the explosion process, the N2  calculations.

imaging system also allows for accurate determination
of particle size using a real time digitizer and particle
sizing software. 9  is smaller than the droplet diameter (165 pm) for the

focused beam case shown in Fig. 2. In contrast, Fig. 3
IV. Resuls shows the same size methanol droplet located 7 mnni

The liquid used for the experiments considered here behind the laser focal point. This location would cor-
was methanol which has a complex refractive index of respond to a beam diameter of -800 p m which is
n 1.395 + 0.0163i (Ref. 10) at an incident wavelength significantly larger than the droplet diameter and
of 10.6 m. Figure 2 shows the explosive characteris- more closely approximates plane wave illumination.
tics of a 165-pm methanol droplet located at the laser At this position, the shadow hemisphere of the droplet
focal point. Figure 3 shows the same size methanol is the first to show evidence of explosive vaporization.
drop which has been positioned -7 mm behind the These bservations suggest that the size of the laser
laser focal point. In these photographs, the CO2 laser beam relative to the droplet diameter has a direct
is propagating from left to right. For both the focal effect on the explosive characteristics of large metha-
point and 7-mm cases, the laser power was adjusted to nol droplets.
a level slightly above that required to initiate explosive The geometry used for the theoretical calculations is
behavior. The laser intensities corresponded to -100 shown in Fig. 4. A stationary particle of radius a,
kW/cm 2 for the focal point case and 15 kW/cm2 for the located at an arbitrary position (xo,yo,zo) is illuminated
7-mm case. Examining Fig. 2, it is apparent that at by a fundamental Gaussian beam propagating in the
this stage of the drop explosion, the illuminated hemi- +z direction with linear polarization in the x direction.
sphere of the droplet has been fragmented extensively Although the experimental observations shown in
while the shadow hemisphere of the drop remains com- Figs. 2 and 3 were obtained using a stream of droplets
pletely intact. Note that the beam diameter (120 pm) falling through a focused laser beam, certain qualita-
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Fig. 5. Computer generated plot of the normalized internal source Fig. 7. Computer generated plot of the normalized internal source
function distribution within a 165-pm methanol droplet (n = 1.395 + function distribution within a 165-rn methanol droplet (n = 1.395 +

0.0163i) illuminated by a plane wave (X = 10.6 pm). 0.01 63i) illuminated by a Gaussian beam (X = 10.6 pm, &0 = 0.75, io
= .0= 0). The droplet is located 1.65 mm behind the laser focal

point (2o f 20).

funtin-- .- 7. *

Fig. 6. Computer generated plot of the normalized internal source

function distribution within a 165-mm methanol droplet (n = 1.395 +
0.0163i) illuminated by a Gaussian beam (X = 10.6 pm, r4% = 0.75. io Fig. 8. Computer generated plot of the normalized internal source

= 5 0). The droplet is located 7 mm behind the laser focal point function distribution within a 165-pm methanol droplet (n = 1.395 +

fio = 85). 0.0163i) illuminated by a Gaussian beam (X = 10.6 pm, -(, = 0.75. is

=0 = 0). The droplet is located at the laser focal point (2t = 0).

tive comparisons can still be made. The series of plots Figure 5 shows the normalized internal source func-
which follow show the normalized internal source tion distribution for a 165-Mm diam methanol droplet
function distribution for &o = 0.75 (experimental case) undergoing plane wave illumination. Note that the
and o varying from the plane wave case (!o - =) to the peak values of the source function occur exclusively
focal point case (!0 = 0). Here, the normalized source within the shadow hemisphere of the droplet with
function . and the normalized beam waist &' are de- smaller values appearing within the illuminated hemi-
fined as sphere. To illustrate the effect of decreasing beam

I02  2u,(z = 0) diameter, examine Figs. 6-8 which show the normal-
aE- , -a ized internal source function distributions for the same

size methanol droplet located in a fundamental Gauss-
where E represents the electric field at an arbitrary ian beam with io = 0.75 and 20 equal to 85 (7-mm out of
location, E0 represents the peak value of the incident focal point), 20 (1.65-mm out of focal point), and 0
electric field at the focal point, 2w represents the local (focal point), respectively. As expected due to the
beam diameter, and a represents the radius of the large local beam diameter (800 Mm at 2o = 85), Fig. 6
particle. 2o is the axial position of the particle with shows virtually the same normalized source function
respect to the laser focal point normalized by the parti- distribution as that calculated using plane wave Mie
cle radius a. Physically, the source function is directly theory. The only notable difference is the magnitude
proportional to the time average power per unit vol- of the normalized source function. For plane wave
ume deposited in the sphere due to resistance or joule Mie theory, the source function is normalized based on
heating. Since the maximum values of the normalized an assumed uniform incident electric field. For the
internal source function in the y-z plane (see Fig. 4) arbitrary incident beam theory, however, the source
occurred along the y - 0 line for the cases considered, function is normalized by the electric field at the focal
only center line plots are presented. point of the incident Gaussian laser beam. Therefore,
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as the particle is moved away from the laser focal point V. Conclmions
along the propagation axis, the corresponding incident Although classical Mie theory is adequate in many
beam intensity decreases. For smaller values of 20, as cases for describing the internal source function distri-
shown in Figs. 6-8, the maximum value of the normal- bution within spherical absorbing particles, there are
ized source function within the illuminated hemi- situations when the Gaussian beam theory must be
sphere of the droplet increases relative to the peak utilized to account for the experimentally observed
values within the shadow hemisphere. Figure 8, which explosive characteristics. In particular, for a 165-,Um
shows the theoretical calculations corresponding to methanol droplet located at the focal point of a 120-m
the experimentally measured beam waist diameter dian laser beam, the Gaussian beam theory correctly
t 120 nm), indicates that the peak source function value predicts that the initial explosive vaporization will
occurs on the illuminated surface of the droplet. A occur within the illuminated hemisphere of the drop-
qualitative explanation for the explosive process is to let. Using classical Mie theory for the focal point case
associate the transition between shadow and illumi- would show the largest energy absorption to occur
nated side explosive vaporization as the point at which within the shadow hemisphere contrary to experimen-
relative source function values are approximately tal observation. As the methanol droplets are moved
equal within the shadow and illuminated hemispheres away from the laser focal point along the propagation
of the droplet. This explanation is supported by the axis to a point 7 mm behind the focal point, the loca-
trends shown in the theoretical calculations as well as tion of initial explosive vaporization shifts from the
the experimental observations shown in Figs. 2 and 3. illuminated hemisphere to the shadow hemisphere of
Examining peak source function values within each the droplet. At this position, the beam diameter is
hemisphere may not always be a valid approach since much larger than the droplet diameter and thus both
the actual energy absorbed within the two hemi- plane wave Mie theory and the Gaussian beam theory
spheres may be dramatically different even if peak give results consistent with experimental observation.
source function values within each hemisphere are the In general, for situations when the particle diameter is
same. This difference in absorption is due to the the same order of magnitude as the beam diameter, the
different source function distributions exhibited with- Gaussian beam theory should be used to account for
in the shadow and illuminated hemispheres of weakly the finite size of the laser beam.
absorbing particles. The source function distribution
within the illuminated hemisphere tends to be more This work was supported by the Army Chemical
uniformly distributed while the distribution within Research & Development Center under contract
the shadow hemisphere is much more localized. DA.AA15-85-K-0001.
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Theoretical model for the image formed by a spherical
particle in a coherent imaging system: comparison

t to experiment

S. A. Schaub Abstract. A simple theoretical model is presented that allows calculation
D. R. Alexander, MEMBER SPIE of the image produced by a spherical absorbing particle illuminated by
J. P. Barton monochromatic, coherent laser light. Results presented in this paper are
University of Nebraska-Lincoln restricted to a single-lens imaging system, although generalization to more
Center for Electro-Optics complex imaging system configurations would be straightforward. The
Lincoln, Nebraska 68588-0525 method uses classic Lorenz-Mie scattering theory to obtain the electro-

magnetic field external to an absorbing spherical particle and a Fourier
optics approach to calculate the intensities in the image plane. Experi-
mental results evaluating focus characteristics are examined for 50 I.m
diameter water droplets using an N2 laser imaging system in conjunction
with a digital image processor, and the experimental images are compared
to the results of the theoretical model. Comparat*.e focus criteria results
are particularly useful in aerosol science research involving dynamic par-
ticle size measurements in which criteria for focus and depth of field must
be established.

Subject terms: spray analysis; image formation; focus effects.

Optical Engineering 28(5j. 565-571 (May 1989).

CONTENTS The specific imaging system under consideration has been
1. Introduction described in detail in previous work 5 6 and can be summarized
2. Problem formulation as shown in Fig. 1. In this system, an object located at plane
3. Theoretical model zo is illuminated by an N2 laser (Molectron model UV-12. X =
4. Results and discussion 337 nm, 2.5 mi/pulse, 10 ns FWHM). The image is formed by
5. Conclusions passing the scattered light through a plano-convex lens (f
6. Appendix 50 mm, D = 25 mm) onto a vidicon tube (plane z3). The video

6. 1. Scattered field signal is then sent to a Recognition Concepts, Inc., Trapix 5532
6.2. Incident field
6.3. External feld digital image processor for analysis. To obtain accurate particle

7. References size data, the imaging system must be calibrated using particles
of known sizes, and the calibration data must be incorporated

1. INTRODUCTION into an automated algorithm, allowing for rapid processing of
video frames containing particle images. For particles in focus.

During recent years there has been a growing interest in the field the calibration and algorithm implementation is straightforward.
of dynamic particle size measurements. Applications such as However, for sizing dynamic sprays, special algorithms are re-
combustion optimization, industrial and agricultural spray ap- quired since most particles in a spray are slightly defocused due
plication, and cloud simulation for aircraft icing studies all re- to the spatial distribution of particles throughout the spray. The
quire detailed knowledge of both particle size and particle size computer-based sizing algorithms must have the capability of
distribution. One method commonly used to measure particle determining when a particle is in focus and its correct size. Such
and spray characteristics utilizes laser interferometry and light a computer algorithm has been developed, 6,7 to count and size

123scattering.'* Although restricted to spherical droplets,3 this method particles in dynamic sprays based on criteria derived from ex-provides valuable size and velocity information for a variety of perimental calibrations using a monodisperse droplet generator
applications. Another method of obtaining data on particle char- and a chrome-on-glass static calibration reticle.8 The technique
acteristics, which is addressed in this paper, uses a laser-based makes use of the intensity gradient at the particle edge and the

4.5imaging system coupled to a digital image processor. measured average intensity (gray level) of the particle, both of
which change as the particle is moved in and out of focus. By

Paper 2603 received July 15. 1988; revised manuscript received Jan. 13. 1989 carefully positioning particles of known size at various locations
accepted for publication Jan. 13. 1989. with respect to the object plane (plane zo). we obtained an em-
0 1989 Society of Phoeo-Opical Instrumentation Engineer. pirical criteria to determine particle size as a function of the
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Laser Pan1eIe Apertue Lens Irage field calculations are shown in the appendix. These equations
I [yield exact knowledge (within numerical accuracy) of the elec-

tromagnetic field at every point within the aperture located at
II plane zi. Although we use the most general form of the Lorenz-

II..Mie equations for calculations presented in this paper, it is pos-
sible that simplifications,' 2 for specific cases of droplet size,

r optical properties, or imaging system geometry, can be incor-T, Z "porated into the analysis.• Z To remain consistent with the scalar diffraction theory out-

lined by Goodman,13 we assume that the x-component (direction
Y of polarization) of the electric field will be the only significant

electric field component throughout the imaging system. The
validity of this assumption can be readily verified by examin-
ing the magnitude of the three field components at the aperture

U (plane z,).
-:2 -3 In addition, the actual physical problem depicted in Fig. 1

can be simplified based on several experimental observations.
Fig. 1. Imaging system geometry. For the aperture size of 5.5 mm used in the imaging system, it

was observed that the particle image at plane Z3 was not sig-
measured average gray level of the particle. The 6particle edge nificantly affected as the aperture was moved toward the lens.
zradient and average gray level have been shown , to provide This observation is not entirely unexpected since, with X being
excellent criteria on which to base in-focus and out-of-focus much less than ra and the distance z2 to z, not being excessively
determination. Although empirical results can provide accurate large, we would expect that diffraction effects would be small
algorithms for particle sizing for a particular optical system, a in proceeding from plane zi to z2. If we neglect diffraction
theoretical model would be useful in examining such things as effects due to the aperture, then the aperture serves only to
the effect of changing aperture size on the observed particle decrease the effective lens diameter. As the aperture size be-
images, the variation in average gray level with the degree of comes small, however, this assumption is no longer valid. For
particle defocus, and the relationship between the actual particle calculations presented in this paper. the aperture is assumed to
edge and the observed edge intensity gradient of a defocused be positioned directly in front of the lens. This simplification
particle, results in elimination of a very time-consuming numerical in-

In a recent paper by Thompson and Malyak, 9 an approach tegration that would be required to proceed from plane zi to Z.
using the Huvgens-Fresnel principle was used to calculate the One also observes that the particle image formed on the vi-
intensity distribution for opaque disks illuminated by a coherent dicon (plane Z3) appears essentially symmetric with respect to
laser source. Results showed that the depth of field for a coherent the z axis. Although it is apparent that the electric field com-
imaging system is much larger than for a similar incoherent ponents will be functions of angle as well as radial location (see
system. In this paper. we consider the more general case of a the appendix). the angular dependence of the x-component of
spherical absorbing particle undergoing monochromatic coherent the electric field has been found to be very weak based upon
illumination and outline a simple method for calculating the direct computation. Therefore, we assume that the x-component
image produced by the particle. Calculated results based on the of the electric field can be treated as axisymmetric. This sim-
theoretical model are compared to experimentally observed im- plification allows field calculations to be performed in the radial
ages for both in-focus and out-of-focus 50 .m diameter water direction only. It is also apparent that since the x-component of
droplets, and implications to particle sizing are discussed. the electric field is axisymmetric for a specific incident polar-

ization direction, the calculations will also be valid for randomly
2. PROBLEM FORMULATION polarized light in which the direction of polarization is changing
In formulating the physical problem to be solved, we begin with in an arbitrary manner. The mathematical details incorporating
the actual experimental arrangement shown in Fig. 1. The N2  the above discussion are presented in the following section.
laser is propagating in the + z direction and is assumed, for
calculation purposes, to be linearly polarized in the x direction. 3. THEORETICAL MODEL
Although the output beam of the N2 laser is inherently randomly The geometry for the simplified model is shown in Fig. 2. In
polarized, we assume as a first approximation that the coherence the following discussion the x-component of the external electric
length of the N2 laser is such that at any instant of time the field is denoted by Ema, where the subscript refers to the field
particle is essentially illuminated by a linearly polarized plane evaluated at plane zm. As discussed previously, the electric field
wave. The spherical particle, of arbitrary radius a, located at at plane z, is known exactly from Lorenz-Mie theory (see the
plane zo is assumed to be isotropic, homogeneous, and non- appendix). E2 can be related to the Ei by assuming that the
magnetic and to possess a finite electrical conductivity. Ac- paraxial thin lens expression 13 is valid,
cepting that the laser/aerosol interaction can be modeled as a
linearly polarized plane wave incident on a spherical absorbing ik , 2
particle, the electromagnetic field distribution can be obtained E2(x2,y:) = exp(ikn.U) exp - (+ V2) EI(xi.y,)
everywhere internal and external to an absorbing spherical par- I
ticle using the classic Lorenz-Mie theory.10 *1 A more recent
outline of the theoretical details of the derivation can be found = exp(iknAo) exp E(x02.Y:) tl)
in Born and Wolf.' 2 The equations used for the external electric f
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E.,Ir3.d3) = X 3 - 2 (E,(r-) r-exp(-+ik fep{ 2 AZ

x Ir + r - 2r 2r1cos(b2-d)3)] d.!dr. (5)j r. In addition to simplifying the electric fielJ description, the ax-

isymmetric assumption alsc ,,lows exact evaluation of the an-
gular integral in Eq. (5). Utilizing orthogonality along with
the identity'

3

exp(iasinx) = . J (a)exp(ikx). (6)

Z2 m Equation (5) can be simplified, giving

Fig. 2. Simplified geometry used for calculations. E3(r3) exp[ 2(Z - E(r)J(1)

where f is the focal length of the lens, A0 is the thickness of the x expf - (- r~dr2  (7)
lens, and k = 27.A. By thin lens, we mean that the thickness 1- 2 LI (Z3 Z2)] I
of the lens is such that a light ray enters and leaves the lens at
essentially the same x-y coordinates, thus making (xI.yI) and where J0 is the Bessel function of the first kind of order zero
(x2.yz) interchangeable. Note that the lens in the imaging system and
is assumed to be ideal and free from any aberrations. Using the
Fresnel approximation 1 in proceeding from plane z2 to z3, P krr 3  I8)

(Z3 -Z)
E3,(x3.Y-) = exp[ik(z3- Z:)] [ z 2

piz 3 -z2).] .f E2(x:.y:) In terms of intensity at the image plane. Eq. (7) can be written

X exp -:- , )'- + I\ -v-/"] dxd\2 . (2) li(r;) = Ei(r3)E*(r3)[ -(z3- zz) 3.. . ..

Substituting Eq. (1) into Eq. (2). = 2 Ej(r-)Jo(P)

E3ix;.3  expf 1]Z - ff-- expiknAo) exp[ ikx+v) XX; e+P Nl 1 ;d 2. . . i(z3 -z) - A ×2 X ep --2--- L (z - z rdr2 9)

* E (x,.v-) exp i [(x3 - X.)

-2(Z Z3:) where the asterisk denotes the complex conjugate. To remain
consistent with the Lorenz-Mie theory development (see the

+ (Y3 - y)r] dx.dv, . (3) appendix). Eq. (9) is written in terms of dimensionless variables.

2 F - -For convenience. Eq. (3) can be written in terms of r-4 coor- i3ff3) = - i) Ef)Jo(3)
dinates (i.e., xm = rmcosdbm and ym = rmsinim for plane zm),

" " Plik(z3 - z2)] expiknA) x exp[-:i - - 12df (O)
W302 f~ (i3 Z)J

X exp -lrr2cos0:)2 + (r2sin6:2 l where

x E- -r.d,,) x ik [ 2 = 2  a 2 a
"[(r3COS4 3- 2cos46) (13- i 2) CE

(ri -r~sin d 2)] r2dr.-2 (4) , Z

+ -I - (4 a a a

Based on the experimental observations discussed earlier, we 4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
utilize the axisymmetric field assumption and let E1(r2,4.) = To determine whether the theoretical model provided results
Ei(rz) only. Also, since we will ultimately be concerned only consistent with experimental observations, the N2 laser imaging
with intensity at plane z3, constant phase factors can be omitted, system was configured in a manner identical to Fig. 2. The
giving 50 i.m diameter spherical water droplets were generated using
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Fig. 3. 50 gm diameter water droplet located at the focal point Fig. 4. 50 Am diameter water droplet moved out of focus 10 radii
ij - to = 2100, t. = 110). Theoretical calculations (top); observed toward the lens (Q, - 1o = 2090, f. = 110). Theoretical calculations
image (bottom). (top); observed image (bottom).

a vibrating orifice generator (TSI model 3450) and allowed to system (1 pixel = 1 p.m and 256 gray levels), several interesting
fall in the - x direction through the N, laser imaging system at comparisons can be made.
a velocity of approximately 8 m's. The particle location and the As expected for an in-focus droplet, Fig. 3 shows a sharply
aperture size could be changed using micrometer positioners and defined boundary in both the theoretical and experimental im-
a variable size aperture. Unless otherwise noted, the following ages. Also evident is the bright center spot appearing in both
parameter values, corresponding to the actual experimental ar- photographs. The graph superimposed on the experimental im-
rangement, were used for the computations: radius of water age corresponds to the intensity distribution through the diameter
droplet a = 25 kim. incident wavelength X = 337 nm, complex of the particle, defined by the horizontal white lne. Note that
refractive index- 5i= 1.345 + 8.7 × 10-Qi, size parameter a the actual droplet size is the same in both the theoretical and
= 466. lens focal length f = 2000, distance from particle to experimental images. The apparent difference results from the
aperture (il - i) = 2100 (in-focus case), distance from lens discrete amounts of enlargement obtainable using the image pro-

to image plane (i3 - iZ2) = 42.000, radius of aperture f. cessor.
110. radius of lens ft = 500, radius of image ii = 50. As the droplet is moved out of focus 10 radii toward the lens

For comparison, we examined four specific cases. Figures 3 (it - 1o = 2090), the experimental image, shown in Fig. 4,
through 6 show photographs of both the experimentally observed again exhibits a relatively bright center spot. In addition, two
images obtained using the N2 imaging system and the theoret- concentric rings of lesser intensity appear near the center spot
ically calculated intensities for a 50 /am diameter water droplet as well as one ring slightly inside the boundary of the droplet.
located at the focal point ti - 2o = 2100, 4, = 1 10), 10 radii There also is a slight increase in light intensity just outside the
toward the lens (-t - 20 = 2090, i. = I10), 10 radii away edge of the particle. These general features are also observed in
from the lens ( - i0 = 21 10. = 10), and 12 radii away the theoretical calculations.
from the lens with a decreased aperture size (it - i0 = 2112, Figure 5 shows the same size water droplet but moved out
f. = 40), respectively. The theoretical images were generated of focus 10 radii away from the focusing lens (i2 - io = 2110).
and displayed on a DEC Microvax Il./GPX workstation and rep- Note that both the experimental and theoretical images show
resent relative intensity values in the image plane for F = r/a less intense ring structure internal to the particle edge than a
values from 0 to 2.5 (i.e., the dark outer circular edge corre- corresponding particle moved an equal distance toward the lens.
sponds to 2.5 particle radii). The experimental images are dis- The difference in intensity distributions exhibited by particles
played on a video monitor and represent a digitized, enlarged that are an equal distance out of focus but on opposite sides of
picture of the particle image. Although the quality of the ex- the object plane of the lens has been observed previously6 ,7 and
perimental image is limited by the resolution of the imaging becomes more significant as the particle size decreases. The
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211 \.,

mI f,

Fig. 5. 50 im diameter water droplet moved out of focus 10 radii Fig. 6. 50 Igm diameter water droplet moved out of focus 12 radii
away from the lens (i1 - to = 2110, ig = 110). Theoretical calcu- away from the lens and with decreased aperture size (z - !a =
lations (top); observed image (bottom). 2112, t. = 40). Theoretical calculations (top); observed image (bot-

tom).

intensity external to the edge of the particle. however, appears respectively. Note that the intensity values are normalized by
to be very similar for the two cases. the maximum intensity for the focal point (in-focus) case. In

As a final case. Fig. 6 shows an out-of-focus particle moved both figures, it is evident that the intensity gradient near the
12 radii away from the lens (il - 2 = 2112) along with a particle edge decreases significantly as the particle is moved out
decreased aperture size (f. = 40). In this case. both the theo- of focus. As pointed out previously "13 for coherent imaging
retical and experimental images show evidence of a blurred systems, the actual particle edge corresponds to approximately
particle edge as well as a significant decrease in the spatial 0.25 the incident intensity. Also evident are the high intensities
frequency of the diffraction rings. The images differ, however, that appear near the center of the droplet. This high intensity,
in the intensity of the center spot, which appears brighter for commonly referred to as Poisson's spot, is approximately four
the theoretical calculations than for the experimental image. times the intensity of the incident light for the in-focus case

In general. the theoretical calculations for all of the cases (it - io = 2100). As already noted, the intensity distribution
presented show center intensities higher than the intensities ob- is not the same for particles an equal distance on each side of
served experimentally. Also apparent in the experimental images the object plane. This fact adds additional uncertainty to the
are the slightly different intensity distributions observed on the already difficult problem of sizing dynamic sprays.
top and bottom of the droplet as compared to the left and right We also see that below a certain threshold intensity value.
sides of the droplet. Several factors may contribute to the ob- the average intensity internal to the particle edge increases as
served differences between experiment and theory. Among these the particle is moved out of focus. This observation is consistent
are the simplified incident beam description used to model the with the concept of using measured average gray level as an
laser pulse, the existence of lens aberrations, which were ne- indication of the degree of particle defocus. The optimum thresh-
glected in the present analysis, the assumption of symmetry old value for the system described in Fig. I was determined6

about the z axis, the simplified lens transformation, and the experimentally to be approximately one-half the incident inten-
relatively high velocity of the droplets (8 nrts) in the vertical sity.
direction. Figure 9 shows the effect of changing aperture size for a fixed

To obtain a more quantitative representation of the effect of particle location (it - lo = 2112). Readily apparent is the
droplet location on the calculated intensities, plots of normalized decrease in spatial frequency of the relative intensity maximum
intensity as a function of normalized radial location are shown as the aperture size is decreased. This effect should be expected
in Figs. 7 and 8 for 50 pIm diameter water droplets as they are since a decreasing effective lens size serves to restrict the lens
moved out of focus toward the lens and away from the lens, to collection of low-frequency portions of the object only. We
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amined, the locations of the higher intensity diffraction rings
agree well with experimental observations. The theoretical model
provides results that confirm the validity of using the particle

" 2 .c; : , + . -.- = 22i. ) edge intensity gradient and the measured average gray level as
3 'C cd tz-ooen -focus criteria for the sizing of dynamic particle sprays. The

0 -1 theoretical approach can also be easily extended to more complex
imaging system geometries involving multilens systems and to

3-. situations in which the axisymmetric field assumption is not
appropriate, such as off-axis imaging.

:. :5 . 2.0 6. APPENDIX

This section presents the near-field Lorenz-Mie theory equations

Fig. 7. Normalized intensity as a function of normalized radial po- for the scattered, incident, and external electric fields for a spher-

sition for a 50 p.m diameter water droplet moved out of focus toward ical particle illuminated by a plane wave, with the following

the focusing lens with r. = 110. assumptions:

(I) Stationary, homogeneous, isotropic, absorbing sphere of ra-
dius a in a homogeneous, isotropic, nonabsorbing medium.

(2) Both the particle and the medium are nonmagnetic (L =
1).

1 : %:e' :' -:C="2

2 E (3) Particle is illuminated by a plane, monochromatic electro-
magnetic wave of unit amplitude linearly polarized in the x
direction, propagating in the + z direction.

(4) All time-dependent quantities are assumed to vary as
exp( - iut).

6.1. Scattered field

" : "- " . " : (a ) ( +lat ~ aP'(o6 AI

Fig. 8. Normalized intensity as a function of normalized radial po- = [a((1i)P')(cs)sin0

sition for a 50 lpm diameter water droplet moved out of focus away ar [ "k

from the focusing lens with r= 110. -
-, bI "(Cd)P(1 'cose) -. I.(A2)

sinB

= sin$: ': =--- [a, f &} ?(cose)
,ar sine

3.'\ 7< - ib'F '(cos9)sin . (A3)

S !-The external scattering coefficients a( and bi are given by

i" '(21 + 1) du ('cilbda) - "ibicx)(cO(a)

' / ' '
'  b, +) (A5)

30C 25 *O.- '5 20
c o s " o • s 2 o :. 5i~t - ( 2 + I) * da)¢da) - *(6) o

Fig. 9. Normalized intensity as a function of normalized radial po-
sition for a 50 g.m diameter water droplet moved out of focus 12 where 0(q. ,(. and - - ix( are the Ricatti-Bessel func-
radii away from the/lens {t, - io = 21121 using various aperture tions, which are related to the Bessel functions of half-integer
sizes. order; PVI' is the associated Legendre function of order 1; fi is

the complex refractive index of the sphere; oK = 2ra/k is the
also see that the smaller aperture sizes result in smaller intensity size parameter; and F = r!a is the normalized radial coordinate.
gradients near the particle edge. Primed quantities denote differentiation with respect to the ar-

5. CONCLUSIONS gument of the function. Note that all electric field quantities are
normalized based on an assumed uniform incident electric field

Although the theoretical model presented has been simplified of unit magnitude.
extensively over the actual physical problem, the results agree The technique used to compute the Ricatti-Bessel functions
qualitatively with experimental observations. For the cases ex- is described in detail by Ross.15 Computation of the associated
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Scattering of incident KrF laser radiation resulting from the
laser-induced breakdown of H20 droplets
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The time history of elastically scattered incident radiation (ESIR) is presented for 60-Mm-diameter water droplets
irradiated by KrF 0, - 248 nm) laser pulses with power densities in the range of 1-200 GW/cm 2 . The ESIR shows a

distinct two-peak structure that is dependent on the incident irradiance. The time delay between the arrival of the
incident pulse and the first local minimum in the ESIR varied from 7 nsec at 200 GW/cm2 to 21 nsec at 5 GW/cm 2.
The time between incident pulse arrival and the first peak in the ESIR showed a similar irradiance dependence, with
delays ranging from 4 to 12 nsec. Images of droplet breakup and the average velocities of ejected material are
presented for times between 0 and 1000 nsec after the arrival of 3-GW/cm 2 laser pulses.

Knowledge of the physical mechanisms that govern obtain the time-resolved spectral information from
the laser-induced breakdown (LIB) of aerosols is ir- the LIB phenomena. Two fiber-optic probes monitor
portant in a variety of applications, and significant the time history of the incident and the transmitted
progress has been made in both the theoretical model- laser pulses.
ing -3 and the experimental analysis 4 - of the problem. Observations of the time history of the ESIR
Much of the experimental research, however, has been showed a distinct two-peak structure, with a weak
confined to the visible and infrared wavelengths, and, intensity increase during the initial stage of the inci-
as noted by Biswas et al.,5 ambiguities still remain in dent laser pulse followed by a period in which the
regard to the -lasma emission dependence on the inci- intensity decreased to a local minimum. Later stages
dent laser wavelength and energy. In this Letter we then show a sharp rise in the scattered intensity.
present results showing the time history of elastically These effects can be analyzed in a more quantitative
scattered incident radiation (ESIR) and typical exam- manner by examining Fig. 2, which presents the time
ples showing the dynamics of the explosive breakup history of the ESIR, the broadband emission, and the
process for 60-Mm-diameter distilled water droplets incident pulse for a 60-m-diameter water droplet ir-
irradiated by a pulsed KrF laser under atmospheric radiated by a 100-GW/cm 2 KrF laser pulse. We de-
conditions. fine several parameters in Fig. 2 that can be used to

A schematic of the experimental setup is shown in characterize the aerosol/laser interactions. The arriv-
Fig. 1. The high-energy laser beam is produced by a al of the incident pulse is defined as the time when the
KrF excimer laser (Questek model 2860, X = 248 nm, intensity reaches l/e2, its maximum value. Pn and
FWHM pulse duration - 17-22 nsec) and is focused to P72 are, respectively, the delay times from the incident
a spot size of approximately 104,Wm 2. The beam from pulse arrival to the first and second peak of the ESIR,
an identical excimer laser, oriented perpendicular to VT is the delay time from the incident pulse arrival to
the high-energy laser beam, is synchronized with the
high-energy pulses by using a digital delay unit (Ques- - V__ -

tek 9200 laser sync/delay unit) and serves as the illu- I L'o . .REC

mination source for imaging studies. The uncertainty
in the delay time between the high-energy laser pulse -
and the imaging pulse is approximately ±5 nsec. The L LJ
images are viewed with a UV-sensitive vidicon (Cohu
2006 camera system) in conjunction with a digital im-
age-processing system7 and are stored on an optical L122 2

memory disk recorder (Panasonic model TQ-2023F).
Monodispersed spherical water droplets are generated +
by a vibrating orifice generator (TSI model 3450) and F-B,,.So=j. ,uAt 5s.)

fall vertically (perpendicular to both excimer laser -,
beams) through the path of the high-energy laser - - "s)
beam. A Hamamatsu streak-camera system
equipped with a slow-speed streak unit (model ___ ______OR

M2548) and a spectrograph (Instruments SA model PI OC E\ "
HR-320) with a diffraction grating of 150 lines/mm is
oriented at an angle of 120* with respect to the inci-
dent axis of the high-energy laser beam and is used to Fig. 1. Schematic of the experimental setup.
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4000 P, formation is initiated before the end of the incident
ESIR (245nm) pulse. In this case the initial rise in the ESIR can be

attributed to scattering from the water droplet before
3000 -v, plasma formation. The subsequent decrease in ESIR

P P )I may result from the destruction of the droplet geome-
2000 try and/or an increase in absorption of the incidentS Incident radiation by the expanding plasma whose electron

Pulse density is increasing but is still less than the critical
1000 \ rdb*nd maission electron density (n, = 1.85 X 1022 cm-3 at X = 248 nm).

l/e' As the electron density increases and eventually ex-
.......30 ... ceeds the critical density the plasma becomes more

10 30 50 70 90 110 130 reflective, accounting for the secondary peak, P 2.

Time (nsec)
30.

Fig. 2. Intensities as a function of time for the incident
pulse, the ESIR, and the broadband emission for a 60-gr-
diameter water droplet illuminated by a 100-GW/cm 2 KrF
laser pulse. 2o

the first local minimum of the ESIR, and BT is the
delay time between the incident pulse arrival and the P,
start of broadband emission (1/e 2 peak value). 10 -I.

As shown in Fig. 3, VT showed a strong dependence 
V

on the incident irradiance, varying from approximate-
ly 7 nsec at 200 GW/cm 2 to 21 nsec at 5GW/cm 2. V7 is
relatively long (21 nsec) at low irradiances since the 100

major portion of the laser fluence is required for initia- 1 1 oo

tion of the plasma. However, at high irradiance val- Intensty (GW/cm2)
ues sufficient energy can be supplied during the initial Fig. 3. Delay time between the arrival of the incident pulse
rise of the incident pulse for plasma formation. As and the first peak, the first valley, and the second peak
one would expect, P71 starts at the peak of the incident observed in the ESIR as a function of irradiance for 60-jUm-
pulse and decreases as the incident irradiance in- diameter water droplets illuminated by a.KrF laser.
creases. Values of Pn ranged from 4 nsec at 200 GW/
cm 2 to approximately 12 nsec at 1 GW/cm 2, with the . ,

values remaining essentially constant for irradiance W'.. I , - V G.,z
values greater than 25 GW/cm 2. These trends con- -, ---

trast with that of Pr2 , which is only a weak function of
the incident irradiance and remains essentially con-
stant at 24 nsec. The constant value of Pr2 reflects
the time that the laser pulse is supplying energy into
the plasma. Figure 4 gives typical profiles of the time . , ,.
history of the incident pulse and the ESIR for irradi- TW -.
ance levels ranging from I to 200 GW/cm2 and clearly W Sc,=
shows the irradiance dependence of the ESIR. - ,.,.-,,

The time-history dependence of the ESIR on the II-. .- -

incident irradiance is not surprising since the absorp-
tion and reflection of the incident radiation from an
expanding plasma are dependent on plasma geometry 1
as well as electron density, both of which are changing __. ....
rapidly in time for the laser/aerosol interaction- A]- ,,, jig
though the details of the laser/aerosol interaction are ____--a

not completely understood, we offer the following " \'/ M ,W.
qualitative explanation of the results. At low irradi- -- -
ance values the droplet remains geometrically intact
for the duration of the incident pulse with no accom- .

panying plasma formation. At 1 GW/cm2 [Fig. 4(a)]
the ESIR results solely from scattering from the water
droplet (the images of the water droplets show no ; , * a i,

breakup). This value compares favorably with the
results of Pinnick et al.,10 in which the breakdown Fig. 4. Intensities of the incident pulse (solid curves) and
threshold irradiance for water at 266 nm was 0.7 GW/ the ESIR (dashed curves) as a function of time for 60-,m.
cm 2, although it was concluded that thresholds are diameter water droplets illuminated by KrF laser pulses of
also dependent on the incident fluence. As the inci- 1-200 GW/cm2. The vertical scale is in arbitrary intensity
dent irradiance is increased [Figs. 4(b)-4(d)], plasma units.

L ._......._......_...
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U To understand the dynamics of the laser/aerosol
interaction better we examined typical images of the
droplets at various times during the aerosol breakup.
Figure 5 shows representative images of 60-jum-diame-
ter water droplets irradiated by 3-GW/cm 2 KrF laser

G 2,., Mwc pulses. The imaging pulses used for illumination of
the droplets lag the high-energy pulses by 0, 20, 50,
100, 300, and 1000 nsec. A 248-nm bandpass filter was
placed in the optical path to the vidicon to eliminate
the passage of broadband emission into the imaging
system. The sequence of photos in Fig. 5 illustrates
that material is expelled from both the illuminated
and shadow hemispheres of the droplet within 100

,96 nsec after the arrival of the high-energy pulse. The
average velocity of the material ejected from the shad-Fig. 5. Typical images of 3-GW/cm 2 KrF laser pulses inci- ow hemisphere during the first 50 nsec can be estimat-

dent upon 60-Mum-diameter water droplets at 0, 20, 50, 100, ed from the photographs to be approximately 1500 m/

300, and 1000 nsec after the arrival of the high-energy pulse.
The high-energy pulse is propagating from right to left. The sec, while the material from the illuminated hemi-
bright spots appearing on the illuminated and shadow sur- sphere is expelled at approximately 200 m/sec. At 300
faces of the droplet are produced by the 17-nsec incident nsec the expelled materials from nearby droplets be-
pulse saturating the vidicon. The lag in the vidicon makes gin to interact with one another. This mutual interac-
these spots visible in later photographs. tion between the expanding plumes of adjacent drop-

lets results in the interesting appearance of the mate-
rial at 1000 nsec.

600 Evidence of material ejection from both hemi-
spheres of the droplet is not surprising, according to

_cse, the theoretical Lorenz-Mie calculations of the inter-
nal source function. Figure 6, which shows a center-

o. line plot of the normalized internal source function
(proportional to the rate of volumetric heating), indi-

I cates regions of high source-function values near the1shadow and the illuminated surfaces of the droplet.
20 These high source-function values are characteristic of

transparent droplets and can become extremely large
under resonance conditions.'3

S -- We acknowledge support of this research by the
+1 3 +0.5 0+0 -0.5 -1 0 U.S. Army Research Office under contract D.AL03-

"' 87-K-0138.

Fig. 6. Normalized internal source function for a 60-Am-
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Expanding on developments presented in an earlier paper, theoretical expressions for the
scattering coefficients of a homogeneous, absorbing, spherical particle irradiated by a fifth-
order Gaussian beam are presented for the special case of the particle center located on the
propagation axis of the beam. For this case, evaluation of two-dimensional surface integrals,
required in computing the scattering coefficients for the most general particle location, is
reduced to a computationally more efficient one-dimensional integral. For a typical size
parameter a = ,d 1A = 17, the CPU time required for calculation of scattering coefficients is
reduced by a factor of - 1500 by using the simplified coefficient expressions. In addition,
computation of electromagnetic field components is reduced from double summation to single
summation expressions, further simplifying the field calculations.

The theoretical development for a plane electromagnet- the appropriate scattering coefficients required in the series
ic wave incident on a homogeneous, absorbing, spherical summations for the electric and magnetic field components
particle was first presented near the turn of the century-3 (see Ref. 4). For the most general case of a particle located at
and has been used extensively in investigating the interaction an arbitrary position with respect to the beam focal point,
of electromagnetic waves with aerosol particles. While plane the determination of scattering coefficients involves numeri-
wave Lorenz-Mie theory has been adequate in many situa- cal evaluation of two-dimension surface integrals. Such coef-
tions of practical interest, recent applications involving the ficient computation can be substantially simplified for the
use of focused laser beams havc required the use of more situation when the particle center lies somewhere along the
general theories, propagation axis of the Gaussian beam. This situation corre-

In earlier work, Barton et al." presented a rigorous theo- sponds to several physically important cases such as optical
retical development for an arbitrarily defined electromag- levitation and laser fusion studies. In this letter we expand on
netic beam incident on a homogeneous, absorbing, spherical developments from our earlier papers4 "' and present simpli-
particle which is based on an extension of the classical Lor- fled scattering coefficient expressions for the case of a spheri-
enz-Mie approach. This theory allows calculation of-both cal particle located on the propagation axis of a fifth-order
the internal and external electromagnetic fields given any Gaussian beam. These results will greatly facilitate the coin-
incident beam for which an accurate mathematical descrip- putation of the electromagnetic fields for a spherical particle
tion is known. A subsequent paper by Barton er al. utilized irradiated by a Gaussian beam.
the arbitrary beam theory along with a first-order Gaussian For the specific case under examination, consider the
beam description provided by Davis' to investigate the effect geometry shown in Fig. 1 in which the primed coordinate
of focal point positioning on structural resonances within system has its origin at the beam focal point while the un-
spherical particles. These calculations required a general- primed coordinate system is referenced to the sphere center
ized approach since the location of the particle was varied in which is located on the zaxis. The Gaussian beam is propa-
and around the focal point of the beam in order to determine gating in the + 1 = + ' direction with linear polarization
the location of maximum excitation of resonances. The arbi- in the x = x' direction. For convenience, the scattering coef-
trary beam theory was also used by Schaub el al.7 to explain ficients from Ref. 4 are rewritten as
experimental observations regarding the interaction of a
tightly focused CO, laser beam incident on 165-,um-diam
methanol droplets which were inconsistent with plane wave
Lorenz-Mie theory calculations. A recent paper by Barton
and Alexander' used an approach similar to Davis in provid-
ing fifth-order expressions for the electric and magnetic field
components for a focused Gaussian beam. This description
provides a significantly improved solution to Maxwell's.
equation as compared to the first-order description yet adds -
little computational complexity. The fifth-order Gaussian a
beam description was later used in examining net force and
net torque induced on spherical particles for both linearly o Pan,,Ct ce t",,,i0o)
and circularly polarized incident light.'

In all calculations involving an arbitrary incident beam,
the majority of the computation time is used in determining FIG. I. Schematic of geomery.
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I,;(k,a)b, (k,.,a) - i4l (k,,, a) b (k,,, a)
-,,.,;(kk,,aa)l.('.(,) , a) A,,h., (1)all., -- ; (kka),Z)" " (k,. a ,'" a)

,b;(k,, a) d',(k, , a) - - a 0 k

n* C,,,,) k ,,,,(£ (k a)l, (k,,a) - d')(k a), (k..,a) .B,, 2

c,_ =F2,ka) I,(k.., a) - Fb(ka) k.a) Al., (3)

and

d, 1 (k_.,a),fi,(k...a) - l(k..,a) i; (k., a)(4
= (k,,,,a) ,(k,.,a) - 5t; (k ,,a)d"(k.,,a)

where Using the results of Barton and Alexander,' the incident

-a2  electric field components for a fifth-order Gaussian beam

A,= + 1b 1(ka) can be written as
E, ,1E , F, + F,_x'Iw,) 2, (9)

xf f sin OE, (a,9,O)Y,,(94)d~dO (5) E /, I,, _ xy/u) (10)

and and

B,. = E'",iE,, = F(x'lw,). (1 )
(1 + I0) &, (k,, a) Here, E, is the electric field amplitude at the focal point of

X f{ ,sinH , (aA)Y, ,(06)dd6. (6) the beam (x' = y' = z' = 0), wo is the beam waist, and

In these equations. k = (w/c) J, whereFis thecomplex F, = F( I - s2pQ 2- + ispQ 3 + 2s4p4Q'
dielectric constant defined as ? = c + i4ra/w. w is the angu- _ 3is4p'Q 5 - 0.5s4pXQ 6), (12)
lar frequency, c is the speed of light, and a is the electrical
conductivity. Also. a is the sphere radius and R is the com- F, = r(s 4pQ 4  -isp 4Q _ 2siQ ), (1S)
plex refractive index defined by 5 = (?,,, /,, ) "-2, where the
subscripts denote internal and external to the sphere, respec- F, = 17( - 2sQ + 6sp'Q' - 2is'p4 Q ')
tively. tb, and Z, = ', - i', are the Riccati-Bessel func-
tions. For complete details of the derivation the reader is - 20s&p4Q- + IOis-p^QA + s-p"Q 7), (14)
referred to Ref. 4.

For brevity, only the derivation for the simplification of where
Eq. (5) will be presented in detail since the derivation corre-
sponding to Eq. (6) follows in a similar manner. Expanding
the radial component of the incident electric field in Eq. (5) Q = (i + 2z'/k,, u, ) -', (16)
in terms of Cartesian coordinates and using the definition of p = (x 2 + y,2)/w-o, (17)
the complex conjugate of the spherical harmonic function, and
Y *,. (Ref. 10), Eq. (5) can be rewritten as

s = Il/k,,,wv. (18)

A,, = G,,,. sin OP7(cos O) [E"M'(aG4,O)sin Ocos Noting that
J 1 x' = r' sin 0' cos 6' =r'sin 0' cos6, (19)

+ E' P(a,O,4,)sin 0sin 4 + E ")(a,O,4,)cos 0 ] = r' sin 0' sin 0' = r' sin 0' sin 6, (20)

*exp( - im)d dO, (7) and

z'=r'cos0', (21)
where P," is the associated Legendre function and it is straightforward to verify that all F functions [Eqs.

0 2/1+ 1(1/- m)! /2( 12)-(14) 1 are independent of the angle 6 (note: 4 = 0' for
,, = -. +" " 'm- (8) particle center on the propagation axis). Equation (7) can

[W+ l),(ka) 4(1+in!now be expressedas
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A,.= EoG,. sin OP7(cos 6) F, sin o cos 0 exp( - im4,)dO + F(" sin ) sin cos" 0 exp( - imo)do

+ (\'_-o ) sin o (cos4,+ F c O,  )Cosf 0cos4,exp( - imo)dOJdO.
Wa (22)

The two terms involving cos' are of opposite sign and will located on the propagation axis of the beam. The results
cancel. Equation (22) can be further simplified using the presented in this paper have reduced the required numerical
orthogonal properties of the cosine function: integration from two-dimensional surface integrals [Eqs.

Co lmr,m = 11 (5) and (6)) to a computationally more efficient one-di-
10,m . (23) mensional integral [Eq. (24) ]. Comparing the two methods

for a typical size parameter a = ird = 17 and complex

For m = + I the final result can be written as index of refraction ii = 1.5 + 0.01i, the time required for

(21 + I )l 1 -Eoa2  computation of scattering coefficients was reduced by a fac-
A ,- +1 ~1(1))1(I + 1 )t, (k~,,a) tor of - 1500 by using the simplified coefficient expression.

In general, the CPU savings in coefficient computation will

X sin OP,"' (cos 0) F, sin 0 increase at a rate approximately proportional to the size pa-
rameter. In addition, summation of electric and magnetic

(r' sin 0's n 2(r' sin 0'c 1 field components, which was previously over the two indices
+ 'F k , sin0 + F\,, - )Cos 0 ]do. I and m (see Ref. 4), is reduced to a summation over the

(24) single index i, further simplifying the electromagnetic field

Using the relation from Ref. 10. calculations.
We acknowledge support of this work by the Army Re-

P;'"(x) = (1 l)!P_ _ '(x) (25) search Office under contract DAAL03-87-K-0138.
UI- ! 25

for the m = - I case will give the result 'G. Mie, Ann. Phys. 25, 377 (1908).
2 P. Debye. Ann. Phys. 30, 57 (1909).

A,. 1= -41.. 1. (26) 'L. Lorenz, Videnskab. Seskab. Skrifter. 6 (1890).

The development for B,,, [Eq. (6)] follows in a parallel 'J. P. Barton, D. R. Alexander, and S. A. Schaub, J. AppIl. Phys. 64, 1632
(198$).fashion yielding ~J. P. Barton, D. R. Alexander, and S. A. Schaub, J. Appl. Phys. 65, 2900

B.. t = ( - r,)4 (27) (1989).
L. W. Davis, Phys. Rev. A 19, 1177 (1979).

and 'S. A. Schaub, D. R. Alexander, J. P. Barton, and M. A. Emanuel, Appi.
Opt. 28, 1666 (1989).

B,.. = B, - (28) J. P. Barton and D. R. Alexander, J. Appl. Phys. 66,2800 (1989).

Equations (24) and (26)-(18) along with Eqs. (I) 'J. P. Barton D. R. Alexander, and S. A. Schaub, J. Appl. Phys. 66,459Q4Equaion (2) ad (6)-28) lon wih Es. 1)- (1989).
(4) completely determine the scattering coefficients for a 10i. D. Jackson, Classical Electrodynamics, 2nd ed. (Wiley, New York,
fifth-order Gaussian beam incident on a spherical particle 1975).
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Fifth-order corrected electromagnetic field components for a fundamental
Gaussian beam

J. P. Barton and D. R. Alexander
Center for Electro-Optics, College of Engineering, University of N'ebraska-Lincoln. Lincoln.
Nebraska 68588-0525

(Received 24 April 1989; accepted for publication 15 June 1989)

Fifth-order corrected expressions for the electromagnetic field components of a
monochromatic fundamental Gaussian beam (i.e., a focused TEMoo mode laser beam)
propagating within a homogeneous dielectric media are derived and presented. Calculations of
relative error indicate that the fifth-order Gaussian beam description provides a significantly
improved solution to Maxwell's equations in comparison with commonly used paraxial
(zeroth-order) and first-order Gaussian beam descriptions.

I. INTRODUCTION Gaussian beam description, particularly for tightly focused

In two recent papers,12 theoretical calculations have conditions.

been presented investigating the electromagnetic interaction
of a monochromatic fundamental Gaussian beam (i.e., a II. THEORETICAL DEVELOPMENT
TEM,, mode focused laser beam) with a homogeneous The propagation of a monochromatic beam within iso-
spherical particle. A mathematical description of the elec- tropic, homogeneous, nonmagnetic (/ = 1), nonconduct-
tromagnetic field components of the incident Gaussian ing (a = 0) dielectric media is considered. A harmonic time
beam which accurately satisfies Maxwell's equations is re- dependence of e ' , is assumed. (The e .. "' is dropped from
quired for these calculations. In Refs. 1 and 2, first-order all subsequent time-dependent terms.) For these conditions,
corrected expressions developed by Davis3 were used for the Maxwell's equations can be written in the following form:
incident Gaussian beam description. This first-order cor- V-E = 0 (2)
rected Gaussian beam description, which is consistent with
the first-order corrected expressions of Lax, Louisell, and VX (H/E) - ik E 0, (3)
McKnight 4 and the development of Simon, Sudarshan, and (4)
Muhunda,' has been found to give good results when the
beam waist radius (w) is much greater than the wavelength and
(2). V-Hx ,(5)

For tightly focused beams, where the beam waist radius V.(H/L') = 0,

is of the same order as the wavelength, the first-order cor- where k = \eo/c = 27,/A is the wave number within the
rected Gaussian beam description satisfies Maxwell's equa- media. In the Lorentz gauge, a vector potential A can be
tions less accurately and the electromagnetic field calcula- defined such that if A is a solution of the Helmholtz equa-
tions using the spherical particle/arbitrary beam interaction tion,
theory of Ref. I likewise become less accurate. In Ref. 3, VIA + k2A = 0, (6)
Davis presents a procedure for developing a higher-order
corrected Gaussian beam description and provides expres- then
sions for two of the three electric field components to third E = - (i/k)V(V.A) - ik A (7)
order in the parameter s, where and

s = ' = I ) (1) H/,i = VXA (8)

However, Davis's expressions are for vacuum conditions satisfy Maxwell's equations, Eqs. (2)-(5).

only, do not include the third electric field component or the Da% is' observed that, for a beam propagating in the + z
magnetic field components, and, beyond first order, lack axis direction, if the vector potential is assumed linearly po-

symmetry with regard to the electric and magnetic field larized in the x axis direction,
components. A = A1 (9)

In this paper, a modification and extension of the proce- where
dure introduced by Davis3 is used to derive fifth-order cor-
rected expressions for all six electromagnetic field compo- .4 = V/(xyz)e (10)
nents. These expressions are symmetrical with regard to the then Eqs. (6)-(8) provide a linearly polarized (predomi-
electric and magnetic field components and are applicable nate electric field polarization in the x axis direction) Gaus-
for dielectric media. A comparison ofrelative error as a func- sian beam. Foreseeing a solution similar to the well-estab-

tion of order and tightness of focus is also presented. These lished paraxial (zeroth-order) Gaussian beam solution (see,
results should be of interest to anyone requiring an accurate for example, Yariv'), the spatial coordinates transverse to
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the direction of propagation are normalized relative to the ed by two. The resulting electromagnetic field component
beam waist radius, " = x/w o and r7 = y/wo, and the spatial expressions, to fifth order in the parameter s, are as follows:
coordinate in the direction of propagation is normalized rel- E. = Eo{ I + p2  2 + ipQ 2Q 2 2)
ative to the diffraction length, =z/(kwgo). With this
change of spatial variables, the expression for the vector po- + s4 [ + 2p4Q 4 - 3ip6Q 5 - 0.5pQ 6

tential becomes + (8pQ 4 _ i2p4 Q) ]} bei-!r, (25)
A = (7. ) e-'"( 1)

E, = Eofr' - 2Q :r)+ N4[ (g:Q' --24 Q) 1}

and Helmholtz equation, in terms of 0b, can be rearranged as 7 - 2ip4Q ]}o

4 82 +  82 
2i  S2 8. (12) Xe -= /, (26)

- -_W2_ = -- 2 j.2 - Eo{s(-2Q ) + S[( +6p-Q 3  2ip4Q 4)4]

If the parameters, defined in Eq. (1), is assumed small + s[ ( _ 20p4Q' + lOip6Q 6 + pSQ 7) ]}de -,.
(wo;A) then from Eq. (12) it is apparent that 0 can be (27)
expanded as a sum of even powers of s so that -~= !'±srP srb+ (3) H, = !TEo0{i( - 2Q :77) + s4 [(8p:Q 4 -2ipQ")¢ Tlhbo

where Xe- ';  (28)

82 Ho (14) H = -E{l+s2(-PQ 2 +ip4Q 3 -2Q 2 2 )

+ d +s 4 [ + 2p4Q -3ip6Q - 0. PSQ6

(-- + d_ -2ib, =(15)
3 .9,28 38 2 + 8: ,OQ1 7 Ze-i (29)

82 +8 3 2 d) = 3(16 and
3 " ' _-J 4 H. = seEo{s( - 2Q) + s-[( + 6p2 Q3 - 2ip4Q')]77

etc. + S[ 20p.Q5 + 100Q6 +pQ)rl]e-,.:,

Equation (14) is the familiar paraxial beam equation,' (30)
which has the soluticn where ixbt is given by Eq. (17).

V,, = iQ exp( - ipQ), (17) In Eqs. (25)-(30), E, is the electric field amplitude at

where p2 = Z - + 7 and Q = 1/(i + 2 ). Substituting Eq. the focal point of the beam ( = = = 0) which can be
(17) in to Eq. ( 15), Davis found related to the beam power P by

,. = (. Q + ip Q 3) ,o.  (18) 16P (16P- _~l = I + .S3 1'
Continuing and substituting Eq. (18) into Eq. (16) it fol- xEcwu(1 +s + 1.5s)
lows that

e - 6Q2 - 3P4 Q 4 - -Q 0. S ( 19) iarTo zeroth order in s, Eqs. (25)-(30) provide the famil-
' -QQ - O.5pQ)'.9 iar paraxial Gaussian beam description.6 To first order in s,

Using Eqs. (25)-(30) are identical to the first-order corrected ex-

A (to + s2',. + sd4 )e (20) pressions of Davis' and Lax, Louisell, and McKnight' and
the development of Simon, Sudarshan, and Mukunda.'wvith Eqs. (7) and (8) wvould give expressions for electro- Equations (25)-(30) are for aharmonic time dependence of

magnetic field components to fifth order in s. However, be- e qu". If a harmonic time dependence of e . is assumed,

yond first order, these expressions for the electric and mag- then the complex conjugate of Eqs. (25)-(30) can be used.

netic field components lack symmetry. [Note since A = Ac

Eq. (8) indicates H, = 0 for all orders of s.] In order to III. RELATIVE ACCURACY
develop a Gaussian beam description for which the electric
and magnetic field component expression have symmetry, The fifth-order corrected Gaussian beam description
the derivation was repeated with was verified by directly substituting the electromagnetic

field components given by Eqs. (25)-(30) into Maxwell's
H'/ = + (i/k)V( V-A') + ik A' (21) equations, Eqs. (2)-(5), and calculating the relative percent

and error. [The relative percent error was computed by taking

F = VXA', (22) the percent deviation of the magnitude of the left-hand side
where of each equation from zero relative to k El for Eqs. (2) and
where(3) and relative to k Hl/Jf for Eqs. (4) and (5).] Table I

VrA' + k A' = 0 (23) provides a comparison of the percent error for s = 0.02,0.05,

and 0.10, 0.20, 0.30, and 0.40 for zeroth- to fifth-order Gaussian
beam descriptions. Both the average percent error and the

A' =A '= 0(xyz) ei~ (24) maximum percent error were calculated for 216 spatial posi-
The solution of Eqs. (7) and (8) was appropriately add- tions surrounding the focal point consisting of all combina-

ed to the solution of Eqs. (21) and (22) and the result divid- tions of ', " = 0.0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.5, 1.0, and 1.5. As shown in
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TABLE !. Average percent error and maximum percent error of solution to Maxwell's equations for zeroth- to fifth-order Gaussian beam descriptions vs s.

Percent error calculated for 216 points consisting of all combinations of , ;= 0.0,0.1, 0.2, 0.5, 1.0, and 1.5.

3 0.02 0.05 0.10 0.20 0.30 040

S avg% 0.817 2.10 4.37 9.47 15.3 21.8
max% 3.07 7.94 16.8 37.0 60.8 88.0

s a % 1.73 x 10-2 0.111 0.457 1.90 4.33 7.74

max% 9.28X 10-2 0.603 2.51 10.3 22.6 38.4

. avg% 6.43x 10-
4  

1.05X 10
-  8.85X 10- 0.757 2.56 5.89

max% 8.23x 10
-
' 0.133 1.14 10.7 31.9 49.3

s
-  

avg% 2.36X 1o- 9.58X 10- 4  
1.61 x 10-2 0.277 1.44 4.25

max% 1.97x 10-
4  

8.26x 10-3 0.144 2.51 19.1 36.0

S4 avg% 1.15X 10
- 6  1.19X 10-4 4.10X 10- ' 0.148 1.13 3.85

max% 2.46X 10-' 2.52x 10
- 3  

8.85X 10-2 3.99 38.2 54.0

S5 avg% 5.13x 10- " 1.27x 10 
-  8.69x 10-

4  6.19x 10
-

2 0.725 3.34
max% 7.58x 10

-' 1.99X 10
- 4  

1.40X 10
- 2  

1.19 22.2 36.6

Table I, the fifth-order Gaussian beam description gives a derivatives of Eqs. (25)-(30) (and linear combinations of
significant improvement in accuracy in comparison with the these derivatives) perhaps could be used to construct cor-
commonly used zeroth- and first-order descriptions. As rected expressions for higher-mode Gaussian beams. This
might be expected, the fifth-order Gaussian beam expres- advanced work is presently under consideration.
sions become less accurate as s approaches one. According to
these calculations, ifa deviation of 1% is acceptable, then the ACKNOWLEDGMENT
fifth-order description can be used for s less than about 0.2. This work was supported by the Army Research Office
An s value of 0.2 corresponds to a beam waist radius to wave- under Contract No. DAAL03-87-K-0138.
length ratio of about 0.8.

IV. DISCUSSION
1J. P. Barton, D. R. Alexander. and S. A. Schaub. 1. Appl. Phys. 64. 1632

The fifth-order Gaussian beam description has been (1988).
used with the spherical particle/arbitrary beam interaction 2J. P. Barton. D. R. Alexander. and S. A. Schaub, J. Appl. Phy's. 65, 2900

theory of Ref. I with improved results in comparison with (1989).
'L. W. Davis. Phys. Rev. A 19. 1177 (1979).

the previously used first-order Gaussian beam description 'M. Lax, W. H. Louisell, and W. B. McKnight, Phys. Rev. A 11, 1365
(as evidenced by improved matching of boundary condi- (1975).
tions across the surface of the sphere, etc.). 'R. Simon, E. C G. Sudarshan. and N. Mukunda.J. Opt. Soc. Am. A 3. 536

The procedure outlined here could be continued to de- (1986).corprocedu reoted Garui bea d dtion A. Yariv. Introduction to Optical Electronics ( Holt. Rinehart. and Win-
velop higher-order corrected Gaussian beam descriptions. ston, Neu York, 1976).
In addition, as suggested by Zauderer,' the transverse spatial 'E. Zauderer. J. Opt. Soc. Am. A 3. 465 (1986).
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Theoretical determination of net radiation force and torque for a spherical
particle illuminated by a focused laser beam

J.P. Barton, D. R. Alexander, and S. A. Schaub
Center for Electro-Optics, College of Engineering University of Nebraska-Lincoln, Lincoln,
Nebraska 68588-0525

(Received 1 June 1989; accepted for publication 26 July 1989)

Series expressions for the net radiation force and torque for a spherical particle illuminated by
an arbitrarily defined monochromatic beam are derived utilizing the spherical-particle/
arbitrary-beam interaction theory developed in an earlier paper. Calculations of net force and
torque are presented for a 5-/um-diam water droplet in air optically levitated by a tightly
focused (2pjm beam waist diameter) TEMo,-mode argon-ion (A = 0.5145/zm) laser beam for
on and off propagation axis, and on and off structural resonance conditions. Several features of
these theoretical results are related to corresponding experimental observations.

I. INTRODUCTION torque are presented. In the approach of Gouesbet and co-

The optical levitation of transparent micrometer-sized workers,25 the coefficients describing the incident beam are

spherical particles using a focused TEMo-mode laser beam generated using computationally difficult surface integrals

was first proposed and experimentally demonstrated by over an infinite half-plane. Reference 28 presents series ex-

Ashkin' in 1970. Subsequently, Ashkin, 2' 3 Ashkin and pressions for the net radiation force on the particle in terms

Dziedzic," - ' and other researchers -'2 - " have further investi- of these coefficients.

gated the various aspects and applications of optical particle In the recently developed formalism of Barton and co-

levitation. As discussed in these papers, the nonintrusive workers,29 the incident beam is arbitrarily defined, not re-

precision manipulation of micrometer-sized particles of- stricted to the complex-source-point description as in Refs.

fered by optical levitation can be advantageously utilized for 27 and 30, and the coefficients necessary to describe the inci-

the study of microchemistry, aerosol physics, and particle dent beam are generated using finite surface integrals, which

light scattering. is more computationally efficient than the required integrals

Theoretical expressions for the net radiation force on a of Ref. 28.

homogeneous spherical particle illuminated by an electro- Presented here are series-form theoretical expressions

magnetic, linearly polarized plane wave were developed by for the net radiation force and torque for a spherical particle

Debye'9 in 1909. (A similar, more recent, development is illuminated by an arbitrary beam utilizing the spherical-par-

given in Kerker. 0 ) Marston and Crichton2- :2 developed ticle/arbitrary-beam interaction theory of Barton and co-

theoretical expressions for the net radiation torque induced workers. '9 As an application of these equations, calculations

on a homogeneous spherical particle illuminated by a circu- are presented for the net radiation force and torque for a 5-

larly polarized plane wave. um-diam water droplet in air levitated by a single, vertically

For optical levitation arrangements, however, the diam- oriented, focused (2pm beam waist diameter) TEMoo-mode

eters of the laser beam and the spherical particle are of the argon-ion (0.5145/um wavelength) laser beam for on and off

same order, and the plane-wave assumption is not appropri- propagation axis. and on and off structural resonance condi-

ate. Roosen and co-workers ' -6 have performed net radi- tions. Several features of these theoretical results are related

ation force calculations for a spherical particle within a fo- to corresponding experimental observations.

cused laser beam using geometrical optics. This geometrical
optics analysis would not be accurate for conditions near
structural resonance or when the diameter of the particle II. THEORY
and the incident wavelength are of the same order. The particular problem considered is that of a homoge-

Theoretical expressions for the internal and external neous spherical particle within an infinite dielectric media
electromagnetic fields of a homogeneous spherical particle illuminated by a monochromatic electromagnetic beam.
illuminated by a focused laser beam based upon a rigorous, Both the particle and the surrounding medium are linear,
complete solution of Maxwell's equations have been devel- isotropic, and nonmagnetic (/j = I is assumed throughout).
oped, each utilizing different apr.,.aches, by Kim and Lee,27  Theoretical expressions for the incident, scattered, and in-
Gouesbet, Maheu, and Grehan, -8 and Barton, Alexander, ternal electromagnetic field components are derived in Ref.
and Schaub.-" In the approach used by Kim and Lee,2 7 the 29. These equations are given, in complete nondimensional
electromagnetic field of the incident beam is described using form, in Appendix A. A coordinate system with the origin at
the complex-source-point method. Reference 27 contains se- the sphere center is assumed, and all electromagnetic field
ries-form theoretical expressions for the net radiation force components are normalized relative to an electric field mag-
on the particle, in terms of this formulation, and in a later nitude characteristic of the incident beam E. The time-de-
paper by Chang and Lee,"° series expressions for the net pendent complex exponential e -"' is omitted from these
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and all subsequent expressions. The fundamental param- Substituting Eq. (2) into Eq. (1) and integrating over a

eters ofthe analysis are the dielectric constant of the sur- spherical surface r> a gives
rounding medium, e,,,, the complex relative index of refrac-
tion of the particle H = n, /m ) 1/2, and the particle size () (I I(
parameter a = 21'a/A, where a is the radius of the particle F 4,- o EE
and A is the wavelength in the surrounding medium.

The coefficients that describe the assumed known inci- 2 OF,,,E )r' sin 0dOdib1,, (3)
dent beam, A,, and B,, are generated using the surface
integrals of Eqs. (A23) and (A24). The coefficients that In a form consistent with the nondimensionalized electro-
describe the scattered electromagnetic field, at, and bl,,, are magnetic field equations given in Appendix A, Eq. (3) be-
related toA,, and B,, by Eqs. (A19) and (A20). (For an comes
incident plane wave, all A,, and B,,, are zero except for
m = + 1, and the solution reduces identically to that ofMie (F) 1 Ref f (EE-E E:-E.E:)
theory.) a2E 2 8-,r 2

Assuming a steady-state condition, the net radiation
force F on the particle can be determined by integrating the + (HH -HH -H- H )]+ (E, E,E

dot product of the outwardly directed normal unit vector A A
and Maxwell's stress tensor T over a surface enclosing the + HH*)0 + (c,t E,E : + H,H)

particles: ,'X sin dOdd46,>,, (4)

(F) h.'TdS), (1) where, here, E = E") + E' and H = H" + H's).
Numerical calculation of the surface integral of Eq. (4)

where ( ) represents a time average. The appropriate form of can be avoided by substituting the series expressions for the
Maxwell's stress tensor to use in Eq. ( 1 ) is the topic of recent electromagnetic field components (from Appendix A) and
reviews by Robinson3 2 and Brevik.- Apparently, for steady- evaluating at the large radius limit (r>a), where
state optical conditions, the traditional Minkowski form of
Maxwell's stress tensor, z/,(a?)= sin(a- -/2),

Y= 4- -,EE + HH - I (cE 2 + H-2I (2) and
+ 2 E (2 ) (a) -i exp [ + i(aP - 1,/2)].

will give correct results. The so-called "Abraham's term" is After a great deal of algebra and applying numerous recur-
negligible at optical frequencies, and at steady-state, elec- sion, product, and orthogonality relationships among the
trostricti'e forces are balanced by mechanical pressures. spherical harmonic functions, Eq. (4) can be directly inte-
The reader is referred to Refs. 32 and 33 for further discus- grated, and the net force on the particle can be expressed as a
sion. series over the coefficients a,_, b,.,.4,,, and B,,:

i(F ) = a ( (l+m+2)(l+ +l)(l+ 2 )
16E 20=16-, =-V (21+ 1) (21+ 3)

X ( 2 ,F_,a,,,a* ,, .+ e.,a, .4 * I. + EtA,,, a*,., - I + 2b,,, b *, I.. - I + bj,,,B .

+ B1,n b*,, I + m(-r + 1)(1- m + 2)1(1+ 2)(2c_,a.__,, * +fEta..m- A
(21+ ) (21+3) +'4

+ ~ i,,,- or,,, 2b, a, .b *, + + b, al- IB", + B , B I b ,

and

V,_ a' 02 (/+ 2) (1r + ++

a Eo Sir"'V~', (21+ 3)(21+ I

X (2c,,,a4 *, + ., a,, + 2 . ,,,A -,, + .A, *,. + 2b, I 1 0,,, n + b,tb ,,

+ B . Im + (2a,. b . + a,,,b + A,.2bi* (6)
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The series expressions of Eqs. (5) and (6) were verified by net radiation force and torque on the particle are directly
comparison with the numerical calculation of the surface proportional to the power of the incident beam.
integral of Eq. (4) for several different cases and agreement
was found. Il1. LINEARLY POLARIZED BEAM CALCULATIONS

The net radiation torque N on the particle can be deter- The theoretical expressions of See. It were used to deter-
mined by performing a surface integral of the dot product of mine the radiation force and torque as a function of droplet
the outwardly directed normal unit vector h and the pseudo- position relative to the incident beam focal point for a 5-pm-
tensor, T X r, over a surface enclosing the particle 1 : diam water droplet in air optically levitated bya single, verti-

s X )S cally oriented, focused TEMo,-mode (Gaussian-profiled)
(N) = - h.(TXr)dS/. (7) argon-ion laser beam (A = 0.5145 /m). The laser beam is

assumed to propagate in the + z-axis direction and is linear-
2f a sly polarized with the electric field oscillation in the x-axis

(N- _ ( [ E E, + H, direction. The laser beam is tightly focused to a beam waist
4 7rJ 0IJI diameter (2w0 ) of 2 pm (less than the droplet diameter),

- (E,,E,Eo + HHe) ] )r3 sin 0 dO d6S.... and the xo, y, and zo coordinates are used to denote the
location of the droplet center relative to the focal point of thebeam. The electromagnetic field components of the incident

or, consistent with the form of the nondimensional electro- beam, necessary for the evaluation of the integrals given in
magnetic field equations given in Appendix A, Eqs. (A23) and (A24), are mathematically expressed using

(N) R I a fifth-order corrected Gaussian beam description' which is
=N - Re (, [(E E:+H,H an extension of the Gaussian beam description earlier devel-

a3 E o 8, oped by Davis. 35 The characteristic electric field magnitude
- (c, E,E - + HrH ) ]sin OdO d&; (9) of the incident beam E, is the electric field magnitude at the

beam focal point which can be related to the beam power P

where, as before, E = E"' + E') and H = H) + H .  by

Substituting for the electromagnetic field components from E2 = 16P (13)
Appendix A and evaluating at the large limit, Eq. (9) can be E0 CWo I += ±i 1.5s ) '

directly integrated (after a great deal of effort) to give equiv- where s = A /2-w o. The refractive index for water at the
alent series expressions: 0.5145-pm wavelength is z = 1.334 + 1.2x 1 0 -1i.16

S - Figure 1 shows the calculated power for levitation (P

aEo 8-, Ii= such that (Fr) = mg where m is the mass of the droplet and
g is the acceleration of gravity) as a function of droplet diam-

X× (1 - in) ( + m + I) eter for droplets located on the incident beam propagation

x[ e,, a a,,1*, + axis (xo = yo = 0) for an elevation just below the focal point
at zo = - 5pm and an elevation well above the focal point at

+ (f_,,a,,, + f,a,.- A ,Zo =- + 50 pm. (These are positions of stable levitation, as2 will be shown, later, in Fig. 2.) At z, = - 5pm the beam
+ bl ,B'.,,,I +b. B *,,). (10) diameter is about 2.6,um, while at z, = + 50 pm the beam

diameter has spread to about 16.5 pm. As shown in Fig. 1,

a'E o 8. ,= , ,= -, _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

aa

a ~ ~ E

= - m) I(l + )[e,,1a,,,,I,,,+ 1 . .4.0-- z 0 = 50,um

+.-. O'341 ( ., , .

(12) r- 2.0 .

and z 1e -5 vqrn9

oe= p o y oa Eja  2 81r m . I00

4.8 4.9 50O 5.1 5.2+Re( ,a,,,,A4 + b,, B ,)] (12) o r,.]

Equations ( 10)-( 12) were verified versus Eq. (9) for sever-
al various cases and agreement was found. FIG. 1. Power vs droplet diameter for the optical levitation ofa%%aler drop-

Sinc th powr o th incden bea isdirctlyproor- let in air using a focused, TEM,,-mode linearly polarized laser beam for

tional to E', Eqs. (5), (6) and ( 10)-(12) indicate that the dxoy= opg=.334+ l. x lOi) .5145 m and w= 5pm.)
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um the beam diameter is about three times that of the drop- 4.0
let, and plane-wave Mie theory would be expected to provide -- d=4.9266 mn (mogn. wove res.)

plan-wav - d=49266~sm(mog. wve 'es)
a reasonable approximation. Indeed, a calculation of re- d=4.9912 Am (elec.wave res.)

quired intensity to levitate using a separate Mie-theory- 30 e es,

based computer program produced a curve essentially iden- ,-, /
tical to the zo= + 50 im curve of Fig. 1. E 2.0 /

Although there is no directly comparable experimental n. '
data, the requirement of a few milliwatts of laser power to
levitate a 5-pm-diam water droplet in air (as shown in Fig. 1.0 " -

I ) is consistent with measurements of Ashkin and Dziedzic6

in which a 4-pum-diam latex sphere was levitated using = 1 o.0
mW of laser power and the levitation of a glycerol droplet -50 -40 -30 -20 -10 0 10 20 30 40 50
evaporating from a diameter of 12-1 pm required a range of z0 [jm]
laser powers from 40 to 0.2 mW.

At an elevation of z, = 50 pm, Fig. 1 indicates that at FIG. 2. Power vs propagation axis position for the optical levitation of a
water droplet in air using a focused, TEM,,-mode, linearly polarized laser

certain droplet diameters there is a decrease in the necessary beam for nonresonance (d = 4.96 pm). magnetic wave resonance
power to levitate. This phenomena is a result of structural (d = 4.9266 pm), and electric wave resonance (d = 4.9912 Am).
resonances within transparent water droplets at this wave- (xo = YO 0, h = 1.334 + 1.2x 10-9i, A = 0.5145 pm, and w. = Ipm.)

length. These structural resonances can each be associated
with the excitation of particular radial modes of the general
electromagnetic wave solution. The excitation of the a,. Iff mm < P < Pma,, then the droplet levitation is bistable, and
terms are referred to as electric wave resonances and the the droplet can be stably levitated either above the focal
excitation of the b1 . terms are referred to as magnetic wave point or below the focal point. (3) If P ,,,,, P < Pin,,, then
resonances. 12.37 The presence of structural resonances in the the droplet will stably levitate at a single elevation below the
power to levitate at a given elevation has been experimental- focal point. If P< P then the droplet cannot be stably
ly observed by Ashkin and Dziedzic.9" Ashkin and Dzied- levitated at any position. Bistable levitation for a spherical
zic' also observed that if the droplet is levitated near the focal particle levitated using a tightly focused laser beam has been
point where the beam diameter is less that the diameter of the experimentally observed by Ashkin and Dziedzic,5 who also
sphere, then structural resonances are not present. Figure 1 observed that the particle could be easily transferred from
indicates a lack of structural resonances for z, = - 5 um one stable position to the other and back. If the particle be-
where the beam diameter (2.6 gm) is less than the droplet gins at the above focal point position, a decrease in laser
diameter (5 pm), consistent with Ashkin and Dziedzic's power will allow the particle to drop towards the focal point
observation. As presented in a recent paper by Barton, Alex- until P = P'.,,. If the laser power is further decreased slight-
ander, and Schaub a7 structural resonances in spherical par- ly, the particle will drop through the focal point to the below
ticles require edge illumination for excitation and thus point position since P' i, <P Increasing the laser power
would not be excited for the tightly focused conditions at would raise the particle towards the focal point until

Zo= -5 pm. P = P ,.. If the laser power is further increased slightly
The nature (electric or magnetic), mode, and order of above P,., the particle will rise through the focal point back

the structural resonances of Fig. I were identified, and de- to the above focal point position.
tailed calculations were performed for the three basic types For the droplet located on the laser beam propagation
of droplets: a droplet at magnetic wave resonance (35th axis (z axis), the horizontal force components and all com-
mode, first order, d = 4.9266 pm), a droplet at electric wave ponents of torque are zero, as is obvious from symmetry and
resonance (35th mode, first order, d = 4.9912 pm), and an as was verified by Eqs. (5) and (10)-(12). Ifthe droplet is
intermediate nonresonance droplet (d = 4.96 pm). displaced in the horizontal direction, stabilizing forces act so

Figure 2 shows the power to levitate a droplet located on as to push the droplet back towards the beam propagation
the propagation axis as a function ofelevation for each ofthe axis. [This is true for Re(R)> 1, as considered here. If
three types of droplets. There is an increase in required laser Re(h) < 1, then the horizontal forces push the droplet away
power for droplets located near the focal point because of from the propagation axis and there is no stable levitation.]
decreased diffraction due to the strong focusing of the beam Also, if the droplet is displaced in the horizontal direction, a
through the center of the spherical droplet. For a given type torque is induced on the droplet since the beam intensity
of droplet there are then three local extrema in levitation profile now presents an asymmetrical incident light distribu-
power. A first minimum P 1,, which occurs below the focal tion across the droplet. [The induced torque is dependent
point, a maximum Pm.,, which occurs near the focal point, upon the droplets ability to absorb incident light. Consistent
and a second minimum P,,, which occurs above the focal with the theoretical observation of Chang and Lee,"0 it was
point. (For the cases considered here, P',, <P',,,.) Stable found that if the droplet is nonabsorbing, Im(R) = 0, then
levitation occurs in regions of positive slope ofP vs z. From the induced torque is zero regardless ofthe orientation ofthe
Fig. 2 it is then apparent that there are three general regimes beam upon the droplet. ] Calculations ofhorizontal accelera-
of stable levitation. (I) If Poma <P, then the droplet will tion (a = (F)/m) and induced angular acceleration
stably levitate at a single elevation above the focal point. (2) (a = N/I, where I = 2ma2/5) were performed for droplet
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displacement along both the x and y axes for elevations of 0.20-
zo= + 50 and - 5 pm. Accelerations were calculated as- -d=4.96 Am (nonresononce)

suming a laser power necessary to levitate the droplet at the .- d =4.9266 Am (magn. wove res.)

particular elevation as if the droplet were located on the 01d=4.9912m (elec. wove res.)

propagation axis as is given in Fig. 2. 20 50 Am

Figures 3-6 are for droplets at an elevation of + 50pUm . .0.
# above the focal point where the beam diameter (2w= 16.5 '

,um) is greater than the droplet diameter. Figure 3 shows the
restoring acceleration that occurs for droplet displacement 0.05 -

along the x axis (in the direction of incident beam electric
field polarization). As seen in Fig. 3, displacement of the o.oI
droplet along the x axis results in a force that accelerates the 0 5 10 15
droplet back towards the beam propagation axis (FY. = 0). Yo [Am]
The force increases from zero as the droplet is moved away
from the propagation axis and reaches a maximum at FIG. 4. v-axis acceleration vsj-axis displacement for optical levitation of a

water droplet in air using a focused. TEM,,.mode. linearly polarized (x-
xo =4.5 um before diminishing to zero as the droplet is axis direction) laser beam at a droplet propagation axis position ofzo = 50

moved on out of the beam. The restoring force for the nonre- um for nonresonance (d=4.96 pm), magnetic wave resonance
sonance droplet is greater than the restoring force for the (d = 4.9266gm), and electric wave resonance (d =4.9912 pm). (x, = 0,

resonance droplets because the laser power necessary to levi- R = 1.334 + 1.2 x 10-9i, A = 0.5145 pm, and w = 1 pm.)

tate the nonresonance droplet at this elevation is greater than
the laser power necessary to levitate the resonance droplets
(refer to Figs. I and 2). Figure 4 shows the restoring accel- the x axis at the z, = + 50pm elevation. The induced angu-
eration for droplet displacement along thej, axis (perpendic- lar acceleration increases from zero as the droplet is moved
ular to the direction of the incident beam electric field polar- away from the propagation axis and reaches a maximum at
ization). The features for y-axis displacement are similar to roughly x, = 4.5 pm before diminishing to zero as the drop-
those for x-axis displacement except that the restoring acce- let is moved on out of the beam. The induced torque is
lerations towards the propagation axis (F, = 0) are some- greater for the resonance droplets in comparison with the
what smaller. The restoring acceleration per unit displace- nonresonance droplet and is greater for the electric wave
ment very near the propagation axis is roughly 0.05 g/pum resonance droplet in comparison with the magnetic wave
for x-axis displacement and roughly 0.04 g/pm for y-axis resonance droplet for x-axis displacements. The x-compo-
displacements. This compares with a restoring acceleration nent angular acceleration (NY = N. = 0) induced when the
per unit displacement for displacements along the propaga- droplet is displaced along the y axis, shown in Fig. 6, has
tion axis (which can be found from the slope of the P vs zo  features similar to those for the x-axis displacement except
plot in Fig. 2) of roughly 0.03 g//pm. The horizontal and that it is the magnetic wave resonance droplet that has the
vertical stabilizing accelerations are thus of the same order greatest induced torque. The increase in induced torque for
for small displacements at the z, = + 50 pm elevation, the resonance droplets as the droplet is moved to the edge of

Figure 4 shows the y-component angular acceleration the beam is consistent with the developments of Ref. 37
= N, = 0) induced when the droplet is displaced along where it was found that structural resonances are excited by

0.20 5.0
-d=4.96 /pm (nonresononce) -d=4.96 ,um (nonresonance)

-- d=4.9266 ,m (mogn. wove res.) 4.0 -- d=4.9266 pn (mcgn. wove res.)

o.:5 d=4.9912 pm (elec. wove res.) d=4.9912 pm (elec. wove res.)

70 3.Cm o 50 pm
NN

2.0

1.0 .' - . . . .
0.05-0.0

0.0 10 15 0 5 10 155 ) L"m] x 
5

0

FIG. 3. x-axis acceleration vs x-axis displacement for optical levitation of a FIG. S. y-axis angular acceleration vs x-axis displacement for optical levita.
water droplet in air using a focused, TEME,-mode, linearly polarized (x- tion of a water droplet in air using a focused, TEM,,,.mode. linearly polar-
axis direction) laser beam at a droplet propagation axis position of Z,, 50 ized (x-axis direction) laser beam at a droplet propagation axis position of
pm for nonresonance (d= 4.96 Am), magnetic wave resonance z4 = 50/pm for nonresonance (d = 4.96 pum), magnetic wave resonance
(d = 4.9266pm), and electric wave resonance (d - 4.9912 pm). (tyo = 0, (d = 4.9266 pm), and electric wave resonance (d = 4.912 pm). (y.,, = 0,
h 1.334 + 1.2 X 10-i, A = 0.5145pm, and w. = I1pm.) A - 1.334 + 1.2x 10-i4 = 0.5145pm, and ui., = Ipm.)
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70 - d4.96 pm (nonresonance) V. CONCLUSIONS

60.- -- d=4.9266 /m (magn. wave res.) Series-form theoretical expressions for the net radiation
d=4.9912 Am (elec. wave res.) force and torque for a spherical particle illuminated by an*50 Z0 =-5/.tm //--\

W 50., arbitrary beam based upon the spherical-particle/arbitrary-
40 / beam interaction theory of an earlier paper" have been de-
3 / rived and presented. Calculations for a 5-/um-diam water

/ \/ droplet optically levitated using a 2/pm beam waist diameter
20 / TEMoo-mode argon-ion laser beam indicate required powers

10 -- I to levitate, the existence of bistable levitation, and a lack of
. resonance near the focal point which are consistent with pre-

0 I vious experimental observations. Additional experimental0Yo 3 4 measurements are needed to provide a more direct compari-
son between theory and experiment, particularly with re-

FIG. 10. x-axis angular acceleration vsy-axis displacement for optical levi- gard to the induced torque calculations.
tation of a water droplet in air using a focused. TEMo.-mode, linearly polar- Of interest here has been the determination of the net
ized (x-axis direction) laser beam at a droplet propagation axis position of
.= - 5/pm for nonresonance (d = 4.96,um), magnetic wave resonance force and torque on the particle with no consideration with
(d= 4.9266 pm), and electric wave resonance (d = 4.9912 im). (x = 0, regard to how the radiation forces are actually distributed

= 1.334 + 1.2 X 10-"i, A = 0.5145 p, and w = I pm.) within and upon the surface of the particle. In recent experi-
ments reported by Zhang and Chang,3" radiation forces were
sufficiently large so as to visibly distort the shape of a 100-

eration. A circularly polarized beam, however, will induce a pjm-diam water droplet illuminated by a 100-mJ, 400-ns,
torque (and subsequent angular acceleration) about the 2w o0 200/Jm, A = 0.60jm laser pulse. The theoretical de-
propagation axis. Calculations were performed for the same termination of the distribution of radiation-induced forces
conditions as considered in Sec. III, but with the beam left within and upon the surface of a spherical particle illuminat-
circularly polarized. (The fifth-order corrected, linearly po- ed by an arbitrary beam will be the topic of a later paper.
larized Gaussian beam description of Ref. 34 was rotated 90"
about the propagation axis, shifted in phase by 90, added to
the original beam description, and then renormalized by di-- ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
viding by \2 in order to form a mathematical description for
the circularly polarized beam.) The power to levitate at a This work was supported by the Army Research Office
particular elevation using a circularly polarized beam was under Contract DAAL03-87-K-0138. The authors express
found to be identical to the power required to levitate using a their appreciation to the anonymous reviewer for his many
linearly polarized beam for each of the three types of drop- useful comments and suggestions.
lets.

Table I presents the angular acceleration about the
propagation axis for droplets stably levitated at elevations of APPENDIX A: ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD EQUATIONS
,o - - 5 and + 50 pm using a circularly polarized beam. Incident field
The angular accelerations at zo = + 50 pm are greater for
the resonance droplets than for the nonresonance droplet. = [ 1 (,
At z, = - 5pm, where the beam is tightly focused through A/ ,+ I_ )A 1 ,W) Y,. (
the center of the droplets, the resonances are not excited and / (010A
angular accelerations are approximately equal for all three E()A = ,( 0 (A1)
types of droplets. I i,.,-l\ (90

m Y',. (0,0).

TABLE I :-axis angular acceleration for optical levitation of a water drop- sin (A)
let in air using a focused, TEM4 ,.mode, left circularly polarized laser beam a 'l (010)'ar'
at droplet propagation axis positions orzu  - 5m and + 50pm for non- E A= 0 s
resonance (d = 4.96m), magnetic wave resonance (d = 4.9266pm). and sin 0
electric wave resonance (d = 4.9912 pm). (x =Y = 0. dy1 (94)
F= 1.334 + 1.2 X 10-i,,j,= 0.5145rpm, and w. I1pm.) - B,g /,(a) ,(A3)

w, [rad/s'l eIM

Zo= -5,m Z5= +50/m H") = I .

nonresonance 0.467 0.142
(d= 4.96pum) a a' - 8 Y, 4(,)
elec. wave res. 0.451 0.235 H --- '( 01B, Bar) (A4)
(d= 4.99 12pm) r, 1 ,,, - 89
magn. wave res. 0.425 0.353
(d - 4

.9 2 66pm) ( Y (0,0) (AS

sin, (AS)
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a y (mB010(a ) ,,) a +(im'dt (a?) Yl. (840)

rt- sin6. -sine

Scattered field Coefficients

- b,(a) 01(a) - 50, (ia)d,; (a)IE', =--. -- [1(1!+ I)a,- .1"'(0?) Y,-(0,0)] 50 Uc ('u) '(a) - &b; (ha) ' (a) A. A9

(A7) b A ;(a) t(a) - t(ba)t',;(a) B,, (A20)

= E b, , - ar) dim= " '(a)t1' (a) - I"(a)z,(a) B,, A2

b,_ - - Alm, (A20)

m0 bCi A,_, ((28)
b--- s- n (a? (M) ')'(a)V,, (a) - '(a) tb;(at)

sin 0 ) dim__- B_, (A22)

I /

r 1= si where

____a - (,62) A,m,,bl,. 1) (0?):  Y= ) (A9) At.=1(1+ 1)0t, (a)

89r
H[(1+ l)b,5 (aD¥,,(0,b)], x sin OE ( a,O,)Y&,(O,)dOd,

r- (A10) (A23)

H 
(,6) and

= 2, r) - ), (Ala 1)

sin afO ( sinG '0 (All) d
H ainO(0)(aO";Y(0(1(b)d 

d a

H _ i = "7 "hi b , ( c ? ) ( A 2 4 )

r I= sin 0- iX,, where tt, and 2", are the Riccati-Bessel
+W Y, _ (0,)A2 functions. Y,. is the spherical harmonic function. = ra

+ a 8 - .}. (Al 2 ) where a is the sphere radius.
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Measurement of hypersonic velocities resulting from the laser-induced
breakdown of aerosols using an excimer laser imaging system

S. A. Schaub, D. R. Alexander, D. E. Poulain, and J. P. Barton
Centerfor Electro-Optics. University of Nebraska-Lincoln. Lincoln, Nebraska 68588-0656
(Received 5 May 1989; accepted for publication 19 August 1989)I

In this article we describe a dual-pulse excimer-laser-based imaging system used in the
determination of ejected material velocities resulting from the interaction of KrF laser radiation
(A = 248 nm, pulse width FWHM = 17 ns, It l0l W/cm2) with 20-pm aluminum particles
under vacuum (P = 10- 5 Torr) conditions. Material velocities measured 200-400 ns after arrival
of the incident pulse ranged from 450 to 1200 rn/s.

INTRODUCTION suits are presented for the case of a KrF excimer laser
The study of the interaction of laser radiation with both solid (A = 248 nm, pulse width FWlHM = 17 ns, I=- 10" W/
and liquid aerosol particles has been an active research area cm 2) incident on 20-jro solid aluminum (Al) particles.
during recent years. In particular, the use of high-energy I. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
lasers to initiate vaporization and laser-induced breakdown
(LIB) of aerosols has received a great deal of attention from A schematic of the experimental setup is shown in Fig.
both a theoretical1-'3 and experimental' viewpoint. One as- 1. The high-energy laser beam is produced by a KrF excimer
pect of the problem, which will be addressed in this article, is laser using unstable optics (Questek model 2860, A = 248
the experimental determination of material velocities during nm, FWHM pulse duration = 17 ns) and is focused at the
the initial stages of the laser/aerosol interaction. Determina- center of the vacuum chamber with a planoconvex lens
tion of material velocities resulting from high-energy laser
irradiation has practical importance in a variety of situa-
tions. As more sophisticated theoretical models are devel-
oped to better understand and model the fundamental phys-
ical mechanisms of the process, quantitative experimental -860
data is needed for comparison to predicted results. The LIB EXCIER

LASERprocess also provides a convenient method to accelerate ma-
terials to hypersonic velocities which can be used in develop- H 8015A
ing instrumentation for diagnostics in research related to GE
flows encountered during hypersonic flight. In addition, FULL G
measurement of material velocities leaving the focal point of REFLECTORS
a high-energy laser is important information in examining J.c 'rTK 920
momentum transfer between high-energy laser pulses and PARTIAL
aerosol particles. The momentum transfer is of particular RECTO
interest in research attempting to determine suitable obscur- CMIE10A
ants for various types of incident laser radiation. CO-TROLLER

In earlier research by Hsieh et al.," time-resolved streak Q- -
camera images were used to measure the plasma velocities EXCDER PANA023C
from the shadow and illuminated surfaces resulting from the L-SER PTICA2 ISK
LIB of water droplets irradiated by the second harmonic of a RECORDER
Q-switched Nd:YAG laser (A = 0.532 pm). At an incident
irradiance of 7 GW/cm2, the velocity of the plasma front
propagating external to the droplet surface was measured as
high as 20 000 m/s. Research conducted by Korshunov, Us-
tyuzhin, and Ya a on the interaction of a ruby laser (0.5-1.0
J, 40-ns pulse width) with aluminum powders reported aver- O 2006]
age plasma velocities of 250-1100 m/s. In this article we pt...i "AC'UM CA.rA
present an experimental technique for determination of the REFLECTOR SYSTEM
hypersonic velocity of material expelled during the interac-
tion of excimer laser radiation with aerosol particles using a
dual-pulse excimer-laser-based imaging system. Typical re- FIo. I. Schematic of experimental arrangement.
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(d = 50 mm,f = 250 mm). The FWHM dimensions of the
focused laser beam were determined experimentally by
translating a knife edge through the focal region of the laser
and were found to be 95 pm X 115 um (z 104 jum2). The
beam from a second excimer laser, identical to the first with
the exception of using stable resonator optics, is incident
through an optical port on the vacuum chamber in a direc-
tion orthogonal to both the high-energy pulse and the mo-
tion of the solid particles. The imaging pulses are synchro-
nized with the high-energy pulses by using a digital delay
unit (Questek 9200 laser sync/delay unit) and serves as the
illumination source for imaging studies and velocity mea-
surements. To perform the dual-pulse imaging, the emerging
pulse from the second excimer laser was split into two sepa-
rate pulses, one of which was sent directly to the vacuum
chamber over a minimum optical path length, and the sec- Fr. 2. Interaction of KrF laser radiation (A = 248 nm I= 10"1 W/cm.

pulse width FWHM = 17 ns, Ep.. = 400 tnO) with 20-jum Al spheres at
ond which was sent over an additional 45 ft of optical path P= 10-' Tort. Imaging pulses arrive 300 and 345 ns after high-energy
(see Fig. 1). Consequently, two 17-ns pulses delayed by 45 pulse. A double exposure of the expelled material is shown in the upper left
ns provided a double exposure of the laser/aerosol interac- portion of the photograph. White spots mark the location of the aluminum

tion and allowed determination of the velocity of the ex- spheres prior to arrival of the high-energy pulse. Laser is propagating from

pelled material by measuring the distance the material had right to left.

traveled during the 45-ns time interval. Although the delay
time between imaging pulses is fixed for a given optical path,
the absolute delay time between the high-energy pulse and diameter. 65 in. high) with nine optical viewing ports.
the imaging pulses could be varied by the digital delay unit. diin high withine o ling porsVacuum conditions were obtained using a cryogenic pump

The images were viewed using a UV-sensitive vidicon
(Cohu 2006 camera system) in conjunction with a digital (CTI Cryogenics, Cryo-torr 100 high vacuum pump) con-

s s . nected to the base of the vacuum chamber through an accessimage-processing system.9 Use of the image-processing sy's- hole in a Newport Research Corp. optical table. Pressures

tem allows accurate determination of the distance the mate- within the acuum ch wer ont i g a theruo-

rial travels during the laser/aerosol interaction. Prior to perthermo-

forming velocity measurements on the solid A] particles, it couple and ion gauge. The lowest pressure of interest in this

was necessary to position the focal region of the high-energy work was approximately 1 Torr

laser in the center of the field of view (approximately 500 ILRESULTS
pum x 400 pm) of the imaging system. To accomplish this,
the breakdown of air under atmospheric conditions with no Figures 2 and 3 show examples of the images obtained
Al particles present at the focal region was imaged by in- using a single high-energy pulse (Iz 101 W/cm2 ) incident
creasing the gain of the camera system. After centering the on 20-pum Al spheres using two imaging pulses separated by
breakdown region within the imaging system field of view, a
248-nm bandpass filter was placed in front of the camera to
eliminate passage of broadband emission which would
otherwise saturate the vidicon. The subsequent images were
stored on an optical memory disk recorder (Panasonic mod-
el TQ-2023F) which was synchronized with the high-energy
laser so that a single image was recorded for each high-ener-
gy pulse.

The solid particles were dispersed using a mechanical
shaker which consisted of a particle reservior with a I-mm
exit hole mounted on an acoustic speaker. The input fre-
quency and amplitude were adjusted using a function gener-
ator (Tektronix model FG 503) and a pow er amplifier - ". :
(Nikko model Alpha 230) such that the desired particle
concentration was distributed in the focal region of:he high-
energy laser beam. Although the diameter of single A] arti-
cles were 20pm according to manufacturers specifications, Fir. 3. Interaction of KrF laser radiation (A = 248 nm. IJt 10" W/cm.

the actual particle stream passing through the focal region of pulse width FW'HM = 17 ns, E,,, = 400 mJ) with 20-0m Al spheres at

the laser frequently contained agglomerations of Al parti- P - to0- Tort. Imaging pulses arrive 250 and 295 ns after high-energy

cles. pulse. A double exposure of the expelled material is shown in the left center
portion of the photograph. White spots mark the location of the aluminum

The vacuum system (Cooke C'E 301 C-X ) consisted of spheres prior to arrival of the high-enerp pulse. Laser is propagating from
a glass bell jar seated on a stainless-steel cylinder ( 11.5 in. in right to left.
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45 ns. The images shown in the figures were obtained at a to be composed of both molten metal and solid particle frag-
pre&sure of 10 -S Torr. Note that the high-energy laser pulse ments.
is propagating from right to left in the photographs. As The two cases shown in Figs. 2 and 3 represent typical
shown in Fig. 2, a double exposure of expelled material can material velocities measured for the interaction of KrF laser
be observed in the upper left portion of the photograph. The radiation with Al particles with nearly all velocities falling
first image corresponds to the material location 300 ns after within the range of 450-1200 m/s. The different velocities
the high-energy pulse, and the second image corresponds to measured for identical irradiance, pulse width, and material

g the location 345 ns after the high-energy pulse. In addition, can be attributed to the fact that different areas within the
the right edge of the image shows evidence of intense white focal region will exhibit different intensity values. This point
areas resulting from the elastically scattered light from the is illustrated quite dramatically in Fig. 4 which was obtained
high-intensity pulse which causes saturation of the vidicon. using only a single imaging pulse under atmospheric condi-
These "spatial markers" are useful in providing information tions. Expelled material in the top center portion of the im-
about the position of the material as it is first irradiated by age has propagated a significantly greater distance than has
the high energy pulse. Due to the large amounts of expelled material near the lower portion of the image for a given time
material shown in the photograph and multiple white spots, interval (200 ns). This would indicate that the higher inten-
it is likely that this particular interaction involved a cluster sity areas within the focal region are located near the center
of Al spheres, The velocity of the expelled material in this of the image. Note also the evidence of shock propagation
photograph can be determined by dividing the distance that near the left edge of the photograph, characteristic of inter-
the expelled material moved (55 pm) by the time interval actions occurring under atmospheric conditions.
between imaging pulses (45 ns), yielding a velocity of 1200
m/s traveling predominantly in the direction of the laser
propagation. The uncertainty in these velocity measure- Although velocity measurements can be accomplished
ments is estimated to be + 5 %, which is primarily due to the using only a single imaging pulse, '". the dual-imaging-
difficulty in properly identifying the material boundaries for pulse method has two distinct advantages over the single-
the two images. pulse method. First, the relative delay between successive

Figure 3 shows a similar interaction involving a smaller imaging pulses can be accurately determined using the
agglomerate of Al material. Again, the high-intensity white known optical path lengths and the speed of light. This elimi-
spot near the center of the image shows the location of Al nates uncertainty due to the inherent jitter associated with
material at the instant the high-energy laser irradiates the electronic delay equipment and thyratron firing on excimer
material. The imaging pulses in Fig. 3 arrive at 250 and 295 lasers. Second, both imaging pulses can be delayed relative to
ns after the high-energy pulse. The resulting velocity of the the high-energy pulse to provide average velocity measure-
material is approximately 450 m/s. The diffraction patterns ments during any 45-ns time interval during the laser/aero-
which are evident in both figures are caused by aluminum sol interaction. The single-pulse method is restricted to mea-
particles which were outside the depth of field (out-of-fo- suring average velocities over time intervals corresponding
cus) of the imaging system. Although the precise identifica- to the delay between the high-energy pulse and imaging
tion of the expelled material is a difficult problem, related pulse.
experimentation on metal wires (50-ISO pm in diameter) Several factors limit the effectiveness and flexibility of
under similar conditions have shown the expelled material the technique. For the present system, the FWHM pulse

width is approximately 17 ns. For a typical material velocity
of 1000 m/s, the material will move approximately 17 pm

- . during the duration of the imaging pulse. This will result in a
streaking or blurring of the image and will tend to exaggerate
the spatial extent of the moving material. To remedy this
problem, imaging pulses in the picosecond time regime will
need to be utilized and are currently under investigation in
the laboratory. The delay time between the two imaging
pulses has practical limitations based on the allowable opti-
cal path length set by physical constraints and the diver-
gence of the imaging laser (2-3 mrad for the excimer laser
with stable optics). In summary, the dual-imaging-pulse
method provides an accurate method of determining materi-
al velocities during the laser/aerosol interaction and is par-
ticularly attractive for situations in which jitter from the la-

FIG. 4 Interaction of 20-ym Al spheres with KrF laser radiation (A 4 ser circuits and timing electronics would introduce
nm, I 10" W/cm:. pulse width FWHM - 17 ns, E, = 400 il) in at- unacceptable errors in velocity measurements.
mosphere, 200 ns after arrival of the high-energ pulse. Note the different
material velocities depending on the location of the Al particles relative to ACKOWLEOGMENT
the focal point of the high.energ, beam. White spots mark the location of
the aluminum spheres prior to arrival of the high.energy pulse. Laser is We acknowledge support othis research by the Army
propagating from right to left. Research Office under Contract No. DAAL03-87-K-0138.
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Abstract

Results of research conducted on the interaction of high intensity ultraviolet pulsed KrF laser

radiation with a metallic filament are reported. Experimental results are presented on the time

dependent material ejection dynamics associated with focused excimer laser beams interacting with

a small diameter wire. Copper wire 75 pm in diameter was illuminated with a KrF (A = 248 nm,

pulse duration = 17 ns FWHM) excimer laser at an irradiance of 80 GW/cm 2 . Interaction dynam-

ics were recorded using both a real time and double stroked ultraviolet laser imaging technique.

Temporal evolutions of both vaporized and molten material are reported. Material observed during

2-D shadow imaging on the shadow side of the wire was shown to originate from the front ablative

surface without spallation of material on the shadow surface. Material emission velocities are re-

ported utilizing two different imaging techniques. A maximum velocity of 1500 m/s was obtained

for material ejected in a direction toward the ablating laser.
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I. Introduction

Excimer laser interaction with metals has been widely investigated utilizing generally flat tar-

gets with beam intensities near the optical breakdown thresholds 1- 4 and at intensities above the

breakdown thresholds5',. Limited work appears in the literature on the interaction of a high inten-

sity laser beam with metallic aerosols or small filaments. Armstrong et al.' performed a theoretical

investigation of the propagation of a high-energy laser beam through metallic aerosols. Poulain

et al.' performed experimental work on high intensity KrF excimer laser interaction with solid

aerosols and reported interesting interaction dynamics and material breakdown thresholds for sev-

eral types of solid aerosol particles. In order to overcome some of the experimental difficulties

reported by Poulain et al.8 and to better understand interaction dynamics phenomena associated

with a high-energy laser beam interacting with solid aerosols, the present investigation utilized a

thin metallic wire instead of solid aerosol particles in the laser beam probe volume. Thus, in this

investigation, the interaction dynamics of a high intensity (80 GW/cm2 ) KrF excimer laser beam

with a 75 pm diameter copper wire were studied under atmospheric illumination conditions.

II. Experimental Setup

A schematic of the experimental setup is shown in Figure 1. A high-energy beam was produced

by a KrF excimer laser (Questek model 2860, A = 248 nm, pulse duration = 17 ns FWHM) using

unstable optics and was focused by a plano-convex lens (d = 50 mm, f - 250 mm). The cross

sectional dimensions of the high-energy beam were determined experimentally by translating a

knife-edge through the focused beam'. A second method verified the cross sectional dimensions

by measuring the illuminated damage area of a polished nickel plate placed in the focused probe

volume. Dimensions of the focused high-energy beam were approximately 110 x 135 pm for this

investigation. A second Questek model 2860 excimer laser, operating on ArF at A = 193 nm

and with stable resonator optics, was used to produce an imaging beam incident in a direction

orthogonal to both the high-energy pulse and the copper wire. Laser pulses used for imaging were

synchronized with the high-energy pulses illuminating the targets using an analog/digital delay

unit, Questek model 9200 Laser Synchronization Unit (LSU). Video timing signals produced by

the camera control unit (Cohu model 8000) were sent to a pulse generator (HP model 8015A) which

subsequently provided the trigger pulse for the LSU. Pulses from both lasers were simultaneously

monitored using a fast photodiode (Hamamatsu model C1083) and digitizing oscilloscope (Hewlett

Packard model 54200A). Analog delay controls on the LSU could be used to adjust the arrival of
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the imaging pulse with respect to the high-energy pulse. For example, 0 ns delay indicates both

imaging and high-energy pulse arrived at the same time but 10 ns delay implies that the imaging

pulse occurred 10 ns after the high-energy laser ablation pulse occurred. Jitter for the system was

approximately ±7 ns. The digital delay on the LSU made it possible to delay the image pulse

arrival with respect to the high-energy pulse from 0-100 us in increments of 10 ns.

Real time images of the laser beam interacting with the wire were obtained with a UV sensitive

vidicon camera. Thus, the image is integrated over the laser pulse duration of 17 ns F'WHM.

Images were stored on an optical disk recorder (Panasonic model TQ-2023F) and processed with

a digital image processing system9 for subsequent analysis. The probe volume of the high-energy

ablating pulse was positioned in the image plane of the imaging system by observing the plasma

formed during air breakdown with the imaging vidicon camera. Wire targets were positioned

in the imaging probe volume and centered by observing the maximum visible emission from the

illuminated wire. Location of the 75 pm diameter copper wire within the imaging probe volume

was maintained by feeding the wire from a spool through two glass micro-capillaries with an inside

diameter of 127 pm. A mass equal to 17.5 g was connected to the bottom of the wire to keep the

wire taut. A stepping motor was used to rotate the spool to feed new wire into the probe volume

for each laser pulse/wire interaction.

III. Interaction Dynamics

Experimental work to visualize the interaction dynamics was performed using a pulsed real time

video imaging system to record the dynamics associated with the high-energy laser interaction with

a small diameter wire. An ArF excimer laser imaging system was operated at A=193 nm to provide

high resolution images as well as to eliminate scattered 248 nm emission from the high-energy

pulse by using a 193 nm bandpass filter in line with the imaging optics. Dynamic interactions

were observed for a single focused 200 mJ pulse (A = 248 nm, pulse duration = 17 ns) incident

on a 75 um diameter copper wire. The focused beam had an 110 x 135 pm spot size giving an

irradiance of 80 GW/cm 2 . For comparative purposes, images of the wire were recorded before the

high-energy pulse interaction and after the high-energy pulse interaction as shown in Figure 2. The

ablating pulse was incident from right to left in Figure 2 and produced a crater on the ablated

surface as a result of material removal. The term crater in this work refers to the volume of the

wire removed as a result of the ablative interaction. Images recorded at various time delays during

the laser beam/wire interaction process are shown in Figures 3-5. The delay time given under each
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photograph is the delay of the image beam with respect to the arrival of the high-energy pulse.

Dark regions on the left of the images were characteristic of the imaging system used and were

primarily due to the optical effects associated with the bandpass filter.

The first noticeable evidence of any laser beam/wire interaction dynamics occurred at 10 ns

image delay as shown in Figure 3. A cloud of material is starting to be visible at the top and

bottom edges of a crater starting to form on the ablated (front) surface of the wire but not at the

shadow (rear) surface. Ablated surface is used to describe the region illuminated by the high-energy

ablating laser beam. At 40 ns image delay, material emission is also evident at the shadow surface

and a crater is clearly forming at the ablated surface as a result of the material removal at the

location of the probe volume. However, scanning electron microscope (SEM) images of the samples

showed no physical material removal from the shadow surface of the wire. Thus, ejected material

appearing at the shadow surface of the wire was removed from the ablated surface and propagated

around the sides. At 60 ns delay, a crater on the ablated surface of the wire is clearly forming with

an opaque lip forming at the top and bottom edge of the crater. In addition, the cloud of material

apparent just above and below the probe volume region as shown at 40 ns image delay is absent

at 60 ns delay. Lifetime of the visible plasma emission from the laser beam/wire interaction was

determined to have an average value of 62 ns (FWHM). Thus, the cloud of material appearing at

the ablated surface of the wire prior to 0 ns image delay is thought to be a dense plasma opaque

to the imaging rays. At 100 ns delay, a dark region appears directly in front of the crater slightly

beyond the location of the original wire's edge. This material is thought to be dense plasma or a

cloud of vaporized material and is evident from 80-120 ns. The material observed in front of the

probe volume was not evident in the images prior to 80 ns image delay since sufficient quantities

do not exist to be opaque to the imaging system. After 120 ns delay, this material moves out of

the field of view of the imaging system and thus does not appear on later images.

Images at longer time delays ranging from 170 ns to 600 ns are shown in Figure 4. From these

images, it is evident that material has traveled from the front wire surface around the sides forming

inhomogeneous clouds behind the shadow surface of the wire. This series of photographs also shows

material moving away from the edges of the crater in a lateral direction along the wire surface.

This laterally moving material has moved out of the field of view of the imaging system after

800 ns delay as shown in Figure 5. Material having individual particle characteristics is evident

behind the shadow surface of the wire for time delays of 800 ns and longer. Current experiments

are not able to distinguish whether this material formed as a result of condensation or by direct
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emission from the ablating surface. It probably is both, however, it is our feeling that the majority

is from the latter since there is clear evidence of particles forming from the molten liquid waves

on the illuminated wire surface discussed later when Figure 7 is addressed. Such particles could

be observed in Figure 5 for time delays up to 4.5 is and were shown to be in a molten state by

collecting them onto polished nickel plates.

SEM images are shown in Figure 6 revealing a side view (top photograph) and a shadow surface

view (bottom photograph) of copper wire specimens after ablation at an irradiance of 80 GW/cm2.

rhe side view clearly shows where material removal occurred and the crater formed. In addition,

molten material flow has occurred as demonstrated by the relatively smooth surface around the

crater's edge. Also observed in the top photograph of Figure 6 is the rough solidification zone

especially evident along the length of the wire and approximately 100 pim from the crater edge.

The bottom photograph in Figure 6 provides evidence that no material was removed from the

shadow surface. Further examination of the photograph shows that a lip has formed on the side

of the wire from very high accelerations of ejected material.

High magnification SEM images taken of solidified material located in the rough solidification

zone approximately 100 pim from the crater's edge along the length of the wire are shown in

Figure 7. Particles that solidified before "pinching off" a wave surface can be identified in the top

photograph. Solidification waves flowing from the front surface of the wire around the sides are

clearly evident in the bottom photograph of Figure 7. Particles ejected around the wire closer to

the back surface are smaller than particles forming from the surface waves formed near the front

surface of the wire. Surface tension and the amplitude of the surface waves obviously are important

parameters in determining the size of particles emitted.

IV. Velocity Measurements

Velocity measurements of emitted materials from the laser beam/wire interactions were per-

formed using single pulse (A = 193 nm) images similar to those shown in Figures 3-5 and also by

a dual pulse imaging method described in previous work by Schaub et al 0 . Dual pulse imaging

is performed by splitting the laser pulse used for imaging into two separate pulses as shown in

Figure 1. One part of the imaging pulse travels directly to the imaging system while the second

part travels over an additional 17.1 m (56 ft) of optical path length. Thus, two 17 ns pulses

(A = 248 nm) optically delayed by 56 ns enter the imaging system providing a double exposure im-

age on the vidicon camera of the emitted material produced from the laser beam/wire interaction.
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Velocity of the emitted material was determined by measuring the distance the molten material

moved during the 56 ns time interval. The time interval separating the dual imaging pulses is fixed

by the optical path length, however, the time delay of the first imaging pulse with respect to the

high-energy pulse can be adjusted with the LSU previously described.

Figure 8 is a typical set of dual pulse images of two separate ablation cases obtained of emitted

material with the first image pulse delayed 500 ns after the arrival of the high-energy pulse which

was interacting at the very right edge of the photographs (wire is out of the photograph). Samples

were positioned beyond the right edge of the monitor screen to eliminate scattered 248 nm emission

from the laser beam/wire interaction which saturates the vidicon camera and to allow for full field

of view imaging of the emitted material. Average velocities of imaged materials emitted in a

direction away from the ablative laser were 570 m/s at 300 ns image delay and 460 m/s at 500 ns

delay. Only a limited number of dual pulse data has been reported due to experimental difficulties

in clearly identifying the same boundary edge of material in a given double exposure. Typical dual

pulse images obtained at 1500 ns delay, for two separate ablative cases, are shown in Figure 9.

Particles imaged in Figure 9 are approximately 10 um in diameter and move less than 5 pm in

56 ns time delay which corresponds to a velocity less than 90 m/s.

The velocity of emitted material was also determined by utilizing a single imaging pulse and

measuring the material movement for a known time delay relative to the arrival of the ablation

pulse. A similar technique was used by Alexander et al.11 to determine interaction velocities when

an excimer laser beam interacted with a water droplet. For the current work, it is assumed that

ejected material originates from the front of the crater region and emission starts at 0 ns image

delay. The position of the wire before ablation is recorded each time to provide a reference position

for subsequent velocity measurements. Results of velocity studies at three locations for ejected

material from the dual and single imaging pulse techniques are presented in Figure 10. Dual and

single pulse velocities should not be compared since the measurements are for different locations.

Data plotted in the graphs differ only by the scale of the time (horizontal) axis. The top graph has

been expanded to emphasize the acceleration and deceleration during the laser pulse. Each data

point on the graphs represents the average of approximately five velocity calculations for each time

frame. Error associated with the material emission velocity calculations is ±20% and is primarily

due to the uncertainties in properly identifying the exact starting and ending points of boundaries

in the images used to compute the velocities.

Material emission velocities in a direction back towards the ablating laser were calculated by

measuring the material movement on the ablative (front) surface of the wire and in a direction
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perpendicular to the wire. The starting position of the front wire surface was located by comparing

wire images before the high-energy pulse illumination with the delayed images during illumination

of the samples. Measurements of emitted material movement back toward the ablating laser could

not generally be made for time delays longer than 30 ns since the material boundaries ejected

out of the crater back towards ablating laser were not detected by the imaging system. However,

the emission velocity was calculated for material shown in front of the probe volume at 100 ns

delay in Figure 3. The average velocity of spatially emitted material toward the laser is shown to

increase from 1300 m/s at 10 ns time delay to 1500 m/s at 20 ns. The time dependent acceleration

is a result of the 17 ns (FWHM) high-energy pulse still depositing energy into the interaction

region. A subsequent deceleration of material occurs after the end of high-energy laser pulse.

Material emission velocities in a direction away from the ablating laser were calculated by the

same procedure used to measure material movement towards the ablating laser. In order to obtain

velocity calculations in a direction away from the ablating laser, single pulse imaging was used up

to 70 ns, i.e., until the vaporized material boundaries immediately along the back edge of the wire

were no longer observable. Dual pulse imaging was used for velocity measurements from 300-500 ns

delay for material emission away from the ablating laser.

Lateral material emission is defined in this work as emitted material at the ablating (front)

surface of the wire moving out of the crater region in a direction parallel along the length of

the wire. Lateral emission velocities were obtained up to 800 ns image delay since the vaporized

material moves out of the field of view of the imaging system as can be observed in Figure 4 and 5.

Lateral emission velocities shown in Figure 10 remain constant at approximately 800 m/s until

130 ns image delay when deceleration to 270 m/s occurs at 300 ns delay. Deceleration occurs after

the emitted material crosses the smooth interaction surface region located above and below the

crater and enters the rough solidification zone shown in Figure 6. Molten material is cooling and

solidifying in this zone increasing the viscous forces causing deceleration. The velocity of the lateral

material emission at 300 ns image delay is approximately the speed of sound in air at atmospheric

conditions.

Emitted particles appear behind the shadow surface of the wire at a time delay of 4.5 ps and are

shown in Figure 5. An explanation for particles emitted microseconds after a 17 ns pulse interaction

is provided by examining the thermal diffusion time and the material emission velocities. For metals

interacting with an excimer laser pulse, Jervis et al.'2 report that the thermal diffusion length (6)

during the pulse is given by

= --(1)
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where X is the thermal diffusivity and r is the beam pulse width. For copper and a 17 ns pulse

width (FWHM), 6 2.2 pm. Optical skin penetration depth (d) of the incident beam (A = 248 nm)

into copper is calculated to be 11 nm. Since b > d, depth of energy distribution over the 17 ns pulse

width is determined by thermal diffusion as opposed to the laser penetration depth. Therefore,

thermal diffusion cannot be neglected for this investigation. Particles emitted during long time

delays originated from the rough solidification zone near the front of the wire shown in Figure 7.

SEM analysis of cross sections of interacted specimens revealed that the molten material in the

rough surface zones can exceed 8 pm in thickness. By rearranging Eq. (1), a convenient order-

of-magnitude estimation for the thermal diffusion time (t) through a metal surface is given by

Ready 13 as
D(2t = D 2 (2)

4X

where D is the desired penetration thickness. For D = 8pum, thermal diffusion time (t) would be

200 ns. Single pulse imaging revealed molten material moving over the rough surface zone of the

wire at approximately 1 ps image delay. Emitted particles from this zone were previously reported

to have velocities less than 90 m/s. Since these particles originate from the front of the wire and are

imaged behind the shadow surface, the total distance traveled is over 75 pm (wire diameter) and

the corresponding travel time would be over 1.0 ps for a velocity under 90 m/s. Material velocities

across the wire surface account for the majority of the microsecond delays of particle emission from

the laser beam/wire interaction. The thermal diffusion time of approximately 200 ns contributes

only a minor part to the delay in material emission.

V. Summary

High intensity ultraviolet laser interaction with a metallic filament has been investigated.

Copper wire 75 pm in diameter was illuminated with a KrF excimer laser at irradiances of

80 GW/cm2 . A laser imaging system showed both vaporized and molten material emitted from

the laser beam/wire interaction. Emitted material imaged at the shadow surface of the wire was

shown to originate from the front ablating surface and propagate around the sides of the wire. A

maximum material velocity of approximately 1500 m/s was calculated for ablated material travel-

ing in a direction back toward the ablating laser. Emitted particles were observed to be emitted up

to 4.5 js after arrival of the high-energy pulse. This delay was attributed to the material emission

velocities. For example, particles ejected at 4.5 pm were shown to have a velocity of under 90 m/s.
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Figures

Figure 1. Schematic of the experimental setup.

Figure 2. Images of 75 pm diameter copper wire before high-energy illumination (top) and

after illumination (bottom). Irradiation was 80 GW/cm2 using a KrF pulse (A - 248 nm). Beam

propagation was from right to left.

Figure 3. Interaction of KrF laser (A 248 nm) with a 75 Am diameter copper wire at

80 GW/cm 2 . Time given under each photograph is the delay of the image beam with respect to

the arrival of the high-energy laser pulse. Beam propagation is from right to left.

Figure 4. Interaction of KrF laser (A = 248 nm) with a 75 um diameter copper wire at

S0 GW/cm2 . Time given under each photograph is the delay of the image beam with respect to

the arrival of th, high-energy laser pulse. Beam propagation is from right to left.

Figure 5. Interaction of KrF laser (A = 248 nm) with a 75 pm diameter copper wire at

80 GW/cm 2. Time given under each photograph is the delay of the image beam with respect to

the arrival of the high-energy laser pulse. Beam propagation is from right to left.

Figure 6. Photomicrographs of side view (top) and shadow surface (bottom) of an ablated

75 pm diameter copper wire. Irradiation was 80 GW/cm 2 by a KrF pulse (A = 248 nm).

Figure 7. Photomicrographs of typical waves and particle formations on the front surface of an

ablated 75 pm diameter copper wire. Irradiation was 80 GW/cm2 by a KrF pulse (A = 248 nm).

Figure 8. Typical dual pulse images of emitted material traveling from right to left away

from the ablation area. Time delay between each imaging pulse is 56 ns providing a double

exposure image. First image pulse delayed 500 ns after arrival of high-energy pulse. Irradiation

was 80 GW/cm 2 by a KrF pulse (A = 248 nm). Image dimensions are 280 pm square.

Figure 9. Typical dual pulse images of emitted copper particles traveling from right to left

away from the ablation area. Time delay between each imaging pulse is 56 ns providing a double

exposure image. First image pulse delayed 1500 ns after arrival of high-energy pulse. Irradiation

was 80 GW/cm2 by a KrF pulse (A = 248 nm). Image dimensions are 165 x 230 pm.

Figure 10. Average velocities of emitted materials from interactions of KrF laser radiation

at 80 GW/cm 2 with 75 pm diameter copper wire as a function of the image time delay. Top

graph has been expanded to emphasize the acceleration during the laser pulse and the subsequent

deceleration.
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Figure 2. Images of 75 pm diameter coctur wire before high-energy illumination (top) and

after illumination (bottom). Irradiation wa 0 (AV\/cm 2 using a KrF pulse (A = 248 nm). Beam

propagation was from right to left.
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Figure 3. Interaction of KrF laser (A =248 nm) with a 7.5 pmn diameter copper wire at

S0 GW/crn 2. Time given under each photograph is the delay of the image beam with respect to

the arrival of the high-energy laser pulse. Beam propagation is from right to left.
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Figure 4. Interaction of KrF laser (A =248 nm) with a 75 urm diameter copper wire at

80 GW/cm'. Time given under each photograph is the delay of the image beam with respect to
the arrival of the high-energy laser pulse. Beam propagation is from right to left.
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Figure 5. Interaction of KrF laser (A = 248 nm) with a 75 jum diameter copper wire at

80 GW/cm 2. Time given under each photograph is the delay of the image beam with respect to

the arrixal of the high-energy laser pulse. Beam propagation is from right to left.
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Figure 6. Pboto0MiCT0ographs of side view (top) and Thadow surface (bottom) of an illuminated

75 pmn diameter copper wire. Irradiation was SO GW/cmn,2 by a KrF pulse (A ==248 nm).
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Figure 8. Typical dual pulse images of emitted material traveling from right to left away

from the ablation area. Time delay between each imaging pulse is 56 ns providing a double

exposure image. First image pulse delayed 500 ns after arrival of high-energy pulse. Irradiation

was 80 GW/cm 2 by a KrF pulse (A = 248 nm). Image dimensions are 2S0 um square.
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Figure 9. Typical dual pulse images of emitted copper particles traveling from right to left

away from the ablation area. Time delay between each imaging pulse is 56 ns providing a double

exposure image. First image pulse delayed 1500 ns after arri-al of high-energy pulse. Irradiation

was 80 GW/cm' by a KrF pulse (A = 248 nm). Image dimensions are 165 x 230 pm.
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Figure 10. Average velocities of emitted materials from interactions of KrF laser radiation

at 80 GW/cm 2 with 75 um diameter copper wire as a function of the image time delay. Top

graph has been expanded to emphasize the acceleration during the laser pulse and the subsequent

deceleration.
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Interactions of intense ultraviolet laser radiation with solid aerosols
D. E. Poulain, D. R. Alexander, J. P. Barton, S. A. Schaub, and J. Zhang
Center for Electro-Optiex Univesiy of Vebraska-Lincoln, Lincol. Nebraska 68588-0525

(Received 23 August 1989; accepted for publication 10 November 1989)

Characterizations of the interaction of intense ultraviolet laser radiation (A = 248 nm) with
small solid aerosols are presented. Interaction dynamics, velocity measurements of expelled
material, and thresholds for plasma formation are presented for aluminum, calcium fluoride,
glass, silicon carbide, and tungsten particles. An excimer laser operating with a krypton
fluoride gas mixture was used to irradiate small solid aerosol particles ( = 5-50g/m) under
atmospheric and vacuum conditions down to 10- ' Torr. Focused laser radiation intensities
varied from 10" W/cm2 to a maximum of 2X 10l W/cm 2 . Interactions of the laser radiation
with the solid aerosols were recorded in real time by an ultraviolet laser imaging system.
Velocities between 250 and 2000 m/s were measured for material ejected from particles
undergoing laser interaction. Laser intensity thresholds for visible plasma emission ranged
from a maximum of 650 MW/cm2 for aluminum to a minimum of 59 MW/cm 2 for tungsten.
Thresholds for plasma formation were determined to be relatively independent of ambient
pressure.

I. INTRODUCTION into the vacuum chamber. The vacuum chamber consisted

Recently the increasing use ofexcimer lasers has created of a collar fitted with eight fused silica optical ports topped

a growing interest in the interaction effects of intense, ultra- by a glass belljar. A cryopump was used in conjunction with
violet, electromagnetic radiation with solid materials. Inter- a mechanical roughing pump to achieve 10-' Torr within

actions of both high-power and high-energy laser radiation approximately 15 min. The output of the second laser,
with solid materials have been the subject of many theoreti- equipped with stable resonator optics, entered the vacuum

cal' - and experimental" - investigations. An understanding chamber in a direction perpendicular to the beam of the first
of the processes governing photon interactions with solid laser along the axis of a Cohu Model 2006 vidicon camera
aerosols is important in such fields as the study of the pho- and served as the illumination source for the camera. Align-
toablation of semiconductor materials, creation and depo- ment of the imaging system probe volume and the high-ener-
sition of thin films, industrial production of powdered mate- gy pulse was performed using a stream of monodisperse wa-
rials, laser machining of composites and metal matrix ter droplets, generated with a TSI Model 3450 vibrating
materials, and many other applications. A knowledge of the orifice aerosol generator. The droplet stream was first posi-

interaction processes for individual particles is beneficial in
understanding the effects on a macroscopic scale.

In this paper the results of three related investigations
are reported for the interaction of intense ultraviolet laser
radiation with solid aerosols. An excimer laser imaging sys-
tem was used to visualize and record the interaction dynam-
ics of single laser pulses with individual particles (or ag- EXCI%"
glomerates) approximately 5-50 pm in diameter and the LASE

subsequent laser induced breakdown of the particles. Typi- UULSE
GENERAT(W

cal velocities of material ejected from the solid particles dur- FUL
RER.ECIORSing and subsequent to the laser pulse interaction were stud- QLTS 92-W

ied. Finally, threshold laser intensities for visible plasma PRnA. / V

emission were studied. The work reported in this paper was co 791performed under surrounding gas pressures ranging from coCER

atmospheric pressure to 10 Torr in order to study the ,

pressure dependence of the breakdown phenomena. EXIAEI kA'DSK

II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

The general experimental setup used for this investiga-
tion is shown schematically in Fig. 1. Two identical Questek
Model 2860 excimer lasers were used to illuminate the parti- _
cdes. The output of the first laser, equipped with unstable R.ic-o SYSTEM

resonator optics, was focused by a piano-convex lens (25.4
cm focal length, 5.08 cm diameter) through an optical port FIG I. Sc? ematic of the experimenial arrangement.
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tioned in the imaging system focal plane. The focal point of the interaction process on the ambient pressure, revealed
the high-energy pulse was then adjusted until maximum in- only minor differences in breakup dynamics for vacuum
teraction was observed with the droplets by the real-time pressures between 0.1 and 10 - Torr. Consequently, dy-
excimer laser imaging system. Finally, the droplet stream namic interactions are only prrsented for atmospheric and
was removed and optical discharge in the atmosphere was high-vacuum (10- s Torr) cases. The interactions were gen-
observed using the imaging system to insure the proper verti- erally of two distinct types corresponding to absorbing (alu-
cal positioning of the high-energy pulse within the imaging minum, silicon carbide, tungsten, and polystyrene/DVB)
plane. Solid particles were dispersed from a reservoir and more transparent (calcium fluoride and glass) materi-
through a 500-/pm orifice and allowed to fall through the als. Interactions involving aluminum and calcium fluoride
probe volume. Sync signals front the Cohu 7910B camera are presented here as representative of the two types. Images
controller were used to coordinate subsequent firing of the of 230-/pm polystyrene/DVB particles are also included due
two excimer lasers. The camera controller sync signals were to their unique explosive dynamics.
sent to an HP 8015A pulse generator and subsequently to a To serve as a control in studying the dynamics of parti-
Questek Model 9200 Laser Sync Unit (LSU). The LSU was cle breakup, images were first recorded of typical particles
equipped with both analog and digital delays. The analog prior to high-energy laser interaction. Typical shadow im-
delay was used to adjust the laser firing times such that the ages of aluminum and calcium fluoride particles are shown
imaging pulse and high-energy pulses arrived simultaneous- in Fig. 2. Figure 3 shows typical laser interactions with 20-
ly at the probe volume. Relative delay between the imaging um aluminum particles at a pressure of 10 - Torr. The laser
and high-energy pulses could then be set from 0 to 100ps in pulse is propagating from the right- to left-hand side in all
increments of 10 ns using the digital delay, the images shown. Of particular interest are the photographs

A 248-nm bandpass filter was used in the imaging sys- for 0 and 50 ns time delays. Material is seen being ejected
tem to eliminate passage of intense visible emission that from small aluminum particles in the direction of laser pulse
tended to saturate the vidicon camera and prevent observa- propagation. Figure 4 shows similar laser interactions with
tion of the interaction phenomena. The only observed light is aluminum particles under atmospheric pressure (= 760
:h us due to the illumination beam and the elastic scattered Torr). As with the interactions in vacuum, material is eject-
light from the high-energy pulse. ed in the form of plumes moving away from the bright re-

Variation of laser intensity for threshold measurements gions in the direction of laser pulse propagation. These
was accomplished by varying the location of the particles bright spots were determined to result from elastic scattering
along the propagation axis of the focused beam. The beam of the high-energy pulse by the solid particles. The resulting
cross section was determined as a function of axial location
by passing a knife edge through the beam and taking the
ratio of transmitted to incident pulse energy. A Hamamatsu
Slow Speed Streak Unit was used to measure the temporal
characteristics of the excimer laser pulse. Average laser in-
tensities were then computed based on pulse energy, pulse
duration, and cross-sectional area of the pulse. Particles -
were subsequently allowed to fall through the focal point of
the high-energy excimer pulse and laser intensity decreased j .--

until no visible plasma emission could be detected within the -

probe volume. Although a streak camera and a fast photo
diode were also tried as methods for detecting the threshold -'
values, visual observation was found to give the most consis-
tent data.

t'* -FIG. 2. images of typical
III. INTERACTION DYNAMICS _ 20 urn aluminum (top)

I. Iand 40pm calcium fluoride
Experimental investigations consisted of real-time short (bottom) particles asviewed by the laser imaging

wavelength imaging of the interaction of high-power ex- syste Two o magiog
cimer laser radiation with particles of various solid materials tcalcium fluorde particles

. • calciumisluoeidte bottomle

under atmospheric and vacuum conditions in order to deter- . -.. are visible in the bottom
mine characteristic particle breakup dynamics. Dynamic in- . -"' - image. Image dimensions
teractions were observed for aluminum, calcium fluoride, , - are 400pum square.

glass, silicon carbide, tungsten, aluminum oxide, and poly-
styrene/divinylbenzene (DVB). The materials investigated .
generally ranged in size from 5 to 50/m in diameter with the" .
exception of the polystyrene/DVB spheres which were 230
um in diameter. Images were recorded at several time steps
during the interaction process ranging from the time of ar-
rival of the high-energy pulse up to I ps later. Preliminary
investigations, conducted to determine the dependence of
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saturation points thus served to mark the location of initial

interaction between the high-energy pulse and the solid par-
ticles. Evidence of shock waves are also apparent in the later
time stages for atmospheric pressure conditions. It should be
noted that the stated time delays are average values. The

jitter of the system was observed to be approximately ± 7 ns.
Figure 5 shows typical laser interactions with calcium

fluoride particles at an ambient pressure of 10-s Torr. The
laser pulse is propagating from the right- to left-hand side.

Evident in all the photographs is the very intense bright re-

0 nsec 50 nsec gion corresponding to the location of the laser-particle inter-
action. It should be noted that the only observed light is for

A = 248 nm passing through a bandpass filter. In contrast to
the aluminum interactions, material appears to be ejected in
a much more symmetric fashion from the region of interac-

tion for calcium fluoride. Figure 6 shows similar laser inter-
actions with calcium fluoride particles at atmospheric pres-
sure. The breakup dynamics appear to be almost identical to

those observed under vacuum conditions. The presence of a
shock wave is evident in the 200-ns case for atmospheric

pressure conditions.
Figure 7 shows typical laser interactions with polysty-

100 nsec 200 nsec rene/DVB particles at an ambient pressure of 10 - Torr.
Again, the laser pulse is propagating from the right- to left-

FIG. 3. Typical interactions of KrF laser (24 4 nm, I 10" W/cm ) hand side. Distinctive phenomena observable in these im-
with 20pm aluminum particles at 10 Tort. The stated times correspond ages are the pronounced jetting of material from the front
to the interval between arrival of the high-energy laser pulse and the illumi-

nation pulse and vat- by + 7 ns. Laser pulse is propagating from the right- surface of the particle in the 0-ns case and the absence of any

to left-hand side. Image dimensions are 400 pm square. observable material in the shadow region of the particle in

0 nsec 50 nsec 0 nsec 50 nsec

100 nsee 200 nsec 100 nsec 200 nsec

FIG. 4. Typical interactions of KrF laser (A =24F nm, I1= 10'' W/cm') FIG. 5. T% pica] interactions of KrF laser (A 2 49 nm, I = 10'' W /cm
-A tth 2Opum aluminum particles at atmospheric pressure. The stated times iwith 40- 90pm calcium fluoride particles at 10 Torr. The stated times
correspond to the interval beween arrival of the high-energ) laser pulse and correspond to the inter% al hotA cen arri% al of the high-energ) laser pulse and
the illumination pulse and var) by ± 7 ns. Laser pulse is propagating from the illumination pulse and %an by - ns Laser pulse is propagating from
the right- to left-hand side. Image dimensions are 400pum square. the right- to left-hand side Image dimensions are 400pm square.
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the 100-ns case. One possible explanation of these unique
dynamics is the variation in optical size parameter,
a = 2,a/), where a is the particle radius and A is the wave-
length of illuminating radiation, between the various materi-
als. For the polystyrene/DVB particles, the size parameter
was approximately one order of magnitude larger than that
of any other material studied.

IV. VELOCITY MEASUREMENTS

0 nsec 50 nsee Another part of the investigation was to determine the
velocity of material ejected from laser-particle interactions
by imaging techniques. The output of the imaging laser was
split and an optical path delay introduced for one portion of
the beam, as shown in Fig. 1. Two imaging pulses, with an
interval time delay of approximately 45 ns. produced dual-
exposure images on the vidicon camera. Image processing
and particle sizing software were then used in conjunction
with a RCI Trapix 5532 image processor to determine the

distance travelled by material during the interval between
pulses and average velocities subsequently computed.

Figure 8 shows a typical dual image of expelled material

100 nsec 200 nsec for aluminum particles. The image shows material in the

FIG. 6 Typical interactions of KrF laser (0 248 nm. 1 = 10" W/cm2) upper left-hand corner moving away from the bright interac-

s i l 40--QOum calcium fluoride particles at atmospheric pressure. The stat- tion region on the right-hand side (laser pulse is propagating
ed times correspond to the intersal betmeen arrival of the high-energ laser from the right- to left-hand side). The material travelled a
pulse and the illumination pulse and vart by -- 7 ns Laser pulse is propa- distance of approximately 55 pm during a 45-ns pulse inter-
ging from the right- to left-hand side. Image dimensions are 400 m val to give a velocity of 1200 m/s. Recent experiments in our
square. laboratory using small diameter wires indicate that this ma-

terial can be molten at 2 mm away from the laser-particle
interaction interface.

The range of velocities measured are shown in Table 1.
Velocities under vacuum conditions for glass and aluminum
were nearly equivalent and ranged from 440 to 2000 m/s.
Velocities for glass spheres, obtained under atmospheric

FIG. 7. Thpical interac-
foof KrF laser, ' 48

nm. I=10 V cm)
, Ith :30 Pm polkSt.rene-

.. ... 'dl'lbenizene particles

0 nsec at 10 ' Torr. The s:aicd
times correspond to the in.
teral be,'meen arri\al of
the high-encr;. Is:!r pul e
and the illumination pulse

and %ar% h% 7 ris. Lrscrr
pulse is propagating from
the ri.ht- to left-hand side.
Image dimensions are 40)
,um square.

FIG I. Ti pical image used to det ermine velocities of material expelled from
particles during interaction % th KrF laser radiation. The material in the

upper left of the image travelled 55 pm during the 45 ris rhereen imaging
pul.esgiving an average velocit\ of 1200 m/s. The source of the material is
believed to originate from the bright region on the right-hand side %~here an

agglomeration of aluminum particles is undergoing laser interaction Image

100 nSeC dimensions are 400pm square.
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TABLE1. RangeOfelocitiesofmaterialejectedduringlaser.particleinter- at the location of the third particle is observed to be much
action determined by imaging techniques. lower. Scattered 248-nm radiation is observed but with es-

Laser Ambient Material sentially no material in the shadow region of the particle.
intensity pressure velocity

Mate-ial (W/cm2) (Torr) (m/s) V. THRESHOLD MEASUREMENTS

Glass ( 5-50,m) lo" 760 250-750 Experimental investigations were performed to measure
Glass -50um) 10"1 to- 40-00 the initial thresholds for visible plasma emission from var-

ious solid materials. The dependence of the breakdown
threshold on ambient pressure was investigated for pressures
ranging from atmospheric to 10-4 Torr. Thresholds were
determined for aluminum, calcium fluoride, soda lime glass,

pressure, ranged from 250 to 750 m/s. Uncertainty in veloc- silicon carbide, and tungsten.
ity measurements was estimated to be approximately 20%. Average measured thresholds for visible plasma emis-
The range of material velocities was found to be highly de- sion as a function of ambient pressure ar shown in Fig. 10

pendent on laser intensity (spatial location of the particle for the materials investigated. The threshold was found to be
within the laser beam and pulse energy) but relatively inde- relatively independent of ambient pressure except in the case
pendent of the target material. Figure 9 shows an image of of tungsten. The average thresholds for each material are
the interaction of a laser pulse with three aluminum particles presented in Table II. According to Shinn et al.," at very
which demonstrates the wide variation of dynamics in and high laser intensities the plasma becomes dense and highly
around the probe volume. The three bright regions observed absorbing resulting in the laser energy being absorbed in a
on the right-hand edge of the image are due to elastic scatter- small region. Explosive heating results and a laser-supported
ing of the initial high-energy laser pulse. These bright re- detonation wave is initiated. The pressure driving these
gions serve as markers for the location of the particles at the waves may be on the order of several hundred bar. As a
time of arrival of the incident pulse on the particles. The top result, they state that it is reasonable to expect the ablation
bright spot demonstrates a particle that has undergone com- process to be independent of ambient gas pressure from
plete breakup and appears as a cloud of material to the left of vacuum up to 1000 Torr.
the top bright spot propagating in the direction of the laser Important material and optical properties of investigat-

pulse. The original location of this particle coincides with the ed materials correlated with respective measured threshold
approximate center of the pulse profile. and thus the highest intensities are also shown in Table II. Under vacuum condi-
intensity. The next particle down is located near the edge of tions a vapor must first be formed from the solid material in
the pulse profile. Material is observed in the shadow region which a plasma may then form. A review of the specific heat
of the particle moving in the direction of the laser pulse, but of the materials shows a direct correlation between increas-
the particle appears to be generally intact. The laser intensity ing specific heat and threshold intensity. This suggests that

as the specific heat increases more energy is required to ele-
vate the temperature of the material to vaporize it. An inves-
tigation performed by Dreyfus, Kelly, and Walkup 7 sug-
gested that thermal effects could not be responsible for
plasma formation since they measured surface temperatures
in aluminum of only 5;00 K. uvell below the temperature nec-
essary for vaporization. However. an investigation reported
by Shinn et al.' measured temperatures during the ablation

0 .

FIG. 9 Photograph of three 20 pm aluminum particles undergoing laser
interaction Laser pulse is propagating from the right- to left-hand side. The % O UMINUM V SZLJON CAmDE
bright spots are due to scattered light from the initial high-energ) explosive ,, LuDRuDE *TUNGSTEN
pulseand sere to mark the original location of the particles. The top parti- 1 _ 0 0i_ ,

cle. located in the main portion of the pulse, has undergone complete break- 10- 10o- 1L- 10-2 101 100 10 102 3

up and appears as a cloud of material moving from right to left, The middle PRESSURE (Torr)
particle, located near the edge of the pulse, shows material being ejected in
the direction of pulse propagation. The bottom particle, located in the wings FIG. 10. Average measured threshold for visible plasma emission from the
of the pulse is observed to have scattered light from the high-energ) pulse interaction of ultraviolet laser radiation () = :4F nm) with sarious solid
but is still intact Image dimensions are 400pm square. materials as a function of ambient pressure.
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TABLE II. Average measured threshold for viible plasma emission from fraction at 248-nm wavelength is apparently not available in
the interaction of ultraviolet laser radiation ( = 204 nm) with various ma- the literature. Calcium fluoride particles, which are highly
terials and correlation to physical properties of the materials._________________________________________ transparent to the laser radiation, have been found to ex-

Measured Ionization Refractise Specific plode symmetrically. Velocities of material expelled from
threshold potential index heat particles during laser interaction have been determined by

Material (MW/cm-) (eV) (at 2 = 248 nm) (kJ/kg K) imaging techniques. The velocity of material expelled during

Aluminum 650 6.0r 0.190" 90(y laser interaction has been found to be highly dependent on
Calcium fluonde 550 12.5 1.468d the incident intensity of laser radiation and to the ambient
Glass 310 11.6 1.44' 750" pressure, but appear to be relatively insensitive to material
Silicon carbide 110 9.0" 3.16' b75h properties. Velocities obtained under atmospheric condi-
Tungsten 59 7,98' 3.40' 134' tions for glass particles range from 250 to 750 m/s. Velocities

Reference 9. 'Reference 13. obtained similarly for glass and aluminum under high vacu-
'Reference 10. 'Reference 14. um conditions range from 440 to 2000 m/s. Threshold laser
'Reference 11. "Reference 15. intensities for visible plasma emission have been determined
SReference 12. " Reference 16. for aluminum, calcium fluoride, glass, silicon carbide, and

tungsten under pressures ranging from 10-4 Torr to atmo-
spheric pressure. Thresholds have been found to be insensi-
tive to ambient pressure and range from 650 MW/cm2 for

of silicon that suggest that thermal effects in the vaporiza- aluminum down to 59 MW/cm2 for tungsten. Comparison
tion of material may be significant. of measured threshold intensities to material properties sug-

Examination of the first ionization potentials for the gests a correlation ofincreasing specific heat. increasing ion-
materials in Table II to their relative threshold intensities ization potential and decreasing real portion of refractive
also reveals a direct correlation between increasing ioniza- index with increasing threshold intensity. This suggests that
tion potential and threshold intensity, with the exception of thermal effects may play some role in the laser induced
aluminum. For aluminum exposed to an atmospheric envi- breakdown process in addition to multiphoton ionization
ronment Uhlig and Revie' state that a passive film of alumi- and cascade ionization processes.
num oxide 2-10 nm in thickness will be present. The optical
properties of such an oxide coating on micrometer-sized alu-
minum particles was beyond the scope of the present investi- ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
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ABSTRACT

A theoretical procedure is derived for the determination of the internal and external electromag-

netic fields for a monochromatic beam incident upon a homogeneous particle of arbitrarily-defined

shape. The procedure is best-suited for the analysis of near-spherical particles (i.e. particles which

deviate from a sphere by plus or minus a few tenths of a radii). Verification and demonstration

calculations are presented. Also presented are calculations investigating the effect of a surface

deformation on resonance excitation within an otherwise spherical particle.



I. INTRODUCTION

In an earlier paper, 1 equations were derived for the determination of the internal and external

electromagnetic fields for a beam incident upon a homogeneous spherical particle. Presented here is

a generalization of this earlier work which permits solutions for a beam incident upon a homogeneous

particle of arbitrarily-defined shape. This new approach is most applicable for the analysis of near-

spherical particles (i.e. particles which deviate from a sphere by plus or minus a few tenths of a

radii). The procedure could be used to determine, for example, the electromagnetic fields for a laser

beam focused upon a small liquid droplet which has been deformed in shape due to aerodynamic,

thermal, or electromagnetic stresses.

For a plane wave incident upon a homogeneous particle, analytical solutions of the electromag-

netic interaction problem exist for geometries in which Helmholz equation is separable. Solutions

have been obtained for a plane wave incident upon a homogeneous sphere (Mie 2 ), infinite circular

cylinder (normal incidence: Lord Rayleigh,3 oblique incidence: Wait 4 ), infinite ellipsoidal cylinder

(Yeh), and the oblate/prolate spheroid (Oguchi6 and Asano and Yamamoto7 ). Several approaches

have been introduced for the analysis of the electromagnetic interaction of a plane wave incident

upon an irregularly-shaped particle: the perturbation method, - 14 the extended boundary condi-

tion method, 5 - " the point matching method,6 the coupled dipole method, 19 - 25 the finite element

method,'26-27 and the invariant imbedding T matrix method. 2
9 Each of these approaches for the

analysis of an irregularly-shaped particle have their own associated advantages/disadvantages and

regimes of applicability. The perturbation method is limited to geometries that only slightly deviate

from that of a sphere. The extended boundary condition and point matching methods are restricted

to geometries of limited elongation because of an eventual ill-conditioning of equations. The nu-

merical coupled dipole and finite element methods result in large sets of simultaneous equations

which restrict solutions to small objects (relative to wavelength) that can be analyzed using a small

number of cells. The invariant imbedding T matrix method is a hybrid analytical/numerical ap-

proach that may provide solutions with fewer computation steps in comparison with the numerical

schemes of the coupled-dipole and finite element methods.

All of the aforementioned irregularly-shaped particle efforts have been predominately concerned

with the determination of the far-field scattering patterns for plane wave illumination. Yeh, Colak,

and Barber2" have considered the determination of the far-field scattering for a beam incident upon
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an irregularly-shaped particle. In the approach of Yeh, Colak, and Barber, 29 the incident field is

expanded in a plane wave spectrum and a superposition of plane wave solutions, obtained using

the extended boundary condition method, is performed.

In our theoretical development, a focused beam solution is obtained by utilizing the incident

field directly and, unlike the approach of Yeh, Colak, and Barber2 9 , the computationally time-

consuming superposition of individual plane wave solutions is not necessary. In addition, our work

concerns not only the determination of far-field scattering patterns, but also the determination of

the internal and near-field electromagnetic field distributions.
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II. THEORETICAL DEVELOPMENT: GENERAL THEORY

The specific problem considered is that of a monochromatic electromagnetic beam within

an infinite, nonabsorbing, dielectric medium incident upon a particle of arbitrarily-defined shape.

The particle and the surrounding medium are homogeneous, linear, isotropic, and nonmagnetic

(u = 1). The geometrical arrangement is shown in Fig. 1. The coordinate system origin is

located within (and near the center) of the particle. The particle has an associated characteristic

radius, a, and all spatial quantities are nondimensionalized (as indicated by a tilde) relative to

this characteristic radius. Though the theoretical development is applicable for any incident beam

for which a mathematical description is known, for the calculations presented in this paper, a

focused, linearly-polarized. Gaussian-profiled (TEM0O mode) beam will be assumed. A fifth-order

corrected mathematical description of the electromagnetic field components for the Gaussian beam,

as previously presented by Barton and Alexander,3" is utilized for the analysis. All electromagnetic

quantities are nondimensionalized relative to an electric field amplitude characteristic of the incident

beam, E0 . For the Gaussian beam, E0 is the electric field amplitude at the focal point, which can

be related to the beam power by an expression given in Ref. 30.

The input parameters of the analysis are as follows: (1) the particle shape function, f(0,0)

(A nondimensionalized single-valued function of the spherical coordinate angles that defines the

surface of the particle. For a centered sphere, this function would equal to one.), (2) the particle

size parameter., a= 2,ra/A,,t (Aeit is the wavelength within the surrounding medium.), (3) the

complex relative refractive index of the particle, fl = Vnt / Eet, (4) the nondimensionalized beam

focal point coordinates, (io, <0, io) (The location of the focal point of the incident beam relative

to the particle.), (5) the nondimensionalized beam waist radius, ti,0 , (6) the beam propagation

direction angle, Obd (The beam is assumed to propagate parallel to the x-z plane. Obd is the angle

of beam propagation relative to the y-z plane.), and (7) the beam polarization orientation angle,

Obd (For Obd = 01, the beam electric field polarization is parallel to the x-z plane. For kbd = 900,

the beam electric field polarization is perpendicular to the x-z plane.).

The procedure for determining the electromagnetic fields for a beam incident upon a particle

of arbitrarily-defined shape is a generalization of the beam incident upon a spherical particle de-

velopment presented in Ref. 1. The electromagnetic field is divided into three parts: the incident

field (the field that would exist in the absence of the particle), the scattered field (the difference
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between the external particle field and the incident field), and the internal field (the field within

the particle). The external field is the sum of the incident field (assumed known) and the scattered

field: e=t P- ) + E() and 11"' = () + f10). The scattered field and the internal field are to

be determined. The solution is formulated in spherical coordinates, (r,0,0).

The theoretical approach used is a more mathematically rigorous variation of the point match-

ing method,6 and will be referred to as the boundary matching method. The electromagnetic field

components of the unknown scattered and internal fields are expressed in terms of general series

expansions over products of Riccati-Bessel functions [Vk(kr), x1(kr) and spherical harmonic func-

tions [Ym(O, (b)] as were derived in Ref. 1. For the particle of arbitrarily-defined shape, the forms

of these series expansions for the scattered and internal fields are identical to those used for the

analysis of the spherical particle, by way of the same reasoning. The (2) = 01 + ixi functions are

excluded from the scattered field since, in the far-field, these functions represent incoming spherical

waves and, in the far-field, the scattered field must consist of outgoing waves only. For the internal

field, the X1 functions are excluded since these functions are unbounded at the coordinate origin

and the internal field must be finite everywhere within the particle, including the coordinate origin.

The coefficients of the scattered and internal field series expansions must be chosen to satisfy

the boundary conditions (continuity of the tangential electromagnetic field components) at the

surface of the particle. In the point matching method, the boundary conditions are imposed, not

continuously over the particle surface, but at a finite number of distributed points. In the boundary

matching method (used here), the boundary condition equations are expanded in spherical harmon-

ics and matched for each angular mode. This results in a set of simultaneous algebraic equations

from which the series coefficients can be determined.

Chew3 has recently shown that the boundary matching method, as described here, is, in the

end, formally equivalent to the commonly accepted extended boundary condition method. The

boundary matching method would then be expected, similar to the extended boundary condition

method, to exhibit an ill-conditioning of the series coefficient equations when attempting to analyze

particles of appreciable elongation. (A set of linear algebraic equations is said to be ill-conditioned

when a small error in the coefficient matrix will cause a large error in the solution vector.) However,

the eventual ill-conditioning of the equations for the elongated object should not be interpreted as

an indication of the lack of mathematical rigor for the boundary matching method (or the extended
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boundary condition method), the procedure is mathematically rigorous, but not well-suited (from

a computational viewpoint) for the analysis of elongated objects.

The boundary matching method procedure for the analysis of a beam incident upon a general

arbitrarily-shaped particle is as follows. The electromagnetic field components of the unknown

scattered and internal fields are expressed in the form of series expansions as were derived in Ref.

1 and as are given in nondimensional form (as used here) in Ref. 32. For the scattered field

L3 = E [1(I + 1) a,,,, )() Yim, , (1)

E(3) Q L I [()(.f'ImI.(,0) M__ (1) 1~m (0,)1
r Z~ a~~~k) 00 b,.. sine 0 (2)

1=1 M=- 1 =
L I

E3) I m ), 1, (0, ) _ (1) _.,(,4)1 (3)
F___ si Ebi[ 0

E~~,s)= 11(s =~i jmI ms L sIi 770
r j2 E, I ( + 1) b (af Yim ((, (4)

1=m-I

L I Y 1 ( ", 1

F=[ . =_i) in, + m im 1)(&) sin..-si , (5)

and

[(s)cL b1i(8,(k) + " (6)f E L sin 0
1=1 M -

and for the internal field

E(- L (7

F(w"  f E - [(1 + 1)cim V,(ftaf)im(9,€)1, (7)
1=1 M=-I

E(-)  L ,Y 1 ([ M m YI, (0,4)1

E(-) = L i 72 Ci ( ) Y.i 0 ,0) dim VP(fiaf) 09 . (9)f E si 0"'¢' 0? d m '  1 ' (9)
1=1 m=-I 1
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L I

r i- 2 E [1(1+ l)d m. (fia) Ylm(O, k)], (10)

1=1 m=-1

L OYIM(,t 40SZ [~djm ,,,) mytJ 2c m ' I,. (fl)(
r L 09 sinG (1

1=1 rn=-1

and

L I

= 7 i [mim , ;(,a,) in 0 + i , Ci.,,I,( ) -- . (12)

1I)
In the above equations. ,( = 71 - iy , where ',', .L- are the Riccati-Bessel functions, and Yim is the

spherical harmonic function. L is the upper limit value of the radial index (1) necessary for series

convergence. There are then

L

IV = J(21 + 1) (13)

terms in each series expression. (N is the number of Im combinations for a given value of L.)

The series coefficients of the scattered field, a,,,bm, and the series coefficients of the internal

field, cim, dim, must be determined so as to satisfy the condition of tangential electromagnetic field

continuity at the particle surface. At f = i(0, 0),

(ii x E)eyt = (ii x E)", (14)

and

(ii x H )e. = (ii x H)int (15)

where h is a unit vector perpendicular to and outwardly directed from the particle surface. Consid-

ering tangential components in the polar angle (0) and azimuthal angle (0) directions, the boundary

conditions of Eqs. (14) and (15) can be expressed as

(ErsinO + EgcosO)e t = (ErsinO + EacosO)'n t , (16)
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[(ErSiO + EjcosO).inO + Eocoso~ert = [(ErsinO + EqcosO)sink + EocosoFi t, (17)

(H,.sin + JI6 coSO)e"t = (Hrsini + HcosO)i
n

t , (18)

and

[(HsinO + lltcosO)sinQ + Hcos]ez" = [(H~sinO + IecosO)sinc + H1,cos3]mn, (19)

where

tan- (20)
i ao

and

tan 1 (1
=in20 -) (21)

are angles related to the shape of the particle (0, are both zero for a centered sphere).

The electromagnetic field components of the scattered and internal fields given by Eqs. (1)-

(12) are substituted into the boundary condition equations, Eqs. (16)-(19). Since these equations

are evaluated at the surface of the particle where f = i(O, 0), both sides of each of these equations

are a function of 0, 0 only. In order to determine the series coefficients aim, b cm,cmdim necessary

to satisfy the boundary condition equations, Eqs. (16)-(19) are expanded in spherical harmonics

(Yi,m,), and the left and right-hand-sides of each equation are equated for each 1m' mode. The

result is a set of -IN linear, algebraic equations that can be solved for the 4N values of the series

coefficients aim, bim,cim, dim:

Z [- 'm.m,m,a + ?m,jim,bm + Ijmjm,ejm - Im,,,m,djmJ = Am,, (22)

L -

Z [-I15 n,vm 'a m + ! i,mnb m + Itm,vrn , c m - !jm,,madjm] = Al,,m,,(23)
1=i m=-l



L I

>1Z rI~m~palUm - Illmpm,bt,n + feitm V,ICIM + I, m,dvn Bilrn', (24)

and

Z S[(pt!Pi~mGtm- hmimbv+ &(xIljmpM.Clm + i/npm~dim] Bit~ (25)

for each I'mn' combination.

In Eqs. (22)-(25).

j27~ ~ 11 + i )& 1((1~)Pl(9)+coso ()

0 
(26)

'/mI'm 12j coOm (cf~j, ]e&M 0P1 ,, (6)e-im"IsindOdk, (27)

Pti 2rm s n, + 'I(na )pim,(0) + "COSO ) aenci i'n(Ge sin~dOdik,
r ro

(28)

2'' jYh aCOSO m 0'i(iiaf) PLm)einlpi~m,(Oe-in'sinOd~dO, (29)
i xsinO

2, 7+isn acos~sinOi () pIh

JIm 0 2 f __

+ 2S ie 1'(a i() ]e'miin,m, (B)e-iinsin~d~dO, (30)f sinO

1 = J2K jwcossin m ~() )PIrn(O)

acs p ]esmOPvm,(9)e-imsindd-0, (31)
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Cinf s nOsmno lPle acosOsin (trnjm.,.,- J +  000106(Po .) 0 () + no'n ,oP .

ncoso _. t(O ,o

+ - I-In-i /t'I(nar) s-i nO " Ppn"(O)e- "'sinOdOdo' (32)

and

is" V ' a cosjsin , n .. .ai ) PIr (9)lI, 11, " q ¢: sine

, osO i 0 Plm
+ - ( nO') - m m (O)e- i sinOdOdh, (33)

and

:lm, = [Er)f.O,O)sin9 + E ')( f,O9, 6)cosO]Pmn,(O)e&'sinOdOdO, (34)
0 )

,12, =j j {[E(')(, . .O)sinO + E()(i,0,4)cos9Isin0

+ ( 9, o)cos9} Pp,,(O)e-m'Sjfld , (35)

B ,/[ ,9. )sinO + 10 '(1,9,,cosO]PLmO)e-m'sin~d~dc, (36)

and

BgJ. 2 { [H(i)(i,O,k)sin6 + H(')(f,O,O)cos6]sinb

+ I4O(', 0, t)cos4} Ppm' (O)e-m sinOd~dk. (37)

Thp e.,t,-, surface integrals of Eqs. (26)-(33) are dependent solely upon the shape of the particle,

f(0,0). The A,,, B,, terms of Eqs. (34)-(37) incorporate both the shape of the particle and the

nature of the incident field.

In summary, the procedure for determining the internal and external electromagnetic fields

for a beam incident upon a particle of general arbitrarily-defined shape is as follows. For a given
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set of input parameters (O, o, n, (.?o, 0, '0), i'0 , Obd, and db, the Imm' and Ap, ,,Bpn,

surface integrals of Eqs. (26)-(33) and Eqs. (34)-(37), respectively, are determined by numerical

integration. The set of -IN linear algebraic equations of Eqs. (22)-(25) is then solved for the 4N

values of the series coefficients aj,,bjm,cjm,djm. The scattered field component equations, Eqs.

(1)-(6), with the now known associated scattered field series coefficients, aim,bm, can then be used

to determine the scattered field for any spatial position outside the particle, f > i(0,0). The

external field is the sum of the scattered field and the known incident field. The internal field

component equations. Eqs. (7)-(12), with the now known internal field series coefficients, cim,di,

can be used to determine the internal field for any spatial position within the particle, i < i(0,0).

As defined earlier. I, is the maximum value of the radial index (1) necessary for convergence

of the series expressions for the electromagnetic field components given in Eqs. (1)-(12). Ideally,

for a particular problein, the value of L could be successively increased until the electromagnetic

field solution no Ionger changes significantly, and any desired degree of accuracy could be obtained.

In practice, such solution conivergence has been found for near-spherical geometries. For elongated

geometries, however, the set of algebraic equations used to solve for the series coefficients may

become increasingly ill-conditioned with increasing L and the set of algebraic equations may become

unsolvable (from a computational viewpoint) before overall solution convergence occurs and, at best,

only an approximate solution can be determined. Convergence and applicability of the procedure

will be more fully discussed in Sec. V.
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III. THEORETICAL DEVELOPMENT: AXISYMMETRIC THEORY

The development of Sec. II. was for the general case where f(0,0). If the particle is ax-

isymmetric and is centered about the z axis such that f(0) only (no 0 dependence), then major

simplifications in the solution procedure can be attained. If is independent of 0, then the I,..

surface integrals of Eqs. (26)-(33) are zero for m' 5 m. In addition, the azimuthal integrations can

be performed explicitly so the surface integrals of Eqs. (26)-(39) can be reduced to line integrals:

oacost o (38)
Imp + )(oim +

I#m,, - 2w [ 241l + 1)l~l( k)Plm(o) + acos , O)--m-P,,,(o)Siflo, (40)C2t C 7,7_L(a k1)P m(0)]PLm(G)dO, (39)
r 0 _ _ (1t

• [' mnD., coso_ a, _ . t

lIMP = 0 + 14"I( noOPI.o) +  n J, af)o1) -- ( n , ,()sin dO, (40)

1 M= 2-r j[osi M m 1(ha fPIm(O)P1m(0)d, (41)

7r= 2 [ Om)'(nf)Ppm(0)]P1m(0)dO, (42)

Io i i ) a P I m
lvau = 2r [-.(ar)- P,)())sbnedo, (43)

10 12

ilm = 2r r[r irnhil,, (Fza )Plm(O)]Pvm(O)dO, (44)

and

Imp - 27r -- 0-e1b( naf)---]P1,.( )sin~d0. (5

Also, for the axisymmetric case, the 4N simultaneous equations of Eqs. (22)-(25) can be divided

into subsets of linearly independent equations for each value of the angular index, im. For a given

value of m(j4 0), E(Is. (22)-(25) become
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yI [-11 1mil(aim + 12 1,bim + 13ml'Cim _ I4mi~dim] = (47

L

>11 [ .rimpam + 116mi~bim + lmicri~~m + !/8m~dirr ~~ (50

themal -( Il - i+I Vllso Um ,i,dim [fori a given] =n( 031.49

and

LL

Z ,ticmtl [-ezeImpabo Eeztfl2IL,= OI = (54)

for each P' = 1m to L.

Fe. ( and (s ;-5) the provide 2L 1n +1 linear algebraic equations to solve for te2 auso 1 , 1

in e q.(2) and (51 11 r7Vide liero , alebai eq ution tsolf the valuo j es f ust,10

E[+13



In summary, the i)pocedure for determining the internal and external electromagnetic fields

for a beam incident uiimn an axisymmetric particle is as follows. For a given set of input param-

eters. i(O), a, i. (. ho, 5O), &'0, Obd, and Obd, the Ijm, line integrals of Eqs. (38)-(45) and the

Atm,, BIm, surface inLtegrals of Eqs. (34)-(37) are determined by numerical integration. The linear

algebraic equations of "qs. (.16)-(5-1) are then solved for the scattered field and internal field series

coefficients. arm. b,n.ci,. ('t dtm. Once the series coefficients are known, Eqs. (1)-(12) can be used to

determine the elec(troiugnetic field for any spatial position inside or outside the particle.
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IV. VERIFICATION CALCULATIONS

The theoretical developments of Secs. II. and III. were verified by making direct comparisons

with known solutions. Electromagnetic field calculations for a focused beam incident upon a cen-

tered sphere [(0, 9o) = I] using the general theory of Sec. 1I. and the axisymmetric theory of Sec.

Ill. were found to he in agreement with corresponding electromagnetic field calculations using the

spherical particle/arbitrary beam theory of Ref. 1.

For a more thorough confirmation, calculations were performed for a spherical particle dis-

placed from the origin. ('alculations of far-field scattering of a displaced sphere have previously

been used by Barber and Yeh 16 for confirmation of their extended boundary condition method

and by Johnson 's for confirmation of his invariant imbedding T matrix method. If the sphere is

displaced along thli z-,ixis, then the particle shape function is a function of the polar angle, f(0),

and, from a inathoiiatical viewpoint, the particle appears nonspherical. For the sphere displaced

along the z-axis, the axisvninietric theory of Sec. III. can be used to determine the electromag-

netic field distrihutilmis. However, if plane wave illumination is assumed, the electromagnetic field

distribution should I,, "(1ontnil to that of plane wave Lorenz-Mie theory.

As an example. Fig. 2 presents a plot of the normalized source function (S = [Ej2 /E2)

distribution in the x-z plane for a 300 angle of incidence plane wave incident upon a centered sphere

of a =8 8.0 and n = 1.2 + 0.02i. Figure 2 is the Lorenz-Mie theory solution rotated 30' about the

origin in the x-z plane ini order to account for the angle of incidence of the plane wave. Figure 3

was generated using th, axisymmetric theory of Sec. III. for identical conditions as Fig. 2, except

that the sphere has been displaced along the z-axis by a distance of A-; = +0.25. A comparison

of Figs. 2 and 3 shows that the normalized source function distribution of the displaced sphere

(Fig. 3) calculated using the axisymmetric theory of Sec. III. is identical to the normalized source

function distribution of the centered sphere (Fig. 2) calculated using Lorenz-Mie theory, except

that the entire solution of Fig. 3 (both internal and near-field) has been shifted along the z-axis by

a distance of A. = 0.25, as would be expected. (A more detailed comparison of the electromagnetic

field vectors (f, If) at corresponding points also demonstrated identical agreement.)

A similar approach was used to confirm the general theory of Sec. II., except the sphere is

now displaced along the x-axis so that the particle shape function is a function of both the polar

and azimuthal angles, , Figure 4 shows the normalized source function distribution for a 300
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angle of incidence plane wave incident upon a centered sphere of a = 2.0 and h = 1.2 + 0.02i as

determined using lorenz-%Nie theory. Figure 5 provides the normalized source function distribution

calculated using the general theory of Sec. II. for conditions identical to those of Fig. 4, except

that the sphere has been displaced along the x-axis by a distance of Ai = 0.1. A comparison of

Figs. 4 and 5 shows that the normalized source function distribution of Fig. 5 is identical to that

of Fig. 4, except that the entire solution has been shifted along the x-axis by a distance of Ai

= +0.1, as would be expected. (Again, a more detailed comparison of the electromagnetic field

vectors (E, 17) at corresponding points also demonstrated identical agreement.)

Another confirmiation could be obtained by making comparisons with existing nonspherical,

regular geometry solutions. No results exist in the literature for internal and near-field electromag-

netic field distributions other than for the centered sphere. Itowevr, comparable far-field scattering

data are available. ()tzuchi 6 used a spheroidal function expansion solution for the plane wave in-

cident upon an oblate spheroid problem to provide a verification of his point matching method

procedure. In Ref. G, the spheroidal function expansion solution was applied to determine the

forward and backward far-field scattering for a plane wave incident upon an oblate spheroid. The

plane wave was directed perpendicular to the axis of rotation of the oblate spheroid and both "hor-

izontal" (electric field perpendicular to the axis of rotation) and "vertical" (electric field parallel to

the axis of rotation) incident polarizations were considered. Oguchi presented his results in terms

of a vector scatteringo function which, in a form consistent with the development of this paper,

would be defined as

f- , ) = lim rE(s)(f,o,¢)
r = -oo etar

Calculations were performed using parameters consistent with those used to generate the re-

sults of Tables ,1 and 5 in Ref. 6. The incident wavelength is A,,t= 8.612 mm (34.8 GHz) and

the particle material has a complex relative index of refraction of t = 5.048 + 2.794i (water). A

plane wave (ti' 0 =; r) with a propagation direction angle of Obd = 900 was assumed. The forward

scattered field is thus evaluated at = 7r/2,0 = 0 and the backward scattered field is evaluated at

0 = 7r/2,0 = r. For "horizontal" polarization the polarization direction angle is Obd = 900 and for

"vertical" polarization the polarization direction angle is Obd = 00. Calculations were performed

for ten different major semiaxis and major to minor axis ratio combinations as given in Tables I.
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and II. The results of the axisymmetric theory of Sec. III. and the results of the spheroidal function

expansion solution as presented by Oguchi6 are shown side-by-side for comparison. (In order to

obtain consistency between the two developments, the complex conjugate of Oguchi's results are

presented since, in his work, a e+ i-t time dependency was assumed as opposed to a e- i', time

dependency used here.)

The "horizontal" polarization results are given in Table I. and the "vertical" polarization results

are given in Table II. For the axisymmetric theory of Sec. Ill., four digit convergence was obtained

for both the real and imaginary parts for all data presented. As can be seen in Tables I. and II., the

results of the axisvmnetric theory of Sec. III. and the results of the spheroidal function expansion

solution of Oguchi are in agreement within an average deviation of approximately 1 part in 1000.

The slight difference in the two results might be explained by the fact that Oguchi truncated his

spheroidal function expansion solution at a radial index of 9, which may not be a sufficiently high

value. especially for the larger size parameters.
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V. CONVERGENCE AND APPLICABILITY

In Sec. II., L was defined as the maximum value of the radial series index (1) necessary

for series convergence. Ideally, for a particular problem, the value of L could be successively

increased until the solution no longer changes significantly. Such convergence has been found for

near-spherical particles. However, as particles of increasing elongation are considered, convergence

becomes slower, and a greater number of terms are required to obtain a given degree of accuracy.

For extremely elongated particles, the simultaneous algebraic equations used for the solution of

the series coefficients may become increasingly ill-conditioned as L is incremented, thus making

the accurate numerical solution of these equations increasingly difficult. For extremely elongated

particles, the series coefficient equations may become so ill-conditioned as to be unsolvable (from a

computational viewpoint) before overall solution convergence has been attained. Similar solution

difficulties have been observed when applying the extended boundary condition method to severely

nonspherical particles.3 1,' 33 Note that when L is increased, not only are additional terms added to

the series evaluation of the electromagnetic field components [Eqs. (1)-(12)], but, since the series

coefficients are determined by the solution of simultaneous equations, the values of all the lower

order series coefficients can be affected as well.

The boundary matching method used for the solution of the beam incident upon an arbitrarily-

shaped particle problem is apparently best-suited for the analysis of near-spherical particles. In

order to assure accuracy for any particular problem, it is necessary to verify solution convergence for

the value of L chosen. A single parameter associated with solution convergence was defined. From

experience, it was found that the normal electromagnetic field continuity conditions at the surface

of the particle provide a sensitive solution convergence criteria. The solution procedure imposes a

matching of the internal and external tangential electromagnetic field components across the surface

of the particle through Eqs. (16)-(19). In addition to these tangential continuity conditions, the

internal and external normal electromagnetic field components at the surface of the particle should

be related by

Eert = ,2int (56)
n n

and
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He't = ffint. (57)n "n "

The solid-angle-averaged-value of [I Ext - jh2 E intl + I xt _H Ut I] /2 over the surface of the particle,

j 2 1r 
fOT IEext - 2 EintI+ H ext intl

D= [ n2-IH H n I ][sinOdOdO, (58)

was defined as an empirical convergence criteria. The smaller the value of the average deviation of

the normal electromagnetic field components, Dn, the more closely the boundary conditions at the

surface of the particle are being matched and the more accurate the solution.

As a demonstration of the effect of particle shape and size on convergence, a set of calculations

were performed for a 30' angle of incidence plane wave incident upon equal volume prolate spheroids

of varying axis ratios (elongation) and two different size parameters. An index of refraction of ji =

1.33 + 0.00i was assumed. Figure 6 gives the average deviation of the normal electromagnetic field

components (D,,) as a function of axis ratio (a/b) and L for equal volume prolate spheroids with

asphere = 4.0. As shown in Fig. 6, for a sphere (a/b = 1.0), D, decreases rapidly with increasing

L. The solution for elongated particles with a/b = 1.1, 1.2, and 1.3 converge, with increasing values

of L, successively more slowly with increasing elongation. To obtain a value of D,, less than 0.001

requires L=10 for a/b=1.1, L=14 for a/b=1.2, and L=20 for a/b=1.3. For a/b=1.4, D" gradually

decreases as L is increased from C, to 20 but then increases to a localized peak at L=24. Beyond the

peak at L=24, D, for a/b=1.4 decreases rapidly with increasing L from L=26 to 34. (The eventual

ill-conditioning of the equations prevented accurate solutions for L greater than 34.) For a/b=1.5,

D,, gradually decreases from L=6 to 12 and then increases to form a localized peak at L=20 before

decreasing with increasing L from L=22 to 32 before apparently rising towards a second peak at

L=34. The presence of the localized peaks in the a/b=1.4 and a/b=1.5 curves (and at the end of

the a/b=l.3 curve) are an indication that solution convergence is not necessarily monotonic and

care is necessary to ensure that a fully converged solution has been attained. L should be increased

beyond the last of any significant peaks in D,,. For asphere = 4.0 and a/b=1.5, an L value much

greater than 34 is needed to obtain an accurate solution.

Figure 7 shows convergence calculations for the same arrangement as Fig. 6, but for a larger

equal volume sphere size parameter of asphere = 8.0. The general features of Figs. 6 and 7 are
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similar. Larger size parameters require a larger value of L to obtain the same degree of convergence

and the curves of Fig. 7 are roughly shifted to the right by an increment of AL=6 in comparison

with the corresponding curves of Fig. 6. In Fig. 7, the localized peak in the a/b=1.4 curve occurs

at L=32 and the peak in the a/b=1.5 curve occurs at L=26. The peak in the a/b=1.3 curve has

apparently shifted off the graph to an L value greater than 34. For aphere = 8.0 and a/b=1.4 and

a/b= 1.5. L values much greater than 34 are needed to obtain an accurate solution.
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VI. TIGHTLY-FOCUSED BEAM ON AN OBLATE SPHEROID

In order to demonstrate the ability to determine the electromagnetic fields for a focused beam

incident upon a nonspherical particle, calculations were performed for a tightly-focused beam inci-

dent upon an oblate spheroid of axis ratio a/b = 1.2, a = 15.0, and ii = 1.3 + 0.01i. For the oblate

spheroid, the major semiaxis (a) is used as the characteristic radius (a). The angle of incidence

(0bd) was held at 00 and the incident electric field polarization was in the x-z plane (Obd = 00).

Figure 8 shows the internal normalized source function distribution in the x-z plane for an incident

plane wave (t'0 => cx)). Only the internal field distribution is presented (the near-field values were

artificially set to zero) so as to clearly show the nonspherical shape of the particle.

Figure 9 is for the same conditions as Fig. 8, but instead of plane wave incidence, a beam (Io =

0.667) is focused at the center of the particle (.o = y0 = -0 0.0). The normalized source function

distribution for beam illumination is distinctly different than that for plane wave illumination, as

can be seen by comparing Figs. 8 and 9. Figure 10 is for the same incident beam conditions as Fig.

9, except that the focal point of the beam has been moved up the x-axis to a position halfway along

the major axis of the oblate spheroid (10 = 0.5, 0 = io = 0.0). Figure 11 shows the normalized

source function distribution with the beam focused at the edge of the particle (io = 1.0, O =i

= 0.0).
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VII. EFFECTS OF SURFACE DEFORMATION AT RESONANCE

The beam incident upon an arbitrarily-shaped particle theory permits electromagnetic field

determinations for particles of irregular geometry. As an example of an application, the axisym-

metric theory of Sec. III. was used to investigate the effect of a surface deformation on resonance

excitation within an otherwise spherical particle. (The effect of focal point positioning on reso-

nance excitation was investigated in Ref. 34.) The particle is assumed spherical except for an

axisymmetric surface deformation located within the polar angle interval 7r/8 < 0 < 31r/8:

{ 1 for 0 < -r/8

1 + c/2(1 + cos[S(O - ,/- ) for z/S < 3,/8 (59)

1 for 0 > 3r,/8

The height of the deformation, c, can be either positive (protrusion), negative (depression), or zero

(perfect sphere). Plane wave illumination with a 0' angle of incidence is assumed which provides a

degenerate condition such that all series coefficients except m = ±1 are identically zero. In addition,

the m = ±1 terms can be combined so that the double summation electromagnetic field component

expressions of Eqs. (1)-(12) reduce to single summation expressions over the radial index,

L

(60)

with the associated single index series coefficients: al,bl, cl, di.

Assuming an index of refraction of i = 1.334 + 1.2xI0- 9 i (0.5145 pm wavelength argon-ion

laser incident upon water),3" a spherical particle resonance was located. The resonance chosen

was the 34th mode, 1st order magnetic wave (TE mode) resonance which occurs at a = 29.285.

At this size parameter, the magnitude of the 34th radial index magnetic wave internal field series

coefficient (Id341) attains a peak value, as shown in Fig. 12.

The effect of a surface deformation on the excitation of this resonance was investigated by

determining Id341 as a function of c and a. In Fig. 13, Id341 is plotted versus size parameter for =
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0.00, ±0.01, and ±0.02, and in Fig. 14, Id34 1 is plotted versus size parameter for c = 0.00 and ±0.05.

As can be seen in Figs. 13 and 14, the presence of the surface deformation shifts the resonance

to smaller size parameters for protrusions (c > 0) and to larger size parameters for depressions

(c < 0). Surface deformations also decrease tC 2 quality of the resonance with protrusions (c > 0)

having a greater effect than depressions (c < 0) (for these particular conditions).

For small deformations, jj< 0.02, resonance is apparently retained when the circumference of

the deformed particle matches the circumference of the corresponding resonant spherical particle.

This observation is illustrated by the results presented in Table III.
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VII. CONCLUSION

A theoretical procedure, utilizing the boundary matching method, has been developed for

the determination of the internal and external electromagnetic fields for a monochromatic beam

incident upon a homogeneous particle of arbitrarily-defined shape. The procedure is apparently

best-suited for the analysis of near-spherical particles and, for example, could be used to analyze

laser beams interactions with liquid droplets that have been slightly distorted in shape due to

aerodynamic, thermal, or electromagnetic stresses.
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TABLE I. Comparison between results of the boundary matching method solution and the results of

a spheroidal function expansion solution as taken from Oguchi.a Forward and backward scattering

functions for a plane wave incident upon an oblate spheroid with "horizontal" polarization. (Aezt

=8.612 mm, ii 5.048 + 2.794i, Obd = 90', 'kbd = 90'.)

Major Major to fv x 103 [mm] (h-X 10 3 [MM]
Semiaxis Minor forward Oguchia

[mm] Axis backward forward
Ratio backward

0.2519 1.024 0.008271+0.0009597i 0.008273+0.0009596i
0.007954+0.0003755i 0.007956+0.000375i

0.5078 1.048 0.07051 +0.01985i 0.07049+0.01984i
0.06735-0.002493i 0.06734-0.002496i

0.7679 1.073 0.2176+0.1249i 0.2175+0.1247i
0.2735+0.007458i 0.2733+0.007440i

1.032 1.100 0.4106+0.4091i 0.4107+0.4093i
06117+0.2019i 0.6119+0.2021i

1.301 1.128 0.4732+0.8716i 0.4732+0.8718i
0.7985+0.5411ii 0.7986+0.54131i

1.575 1.158 0.3924+1.311i 0.3924+1.311i
0.7638+0.7480i 0.7639+0.7481i

1.854 1.190 0.3344+1.689i 0.3346+1.688i
0.5962+0.6882i 0.5964+0.6882i

2.138 1.223 0.3682+2.131i 0.3685+2.132i
0.3661+0.3323i 0.3659+0.3315i

2.428 1.258 0.391 7+2.732i 0.3920+2.733i
0.1797-0.2809i 0.1796-0.2821i

2.724 1.295 0.2987+3.406i 0.2989+3.407i
0.1344-0.9398i 0.1344-0.9413i

a See Ref. 6.
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TABLE 11. Comparison between results of the boundary matching method solution and the results

of a spheroidal function expansion solution as taken from Oguchi.' Forward and backward scattering

functions for a plane wave incident upon an oblate spheroid with "vertical" polarization. (Aezt

8.612 mm, ft 5.048 + 2.794i, Obd = 90, kbd = 0'-)

Major Major to f,.X10 3 [MM] (ftl)*X1O3 [MMI
Semniaxis Minor forward Oguchia

[mm] Axis backward forward
Ratio backward

0.2519 1.024 0.008048+0.0009165i 0.008055+0.00091 76i
0.007736+0.0003465i 0.007743+0.0003469i

0.5078 1.048 0.06667+0.01837i 0.06667+0.01837i
0.06333-0.002936i 0.06335-0.002937i

0.7679 1.073 0.1988+0.1114i 0. 1986 +0.1112i
0.2485-0-001941i 0.2483-0.001988i

1.032 1.100 0.3696+0.3378i 0.3696+0.3379i
0.5560+0.1363i 0.5561+0.1363i

1.301 1.128 0.4707+0.7002i 0.4706+0.6998i
0.7715+0.3895i 0.7715+0.3891i

1.575 1.158 0.4740+1.073i 0.47401-1.072i
0.8102+0.5690i 0.8104+0.W68i

1.854 1.190 0.4765+1.396i 0.4761+1.397i
0.6986+0.5609i 0.6991+0.5609i

2.138 1.223 0.5553+1.730i 0.5545+1.730i
0.4695+0.3344i 0.4699+0.3342i

2.428 1.258 0.6870+2. 152i 0.6863+2. 154i
0.17 12-0.009987i 0. 1732-0.09883i

2.724 1.295 0.7969+2.670i 0.7930+2.670i
-0. 1008-0.6429i -0.0999 1-0.6420i

'See Ref. 6.
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TABLE III. Circumference (in units of A.,t) for spherical particle with surface deformation at the

34th, 1st order magnetic wave resonance for c = 0.00, ±0.01, and ±0.02. h = 1.334 + 1.2x 10- 9i.

E Circumference [Aezi] ares Circumference [A,.,t]
at a = 29.285 at ares

-0.02 29.212 29.355 29.282
-0.01 29.248 29.321 29.284

0.00 29.285 29.285 29.285
+0.01 29.322 29.248 29.285
+0.02 29.358 29.208 29.281
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FIGURE TITLES

FIG 1. Geometrical arrangement for beam incident upon an arbitrarily-shaped particle analysis.

The beam propagates parallel to the x-z plane.

FIG 2. Normalized source function distribution in the x-z plane for a 300 angle of incidence plane

wave incident upon a centered sphere. a = 8.0, h = 1.2 + 0.02i, zi'o = 00 (plane wave), Obd = 300,

and (kbd = 900.

FIG 3. Normalized source function distribution in the x-z plane for a 30' angle of incidence plane

wave incident upon a sphere displaced along the z-axis by Ai = +0.25. a = 8.0, i = 1.2 + 0.02i,

db' = -c (plane wave), Obd = 300, and 06 = 900.

FIG 4. Normalized source function distribution in the x-z plane for a 30' angle of incidence plane

wave incident upon a centered sphere. a = 2.0, ft = 1.2 + 0.02i, ti 0 = oc (plane wave), Obd = 30',

and 6d = 90'.

FIG 5. Normalized source function distribution in the x-z plane for a 30' angle of incidence plane

wave incident upon a sphere displaced along the x-axis by Ai = +0.10. a = 2.0, i = 1.2 + 0.02i,

&0 = oc (plane wave), Obd = 30', and bd = 900.

FIG 6. Average deviation of normal electromagnetic field components across surface of equal volume

prolate spheroids as a function of L and axis ratio. ophere = 4.0, i = 1.33 + 0.00i, t&0 => oc (plane

wave), 06d = 300, and 6bd = 00.

FIG 7. Average deviation of normal electromagnetic field components across surface of equal volume

prolate spheroids as a function of L and axis ratio. aspher, = 8.0, i = 1.33 + 0.00i, 11' 0 = 0 (plane

wave), Obd = 30', and 6bd = 00.

FIG 8. Internal normalized source function distribution in the x-z plane for a 00 angle of incidence

plane wave incident upon an oblate spheroid of axis ratio a/b = 1.2. a = 15.0, ni = 1.33 + 0.00i,

zb0 =:, no (plane wave), Obd = 0', and 6 bd = 00.

FIG 9. Internal normalized source function distribution in the x-z plane for a 0' angle of incidence

focused beam incident upon an oblate spheroid of axis ratio a/b = 1.2. On-center focal point

positioning. a = 15.0, n = 1.33 + 0.00i, tb0 = 0.667, 1o = Y0 = i0 = 0.0, 96d = 0', and 06d = 00.
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FIG 10. Internal normalized source function distribution in the x-z plane for a 0' angle of incidence

focused beam incident upon an oblate spheroid of axis ratio a/b = 1.2. Mid-axis focal point

positioning. a = 15.0, n = 1.33 + 0.00i, zb0 = fl.667, io = 0.5, o = -0 = 0.0, Obd = 00, and Obd =

00.

FIG 11. Internal normalized source function distribution in the x-z plane for a 0' angle of incidence

focused beam incident upon an oblate spheroid of axis ratio a/b = 1.2. On-edge focal point

positioning. a = 15.0, n = 1.33 + 0.00i, ui0 = 0.667, i 0 = 1.0, Yo =  0 = 0.0, 0bd = 00, and Obd

00.

FIG 12. Jd 341 versus a for a spherical particle (c = 0.00). h = 1.334 + 1.2x 10- 9i.

FIG 13. Id .11 versus a for spherical particle with surface deformations of c = 0.00, ±0.01, and

±0.02. h = 1.33.1 + 1.2x10- 9 i.

FIG 14. d341 versus a for spherical particle with surface deformations of c = 0.00 and ±0.05. i =

1.334 + 1.2x10-9 i.
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FIG 1. Geometrical arrangement for beam incident upon an arbitrarily-shaped particle analysis.

The beam propagates parallel to the x-z plane.
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FIG 2. Normalized source function distribution in the x-z plane for a 300 angle of incidence plane

wave incident upon a centered sphere. a = 8.0, h = 1.2 + 0.02i, lbo = oo (plane wave), Obd = 30',

and O bd 900.
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FIG 3. Normalized source function distribution in the x-z plane for a 300 angle of incidence plane

wave incident upon a sphere displaced along the z-axis by Ai = +0.25. a = 8.0, fi = 1.2 + 0.02i,

lb0 = oc (plane wave), 0 bd = 30', and kbd 900.
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FIG 4. Normalized source function distribution in the x-z plane for a 300 angle of incidence plane

wave incident upon a centered sphere. a = 2.0, ii 1.2 + 0.02i, i-o = 00 (plane wave), Obd = 300,

and (kbdf = 900.
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FIG 5. Normalized source function distribution in the x-z plane for a 300 angle of incidence plane

wave incident upon a sphere displaced along the x-axis by Ai = +0.10. a =2.0, hi = 1.2 + 0.02i,

tb o (plane wave), Obd = 300, and 'Okbd = 90'.
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FIG 6. Average deviation of normal electromagnetic field components across surface of equal volume

prolate spheroids as a function of L and axis ratio. asphre 4.0, ft = 1.33 + 0.00i, ti-b => oo (plane

wave), Obd = 300, and (kbd = 00.
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FIG 7. Average deviation of normal electromagnetic field components across surface of equal volume

prolate spheroids as a function of L and axis ratio. asphere = 8.0, i = 1.33 + 0.00i, i'o =: oo (plane

wave), Obd = 300, and 'kbd = 0 ° .
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FIG 8. Internal normalized source function distribution in the x-z plane for a 00 angle of incidence

plane wave incident upon an oblate spheroid of axis ratio a/b = 1.2. a = 15.0, Ai = 1.33 + 0.00i,

0 c~ o (plane wave), Obd =00, and O = 00.
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FIG 9. Internal normalized source function distribution in the x-z plane for a 0' angle of incidence

focused beam incident upon an oblate spheroid of axis ratio a/b = 1.2. On-center focal point

positioning. a - 15.0, ni = 1.33 + 0.OOi, zo = 0.667, io = o = 0.0, Obd = 00, and kbd = 0.
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Y21.0
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FIG 10. Internal normalized source function distribution in the x-z plane for a 00 angle of incidence

focused beam incident upon an oblate spheroid of axis ratio a/b = 1.2. Mid-axis focal point

positioning. a = 15.0, fh = 1.33 + 0.00i, i-vo = 0.667, lo = 0.5, jo = i- = 0.0, Obd = 0', and 'kbd

00.
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FIG 11. Internal normalized source function distribution in the x-z plane for a 0 ° angle of incidence

focused beam incident upon an oblate spheroid of axis ratio a/b = 1.2. On-edge focal point

positioning. a = 15.0, -4 = 1.33 + 0.00i, vo = 0.667, z0 = 1.0, ho = Zo = 0.0, ebd = 00, and Obd -

00.
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FIG 12. Jd34J versus a for a spherical particle ( = 0.00). z : 1.334 + 1.2xl0-9 i.
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FIG 13. 1(1141 versus a for spherical particle with surface deformations of c 0.00, ±0.01, and

±0.02. hi = 1.334 + 1.2xI10 9 i.
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Abstract

A theoretical model has been developed for the coherent imaging of a spherical aerosol particle

illuminated by an off-axis incident plane wave. The modeling technique makes use of the arbitrary

beam theory, presented by the authors in an earlier paper, to calculate the external electromagnetic

field resulting from the laser/aerosol interaction. Scalar diffraction theory is used to propagate the

dominant electric field component through the imaging lens and to the image plane. Demonstration

calculations have been presented for both opaque and transparent particles ranging in size from 10

to 40 um in diameter illuminated by off-axis A 0.5 pm incident radiation.



1. Introduction

Effects of off-axis light scattering by spherical aerosol particles arise in a variety of situations

involving both the linear and nonlinear laser interaction with aerosol particles. [1,2,3,4,5,6] Recent

investigations in the area of linear aerosol scattering has focused on the observation and prediction

of glare spots resulting from the off-axis laser/aerosol interaction. [1,2] The theoretical develop-

ments utilized in these analyses have used both classical Lorenz-Mie theory [7,8] and geometrical

optics. Off-axis scattering also has important implications to nonlinear laser/aerosol interaction

studies. [4,5,6] For example, when performing imaging studies of the aerosol breakup dynamics

resulting from high energy laser illumination, the experimental apparatus is arranged such that

the imaging system axis and the high energy laser axis are not coincident (usually perpendicular).

Thus, any elastically scattered light resulting from the high energy laser, which may reach the

recording medium, can be considered as an off-axis contribution to the total aerosol image. Devel-

opment of a theoretical model of the off-axis image contribution would provide a valuable tool in

better understanding both linear and nonlinear laser/aerosol interaction processes.

One method to model the off-axis aerosol image formation would involve the use of clas-

sical Lorenz-Mie theory [7,8] to calculate the external electromagnetic field resulting from the

laser/aerosol interaction. The subsequent propagation of the field through the optical compo-

nents of the imaging system could be accomplished using a scalar lens transformation and the

Huygens-Fresnel propagation equation. [9] This modeling approach would require evaluation of a

two-dimensional integral over the entrance aperture of the imaging system and also requires storage

of the electric field component terms within the aperture.

In this paper, we present an alternative theoretical approach which will allow calculation of the

expected aerosol image due to off-axis illumination of a spherical particle by an incident plane wave.

This alternative technique makes use of scalar diffraction theory in conjunction with the arbitrary

beam theory, presented by the authors in an earlier paper. [10] The theoretical development places

no restrictions on the optical properties of the particle or on the allowable degree or direction of

aerosol defocus within the imaging system. Evaluation of the final expression will involve numerical
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computation of a one-dimensional integral over the radius of the imaging system aperture. In

addition, storage of the electric field component expressions at points within the aperture is not

required. This development would be the preferred technique for situations in which the number

of observation points is relatively small or in which computer storage is a limiting factor.

2. Theoretical Development

The geometry under consideration for the off-axis imaging development is shown in Fig. 1. In

this arrangement, a plane wave propagating in the +z' direction, is incident on a spherical absorbing

particle located on the imaging system axis (z axis) at plane zo (imaging system focal plane). The

direction of propagation of the incident plane wave makes an angle, 0,. with respect to the imaging

system axis. The polarization of the incident field is taken in either the x' (referred to as the

perpendicular polarization case) or y' (parallel polarization case) direction. It should be noted

that these two fundamental solutions provide the basis for treatment of incident fields possessing

a more complex state of polarization (e.g., an elliptical polarized incident field). The external

field resulting from the laser/aerosol interaction is collected by an aperture/lens combination and

projected to the image plane (plane z3) of the system. The modeling approach to be presented can

be viewed as a hybrid technique, with the laser/aerosol interaction being examined from a vector

viewpoint, while the propagation of the electric field through the imaging system is examined using

a scalar development.

We begin by seeking an expression relating the electric field in the image plane (plane z3 ) to the

field present at the rear lens surface (plane z2 ). According to Goodman, [9] provided the distance

Z32 satisfies the relation,

-3 = (Z3 - Z2 )3 >> - 2 + (Y3- 2)2](1)

the electric field in plane z3 can be expressed in terms of the electric field distribution in plane Z2

through use of the Fresnel approximation to the Huygens-Fresnel equation,

E3(- 3 ,Y3) = exp(ikz3 2) E ( Y2)eXP Iik [(3 - Z2) 2 + (3 _ 2)2] }dz2dy2. (2)
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Here, k = 27r/A where A is the wavelength of the incident light, and the single numerical subscripts

denote the z = constant plane in which the particular quantity is evaluated. (e.g., E2 represents

the electric field evaluated in plane z2.) In using scalar theory to relate the respective electric field

components, one is neglecting the coupling of the electric and magnetic fields through Maxwell's

equations. Thus, the final result will provide an approximate solution to the actual physical

problem. Transforming to spherical coordinates, Eq. (2) can be expressed in nondimensional form

(denoted by superscript tilde) as,

= j7... [:iaF2(ri) 2 (
3L 2i32

x jO E(f,4 1)exp i - cos(Ol - 03)] dedf 1, (3)

where k, represents the dominant electric field component at the front lens surface (plane zi),

T represents an angular independent phase transformation relating the electric field across the

imaging lens,

p a exp(iai32) exp(iaf32/2i32) (4)
27rii32(4

and

_af 2(r1)r3
i3 2

The quantity a = 27-a/A is the dimensionless size parameter representing the ratio of the circumfer-

ence of the droplet to the incident wavelength. In the above equations, F2 is expressed as a function

of I due to refraction of the light which occurs through the imaging lens. All spatial variables are

normalized by the particle radius, while the electric field expressions have been normalized by the

magnitude of the incident field.

For off-axis imaging, in most practical situations, the incident field will not contribute to the

image formation except for special cases when the angle between the imaging system axis and the

beam propagation axis is small (i.e., e, is small). Even for a rather large incident beam of 10 mm

in diameter along with an aperture diameter of 5 mm and lens focal length of 50 mm, the incident
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field would be insignificant for incident angles greater than about 15 degrees. Therefore, in the

following development it will be assumed that the scattered field components provide the dominant

contribution to the off-axis image formation.

E field polarized perpendicular to y - z plane

Referring to Fig. 1, the incident electric field for the perpendicular polarization case can be

expressed as,

.t(ic) = exp(ioi')i', (6)

where the time dependence of exp(-iwt) has been omitted. For an incident field polarized in

the x direction, one can show through direct calculation that the dominant scattered electric

field component for points near the y - z plane will also be in the x direction. In fact, for

observation points contained within the y - z plane, the only non-zero electric field component

is in the x direction. The error introduced by neglecting the non-dominant field components will

be related primarily to the lens focal length and the finite size of the collection aperture. Other

parameters which also influence the magnitude of the respective electric field components are the

size parameter, optical properties of the aerosol, and the incident beam angle. For the cases to

be presented in this paper, the average of the dominant electric field component was found to be

between one and two orders of magnitude larger than the average of the non-dominant components.

Accepting that the aerosol image, for perpendicular incident polarization, can be expressed in terms

of the x-component of the electric field, the term Ei in Eq. (3) can be rewritten in terms of spherical

components,

ki1( 10, 01) = E'ca)( j0, 0, 01) sine 0Cos 01 + E? O'("')( 0, 9, -01) cos 0 cos 01

= (sca)(~ois~cs,
E; (0o,0, )sin 01. (7)

The phi angles are measured with respect to the +z axis in the direction of the +y axis and range

from 0 to 27r. The only requirement in the determination of the electric field components shown

in the above equation is that the radial components of the incident electric and magnetic fields be
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known over the particle surface. [10] Substituting Eq. (7) along with the exact series expressions

for the dimensionless scattered electric field components (see Ref. [10]) into the angular integral of

Eq. (3), denoted by If, gives,
Ssin O0 00 I , 2w

i (Al 0, , 03) = sin6 E E (+ 1 (a~o)Fj,,LP-(cos )j Cos exp(imo)

x exp[-i cos(& - 03)]do1  + a Cos S 8,., ',@i o)(-sin0)
=1

x Fh. P/n)'(cos 0) - mbi,,(')(,Ao)Fj'P/m)(cos 8)/ sin 0]

x cos4, exp(imo5 )exp[-i) cos(O1 - 3 )]dol - o I imam
Po1=1 M=-I

X )'(oa3Io)Fn.P/(r)(cos 9)/ sin 8 - ibtjimn4')(~o)Flm (- in 8)P('M (cos 0)]

x j sin 01 exp(imo)exp[-i,3 cos(Ol - 03)]d . (8)

where,

21+1 (-9))!
F, =V 4-r (+m)!(

In the above equation, is the associated Legendre function, t1) is the Hankel function of

the first kind which is related to the Riccati-Bessel function (i.e., 4i) = - ix,), and a,, and b,,

are the external scattering coefficients. The angular integrals shown in Eq. (8) can be evaluated

exactly using the folowing derived integral relationships,

1,C"(,,03) = cos 1 exp(im6 1 )exp[-i3cos(Ol - 3)]dO

= r(i)I-[-J +i(t3)exp(iO3) + JmG()exp(-ii3 )]exp(im 3 ), (10)

and

0(L3) = sin 01 exp(im~l) exp[-i3cos(k1 -

= ,r(i)n(-1)'+[Jrn+i( )exp(i43) +J-_.()exp(-io3)]exp(imO3), (11)

where J represents the integer order Bessel function of the first kind. The -m case can be related

to the +m case by,

,)= J(, )(-.1 )W-, (1a 2)
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and

/_(3,4) - .(3,M)(1)m-1, (13)

where the superscript asterisk denotes the complex conjugate. Using these integral relationships,

Eq. (8) can then be expressed as,
- IO- (sin 8 )9 1(1+ 1 P(m)

0 l= ,0=-I

+ (,acose) c ,,t ')(o5o)FI,,(-sineO)P,-)'(cose0)- rob,.,

ho

" 1()(a~lo)FImI()(cos8)/Sin ]1c( ,) - E~ ~ imal..

" 1l)'(Oio)FimP(-)(cos 0)/ sin 0 - ibi,(')(a 0 ,)Fim(- sin 6)

x P(-)'(cosO]pin j0). (14)

Using Eq. (3), the electric field in plane Z3 can then be written,

E 3(F 3 ,03) = P 0o T(f 1 ) exp [iaf 2(f 1)2/213 2]r2(Fl)Ih,.((,O, 9, 3)d 1 ()

To obtain the final expression for the intensity distribution in the image plane, the thin lens

transformation [9] is used to relate the electric field across the imaging lens, i.e.,

7t(f,) = exp~ianI_0) exp(iaf2/2f), (16)

and

F2(F1 ) = Fl. (17)

Here, ao is the normalized lens thickness, n, is the index of refraction of the lens, and 1 is the

dimensionless lens focal length. Note that other, more sophisticated, lens descriptions could be

incorporated into the theoretical development presented. The only restriction is that the effects

of the lens on the electric field be axisymmetric. For the thin lens description to qualify, the

variation in the Fresnel coefficients in the angular direction have been neglected. In situations
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I.I
where the aperture diameter is small relative to the lens focal length this turns out to be a good

approximation. For these cases, all light incident on the imaging lens is nearly perpendicular to the

lens surfaces, in which case the Fresnel coefficients are approximately equal for both polarization

states. Substituting for P from Eq. (4) and using the thin lens expressions given above, the electric

field in the image plane can be written,

[ac exp( iai32) exp( iaf] 2 32 2 a

12irii 3 2  2) for -3

In terms of intensity, the final result for perpendicular polarization can be expressed with all terms

written explicitly as,

/ 2,=32 r 2 / Z32 f1=1 M=-
x3r 61 Il(O)OP =' (Cos32  110 exp'-' ex~rn3 _7 Zn~ (1+ 1)a

+ J._-()exp(-iO3) +( acose L ()( -

" (-sin O)Fm,,P,)'(cos 0) - mbjmEj)(a~ic)FjmP(m)(cos 0)/ sin ]

x [(i)'-m exp(itn 3 ) ( -Jm+i (3) exp(iO3 ) + Jm-i3) exp(-iO3 ))]

_ E m imajm'(')'(Q,3o)FIP')(cos8)/sine

-- ibl(')(a 1o)(- sin O)FmP,(m)'(cos 0)] [(i)"m(- 1)m+l exp(imO3)

x (Jrn+l (T exp(i63) + Jn- I( ) exp(- iO))] I}dfi, (19)

E field polarized parallel to the y - z plane

The case for parallel polarization can be handled in a similar manner as was done for the

perpendicular polarization case. Again referring to Fig. 1, the incident electric field now takes the

form,

II(i nc) = _ exp(iOd')t'. (20)
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In this case, however, the x-component of the scattered electric field is no longer the dominant field

component. For the parallel polarization case, the y-component of the scattered field is dominant

for all 0,. Therefore, the field incident on the lens for the parallel polarization case is,

E ( 6o, 0,) = Et")(A1 o, 0, 1) sine sin 01 + E- ()(Alo, 0, 1) cos 6 sin 01

+ EcO°(A1o, 0, .0) cos 01. (21)

Note that the only differences in the expression for the perpendicular polarization case [Eq. (7)]

and the parallel polarization case [Eq. (21)] is the interchanging of the sin 0 and cos 0 terms, along

with a sign change on the 0 component of the expression. Thus, the derivation presented in the

previous section for the perpendicular polarization case would proceed in a manner identical to

the parallel polarization case, with the exception of switching the terms IO,( , 03) and IJn(, 03),

and incorporating a sign change on the 0 component of the final expression. The intensity in the

image plane for parallel incident polarization can then be written,

II3(f3, 3) = + +1)a,
( 2--)1.: x !(- ff(i' 3 2  2 z3 f j). i=1 m-l

+ Jm,,-(O)exp(-iO3))] + (aoe)0 [aim (1)'(OAIO)
=1

x (- sin O)F,,P()'(cos 6) - mblm..)(aAo)Flm P(m)(cos 6)/sin 0]

x [(i)m(-1)m+1exp(imr ) (Jm+i()exp(iO3)+Jm-i( )exP(-iO3))]

(1) Im)c s0) i
+ ~~I Z [imal .. ' (aiio)Fjm~P(r(cs)/i6

- ib1. (')(o,51 )(- sin O)FmP/m') (cot, 8)] [0i)m (- Jm +I ~

x exp(i3) + Jm-ji I)exp(-i4I3)) exp(imO3)] I}dfi (22)

2.1 Scattering Coefficient Simplification

In order to numerically evaluate Eqs. (19) and (22), the scattering coefficients aim and bi,

must first be determined. As presented in Ref. [10], this involves the numerical evaluation of
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the incident field coefficients which are expressed in terms of the two-dimensional surface integrals

shown below,

1 2r irSin O(inc)( _ 1 )Y (O,¢)d~do, (23)A -ll+ 1),/,(a) fo 0 o

B 1-(1 + 1) ( 2) r in Of")( = , O)Yj,(, )dOd. (24)

W+m =I+1)OK' ( 0) ]0i (4

For the most general case, these surface integrals require substantial amounts of computation

time. Fortunately, one can show that these two-dimensional integrals can be reduced to a single

one-dimensional line integral for the case of a plane wave incident at an arbitrary angle on a

spherical droplet.

E field polarized perpendicular to y - z plane

Referring again to Fig. 1, a plane wave propagating in the +z' direction with polarization in

the x direction (perpendicular to y - z plane) is incident at an angle, 0, with respect to the imaging

system axis. Mathematically, the incident plane wave can be expressed in its time independent

form as,

.!)(inc) - exp(iai')it, (25)

and
.1ft(inc) - exp(iai').'. (26)

Noting that the primed and unprimed coordinate systems can be related by,

' =cos 0, + sin 8, (27)

and

,' =icos 0, - j sin 0, (28)

the incident field can be written,

.t(Mi,(, ) - exp[ia(i cos 0, - j sin 0,)]t, (29)
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and

I±/(inc)( , .) = exp[ia(, cos 0 - sin 97)][cos #r. + sin 8j ]. (30)

As discussed earlier, to determine the incident field coefficients using the arbitrary beam theory,

the radial components of the electric and magnetic fields must be known at all points on the surface

of the particle under consideration. The expressions for the incident electromagnetic field can be

transformed to spherical coordinates by using the relationships,

fsin0sino, (31)

= cos0, (32)

A, = Asin~cosO+ A~sin0sinO+ A.cosO, (33)

where A may represent either the electric or magnetic field. The incident electric and magnetic

field components can then be written,

" L' J ~(/3, 0, €) = exp[ia~3(cos 0 cos 0,)] exp[-io3(sin 0 sin 0 sin

x sin 0cos€, (34)

and

/ inc) ( , 9, €) = exp[ia1 3(cos 0 cos 0)] exp[-ia/(sin 0 sin 07 sin €)

x (sin0cosO,sinO+cos0sin0r)]. (35)

Expressing the off-axis incident plane wave in terms of the imaging system coordinates is required

if one is to analytically integrate the phi dependence in the Fresnel propagation equation, [Eq. (8)].

The incident field coefficient expression given by Eq. (23) then becomes,

Al.+ = I ir exp(iA cos o cos 0,) sin OF,, P(n) (cos 0) sin 0J~z,, = (I + 1)OI(,l)

X jO cos 4 exp(-icto sin 0 sin 0, sin 4) exp(-im)ddO. (36)
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Using Eqs. (10)-(13), the phi integral can be evaluated exactly giving the final result,

1Aim 2rm(-1)1-m 21 + 1 (1 - i)! 1±A!, = (/+1)01(a)V 4v (/ +m)! asinO,

x exp(ia cos 0 cos 0,)P(')(cos 0) sin OJn(a sine sin 0,)dO, (37)

where, 5 = 1 on the sphere surface. Note that 2 p/r- P('n)(cosO) is equivalent to the spherical

harmonics function, Ym(0, ) evaluated at 0 = 0.

For -LBIm, the simplification procedure is similar,

= 1 rexp(i cos cos 0.)a~t l~l+ 1),01(a)0

x { jO exp(-ia sin Osin 0, sin4')sin OcosG,, sin Osin8

X FmPP (cosO)exp(-imO)dO + j exp(-iasinBsinO, sinO)

x cos 0 sin 0,. sin 0FPJ'(cos 0) exp(-imo)d¢} dO. (38)

In this case, there are two phi integrals which can again be evaluated exactly using Eqs. (10)-(13)

to yield the final result,

IB - r /21+1(1-m)! fexp(iacos0cos,.)
- 1(1+ 1)0(0)V 4r (1r+oin! JO
x sin OP (')(cos O){ cos 0, sinO [(i)2m 1 (J,+(a sin 9 sin 0,,)

- J,-(osinSinOr))] + cos 0 sin0,, [2Jm(a sinG sin 0,)(-1)' }dO. (39)

The negative m terms in Eqs. (37) and (39) can be related to the positive m terms by using the

relations, FZ,_ .. -m)(cosO) = (-1) FmP /)(cosO) [11] and J_-(l) = (-1) m Jm() [12], giving

-'Atn = -(-'A,_,), (40)

a'B1__ = 1'B,,r, (41)

with

LAI,0= 0, (42)

LB1,o # 0. (43)
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E field polarized parallel to y - z plane

Referring again to Fig. 1, an incident plane wave polarized parallel to the y - z plane can be

expressed as,

lIL(i-c) = - exp(ict')j', (44)

and

II/I(tc) = exp(iar')i'. (45)

Comparing the incident field descriptions given by Eqs. (25) and (26) for the perpendicular polar-

ization case, to Eqs. (44) and (45) for the parallel polarization case, one observes that the electric

and magnetic field description have been transposed with a corresponding sign change in the elec-

tric field term. Therefore, the scattering coefficient evaluation for the parallel polarization case

would proceed in an identical manner to the perpendicular case yielding the result,

II- -.)__r /21 + 1 (1- rn)! exp(ia cos cos0,)sin P(n)(Cos )

l = -(-'-Bj') - (1+ 0)0(a)V 4r (Tr+ in

X {cosO,sin0[(i)2M-1(Jm,+l(asinOsin0,) - Jm-(asin sin0,))]

+ cos 0sin 0, [2Jm(a sin 0sin 0,)(-1)' }dO, (46)

and

B I m 27m(-1)l- 21 + 1'(A - n)! 1(1+ 1)0 1(a) V 4r (I+ m)! asin 0.

x exp(ia cos 0 cos e,)P()(cos 0) sin OJ,(o sin 0 sin 0,)dO. (47)

For the parallel polarization case, symmetry in the +m and -m yields,

IIAI, = lia,_-m, (48)

iB,,m. = -(IBi,,_m), (49)

with

IIA,o # 0, (50)

"B1,o = 0. (51)
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Equations (46) through (51) completely determine the incident field coefficients for a spherical

particle illuminated by an off-axis plane wave. Using the remaining expressions for the coefficients

given in Ref. [10], all scattering coefficients (i.e., al, and b, terms) for both polarization states

can now be calculated for a plane wave incident at an arbitrary angle on a spherical aerosol particle.

2.2 Special case for 0, = -r/2

Another useful simplification in the scattering coefficient evaluation can be implemented for

the physically important case of off-axis scattering when the incident beam propagates orthogonal

to the imaging system axis (i.e., 0,. = ir/2). For this case, the incident field coefficients can be

further reduced to,

-,2 m(-1) 1 - m 2 + 1 (7 - )!
-'41, = IHBtm = P+ ) - + ) P )(cosO) sin OJm(a sin O)dO. (52)

The expression given in Eq. (52) can be simplified by examining the behavior of the functions in the

integrand over the interval from 0 to 7r. Since sin 0 = sin(7r - 0) over the interval from 0 to 7r, the

sine function is symmetric over this interval. Likewise, the function Jn(a sin 0) is also symmetric

over the same interval since the dependence on the variable of integration appears explicitly in the

argument a sin 0. The argument of the associated Legendre function, cos 0, is anti-symmetric over

the same interval [i.e., -cos0 = cos(r - 0)]. Using the identity from Arfken [13],

PIM)(-cos 0) = (-1y+mrP(M)(Cos 9), (53)

one observes that the associated Legendre function is symmetric over the interval from 0 to r for

combinations of I and m such that the sum (1 + n) is even. Therefore, both the range of integration

and the limits of summation can be reduced by a factor of two giving,

[for (1 + m) even] 'Alm = IIBI,,. = 47m( 1)I 21 1(1 - rn)!
al(1 + 11ic) 4ir (I + in)!

x j'/1 P-")(cose)sinJm(osinO)dO, (54)

[for (I+ m) odd] A_ - IIBI, = 0. (55)
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The simplification for 'Btm is analogous, the only difference being the addition of the anti-

symmetric cosine factor in the integrand. For this case,

[for (1 + m) even] -LBm = -("IAim) = 0, (56)

[for (I + m) odd] 'Bim = -(IAIa.m) = 4r(l)m 21 + 1 (1 -m)!

1(1 + 1)0b,(0) V4ir (I + mn)!

X jI/2 P(ml (cos 6) sin 0 cos OJ (a sin O)dO. (57)

An additional computational simplification results from the fact that all the incident field coeffi-

cients become real for the 0, = 7r/2 case.

2.3 m Summation Simplification

The numerical evaluation of Eqs. (19) and (22) can be reduced by an additional factor of two

by utilizing symmetry of the terms contained within the m summation.

E field polarized perpendicular to the y - z plane

Denote by F, 0, and 4) the portion of Eq. (19) resulting from the scattered r, 0, and O compo-

nents, respectively. For the r portion,

I

r = arF,mP(m)(cos)Is(3,03 ). (58)

From previous results it was found that,

ai,-, = -aim, (59)

bl,_, = bi,m, (60)

Fl,_mPh-)(cos 6) = (-1)mFimP(m)(cos 6), (61)

, = 0,,33,))(-1)m-, (62)

Pri m(3,03) = r n='0,03)(-l)m-'  (63)

so that Eq. (58) becomes,

r = 2 amFime(')(cos0)[l "(3, )], (64)
M=1



where R refers to the real part of the complex quantity. Proceeding similarly for the 0 and

portions of Eq. (19), one obtains

0 2 0Z[ ( 3)] s am''c in 0)i )F1 ..Pl(-'(co5 0)

-mbjm"fI(io)FjmP/m)(cos 0)/ sin 6] (65)

and

-P -2 J[1msnC0,0)] majm (1)'(o3lo)FjmP/ m) (cos 0)/sin

- ~v~f)(~i)(sin O)FjmP(M)(COs 0)] + 4'(m = 0), (66)

where Za refers to the imaginary part of the complex quantity and

41(m= 0) = i bj,oE(')(oiO)(- sin O)Fl,oP( 0)'(cos 0)

":- (~3 exp(i3) +J- .L1 cT) exp(-iO3)]. (67)

Note that r, 0 are zero for m = 0 because aj,0  0, while 41o 4 0 for m =0. Incorporating the

symmetry for m into Eq. (19) gives,

-'3(3 (03) 2C fexp - ((sin + ( 1)w'10~~)

X ajMFimP/(m)(cos 0)R{(i)1-mexp(imO3) [-JM+1 (Q 1 73) exp(iO3 )

+ Jm-1 (2 )f exp(-iO3)} + (Ecoo I wlo
* (- sin 8)FmP/m')'(cos 0) - mbjm (11(o~io)FmPm')(cos 6)/ sin 0]

x ?(i)1-m exp(imO3) [-J,.+ 1 (7- exp(i3) + J..x(QI

X exp(-iO3 )} + I maj. t11)'(aj o) Fim Pi(m)(cos0)I/sin 0

- bim4,')(a~i0 )(- sinl )FmPg(M'~(cos 8]~(~(1~+

X [j4+i (B.~f3 exp(i03) + Jm-1 (016 3 exp(-i3)] exp(imO3)}

- ~ 0 4(m = ))df II1 (68)
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As shown in the previous section, for 8, = 7r/2 the numerical evaluation of the above expression is

simplified since aim = 0 for (I + m) odd and bim = 0 for (1 + m) even.

E field polarized parallel to the y - z plane

The simplification for the parallel polarization case follows in an identical manner to the pre-

vious development for perpendicular polarization. The only difference is that in this case the +m

and -m scattering coefficients are related by,

at,-, = aim, (69)

bi,_.m = -bm. (70)

Thus,

r = 2i a P (coso)3[I.n(,o3)] + r(m = o), (71)

where,

r(m = o) = -1(1 + 1)at,oroP/°)(cosO)41)(a io)

x [JI(I)exp(i3)+ J_,(i)exp(-i3)], (72)

2i . 3)][ (ao)(-sinO)F,P( )(cos 9)

m~1

mblm4l)(ahio)FzmPflm)(cos$)/sinO] + O(m = 0), (73)

where,

O(m = O) = al,o( )'(QAjo)(sinO )F,oP (°)'(cos 0)

x [JI(Thexp(io3) + .LIU)exp(-ik3 )]I (74)

and

§ = 2i E [I1(,043)] [mam 1 ) (aoo)Fm P m (cos)/ sine
m~1

blm'f)(ooo)(- sin )Fl .P(m)'(Ccos 0)]. (75)
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Here, 4(m = 0) = 0 for all I since b1,0 = 0 for parallel incident polarization. Incorporating the

symmetry for m into the parallel polarization case gives,

1113(f:3, 03) (c' fexp [ ?(4f . ' )]I,#(sin' 6 )rm=0

(isin06'o t

+ -2 ). 1(1 + 1)el) (apo)aFimP(" (cos 0 (i) (-)
1 ) 12 m=1

+ O)+(iaf =1\ o (=,- 1 )' (apio)(- sin 0)

XFlmP/lm)I(cos 8) - mblm }l)(olO)F mPm)(cos 6)/ sine] {(i)m(-1)) m~l

X exp(iMO3) [Jm +i (B;3 eXP(iO) + J,.-I(af13) exp(-i03 )J }
i;32 ) ) - i32

1=1 1=1M=

x exp(i)+ Jm-i(aIF 3)) exp(i03) + Pm_1m4 e))di(O-3 (76)

Again, for 6r = ir/2 the numerical evaluation of the above expression is further simplified since

aim = 0 for (I + m) even and bZ2 = 0 for (I + m) odd.

3. Computational Results and Discussion

As an initial verification on the theoretical development and Fortran computer codes, calcula-

tion were performed for the imaging case corresponding to Or --. 0. For this situation, the off-axis

calculations for both incident polarization states were in agreement with results generated from

the Fortran codes for the on-axis imaging development (with the incident field deleted from the

image) which was presented in an earlier paper. [14]

The calculations to be presented in this section will examine the influence of particle size, in-

cident polarization, incident beam angle, and complex refractive index on the observed intensity

distribution in the image plane. The major objective will be to verify that the theoretical devel-

opment is providing results consistent with physical observation and previously verified theories.
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For the cases to follow and unless otherwise stated, all particles are assumed to be in-focus with

(z - z0) = 52.5 mm, Z32 = 1050 mm, f = 50 mm, and r. = 2.5 mm. All calculated intensity values

have been normalized such that a value of unity represents the normalized intensity in the image

plane for a particle with refractive index fi = 1.0 + 0.Oi illuminated by an on-axis plane wave. The

normalized spatial coordinates in the image plane have accounted for the optical magnification of

the imaging system.

A qualitative representation of the intensity distribution in the image plane can be obtained

by examining the two-dimensional intensity plot shown in Fig. 2. This particular case corresponds

to a 10 um diameter droplet, illuminated by a X = 0.501 um plane wave, incident at 0r = 90

degrees. The complex refractive index of the particle is ii = 1.35 + 10- 5i. As shown in Fig.

2, there are two high intensity regions, or glare spots, appearing along the 3 axis. One peak

appears on both the positive and negative branches of g3. Note that the intensity distribution is

symmetric with respect to the 3 axis but is asymmetric with respect to the i3 axis. This plot

shows general similarities to the experimental images presented by Ashkin and Dziedzic [31 for 13

pm silicone oil droplets illuminated by B, = 90 degree visible light. Although this type of plot is

useful for examining general trends, quantitative comparisons between differing cases is difficult.

Therefore, the remaining calculations to be presented will examine the intensity distributions in

the image plane as a function of the single spatial variable, P3. Calculations were also performed

for observation points along the 73 axis but have been omitted in the results to follow since the

computed intensity values are generally significantly smaller than those along the P3 axis and do

not provide any significant information.

Figure 3 shows the intensity distribution in the image plane as a function of the normalized

position, optical properties, and incident polarization for a = 62.706 (2a = 10 pm, A = 0.501 pm).

As stated above, the intensity values were computed along the particle diameter corresponding

to the 93 axis in the image plane (i.e., 03 = 7r/2,37r/2). The false contrast plot, presented in

Fig. 2, is also shown in the top graph of Fig. 3. Several items are of interest in this figure. The

appearance of an intensity peak, due to specular reflection at the front particle surface, is observed
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for 0e = 90 degree incident illumination. This specular reflection would occur for light making an

incident angle of 45 degrees and should appear at a normalized location of .I3 = -0.707 (dotted

line) in the image plane. The appearance of the intensity peak on the -i branch, as opposed to

the +g3 branch, results from the image inversion caused by the positive imaging lens. Also note

that in both the top [R(h) = n, = 1.35] and bottom [3(ii) = n, = 1.50] graphs of Fig. 3, the peak

intensity on the -13 branch tends to move inward as !(h) increases. This would be expected from

a physical viewpoint since increasing (i) results in a particle with optical properties becoming

more like highly conductive metals in which the reflectivity and absorptivity of the particle are

high. For such a case, involving a strongly absorbing particle, one would expect that the only

light observed at 90 degrees would be due to the specular reflection at the particle surface. This

is, in fact, the case since the major peak in the intensity distribution for a(f) = 10-' occurs at

the specular reflection location for both R(ft) investigated. Schematically, the specular reflection

is shown in Fig. 4 as the p = 0 ray. The p = 1 ray shown in the figure is representative of a ray

which emerges after transmitting through the droplet. Similarly, a ray emerging after 1 internal

reflection is denoted as the p = 2 ray, and so on. [15] The extremely small intensities on the +113

branch for Z1(h) = 10- ' are caused by the strong absorption within the particle, greatly reducing

the magnitude of the refracted light (i.e., p = 1, p = 2 ... rays) which reemerges from the particle.

In contrast to the strong absorbing case [FI(fz) = 10-1], the case of a transparent particle [ a(h) =

I0-5] shows a definite two peak structure in the intensity distribution, with one peak appearing

on each y3 branch. The existence of the peak on the +3 branch is due to the higher order rays

(i.e., p = 1, p = 2, ...) which pass through the particle and reemerge to contribute to the intensity

distribution in the image plane.

Another observation which can be noted from Fig. 3 is the effect of the incident polarization

on the intensity distribution in the image plane. For both transparent and absorbing particles, the

peak intensity on the -j3 branch is significantly higher for perpendicular incident polarization than

for parallel incident polarization. This observation can be explained by examining the behavior

of the Fresnel amplitude coefficients as a function of incident angle. [16] As a first approximation,
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I
one can assume that the peak on the -g3 branch receives its largest contribution from the p -

0 ray, incident at 0i = 45 degrees. For such a case, the amplitude reflection coefficients predict

significantly higher reflected intensities for perpendicular incident polarization, consistent with the

results of Fig. 3.

Another item examined was the effect, if any, that particle resonances had on the intensity dis-

tribution in the image plane. The occurrence of morphology-dependent resonances within spherical

particles has been well documented in the literature [3,17,18,19] and only a brief discussion will be

given here. Mathematically, a resonance condition occurs for situations in which there exists a pole

in the complex scattering coefficients (i.e., al, or btm). Physically, the resonant condition occurs for

specific combinations of complex refractive index, wavelength, and particle diameter such that the

incoming light is in phase with the light previously propagating within the particle. This condition

results in enhanced field magnitudes both internal and external to the particle boundary. Figure 5

shows the integrated intensity at the aperture of the imaging system (plane Z:) as a function of the

size parameter, for perpendicular incident polarization, F = 1.50+ 10-i, and 0, = 90 degrees. Note

that the integrated intensity, presented in Fig. 5, is representative of the total intensity collected

by the imaging system but contains no information as to how the intensity will be distributed in

the image plane. The two cases to be examined correspond to the nonresonance case (a = 62.706

presented earlier) and the resonance case (a = 62.578), each denoted by dotted vertical lines. In

addition to providing enhanced scattered intensities shown in Fig. 5, the resonance case also cor-

responds to a peak in the particle absorption efficiency. The absorption efficiency represents the

ratio of the rate at which energy is absorbed by the particle to the rate at which energy is incident

on the cross-section of the particle.

The resulting images for both the resonance and nonresonance cases, for the perpendicular

polarization state, is shown in Fig. 6. As might be expected, the resonance case shows an increased

peak intensity and also exhibits a tendency to shift the location of the intensity peaks away from

the center of the particle. The concentration of light which occurs near the outer edges of a

particle under resonance conditions has been discussed previously [17], and has actually been
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shown experimentally by Ashkin and Dziedzic [3]. Photographs presented by Ashkin and Dziedzic

for a 13 pm silicone oil drop, for both on and off resonance cases, show trends similar to the

calculations presented in Fig. 6. Calculations, corresponding to resonance conditions for parallel

incident polarization, were also performed and showed very similar trends.

Also examined was the effect of changing the incident angle of the plane wave, 0,.. Figure 7

shows the intensity distribution in the image plane for both incident polarization states as the

incident beam angle is changed from 30 to 90 degrees. The particle diameter is 10 pm, index

of refraction i = 1.50 + 10- 5 i, and incident wavelength 0.501 pm. For decreasing 0,, the radial

location of the peak intensity on the -g3 branch is seen to move inward toward the imaging system

axis while the magnitude of the peak intensity shows a significant increase. This intensity increase is

expected since small aerosol particles tend to scatter light more efficiently in the forward direction.

Note that for the perpendicular polarization case, the peak intensity for the 0, = 90 degree case

occurs on the -y3 branch while all other cases show the peak occurring on the +P3 branch.

The final set of calculations examine the influence of increasing particle size. Figure 9 presents

calculations for both a 25 pm (top) and 40 pm (bottom) diameter particle with complex refractive

index ii = 1.35 + 10-si. The incident beam angle, 0, was fixed at 90 degrees while the incident

wavelength was 0.5 pm for both cases. The results show that the peak resulting from the p = 0

ray increases in magnitude and tends to become narrower as the particle diameter increases. In

contrast, however, the peak magnitudes appearing on the +g3 branch, which results from contri-

butions from higher order rays, remains essentially unchanged at ; 10- 4 for particle diameters

ranging from 10 to 40 pm. The existence of the intensity peak appearing near the rear hemisphere

of the droplet has helped in understanding our previous experimental observations regarding high

energy KrF laser interaction with water droplets. [4]

4. Summary

A theoretical model has been presented for calculation of the off-axis image of a spherical

particle illuminated by a plane wave incident at an arbitrary angle. The technique is valid for
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either transparent or opaque particle and has no restrictions on the allowable direction or degree of

particle defocus within the imaging system. The model has made use of the arbitrary beam theory

to calculate the external electric field resulting from the laser/aerosol interaction and scalar theory

for calculation of the resulting field in the image plane. This technique provides an alternative

to using the Huygens-Fresnel propagation formula which requires a two-dimensional integration

over the aperture. The use of arbitrary beam theory technique is advantageous for situations in

which the number of evaluation points is relatively small or for cases in which storage limitations

present a problem. Calculations for both transparent and absorbing particles, ranging in size from

10 to 40 pm in diameter, illuminated by A ; 0.5 pm radiation, have shown results consistent

with expected physical behavior and previously verified theories. The theoretical model will have

important applications in interpreting results involving both linear and nonlinear laser/aerosol

interaction with aerosol particles.
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7. Figure Labels

Fig. 1. Imaging geometry for off-axis incident beam illumination for both perpendicular incident

polarization (1) and parallel incident polarization (11 - dotted box).

Fig. 2. Relative intensity in the image plane for a 10 pm diameter particle illuminated by a per-

pendicularly polarized, A = 0.501 pm, incident plane wave. The index of refraction of the

particle is ii = 1.35 + 10- 5i and 0 = 90 degrees. White shades indicate high intensities,

black shades indicate low intensities. The white circle denotes the particle boundary.

Fig. 3. Normalized intensity distribution in the image plane as a function of normalized position,

incident polarization, and Qt(fi), for size parameter, a = 62.706. Illuminated is by a plane

wave at 0, = 90 degrees. Transparent particles with Q(fi) = 10- ' are denoted by T, while

opaque particles with ZI(ii) = 10- 1 are denoted by 0. Top graph: R(;i) = 1.35; bottom graph:

R = 1.50.

Fig. 4. Schematic showing the characterization of scattered light rays resulting from the interaction

of a plane wave with a spherical particle.

Fig. 5. Integrated intensity at the aperture of the imaging system as a function of the particle size

parameter for perpendicular incident polarization, fi = 1.50 + 10- 5 i, and 0,. = 90 degrees.

Fig. 6. Intensity as a function of radial position for perpendicular polarization and a (nonreso-

nance) = 62.706 and a (resonance) = 63.578. The particle is 10 pm in diameter with fh =

1.50 + 10- 5 i and 0,. = 90 degrees.

Fig. 7. Normalized intensity in the image plane as a function of normalized position and incident

beam angle for both parallel and perpendicular incident polarization. The particle is 10 pm

in diameter with ft = 1.50 + 10- 5 i. The incident wavelength is 0.501 pm.
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Fig. 8. Normalized intensity as a function of normalized position for a particle with complex refrac-

tive index, A = 1.35 + 10-'i. The particle diameters axe 25 pm (top) and 40 Um (bottom).

Illuminated is by a plane wave (A = 0.5 pm) at 8, = 90 degrees.
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Fig. 2. Relative intensity in the image plane for a 10 pm diameter particle illuminated by a per-

pendicularly polarized, A = 0.501 pm, incident plane wave. The index of refraction of the

particle is fi = 1.35 + 10-si and 0, = 90 degrees. White shades indicate high intensities.

black shades indicate low intensities. The white circle denotes the particle boundary.
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Fig. 3. Normalized intensity distribution in the image plane as a function of normalized position,

incident polarization, and (;n), for size parameter, a = 62.706. Illumi~nated is by a plane

wave at or = 90 degrees. Transparent particles with Q (f) = 10-5 are denoted by T, while

opaque particles with S (fj) = 10-2 are denoted by 0. Top graph: R(fi) = 1.35; bottom graph:

Rf)= 1.50.
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Fig. 4. Schematic showing the characterization of scattered light rays resulting from the interaction

of a plane wave with a spherical particle.
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Fig. 5. Integrated intensity at the aperture of the imaging system as a function of the particle size

parameter for perpendicular incident polarization, fi = 1.50 + 10-si, and B, = 90 degees.
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1.50 + 10-5i and e0, 90 degrees.
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ABSTRACT

Through an application of our previously derived single spherical particle/arbitrary beam

interaction theory, an iterative procedure has been developed for the determination of the electro-

magnetic field for a beam incident upon two adjacent spherical particles. The two particles can

differ in size and composition, and can have any positioning relative to each other and relative to

the focal point And propagation direction of the incident beam. Example calculations of internal

and near field normalized source function (- EJlZ2 ) distributions are presented. Also presented are

calculations demonstrating the effect of the relative positioning of the second adjacent particle on

far field scattering patterns.

KEYWORDS: electromagnetic field, incident beam, adjacent spherical particles, light scattering,

particle sizing



I. INTRODUCTION

Interactive scattering between two adjacent spherical particles can result in an electromagnetic

field distribution significantly different from the electromagnetic field distribution that would be

obtained for a single particle. The theoretical determination of the electromagnetic field for a plane

wave incident upon two adjacent spherical particles has been previously considered. 1- 6 However,

if a focused laser beam is used as the excitation source and the local beam diameter is less than or

of the same order as the center-to-center separation distance of the two particles, then the plane

wave assumption utilized in these earlier analyses is not valid.

By applying our single spherical particle/arbitrary beam interaction theory,7 we have devel-

oped a procedure for determining the electromagnetic field for a beam incident upon two adjacent

spherical particles. This analysis is general and, with no additional computational complexity,

the two particles can have different sizes and different compositions, and can have any geometri-

cal positioning relative to each other and relative to the focal point and propagation direction of

the incident beam. The procedure could be straightforwardly extended to allow multiple incident

beams and more than two adjacent particles, but only the single beam incident upon two adjacent

particles case will be considered here.

One application of the two spherical particles/arbitrary beam interaction theory involves the

determination of the internal particle and near surface electromagnetic fields for arrangements

in which a laser beam is focused upon two spherical particles that have been purposely placed

adjacent to each other. For example, one particle could be used to further "focus" the laser

radiation onto the second particle or the two particles could be arranged to create an interacting

resonance condition. Another application of the two spherical particles/arbitrary beam interaction

theory is the determination of the effect of the presence of an adjacent second particle on far field

scattering patterns. Certain types of particle sizing instruments, such as the phase-Doppler, utilize

an analysis of scattered laser light to determine the size of individual particles within a cloud

or spray. The analysis is based upon the assumption of single particle scattering. The relative

motion of individual particles within a cloud or spray will, however, sporadically bring particles

into close proximity of each other and the effect of cooperative scattering between particles on far

field scattering characteristics and subsequient particle sizing is of interest. Preliminary calculations

have been performed and are presented demonstrating both of these applications of the two spherical

particles/arbitrary beam interaction theory.
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II. THEORETICAL DEVELOPMENT

The theoretical approach utilized is similar to the "order-of-scattering" technique introduced

by Fuller and Kattawar.5 Since our single spherical particle/arbitrary beam interaction theory7

permits the determination of the electromagnetic field for a single particle with any known incident

field (regardless of whether the incident field originates from an external beam, from the scattering

of an adjacent particle, or from a combination of these two sources), the procedure is as follows.

One particle is designated as particle 1 and the other particle is designated as particle 2. The

single particle theory is used to calculate the scattered electromagnetic field of particle 1 due to the

incident beam only. The scattered field of particle 1 added to the incident beam field is used as the

field incident upon particle 2 and the resulting scattered field of particle 2 is calculated, again by

using the single particle theory. The scattered field of particle 2 added to the incident beam field

provides an updated field incident upon particle 1 and the scattered field of particle 1 is recalculated.

The newly calculated scattered field of particle 1 added to the incident beam field then provides an

updated field incident upon particle 2 and the scattered field of particle 2 is recalculated. These

successive calculations are continued until there is no longer a significant change in the calculated

electromagnetic field. For weakly interacting dual particles, such as particles spaced one or more

radii apart surface-to-surface, convergence typically occurs within a few iterations.

The geometrical arrangement for the two spherical particles/arbitrary beam interaction theory

is shown in Fig. 1. Consistent with the single particle theory7 the two particles are assumed to

be nonmagnetic, homogeneous spheres located within a nonabsorbing, nonmagnetic, homogeneous

medium of dielectric constant, cext. The size (as indicated by the size parameter, a = 27ra/Acrt

where a is the particle radius) and the composition (as indicated by the particle complex relative

refractive index, fi) of the two particles may differ. The calculation is facilitated by orienting the

coordinate systems of the two particles [(xi, yl, zi) and (x 2 , Y2 , z 2 )], so that the z axes align and, in

terms of spherical coordinates (r,O, 4)), the azimuthal angles of the two coordinate systems coincide

(01 =

The center of particle I is used as the common spatial reference point. As shown in Fig. 1,

the center of particle 2 is located a distance z12 from particle 1. The incident beam is assumed

to be a focused, linearly polarized, Gaussian beam with a beam waist diameter of 2wo and a focal

point located at (zo,yo, zo) relative to particle 1. The beam has an associated coordinate system
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(zb, Yb,Zb) with the origin at the focal point. The beam propagates in the +zb axis direction

with electric field polarization in the zb axis direction. The angle Obd indicates the direction of

beam propagation relative to the y-z plane of the two particles and a second beam angle, Obd,

indicates the direction of the electric field polarization of the beam relative to the x-z plane of

the two particles. (0 = 00 indicates a beam electric field polarization in the x-z plane of the two

particles and 0 = 900 indicates a beam electric field polarization perpendicular to the x-z plane

of the two particles.) The electromagnetic field components of the incident beam are determined

using a fifth-order corrected Gaussian beam description.' A reference coordinate system (x,y,z) is

located at (xef, y,ef, Zrej) relative to particle 1 and is used as the coordinate system for outputted

electromagnetic field distributions. Spatial quantities are normalized (as indicated by a tilde, -)

relative to the radius of particle 1 (a,) except for the spatial coordinates of particle 2 (x 2 , Y2, z2, and

r 2) which are normalized relative to the radius of particle 2 (a 2 ). Electromagnetic field components

are normalized relative to the electric field magnitude at the beam focal point, E0 . (The beam

power is directly proportional the square of E0 .)8

In summary, any arrangement of a beam incident upon two adjacent particles can be defined by

the following nondimensional parameters: the size parameters of the two particles (a, and a 2 ), the

complex relative refractive indexes of the two particles (h, and A2), the center-to-center separation

distance of the two particles (iz 2 ), the beam focal point location relative to particle 1 (1o, o,io),

the beam waist radius (w0vo), the beam propagation direction angle (Obd), the beam polarization

orientation angle (Obd), the dielectric constant of the external medium (Eext), and the location of

the output coordinate system relative to particle 1 (irevirefi ref).

The internal [/(lw)(r1 , 1,4€1 ),/l(lw)( 1 , 1 )] and scattered [E(lS)(r1 ,0 1,4€1),

il(1a)(f, 1 ,81 4 1 )] electromagnetic field components of particle 1 and the internal [)( 2 )(f 2 ,0 2 ,0)2 ),

H(2w) (f2,02,0€2)] and scattered [((2a) (r,02, 4) ),/j( 2, 2,02) electromagnetic field components

of particle 2 are each expressed as a double summation,

1=1 m=-

over products of Riccati-Bessel functions and spherical harmonic functions. These series expres-

sions, in nondimensional form as used here, are given in Ref. 9. For each particle, the respective
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internal field series coefficients, ci,, dim, and scattered field series coefficients, aim, bm, can be di-

rectly related to the series coefficients of the field incident upon the surface of the particle, Al., Bim,

by
9

aim = (()) (a) -. b(i) ()
ii ia) 411)(a) - V ('ha) E(' (a)

bim = 7 J(fa) TbI(a) - kb(iia) Of (a) Bim, (2)

Civn I~( '~)-a) ) (a) Aim, (3)

and

dim ( im (4)
o- Viia)c') (a)

where Aim, Bim are determined from the electromagnetic field incident upon the particle surface

)7(i)] by

Aim sin OlE(l)) (a, 0, t0) Y1; (O, 0) dO dO (5)

and

Bim - t 2
W j+ sin0 H(.')(a, 0, ) Yji(O, ) dO dO. (6)

In Eqs. (1)-(6), " = V0-iXi where Y'i, X1 are the Riccati-Bessel functions, and Yi, is the spherical

harmonic function.

For a beam of no symmetry relative to the particle coordinate system, the surface integrals

of Eqs. (5) and (6) must be numerically determined in full. However, for scattered leaving one

particle and incident upon the other particle, since the coordinate systems are aligned such that

01 = 02, the azimuthal integration can be performed analytically and the surface integrals of

Eqs. (5) and (6) can be reduced to numerically simpler line integrals. The detailed equations for

the complete iteration procedure are presented in App. A. Once the electromagnetic field series

coefficients for both particles have been determined by the iteration procedure of App. A, the
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electromagnetic field for any spatial location, either internal or external to the particles, can be

calculated. The electromagnetic field within particle 1 is determined using the associated internal

field series coefficients, ct , dim , and the electromagnetic field within particle 2 is determined using

the associated internal field series coefficients, c 2 T2

two particles is formed by a sum of the electromagnetic field of the incident beam [E(), R(b)], the

scattered field of particle 1 as determined using the associated scattered field series coefficients,

aim,bim , and the scattered field of particle 2 as determined using the associated scattered field
series coefficients, a,,, b2m:

et (f , 0,0 ) =9(')(Fb, 0b, b) + PI)(Q1, 01, 01) + f(2s)(Q2, 02, 02) (7)

and

fext(f',,.) /l(b)(fb,0bb) + /l(l')(f1 ,0 1 , 1) + f/( 2s)( 2 ,0 2 ,0 2 ). (8)

The correctness of the two spherical particles/arbitrary beam interaction theory was verified,

in the plane wave limit, by making comparisons with an existing plane wave theory. The plane

wave limit for the beam theory is easily obtained by setting the beam waist parameter to a large

value (e.g. tDo = 1000). Data were generated and plotted using parameters corresponding to Figs.

2-4 in the plane wave theory paper of Fuller, Kattawar, and Wang.' In Figs. 2-4 of this paper, 4

the far field scattering intensity at a fixed incremental angle relative to the angle of incidence was

plotted as a function of the angle of incidence for incremental angles of 70', 900, and 1100. This

was done for a condition of the two particles in contact and for a condition of the two particles

separated. Incident electric field poloiazation perpendicular to the plane of observation and incident

electric field polarization parallel to the plane of observation were both considered. For each of

these conditions, there were no perceptible differences between the plane wave limit results of the

beam theory and the corresponding plane wave theory results of Fuller, Kattawar, and Wang.4
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II. INTERNAL AND NEAR FIELD CALCULATIONS

Example calculations of internal and near field normalized source function, S -E1 2/E,

distributions are shown in Figs. 2, 4, 6, and 7. In Figs. 2 and 4, the normalized source function

distributions are given both graphically and in false contrast visualization (white * high, gray *

medium, black 4* low). Only the false contrast visualization is given in Figs. 6 and 7.

Figure 2 presents the internal and near field normalized source function distribution in the

x-z plane for a linearly polarized (electric field polarization perpendicular to the x-z plane, Obd =

900), 100 pm waist diameter CO 2 laser beam (X = 10.6 pm) incident upon two 45 pm diameter

water droplets (,h = 1.179 + 0.072i) separated by 35 um surface-to-surface (z1 2 = 80 pm). The

beam is directed through the centers of the two spheres (Obd = 0°, XO = YO = 0, 2O = 40 Am).

These conditions correspond to an experiment performed within our laboratory in which a CO 2

laser beam was directed upon two parallel streams of water droplets so that the illuminated droplet

would act as a lens to focus the laser light upon the shadow side droplet.1" This focusing effect is

apparent in the theoretical calculation presented in Fig. 2 where the maximum value of the internal

normalized source function occurs at the front surface (illuminated side) of the shadow side droplet.

(In the false contrast visualization, the boundaries of the two particles are indicated by white-lined

circles.) For these conditions, the front surface of the shadow side droplet would be preferentially

heated and, for sufficiently high laser fluence, the front surface of the shadow side droplet would

explosively vaporize and subsequently fragment. Figure 3 shows an experimentally obtained pulsed

laser image (the imaging system is described in Ref. 11) of the fragmentation of the shadow side

droplet resulting from the "focusing" of the incident CO 2 laser light by the illuminated side droplet.

Figure 4 provides a normalized source function distribution for a hypothetical case that demon-

strates the ability to perform calculations for arrangements where the particles are unequal in size,

dissimilar in composition, and located off the propagation axis of the beam. In Fig. 4, a 40

pm waist diameter C0 2 laser beam is incident upon a 50 pm diameter methanol droplet (ift =

1.395 + 0.0163i) and a 40 pm diameter water droplet (i2 = 1.179 + 0.072i) separated by 20 pm

surface-to-surface. The beam propagates with a directional angle of Obd = 300.

In Ref. 12, calculations were performed, using the single particle theory, demonstrating the

effect of focal point positioning on the excitation of structural resonances for a tightly focused

(tbo < 1) beam incident upon a spherical particle. It was found that the resonance could be most
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strongly excited by positioning the propagation axis of the beam at the edge of the sphere. The two

spherical particles/arbitrary beam theory was applied to investigate the interaction of two adjacent

spherical particles at resonance conditions. Parameters were chosen corresponding to having a

focused argon-ion laser beam (A = 0.5145 pm, 2w0 = 2pum) incident upon two equal sized water

droplets (i = 1.334 + 1.2x 10-9i) at the 35th electric wave resonance (2a = 4.9912 pm). 9 The

beam was directed at the edge of particle 1 (Obd = 900, Obd = 00, io = =O = 0, Ao = -1.165) so

as to obtain maximum excitation of the resonance. 12 Particle 2 was positioned near particle 1 (on

the side opposite of the beam) and the interaction was investigated as a function of surface-to-

surface separation distance, dep. The number of iterations necessary for three digit convergence

was found to increase with decreasing separation distance, as shown in Fig. 5. For the resonant

particles closely spaced together, d86 p _5 0.13, the iteration procedure did not converge and, in fact,

diverged with increasing number of iterations. The divergence is attributed to the strong feedback

between the two resonant particles that occurs at small separation distances. In contrast, for two

nonresonant particles (2a = 4.96 pm), the iteration procedure converged for all separation distances

(including d5,. = 0), as also shown in Fig. 5. For two resonant particles in close proximity, where

the interaction between the two particles is strong, the iteration procedure apparently fails and a

matrix inversion solution is necessary.5

The normalized source function distribution for the beam incident upon two adjacent particles

at resonance for a separation distance of d..p = 0.20 is given in Fig. 6. The ring of high source

function just inside the surface of particle 1 is characteristic of the edge excitation of resonance for

a single particle, as discussed in Ref. 12. The scattered light from particle 1 excites the resonance

in particle 2 which, in turn, feeds back into particle 1. The corresponding nonresonance case is

shown in Fig. 7. At nonresonance, particle 2 is relatively unaffected by the presence of the beam

incident upon particle 1.
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III. FAR FIELD SCATTERING CALCULATIONS

The far field scattering for a single spherical particle within a focused beam has been previ-

ously considered. 13 -16 The two spherical particles/arbitrary beam interaction theory was applied

to investigate the far field scattering patterns for two adjacent spherical particles within a focused

beam. In particular, with particle 1 fixed in position at the focal point of the beam, the position

of particle 2 was systematically varied, and the subsequent effect on the far field scattering pattern

was studied.

Calculations were performed for parameters corresponding to a hypothetical arrangement of

a linearly polarized fundamental argon-ion laser beam (A = 0.5145 jim) of 4 pm waist diameter

(divergence angle ; 100) incident upon two adjacent 1.8 pm diameter water droplets (il = ft2

= 1.334 + 1.2X10-9i, a, = a 2 = 11.0, 0 = 2.22). For the cases considered here, particle 1 is

fixed in position at the focal point of the beam (i0 = 0 = z = 0) while the position of particle 2

relative to particle 1 and relative to the propagation axis of the beam was varied. The geometrical

arrangement for the far field scattering calculations is shown in Fig. 8. A far field scattering angle,

Off, is defined relative to the propagation axis of the beam and a particle 2 positioning angle, Gbd2,

is defined as the angle between the axis passing through the centers of the two particles and the

beam propagation axis. (Note: ObdW2 = -Obd.)

In Figs. 9-15, the normalized scattering intensity, defined as

S l= lim Pore -LI (9)

is plotted as a function of the far field scattering angle, Off, in either the xb-zb plane (the plane

parallel to the beam electric field polarization) or the yb-zb plane (the plane perpendicular to

the beam electric field polarization). Figures 9-15 are semilog plots with each vertical division

representing a factor of x 10. The individual curves in each Figure are unscaled relative to each

other.

Figure 9 presents the reference case of a single particle at the focal point of the beam (particle

2 far removed from the beam). The scattering is shown in both the zb - Zb plane (curve a.)) and

Yb - zb plane (curve c.)). For comparison, single particle scattering for the same conditions but with

plane wave illumination is also given in Fig. 9 (curves b.) and d.), respectively). Since particle
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1 is located at the focal point of the beam and the particle diameter (1.8 pm) is less than the

beam waist diameter (4.0 pm), the single particle scattering patterns for beam and plane wave

illumination are nearly identical.

To investigate the effect of a second adjacent particle on the far field scattering pattern, a set

of calculations were performed with particle 2 placed in the zb - Zb plane and one diameter surface-

to-surface away from particle 1 (i12 = 4.0,Obd = 00). Figure 10 shows the far field scattering

for particle 2 positioned at angles of 00 (on the +zb axis), 300, 600, 900 (on the +Xb axis), 1200,

1500, and 1800 (on the -zb axis) relative to the propagation axis of the beam. As can be observed

by comparison with Fig.9a.), Fig. 10 indicates the presence of the second particle significantly

affects the far field scattering distribution. The strongest effect, as would be expected, occurs when

particle 2 is located well within the beam (curves a.), b.), f.), and g.) in Fig. 10) and a relatively

weaker effect occurs when particle 2 is at the edge of the beam (curves c.), d.), and e.) in Fig.

10). Figure 11 presents, for the same particle positioning angles of Fig. 10, the far field scattering

patterns in the Yb - zb plane.

Figure 12a.) shows the far field scattering in the xb-zb plane for particle 2 located on the +

x6 axis (perpendicular to the beam propagation axis) one diameter surface-to-surface from particle

1 (i 12 = 4.0, Obd2 = 900). At this location, particle 2 is at the edge of the beam (i0 = 2.22)

and the far field scattering distribution roughly resembles that of the corresponding single particle

case of Fig 9a.). If particle 2 is further removed from the beam along the Xb axis, then the far

field scattering distribution more closely approaches that of a single particle as seen in curves b.)

(P 12 = 6.0), c.) (4l2 = 12.0), d.) (i 12 = 18.0), and e.) (41 2 =* cc) of Fig. 12. In Fig. 12, particle

2 is in the same plane as the observation plane (the xb-zb plane) and the far field scattering is

noticeably affected even when particle 2 is removed well out of the beam. Figure 13 provides the

corresponding scattering patterns in the yb-zb plane for particle 2 removed along the xb axis. In

Fig. 13, particle 2 is not located in the observation plane (the yb - zb plane) and once particle

2 is removed from the main part of the beam ( 1 2 > 6.0), the far field scattering distribution is

essentially the same as that of a single particle (Fig. 9c.)).

Figure 14a.) shows the far field scattering in the xb-zb plane for particle 2 located on the beam

propagation axis (+zb axis) one diameter surface-to-surface from particle 1 ( 964 = 0*, z12 = 4.0).

The oscillating structure in the far field scattering for this case arises due to interference between
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the light scattered by the two identical particles. In the far field, the difference in path length

for light leaving the two particles for this case is IZl2cosOffI and interference proportional to (I +

cos(a i2cos#ff)] might be expected. From this expression, if particle 2 is moved further away from

particle 1 along the zb axis (i12 is increased) then the frequency of the oscillations in the far field

scattering distribution should correspondingly increase. In addition, since the beam is diverging

and the intensity incident upon particle 2 decreases as particle 2 is moved away from the focal point,

the amplitude of the interference should decrease with increasing 1 2. As particle 2 becomes far

removed from particle 1, and from the focal point of the beam, the scattering distribution should

converge to that of the single particle (Fig. 9a.)). As seen in Fig. 14, this is indeed observed

as particle 2 is moved to i 12 = 10. (curve b.)), -1 2 = 20. (curve c.)), i 12 = 50. (curve d.)), and

i12 = 100. (curve e.)). The corresponding scattering distributions in the yb-zb plane are shown

in Fig. 15. Calculations for particle 2 moved along the -zb axis (not shown) demonstrated nearly

identical results.
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IV. SUMMARY

A theoretical approach has been developed for the determination of the electromagnetic field

for a beam incident upon two adjacent spherical particles of arbitrary arrangement. Example cal-

culations of internal and near field normalized source function distributions and far field normalized

scattering intensity patterns have been presented. Future work will include further such "computa-

tional experimentation" and efforts to obtain direct comparisons between theoretical calculations

and corresponding experimental measurements.
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APPENDIX A

ITERATION PROCEDURE

The iteration procedure for determining the internal and scattered field series coefficients for

a beam incident upon two adjacent spheres is as follows. [Note: P.(0) = Y1'(8,0).]

1.) For each of the two particles, determine the incident field series coefficients for beam illumination

alone:

A ( +) 2w Eb)(al,01, 0)Y 1; (O1, -0)sin 0 1 dOi dOl, (Al)

(b) 1 j02r (b)

(1+ l)y + 000 1) 10 1 $0)(ai, 01, -01)Y; (01, 4i )sin G1 dO1 d41 , (A2)

=l+1V(2b Ir )(42,02, 02)Y,; (O2,0)sin 02 dO2 d2, (3

Am- i E,( (M

I 1(I + 1)01g(a2) 10 0 O ~,(3
avd

B(2b) I2wf b) a"-M /1 H2)(a2 , G2, 0 2 )ytrn(02 , 02)sin 02 dO2 d42. (A4)
T (+ 1)01(a2) Jo JW

2.) Determine the initial scattered field series coefficients for particle 1:

at.(= fil 01 ia..)O - 1i l(' ) 4(a) A(lb) ()

and

= nl t'(ftlal) 'i(a1 ) - t'/ia)l t'~la0 (a1) m(lb) (A6)

01ji co4()'C')- Al 10 ~(ial)41 (i

3.) The following equations provide the main iteration loop to determine the incident field series

coefficients for the field scattered from particle 1 incident upon particle 2 (A( and the

incident field series coefficients for the field scattered from particle 2 incident upon particle 1
[A(21), B(20 1.

Determine A(12) B( 12) from the most recently calculated values of a bn .
tin fl1
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-M f ~ 2 (, 2 )PI.(02 )sin 02 d82  (7

and

-M 1( + 1)0(C2) 1j r 0~m,2)Pt.(02)sin 02 d62  (8

where

E~~ 121M, 0

+2) [72 1(lf + dPIm(O0C8 0 - __01)

daif1) dO 1 ) - *(91) ]sin(02  01O))f, n,9, (A9)

and

,( 2 E -F + l)b~Dmt(I1 (CtI,? i)PPm(9COS(02 01

+ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~j 4bm1 (ai)+min(af)-P .()]in( 2 - O)}
dOs.in 01  (AlO)

and where

=tan-it c2/alinZ2 -](All)
Ct2 /aICOS0 2 + Z12

and

ft VCiN + Cfalca 2 )
2 + (a2/aisin 2 )

2 . (A12)

Calculate al from the most recently calculated values of A Bf~

2 = 4Q(i2a2)0'l(a2) - n2 ' 1(ni2 a2 )0' 1(C(2 ) (A 12 ) 26~)(A)atm A(+A=A3
n2 010~f202)t 1,'(Cf2) - 'j(fi2 Ck2)ei)(c 2) i

and

I- 01(f12C'2(''(2) - R2 0'(f12 02 )ejI)(a 2 ) IM(Bgf~ B(M~) (A14)
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92

Determine A(,., B(")~ from the most recently calculated values of a b2

(2M / O1 (,I)Pg,.(Ol)sin 81 dO1  (A15)
4,nL( + 1),'(ai) J

and

B(2 1( +~'~ 2w fH(2 )(m,0j)Pjm(0j)sin9j dO1  (A16)

where

E$(m 9 '8) - j{~I'(I' + l)al' ( F,2 )PI'.( 2 )CO3(9I-9)

+a2[llmf()( f2 1 ()  nm, ' 2 f 2 )U (2]sin(Ol 0 2))
f2lnJ d# 2  sin 62  (A17)

and

(2 1)(M,01) -0 1 ~ '(1' + 1)b 2em49 (a 2 ,f 2 )PIlrn( 2 )CO8(OI - 02)

1= 2
2 dP 1.m(02 ) 2 j 92)}2)+ ~ tdo + mats~V( sin(91 -

f2d2sin 192 (A18)

and where

02 = - tan-f (A19)
42- Cosa,

and

f2 = aI/a2 V I(~2 - COSO 1)2 + (sinG1 )2. (A20)

Calculate a'bl from the most recently calculated values of A( B(21

=M (4iii~~i - 1 1.ao1 ~a)(~ + A(~~ (A21)

and

-t = ?jn f 1 1t&( 1  '~ia~P(i (Bfm") + B(6) (A22)

'Pltoo(II~ot)- ftIalcol)0 
M

.. 
.

......
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Iterate the above equations until convergence in A(")~ B(2,1 ) and 4(' 2) B( 12 )

IM II Im' 1 m

4.) Once the incident field series coefficients are known, the scattered field series coefficients are

determined using Eqs. (A13), (AM4), (A21), and (A22). The internal field series coefficients are

determined using

= ~I1~'(i)C''((a ) Iai +(21) ,(A3

d~m ~ (1i1- ()) -(A~ + Al),(A23)

f"I01ftii)fl",(l)- fil V&(ftiai)4 1 C i

41)V0,01al)- 4(1)(a) V(a2) 21 1b

d' i ~~~aV(2 --2 1(ia~ (B2)(A +B( )) (A24)

and

= 1()2) 10(o2) - 1()C 2 ) IY('0 2 ) (B 12 ) 112b)) (A26)

01f~2 j()(f)- A2 1P'(fi2 a2 ) f(")(a 2 ) InM i
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FIGURE TITLES

FIG 1. Geometrical arrangement for two spherical particles/arbitrary beam interaction theory.

FIG 2. Normalized source function distribution in the x-z plane for a linearly polarized (electric field

polarization perpendicular to the x-z plane) Gaussian beam propagating in the Obd = 0* direction

incident upon two equal size, same composition spheres. (The x,z coordinates are normalized

relative to the radius of particle 1.) cQ = a 2 = 13.337, fil = ii2 = 1.179 + 0.072i, i12 = 3.556, tbo

= 2.222, io = go = 0.0, io = 1.778, Obd = 0° , 4'bd = 900, Cext = 1.0, Zref = Yref = 0.0, Zref =

1.778. [10.6 pm wavelength (CO 2 laser), 100,pm waist diameter beam incident upon two 45 pm

diameter water droplets separated along the propagation axis by 35 pm surface-to-surface.]

FIG 3. Pulsed laser (At = 10 ns) image of the explosive fragmentation of the shadow side water

droplet due to "focusing" of incident C0 2 laser radiation by the illuminated side water droplet.

The CO 2 laser beam is incident from left-to-right. The droplets are 45 pm in diameter and are

falling from top to bottom through the focal point of the continuous CO 2 laser beam.

FIG 4. Normalized source function distribution in the x-z plane for a linearly polarized (electric

field polarization perpendicular to the x-z plane) Gaussian beam propagating in the Obd = 300

direction incident upon two unequal size, dissimilar composition spheres. (The x,z coordinates are

normalized relative to the radius of particle 1.) al = 14.82, 02 = 11.86, fil = 1.395 + 0.0163i, f12

= 1.179 + 0.072i, i 12 = 2.60, tb0 = 0.80, 10 = -1.0, go = 0.0, 4 = 0.0, Obd = 300, kbd = 900, Ee.t =

1.0, Z ef = Yref = 0.0, Zref = 1.40. [10.6 pm wavelength (CO 2 laser), 40 pm waist diameter beam

incident upon a 50 pm diameter methanol droplet and a 40 /m diameter water droplet separated

by 20 pm surface-to-surface.]

FIG 5. Number of iterations required for three digit convergence for nonresonant (a = 30.286) and

resonant (a = 30.4770) spheres as a function of surface-to-surface separation distance. fil = f2 =

1.334 + 1.2x10 9i, il22 = 2.0 + dLep, tio = 0.4007, 10 = yo = 0.0, io = -1.165, Obd = 90, 'kbd = 00,

CeZt = 1.0.

FIG 6. Normalized source function distribution in the x-z plane for a focused beam incident upon

two adjacent resonant particles. a = a 2 = 30.4770, il = f = 1.334 + 1.2x10'-i, tbo = 0.4007,

= 0 = 0.0, 0 = -1.165, Obd = 900, 4bd = 00, ,t = 1.0, i12 = 2.2, iref = jrf! = 0.0, ,,!
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= 1.10. [0.5145 pm wavelength (argon-ion laser), 2 pm waist diameter beam incident upon two

4.9912 pm diameter water droplets (35th mode electric wave resonance).]

FIG 7. Normalized source function distribution in the x-z plane for a focused beam incident upon

two adjacent nonresonant particles. at = a2 - 30.286, iij = A2 = 1.334 + 1.2x 10- 9i, fo = 0.4007,

io = 0 = 0.0, io = -1.165, Obd = 900, 'Obd = 0', Eert = 1.0, Z 2 = 2.2, iref = gref = 0.0, r.f =

1.10. [0.5145 pm wavelength (argon-ion laser), 2 pm waist diameter beam incident upon two 4.96

pm diameter water droplets (nonresonance).]

FIG 8. Geometrical arrangement for far field scattering calculations. Particle 1 is fixed in position

at the focal point of the beam while the position of particle 2 is varied. The electric field polarization

of the incident beam is in the Xb axis direction. Off is the far field scattering angle relative to the

beam propagation axis. Obd2 is the orientation angle of particle 2 relative to the beam propagation

axis. al = a2 = 1.334+1.2x 10- 9 , fo = 2.22, lo = go = z = 0.0, ce.t = 1.0, [0.5145 pm wavelength

(argon-ion laser), 4 pm waist diameter beam incident upon two adjacent 1.8 pm diameter water

droplets.]

FIG 9. Normalized scattering intensity as a function of far field scattering angle for a single particle

(112 =o, oo). a.) Zb - Zb plane, beam incidence, b.) Zb - Zb plane, plane wave incidence, c.) Yb - Zb

plane, beam incidence, d.) YIb - Zb plane, plane wave incidence.

FIG 10. Normalized scattering intensity in the zb - Zb plane as a function of far field scattering

angle. Particle 2 in the Xb - Zb plane and positioned one diameter surface-to-surface from particle

1 (P12 = 4.0). a.) Obd2 = 00, b.) Obd2 = 30 ° , c.) ebd = 600, d.) Obd2 = 900, e.) ebd2 = 1200, f.)

Obn = 150 ° , g.) Obd2 = 1800.

FIG 11. Normalized scattering intensity in the Yib - Zb plane as a function of far field scattering

angle. Particle 2 in the zb - z6 plane and positioned one diameter surface-to-surface from particle

1 (P 12 = 4.0). a.) Obd2 = 00, b.) 8 bd2 = 300, c.) Obd = 60*, d.) Obd = 90 ° , e.) Od = 120° , f.)

Obd = 150w, g.) ebd2 = 1800.

FIG 12. Normalized scattering intensity in the zb - Zb plane as a function of far field scattering

angle. Particle 2 positioned perpendicular to the beam propagation axis (Obd2 = 900). a.) i1 2 = 4.0,

b.) i12 = 6.0, c.) i 12 = 12.0, d.) i 12 = 18.0, e.) i12 * oo.
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FIG 13. Normalized scattering intensity in the Yb - Zb plane as a function of far field scattering

angle. Particle 2 positioned perpendicular to the beam propagation axis (Obd2 = 900). a.) i12 = 4.0,

b.) z12 = 6.0, c.) i12 = 12.0, d.) z12 = 18.0, e.) z12 : 00.

FIG 14. Normalized scattering intensity in the Zb - Zb plane as a function of far field scattering

angle. Particle 2 positioned on the beam propagation axis (Gbd2 = 00). a.) i12 = 4.0, b.) 12 -

10.0, c.) z12 = 20.0, d.) i12 = 50.0, e.) i 12 = 100.0, f.) z1 2 * 00.

FIG 15. Normalized scattering intensity in the Yb - Zb plane as a function of far field scattering

angle. Particle 2 positioned on the beam propagation axis (Gbd2 = 00). a.) 12 = 4.0, b.) i12 =

10.0, c.) 21 = 20.0, d.) h12 = 50.0, e.) i 12 = 100.0, f.) 112 = 00.
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FIG 1. Geometrical arrangement for two spherical particles/arbitrary beam interaction theory.
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FIG 2. Normalized source function distribution in the x-z plane for a linearly polarized (electric field

polarization perpendicular to the x-z plane) Gaussian beam propagating in the Gw = 0 direction

incident upon two equal size, same composition spheres. (The xz coordinates are normalized

relative to the radius of particle 1.) a1 = al = 13.337, fil = 62 = 1.179 + 0.072, z2 = 3.556, fZo

: 2.222, ,o = ft = 0.0, io = 1.778, Ob, = 00, OW = 90*, c,,t = 1.0, zref = y= , = 0.0, Z7 ! =

1.778. [10.6 pm wavelength (CO 2 laser), 100 pm waist diameter beam incident upon two 45 pm

diameter water droplets separated along the propagation axis by 35 pm surface-to-surface.)



-V Al, -

FIG 3. Pulsed laser (At = 10 ns) image of the explosive fragmentation of the shadow side water

droplet due to "focusing" of incident CO 2 laser radiation by the illuminated side water droplet.

The CO 2 laser beam is incident from left-to-right. The droplets are 45 m in diameter and are

falling from top to bottom through the focal point of the continuous CO2 laser beam.
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FIG 4. Normalized source function distribution in the x-z plane for a linearly polarized (electric

field polarization perpendicular to the x-z plane) Gaussian beam propagating in the Ow = 30*

direction incident upon two unequal size, dissimilar composition spheres. (The xz coordinates are

normalized relative to the radius of particle 1.) al = 14.82, 02 = 11.86, fi = 1.395 + 0.0163i, R2

- 1.179 + 0.072i, 112 = 2.60, to = 0.80, o = .1.0, o = 0.0, i0 0.0, Ow = 30*, w = 90*, c, =

1.0, Z,.. = yq. = 0.0, zre/ = 1.40. [10.6 pm wavelength (C0 2 laser), 40 pm waist diameter beam

incident upon a 50 pm diameter methanol droplet and a 40 pm diameter water droplet separated

by 20 am surface-to-surface.]
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FIG 5. Number of iterations required for three digit convergence for nonresonant (a = 30.286) and

resonant (a = 30.4770) spheres as a function of surface-to-surface separation distance. fil = A2 =
1.334 + 1.2x10 9i, 12 = 2.0 + de, tbo = 0.4007, io = Oo = 0.0, i0 = -1.165, Obd = 90 ° , O = 00,

Cegt = 1.0.
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SL

FIG 6. Normalized source function distribution in the x-z plane for a focused beam incident upon

two adjacent resonant particles. 01 = 02 = 30.4770, FI 12 = 1.334 + 1.2X×O-gi, rw0 = 0.4007,

i0 = j0 = 0.0, io = -1.165, Obd = 90, Od = 0, Cg 1.0, i 12 = 2.2, i,fI = !ef = 0.0, 1,e
- 1.10. 10.5145 pm wavelength (argon-ion laser), 2 pm waist diameter beam incident upon two

4.9912,um diameter water droplets (35 h mode electric wave resonance).]
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FIG 7. Normalized source function distribution in the x-z plane for a focused beam incident upon

two adjacent nonresonant particles. 01 = 02 = 30.286, fil = R2 = 1.334 + 1.2x10- 9 i, tvio = 0.4007,

o = go = 0.0, o = .1.165, Obj = 90 ° , Obd = 00, C..9 = 1.0, 4i2 = 2.2, irf = Pf = 0.0, :,f =

1.10. (0.5145 pm wavelength (argon-ion laser), 2 Im waist diameter beam incident upon two 4.96

jum diameter water droplets (nonresonance).]
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f2

IN.

of

N.b

FIG 8. Geometrical arrangement for far field scattering calculations. Particle I is fixed in position

at the focal point of the beam while the position of particle 2 is varied. The electric field polarization

of the incident beam is in the Xb axis direction. elf is the far field scattering angle relative to the

beam propagation axis, Obd2 is the orientation angle of particle 2 relative to the beam propagation

axis. a0 = a2 = 1.334+1.2x 10 - 9 , i0 = 2.22, io = o = zo = 0.0, Eezt = 1.0, [0.5145 pm wavelength

(argon-ion laser), 4 jm waist diameter beam incident upon two adjacent 1.8 pm diameter water

droplets.1
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FIG 9. Normalized scattering intensity as a function of far-field scattering angle for a single particle

(i12 * oo). a.) Xb - Zb plane, beam incidence, b.) Xb - Zb plane, plane wave incidence, c.) Yb - zb

plane, beam incidence, d.) Yb - Zb plane, plane wave incidence.
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FIG 10. Normalized scattering intensity in the Xb - Zb plane as a function of far-field scattering

angle. Particle 2 in the Xb - Zb plane and positioned one diameter surface-to-surface from particle
1 (Pt2 = 4.0). a.) Obd2 = 00, b.) Obd2 = 300, c.) 0bd2 = 600, d.) Obd2 = 900, e.) 0bd2 = 120*, f.)

Obd2 = 1500, g.) Obd2 = 180.
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0

0 90 180 270 360
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FIG 11. Normalized scattering intensity in the Yb - Zb plane as a function of far-field scattering

angle. Particle 2 in the Xb - zb plane and positioned one diameter surface-to-surface from particle

1 (P12 = 4.0). a.) Obd2 = 00, b.) 8bd2 - 
100, c.) 9bd2 = 600, d.) 0b2 = 90', e.) 0 bd2 = 120 °, f.)

Obd2 = 150, g.) 96,2 = 1800.
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0 90 180 270 360
Off [degrees]

FIG 12. Normal 'ized scattering intensity in the Xb - Zb plane as a function of far-field scattering

angle. Particle 2 positioned perpendicular to the beam propagation axis (96d2 = 900). a.) i12 = 4.0,

b.) i 12 = 6.0, c.) i12 =12.0, d.) i 1 2 = 18.0, e.) 112 => 00.
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0 90 180 270 360
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FIG 13. Normalized scattering intensity in the Yb - Zb plane as a function of far-field scattering

angle. Particle 2 positioned perpendicular to the beam propagation axis (Obd2 =900). a.) i 12 :=4.0,

b.) i12 =6.0, c.) i12 =12.0, d.) i 12 = 18.0, e.) il2 00
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FIG 14. Normalized scattering intensity ri the Xb - zb plane as a function of far-field scattering

angle. Particle 2 positioned on the beam propagation axis (Obd2 = 00). a.) i 12 = 4.0, b.) -12

10.0, c.) z12 = 20.0, d.) i 12 = 50.0, e.) i 12 = 100.0, f.) i 12 =* 0.
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FIG 15. Normalized scattering intensity in the Yb - Zb plane as a function of far-field scattering

angle. Particle 2 positioned on the beam propagation axis (0 bd2 = 00). a.) i 12 = 4.0, b.) i 12 =

10.0, c.) 12 = 20.0, d.) zt 2 = .50.0, e.) i12 = 100.0, f.) z12  .
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Abstract

A theoretical model is presented for the formation of small particle shadow images in a single

lens laser imaging system. The model uses a modification of classical Lorenz-Mie theory, presented

by the authors in an earlier paper, to calculate the external electromagnetic fields resulting from the

interaction of a Gaussian laser beam with a finite absorbing spherical particle. Propagation of the

electric field through the imaging system components is developed from a scalar viewpoint using

the thin lens transformation and the Fresnel approximation to the Huygens-Fresnel propagation

equation. The theoretical model is valid for either transparent or absorbing spheres and has no

restrictions on the allowable degree or direction of aerosol defocus. Direct comparisons between

theoretical calculations and experimental observations are reported for 53 pm diameter transparent

water droplets and 66 pm diameter absorbing nickel spheres for defocus ranging from -2 mm

(toward lens) to +2 mm (away from lens). Theory and experiment showed good agreement in the

boundary edge gradient and the location of the external peaks, while observable differences existed

in the magnitude of the central spots. Theoretical results, comparing water and nickel aerosols,

showed observable differences in the calculated average internal intensity (All). In contrast, the

boundary edge gradient (BEG) showed less dependence on changes in optical properties of the

particle. These results indicate that criteria, such as the All, used in focus determination must be

reevaluated when applying in-focus sizing algorithms to aerosols with significantly different optical

properties.
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I. Introduction

The problem of predicting particle images in a coherent imaging system has been addressed in

several research papers during recent years. [1,2,3] The imaging problem is particularly important

in the area of aerosol sizing since a number of useful diagnostic instruments in aerosol charac-

terization studies utilize laser-based imaging systems for analysis. One of the major obstacles in

using imaging systems for particle size analysis on real sprays is the development of reliable focus

criteria algorithms for distinguishing in-focus from out-of-focus aerosol particles. Although empir-

ical methods have been developed which perform adequately for particular applications, (4,5,6] an

accurate theoretical model to investigate the effects of index of refraction and particle defocus on

various measurable properties, would be extremely informative to researchers using laser imaging

systems. Among the particle properties of interest when performing aerosol size measurements

are the average internal intensity (All) of the particle and boundary edge gradient (BEG). These

properties, which change depending on the degree of particle defocus, have been used successfully

for focus determination in the real-time sizing of water aerosol sprays, and direct comparison to

light scattering instruments has shown good agreement. (6,7,8] Another advantage of developing

an accurate theoretical model of the laser imaging problem may become apparent when attempt-

ing to extend real-time aerosol sizing technology to the submicron size range. In this size range,

a theoretical model of the particle image formation may become more important for instrument

calibration since there are presently no reliable calibration sources which would allow simultaneous

variation of particle size and position within the test region.

In earlier attempts at similar modeling of laser imaging problems, [1,2] a necessary assumption

in the developments was to treat the spherical absorbing particles as opaque disks. However, in

a recent paper by English and George, [9] it was shown that the axial fields are not the same for

metal spheres and conducting disks in the near field region. In an earlier paper, [3] we presented a

theoretical model for incident plane wave imaging of spherical particles using classical Lorenz-Mie

theory with the assumption that the z-component of the external electric field was axisymmetric.

In this paper, we consider the more general case of an incident Gaussian beam illuminating the

spherical particle. The corresponding plane wave case can always be reproduced by allowing the

waist diameter of the beam to become large. In addition, the phi dependence of the z-component

of the external electric field has been included in the present model. Direct comparisons are made

between experiment and theory for absorbing nickel spheres and transparent water droplets at
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various degrees of defocus. Calculations are also presented for the variatioL of All and BEG as a

function of aerosol size, defocus, and optical properties.

II. Theory

The general approach to the theoretical model, which will be outlined in this section, can

be summarized in three steps. The first step is to calculate the x-component of the external

electromagnetic field resulting from the interaction of the Gaussian beam with the particle using

exact series expressions presented in an earlier paper by Barton et al. [10] Appropriate phase shifts

are then introduced to the portions of the external electric fields which are collected by the aperture

and imaging lens. Alter passing through the imaging lens, the electric field can then be propagated

to the image plane through the use of the Fresnel propagation equation.

The derivation for the theoretical model of this imaging problem relies on several assumptions

which simplify the analytical approach. Referring to Fig. 1, a smooth, spherical, homogeneous,

finite absorbing particle of radius, a, is located on the imaging system axis at an axial location,

z0 . The incident electromagnetic field is taken as a Gaussian beam with waist diameter 2w0 , and

dominant electric field polarization in the a-direction. The beam axis and the imaging system axis

are assumed coincident in the z-direction. Note that in the following development it is not necessary

to assume the particle lies at the beam focal point, only that it is somewhere on the z-axis. In

general, the imaging problem can be formulated for situations in which the imaging system axis

and beam propagation axis are different, however, the numerical evaluation of the results becomes

more time consuming. The propagation of the field from the imaging system lens to the image

plane is accomplished using scalar diffraction theory. For the particular case under consideration,

the a-component of the external electric field is assumed the dominant field component transmitted

through the imaging system. This assumption can be verified by direct computation of the external

field components and is physically reasonable since the incident field has dominant polarization in

the a-direction. A great deal of previous work exists which has examined the validity of using scalar

theory in modeling the propagation of electromagnetic energy. [11,12,13,14,15] In particular, the use

of the Fresnel approximation to the Huygens-Fresnel equation has received considerable attention

due to the computational advantages it provides. [16,17] The use of the Fresnel approximation,

however, imposes certain restriction over the range in which one can expect accurate results. In

this paper, the criterion of Goodman [11] has been used which states that, provided the distance

z32 satisfies the relation,

- (z3 - z2)3  > '[(X3 - X2)2 + (V3- )2  , (1)
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the electric field distribution in plane z3 (image plane) can be expressed in terms of the electric

field distribution in plane z2 (rear lens surface) by using the Fresnel approximation to the Huygens-I
Fresnel equation,

E3(X3,Y3) - exp(ikz3 2 ) J E2( 2,Y 2) eXP [(X3 - 22)2 + (3 _ y2)2}

i'432  IJ Z2IIdTd2 2

In this equation, E denotes the z-component of the external electric field and the numerical sub-

scripts denote evaluation of the particular quantity in a z - constant plane. Note that for a z -

constant plane, 0 = 7r/2 so

Xn = r. cosO.m, (3)

y. = r. sin , (4)

where m is an integer representing the particular z = constant plane under consideration. The

angle 0 is measured with respect to the +x-axis in the direction of the +y-axis. Equation (2) can

then be written,

exp(ikz32) f fr i k CO 0)E3(r3, 03) E2 A (r2,02) eXP (r COS 0,3s - r2co0)

+ (r3 sin03 - r2 Sin 02)2 Ir2drad02z. (5)

Simplifying the term in[ Eq. (5) becom)es,

&(30) exp(ikz32) eXP(ikr32/2z32) E2(i, 2)ex

X exp" [- ik r-2r 3 cos(0b2 - 063)" r2dr2dO2. (6)
SZ32 I

To relate the field at the lens back to the field incident on plane zi, the imaging lens used in the

system is assumed to be a pure dielectric and to possess symmetry about the imaging system axis.

Probably the most straightforward approach would be to utilize the thin lens transformation as

presented by Goodman[Ill,

E 2(r2 , 2 ) = EI(rl,,) exp(iknAo)exp[ j], (7)

where A0 is the lens thickness and f is the focal length. In this expression, the paraxial ray

approximation was utilized in which the spherical lens surface is approximated by a parabolic

surface. As shown, the phase transformation introduced by the lens is composed of a constant

phase delay dependent on the lens thickness and a variable phase delay which is a function of the
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radial distance from the axis of the lens. In this expression, any refraction through the lens is

neglected thus making r2 = ri. Using Eq. (7), the x-component of the electric field in the image

plane can be written as,

E(,0)= P 10j0El(ri, q) exp [~~(!1exp [irr O(i43]rd~~ 8

where,
P exp(iknAo) exp(ikz2) exp(ikr32/2z3 2 ) (9)

iAz32

and use has been made of the fact that 01 = 02 from symmetry. Note the electric field that exists

within the aperture is assumed to be the same field that is incident on the aperture, which in this

case is the z-component of the external electric field resulting from the interaction of the laser

beam with the particle. For situations where the dimensions of the aperture are much larger than

the wavelength, this is a reasonable assumption. Defining,

- 3a r (10)

Eq. (8) can be rewritten in nondimensional form as,

a 2 1 2 .
EW3,0 P jr expi i 112 El~ E1 (j, i) exp[-i# cos(-Oi - 03)]dOdf I (11)

Jo 2 1z32 fI 0

where a = 2ra/A, and

p =a exp(iano) exp(iai32 ) exp(ia3/2i 32 ) (12)
2"i- 32

All spatial variables have been normalized by the particle radius. To greatly simplify numerical

calculations, the angular integral in Eq. (11) can be evaluated exactly by first expanding the x-

component of the external electric field in plane zl into the separate incident and scattered portions

giving,
J~ , ) -,€ , h)""+~ ' , ) (13)

Note that ( i,4i) can be expressed equivalently as (jo,10,,) as shown in Fig. 1. The scattered

field can be expressed in terms of spherical components,

~V~~io 9,~i)= i,(Ao 9,01') sin9 cos 4,

+ Eit(0so,0,0i)coB0coi - E,1(05o, ,01)sin 01. (14)
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Substituting the nondimensional exact series expressions for the electric field components given in

Ref. [10], the scattered field can be written as,

tl"(pio,0,01) ~ ~ c = ilo~ (

I10 1-

+ cosecos4(- I o)
/CI =1 M=-

-mbImt(1)(aOI5o)Yl(,0))Isin] - i
1=1 M=-l

x [imagmt,(l)I(ao)Ym(0,4$1)/ sin - iblmt4')(GtAo)-YIn(0,0))], (15)

where YIm is the spherical harmonics function as defined by Jackson [18], an and b,,, are the

external scattering coefficients, and 4 1 )(aOho) = 0'(a~lo) - ixt(alo) are the Riccati-Bessel func-

tions. Primes denote differentiation with respect to the function argument. For complete details

of the derivation, the reader should refer to the paper by Barton et al. (10]. For the special case

under consideration of a spherical particle located on the propagation axis of a Gaussian beam,

non-zero scattering coefficients exist only for the Iml = 1 terms. [19] In addition, the plus and

minus m terms can be related by, al,, = -at,-, and bl,I = bl,-. As well as reducing the field

component expressions to single summations over 1, the evaluation of the scattering coefficients is

also simplified from two-dimensional surface integrals to line integrals over theta. Equation (15)

can be further simplified by noting that Y,_.(9,4)1 ) = -Y0i(9,4 1), where the asterisk denotes the

complex conjugate. The simplified form for the z-component of the scattered field can then be

expressed as,

20,os f 2atcos;9)Co s i 2 1(l + 1XI1)(aAIo)aIIFIP(1)(cos9) -cos 2 4), io _

1=1

sn 2 4)(i~o)£ s in 21) o (1)(cos )/sin

+ bI41 )(aAIO)F sin OP l)(coe (16)

where the coefficient F, is defined as,

21+1 (17)
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Since the phi dependence now appears explicitly, the x-component of the scattered electric field

component can be written as,

Ej ( 1o, 0, 01) = cos 2 1 [4,d(o, 0) - ke(Olo, 0)] + sin2 4 1 k(ojo, 0) (18)

where,

K7 ( 1 e) = 2sin0 '1(I + 1)f()(a/jo)aj,,P(1)(cos) F, (19)
1

Ke(fjo, 0) = ( os [ai, *(ao)F sin 19P( 1 '(cos 9)

+ bjj(')(ato)FP(1)(cos 0)/ sin ],(20)

and

/2akOP(o,O) = '- ) atjfc1)'(a=io)FP( 1)(cos9)/sin 0

bl,1
1')(aOo)FP(1)'(cos O) sin (21)

To account for the incident neld, we use expressions presented in earlier work [19,20] in which the

incident x-direction electric field component for a 5th-order Gaussian beam can be written as,

EftCG(b,8b, 01= Fl(Ab,9)+F 2 G0b,b)( W cos2 l. (22)

The function PI and F2, which define the incident Gaussian beam, have been given explicitly in

Ref. [191 and will not be repeated here. The total external x-component of the electric field is

then,

( 0 l , b , , O , ) = P I ( A b , O b ) +b s i n oO b 
2

+ k4iGPo, 9) -ke(ho 0 , 9)] cos 2 01 + sin 2 01 k#(AO, 0) (23)

where PI, P2, k,, ks and k are all independent of the angle 1. Note that for a particle at the

laser focal point, Pb = P1o and Ob = 9. Substituting into Eq. (11),

t3(6,0 3 ) 61 exp [orF ( 1 - 1){] FA (Obe8b)jI exp [--- ° Oi) ddo

+ [FP2(Ab,b)Q tD ) + K,(01o, 0) - k 0o )

x no

+ k(o10 , 9) j1 sin 2 01 eXp -i43 cos(0 3 - 01 )] d4', }d~. (24)
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The angular integrals in Eq. (24) can be evaluated exactly using the derived identities,

2W cos 01 exp(imrl) exp[-iI cos(Ol - 03)] do,

= 7(i)l-m[-J,+(/)exp(iO) + J,.-.(/)exp(-iO)] exp(imO6), (25)

and

2 sin 01 exp(imbl) exp[-icos(oj - 03)] do,

7r(i)'-(-1)m+1[Jm+i(1)exp(i3) + J,.-()exp(-i3)] exp(im4b3). (26)

Substituting for P, Eq. (24) can then be written,

exp(ia 3 2) exp(iar23/2 3 2)eXp(ian,&o)["2iW32 Jor

2 
~ b sin 2x exp [1a'( I - 1 )]Jo(h[2.kl( bb) + F2 Ab, 06)(bsnB)

+ kGo31 , )- ke9(o, 0) + k(Alo,e)- J20-3) [( b,)(b sinOb )

+ k7G 1io, 0) - ke(io,,0) - ko( io, 0)] cos(2)}Idi. (27)

where J0 and J2 are integer order Bessel functions of the first kind.

In terms of intensity in the image plane,

i3U,32 0 2, i32, ,f'"= ( '2 foix " T (..L,]{o(I3[2F:fb.e

+ A(Ab, Ob) ( ubb ) + Kr(o10,e) - Ke(A, 0 ) + ko( )] 0

-J2(f3) F2(i60b)( Ab sinOb) 2_ . [ ,,,( lb, 'o )
+ Kp 0 e eA,)-k(io9]cos(203)} df , 1. (28)

Note that the phi dependence of the intensity distribution in the image plane shows up explicitly

in the form of a term involving cos(203). This indicates that the image in plane Z3 is symmetric

with respect to both the z and y axis, as would be expected for an incident beam polarized in

the x-direction. Note also that the F and K functions, which appear in the equation above, are

independent of the location of the observation point. Thus the values of the F and K terms

can be calculated once for all values of rl and then later used in determining the intensity at all

observation points.
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III. Experimental Arrangement

To obtain the experimental data used for comparison to the theoretical calculations, a laser-

imaging system was configured as shown in Fig. 2. The illumination was provided by a Laser

Energy Inc. pulsed nitrogen laser with a 10 ns pulse width and 3.0 mm Gaussian waist diameter.

The shadow images of the particles were projected to a Photometrics Series 200 CCD camera

head using a 50 mm focal length piano-convex lens. The CCD camera system possesses a 14 bit

gray level scale and a pixel resolution of 384 by 576. Each water particle image was corrected

for nonuniformities due to the laser illumination and imaging system components by subtracting

a background image (no particles present) from the actual particle image. The resulting particle

image was then recorded on a Panasonic TQ-3031F optical disk recorder so that later analysis could

be performed. The off-line data analysis was performed using a host computer (Gateway 2000,

33 MHz-386) equipped with a Data Translation 2861 frame grabber and 2858 frame processor.

All experimental data represents an average of three separate images and has been normalized to

give a unity background intensity and zero intensity corresponding to absolute minimum. The

monodisperse water droplets were generated using an Aerometrics Inc. vibrating orifice generator

head along with a small pressure vessel which was used to supply a constant flow rate of water. The

pressure vessel was used as a replacement for the standard mechanical syringe pump to provide a

more uniform liquid flow rate. Previous research [211 has indicated that droplet properties such

as size and shape are extremely sensitive to changes in flow rate through the orifice. Solid nickel

spheres, supplied by Duke Scientific, were placed in the imaging system by distributing a small

quantity on a thin microscope slide which was mounted in the focal plane of the imaging system.

IV. Results

To generate numerical results, the expression given in Eq. (28) was implemented into a Fortran

computer code. Initial checks on the code were performed by calculating the intensity distribution

for small apertures (i.e., 20-100 pm) with f -- * 0o and particle complex refractive index fi = 1.0

+ 0.0i. Under these conditions, the calculations were in agreement with the results expected from

diffraction theory for a circular aperture. Calculations were also performed for cases when two --i oo

in which case, results identical to previous plane wave calculations were obtained.

Figures 3 and 4 show both the experimental data (open circles) and the theoretical calculations

(solid line) for 53 pm diameter water droplets and 66 pm diameter nickel spheres, respectively.

In both cases, the degree of defocus has been varied from - 2 mm (defocus toward lens) to +2

9



mm (defocus away from lens) for aperture sizes of 3 mm and 5 mm. The choice of water and

nickel as test cases was made because of the large differences in optical properties in the ultraviolet

region. In the ultraviolet, water is very transparent with complex refractive index [22), ii =

1.345 + 8.7 x 10- 9 i, while nickel is strongly absorbing with index of refraction [23], ft = 1.66+ 2.03i.

The particular aerosol diameters selected for examination were chosen since each is representative

of sizes encountered in typical sprays and is such that adequate resolution can be obtained with

the imaging system described in the previous section. Other sizes in the range from 40 pm to 125

pm have been examined for both nickel and water with Figs. 3 and 4 representing typical results.

Other parameters corresponding to the actual experimental setup are: lens focal length, f = 50

mm; distance from lens back to image plane, z32 = 1039.5 mm; distance from particle to aperture

plane (in-focus), zlf = 52.5265 mm.

As shown in Fig. 3, the theory and experiment are in good agreement for both the edge gradient

of the water droplet and the location of the peaks and valleys in the intensity distribution. The

theoretical calculations also show consistent trends with experimental observation as the aperture

size was decreased from 5 mm to 3 mm in diameter. By decreasing the aperture size, high frequency

oscillations in the intensity distribution are reduced. This damping of high frequency effects is

most visible for the - 2.0 mm case. The most notable difference in experiment and theory is

in the magnitude of the central spot. In most of the cases shown in Fig. 3, theory predicts a

brighter central spot than that observed experimentally. There are several possible sources for

the observed discrepancy. From an experimental viewpoint, it is unlikely that the falling water

droplets are perfectly spherical. Previous experience has shown that water droplets exiting a

vibrating orifice generator will oscillate slightly for considerable distances. Any deviation of the

droplet from spherical shape would likely result in modified centerline intensities due to the lack

of perfect symmetry. In addition, the theoretical approach has utilized both the idealized thin lens

description and the Fresnel propagation equation to model the propagation of the electric field

through the imaging system components. Previous research by Steane and Rutt [16] has reported

that the Fresnel approximation does not produce the correct on-axis intensity distribution for

the circular aperture case. This would suggest that the use of the Fresnel approximation may

be a contributing factor to the observed differences between experiment and theory for on-axis

observation points. However, the use of more general scalar diffraction expressions does not allow

the analytical simplification in the angular integral shown in section II., and likewise would require

substantially more computation time.
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Figure 4 shows the corresponding data for 66 pm diameter nickel spheres. Many character-

istics of the intensity distributions for nickel and water spheres are very similar, particularly as

the particles become severely defocused. For these cases, both show bright central spots with

surrounding diffraction rings. The two cases show significant differences, however, for the in-focus

case. The water droplet, being very transparent to the incident light, shows a sharp bright spot

in the center of the droplet. The nickel sphere, in contrast, remains essentially at zero intensity

throughout the interior of the droplet. The oscillations in the theoretically calculated intensities far

from the droplet edge, particularly significant for the 3 mm aperture calculations, also appeared in

the calculations by Thompson and Malyak [1], and are caused by diffraction effects at the aperture

edge. These effects do not appear for the 5 mm cases because the 3.0 mm diameter Gaussian beam

provides little energy at the aperture edge. For this case, the aperture serves only to limit the

collection of the scattered electric fields from the particle while not significantly influencing the

incident field.

V. Particle Sizing Applications

To better quantify the differences between images formed by transparent water droplets and

absorbing nickel spheres, both the average internal intensity (All) and boundary edge gradient

(BEG) were examined as a function of particle size and particle defocus. As discussed previously,

these parameters were used in the aerosol sizing systems of Bertollini et al. [4], and Wiles [6]

as indicators of the degree of particle defocus. Since neither property depends directly on the

magnitude of the central spot, the computations would be expected to provide reliable results.

The All is determined by summing all intensity values which fall below 0.25 times the back-

ground intensity, 1b, and dividing by the total number of contributing points. Since coherent

illumination is linear with respect to complex amplitude, the threshold value of 0.25 times the

background intensity was used to locate the corresponding particle edge. Note that for the calcu-

lations to be presented, Ib has been normalized to unity. The curves of All, presented in Fig. 5,

show minimum values near the imaging system focal plane and increase in value as the particles

become more severely defocused. For a given aerosol size, the All for nickel spheres is lower than

that for corresponding water droplets. In addition, the curves for nickel spheres show smoother

variation as the particles become defocused. Both these trends can be attributed to the fact that

no refractive effects occur for opaque nickel spheres. Note that the All for both nickel and wa-

ter tends to be higher for particles defocused towards the lens (i.e., negative values of defocus).
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The All curves also show a decreasing intensity and a tendency to flatten as the particles size

increases. Also, the percentage change in All, as a function of particle size, decreases substantially

as the particle diameters become larger. These general trends in the behavior of the All were also

observed experimentally in the work by Wiles [6] in which static opaque disks were examined at

various degrees of defocus. His work showed that the change in All as a function of size occurs very

rapidly for small diameters (i.e., 10 - 30 pm diameter) but tended to decrease rapidly for diameters

larger than about 60 1m. Another interesting point to be noted from Fig. 5 is the behavior of the

All curve for a particle diameter of 20 pm. As the particle defocus approaches approximately 0.3

mm, the All curve no longer shows a uniform increase, as was the case for larger diameters, but

actually begins decreasing. The point at which the All curve begins decreasing can be identified as

the allowable depth of field of the imaging system when using All to characterize particle defocus.

For this specific case, a depth of field of approximately t300 am would allow characterization of

particles with diameters greater than 20 pm. This depth of field will decrease correspondingly as

one attempts to measure smaller particle sizes.

The second aerosol property examined, which is applicable to focus determination, is the bound-

ary edge gradient (BEG). The BEG represents the slope of the particle intensity distribution eval-

uated at 0. 7 5 1b and 0.251b. As expected, the BEG peaks for particle positions near the focal plane

of the imaging system and decreases as the particles become more severely defocused. As was the

case when examining the All, the BEG curves also show asymmetry with respect to the imaging

system focal plane. In contrast to the behavior of the All, however, the BEG shows increases

roughly in proportion to the diameter increase. Comparing the behavior of the BEG for water and

nickel spheres indicates very little difference in the magnitude and variation in the values. This

fact would suggest that the BEG is primarily a function of the droplet geometry, rather than the

optical properties of the aerosol.

VI. Conclusions

A scalar modeling technique has been developed which allows the calculation of defocused

aerosol images formed in a laser-based imaging system. The technique has no restrictions on the

allowable degree or direction of particle defocus and can be used for either absorbing or transparent

particles. The aerosol particle can be located at any position on the z-axis of a 5th-order Gaussian

beam. To examine the validity of the theoretical model, experimental images were obtained using a

nitrogen laser source and CCD camera system. Direct comparison between experiment and theory,

12



using both 53 pm diameter water droplets and 66 im diameter nickel spheres, has shown good

agreement in the intensity distributions for positions off the optical axis. The differences observed

between experiment and theory for points along the optical axis were attributed to errors introduced

by the Fresnel propagation equation. Calculations of aerosol properties relevant to particle sizing

have provided additional validity for the use of average internal intensity and boundary edge

gradient for characterization of aerosol focus. The modeling technique also demonstrates the

ability to establish depth of field for given particle sizes and imaging system geometries, based

on theoretical considerations.
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Figure Labels

* Fig. 1 Imaging system geometry.

Fig. 2 Experimental arrangement.

Fig. 3 Comparison between theory(solid line) and experiment (open circles) for 53 pm diameter

water droplets (fi = 1.345 + 8.7 x 10-9i) illuminated by a Gaussian beam (X = 337 nm, wo

= 1.5 mm) for defocus ranging from -2 mm to +2 mm. The aperture diameters, 2r., used in

the system were 3 mm and 5 mm, respectively.

Fig. 4 Comparison between theory(solid line) and experiment (open circles) for 66 pm diameter

nickel spheres (i = 1.66 + 2.03i) illuminated by a Gaussian beam (,\ = 337 nm, too = 1.5

mm) for defocus ranging from -2 mm to +2 mm. The aperture diameters, 2r., used in the

system were 3 mm and 5 mm, respectively.

Fig. 5 Average internal intensity as a function of particle size and defocus for water droplets with

ft = 1.345+8.7x 10-9i (top) and nickel spheres with fi = 1.66+2.03i (bottom). In both cases,

illumination is by a Gaussian beam (A = 337 nm, to = 1.5 mm) with aperture diameter, 2r.

= 5 mm.

Fig. 6 Boundary edge gradient as a function of particle size and defocus for water droplets with

fi = 1.345+8.7x 10- 9i (top) and nickel spheres with ft = 1.66+2.03i (bottom). In both cases,

illumination is by a Gaussian beam (A = 337 nm, to = 1.5 mm) with aperture diameter, 2r.

-- 5 mm.
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* 1.5 mm) for defocus ranging from -2 mm to +2 mm. The aperture sizes used in the system

were 3 mm and 5 mm, respectively. 19
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Abstract

Results have been obtained for the interaction of KrF excimer laser radiation (A = 248 nm,

tpulse -= 17 ns) with 60 pm diameter distilled water droplets for irradiance values ranging from 3

to 230 GW/cm2 . Laser images of the droplet breakup during the time intervals from 0 to 100 ns

indicate the dynamic breakup processes to be highly nonlinear. At low irradiance (3 GW/cm 2)

material is ejected from both the illuminated and shadow hemispheres of the droplet, in qualitative

agreement with the location of the electric field peaks predicted by plane wave Lorenz-Mie theory

calculations. As the irradiance is increased, the interaction on the shadow hemisphere becomes

stronger while the interaction on the illuminated hemisphere decreases. This nonlinear behavior is

attributed to rapid electrical breakdown of the droplet near the shadow surface. The breakdown

region destroys the ability of the droplet to redirect energy toward the front hemisphere of the

droplet. Without this mechanism, the localized electric field maxima near the illuminated surface

of the droplet cannot arise. Measurements were also taken of the average material velocities during

the time intervals from 0 to 50 ns after arrival of the high energy pulse. Velocities ranged from

1000 m/s at 3 GW/cm 2 to 6000 m/s at 230 GW/cm 2 .
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I. Introduction

The interaction of intense laser radiation with liquid droplets has been widely invectigated dur-

ing recent years in attempts to better understand the fundamental physics governing the interac-

tion. Numerous experimental investigations have been performed including those examining plasma

formation, 1 - 5 shock propagation,6 and electrostrictive effects7 that occur during the laser/aerosol

interaction. Theoretical models have also been developed to predict the behavior of droplets under

high energy laser irradiation.8 ' 9 Due to the complexity of the problem, most theoretical modeling

of the nonlinear processes has utilized plane wave theory in the analysis. Recent work, however,

has generalized the modeling of the electromagnetic field to include particles located at an arbi-

trary position illuminated by an arbitrarily defined incident beam. 1 '0 11 However, accounting for

the influence of spatial varying droplet properties, initial plasma formation, and heat transfer make

the laser/aerosol interaction problem nonlinear and extremely complex. In this paper we present

further experimental evidence of the nonlinear behavior for high energy KrF laser pulses (A =

248 urm) incident on distilled water droplets of diameter d = 60 pM, for irradiance values ranging

from 3 GW/cm2 to 230 GW/cm . We also attempt to explain the experimental observations using

computational results generated from the arbitrary beam theory which was presented in an earlier

paper. 10 The results presented in this paper should contribute to a better understanding of the

nonlinear behavior of aerosol breakup resulting from high energy laser illumination.

II. Experimental Setup

A schematic of the experimental setup used in the research is shown in Fig. 1. The high energy

laser beam is produced by a KrF excimer laser (Questek model 2860, A = 248 nm) using unstable

optics and is focused using a plano-convex lens (d = 50 mm, f = 200 mm). The full width at half

maximum (FWHM) cross section of the high energy beam at the focal point was determined by

translating a knife-edge through the probe volume and was found to be approximately 95 Wm x

115 pm (__104 pm 2 ). An imaging beam from a second excimer laser, identical to the first with

the exception of using stable resonator optics and operating on ArF gas (\ = 193 urm), is incident

in a direction orthogonal to both the high energy pulse and the motion of the water droplets.

The 193 nm imaging laser was used to obtain higher resolution real-time images as well as to

2
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allow elimination of elastically scattered incident radiation from the high energy pulse by placing

a 193 nm bandpass filter in line with the imaging optics. The FWHM duration of the excimer

laser pulses were measured using both a fast photodiode (Hamamatsu model C1083) and streak

camera (Hamamatsu M2548 slow speed streak unit) and were found to be approximately 17 ns.

The imaging pulses were synchronized with the high energy pulses by using an analog/digital delay

unit (Questek 9200 laser sync/delay unit) while simultaneously monitoring the output pulse using

the photodiode and a digitizing oscilloscope (Hewlett Packard model 54200A). The delay between

high energy pulses and imaging pulses could be varied from 0 to 100 ps in increments of 10 ns.

The jitter for the entire system is approximately +7 ns. The monodisperse water droplets were

generated using a vibrating orifice generator (TSI model 3450) and were allowed to fall in the

direction of the gravitational field perpendicular to both the high energy beam and the imaging

beam. The real time images were viewed using a UV sensitive vidicon (Cohu 2006 camera system)

in conjunction with a digital image processing system". Use of the image processing system allows

accurate determination of the particle size prior to explosive breakup and the distance expelled

material travels during the laser/aerosol interaction. The images were stored on an optical memory

disk recorder (Panasonic model TQ-2023F) so that later analysis could be performed on the images.

III. Experimental Results

Figure 2 shows typical images of water droplets 0, 20, 40, and 100 ns after arrival of 3 GW/cm 2

KrF (A = 248 nm) laser pulses. In Figs. 2-5 the laser beam is propagating from right to left in

the photographs. Although the 0 ns delay was established prior to experiments by synchronizing

the arrival of the high energy pulse with the imaging pulse as each reached the probe volume, it

is evident in the photographs that the interaction actually begins prior to what is considered as

0 ns delay. This apparent discrepancy is caused by the finite pulse widths (FWHM = 17 ns) of

the high energy and imaging pulses. For increasing irradiance, the breakup process initiates nearer

the initial rise of the high energy pulse. In contrast, the photos obtained are integrated over the

17 ns duration of the imaging pulse. Also note that the images in Figs. 2-5 are not of a single

droplet but of several different droplets imaged at fixed intervals after arrival of the high energy

pulse. Since the vibrating orifice generator and the laser pulse characteristics change little from
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pulse to pulse, the image variation from one pulse to the next was not significant. For 3 GW/cm2

irradiance, shown in Fig. 2, the interaction is nearly symmetric with material being expelled in a

similar pattern from both the illuminated and shadow hemispheres of the droplet. Figure 3 shows,

for the same delay times, a sequence of photographs for an incident irradiance of 6 GW/cm2 .

At this irradiance, the breakup on the illuminated hemisphere relative to the shadow hemisphere

is much weaker. Even at 100 ns, little material is ejected from the illuminated surface. As the

irradiance is further increased to 18 GW/cm 2, the image shown in Fig. 4 at 0 ns shows no evidence

of illuminated surface interaction. However, the breakup on the shadow surface appears stronger

than for lower laser irradiances. Only at later times is there any evidence of material leaving the

illuminated hemisphere. Figure 5 shows the droplet images obtained under high irradiance (230

GW/cm2 ) conditions. In this example, the behavior is quite different. The material is ejected in a

symmetric manner and appears to form thin filaments of material at 0 ns delay time.

IV. Theoretical Supporting Work

The behavior of the droplets shown in Figs. 2-5 can be compared to the square root of the

internal and near-surface electric field distributions, calculated using plane wave Lorenz-Mie theory,

which are shown in Fig. 6. The square root of the electric field is plotted in efforts to emphasize,

smaller electric field values. As seen in Fig. 6., there appears to be four critical regions in which

localized maxima appear. The absolute maximum of the electric field values occurs external to the

shadow surface of the droplet and has the magnitude IE/Eo = 50 where IEo0 denotes the magnitude

of the incident electric field. The high field value results from the focusing effect exhibited by

droplets large compared to the incident wavelength. Internal to the droplet surface but still within

the shadow hemisphere are three localized peaks each of magnitude IE/E0J . 22. Internal to the

droplet and near the illuminated surface lies the third critical region in which the magnitude is

IE/Eo ; 16. External to the illuminated hemisphere is also a smaller localized peak of magnitude

IE/Eol ; 8. These four regions of high electric field are characteristic of transparent droplets and

have been discussed previously.13 Provided the incident irradiance is sufficiently high, these four

regions, particularly those near the shadow surface, would identify the likely locations of initial laser

breakdown. Comparing the calculations in Fig. 6 to the images shown in Fig. 2, similarities are
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apparent in the sense that Fig. 6 shows nearly equal (slightly higher within the shadow hemisphere)

maximum electric field peaks within the two hemispheres of the droplet. Based on this linear model

of the electromagnetic field distributions, one would expect to observe material expelled from both

hemispheres of the droplet with the stronger interaction occurring from the shadow hemisphere. The

results in Fig. 2 support this argument. In contrast however, the images in Fig. 3 show significantly

less material leaving the illuminated surface of the particle suggesting that the interaction is not

linear with respect to the incident irradiance.

To better understand the physics occurring during the laser/aerosol interaction, it is necessary

to determine the source of the localized peaks in the electric field. As stated previously, the large

electric fields near the shadow surface are a result of the focusing effect of the droplet and can be

predicted by geometric optics. However, the source of the peaks near the illuminated surface is not

intuitively obvious.

The following calculations serve to provide a physical picture of the origin of the localized

electric field peaks in the front hemisphere and will be useful in establishing an explanation of the

experimental observations. Shown in Fig. 7 is a plot of the fourth root of the magnitude of the time

average Poynting vector for an 8 pm diameter water droplet illuminated by a focused KrF-laser

beam. The fourth root of the vector magnitude is plotted in order to emphasize and better visualize

the smaller Poynting vectors within and external to the illuminated droplet. The focal point of

the incident KrF beam used in the calculations has a waist diameter of approximately 1 pm and is

located at the particle edge (y = d/2, x = z = 0) as shown in Fig. 7. Here, the term edge refers to the

points defined by the intersection of r = d/2 and the z = 0 plane of the droplet. Note the droplet is

centered at x = y = z = 0 and the laser is propagating in the +z direction with linear polarization in

the x direction. Although this particle, for which the calculations are performed, is smaller than the

experimental situation under consideration, the case provides qualitative insight into the interaction

process while keeping computation times within reasonable limits. A small beam waist was chosen

in order to examine the behavior of the incident light over a localized region of the droplet. The

theoretical details of the arbitrary beam theory used for the calculations shown in Fig. 7 has been

documented previously 1' 14 and will not be discussed in this paper. As one would expect, Fig. 7

shows clearly the refraction of the incident beam through the droplet and the subsequent internal

reflections as well as the transmissions to the external field. In addition, Poynting vectors oriented
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predominantly in the circumferential direction appear on both sides of the air/droplet interface

indicating the propagation of surface waves. If the incident beam is positioned at different edge

locations a similar pattern would be observable in the corresponding plane of the droplet. For

the situation corresponding to the images of Fig. 2-5, the beam size (- 100 pm) is larger than

the droplet diameter (60 jm) in which case the particle is illuminated at all edge locations. These

conditions provide the excitation necessary to generate a similar pattern of energy flow in all planes

containing the z axis. Both the internally reflected energy and the surface waves will propagate in

a predominantly circumferential direction and will tend to be concentrated near the front and rear

surfaces of the droplet. The constructive interference of the energy flow will result in the localized

peaks which are observed in the source function plots. Calculations for the case of the particle

located at the focal point of the beam showed little flow of energy back toward the illuminated

hemisphere reinforcing the idea that edge illumination is necessary to provide significant energy

feedback toward the illuminated hemisphere.

Based on these theoretical calculations, we can formulate a qualitative explanation of the

experimental observations. Denote the breakdown intensity for the laser/aerosol interaction as lb

as shown in Fig. 8 and assume that the initial electrical breakdown occurs near the shadow surface

of the droplet where the electric fields are the highest. Initial electrical breakdown along with

any changes in geometry or optical properties of the material near the back surface will act to

prevent internal reflections and surface wave propagation necessary for generation of high electric

fields near the illuminated surface. Shown in Fig. 8 are Ph and P1 which represent the intensity

profiles of a high energy and low energy pulse, respectively. If the droplet breakdown occurs at

an intensity 1b, only the energy associated with the cross-hatched areas will be unaffected by the

droplet breakdown. Thus a larger amount of energy can be redirected toward the front hemisphere

for a low energy incident pulse. As the irradiance is increased we would expect proportionately

less energy available for interaction within and near the illuminated surface of the droplet. This

explanation is consistent with the observations in Figs. 2-4. For 230 GW/cm2 interactions shown

in Fig. 5, the 17 ns imaging pulse is not short enough to clearly resolve the early stages of the

interaction process and future picosecond or ferntosecond imaging work will be required to resolve

the early stages of the interaction.
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This work has shown that the prediction of aerosol dynamics resulting from laser-induced

breakdown cannot be made based soley on electric field distributions calculated using linear Lorenz-

Mie theory. The interaction is influenced by several factors including pulse energy and pulse rise

time, which change the magnitude of illuminated hemisphere interaction.

V. Material Velocity Measurements

The imaging system was also be used to obtain approximate average velocity measurements

for the material ejected at various stages during the laser/aerosol interaction. In order to evaluate

the velocity of the ejected material, it was necessary to make an assumption regarding the time

at which material starts leaving the droplet surface (At = 0). As stated earlier in this paper and

illustrated in the images, material ejection starts before what is considered 0 ns delay. For the

results presented here, a time of 10 ns before the end of the imaging pulse was chosen as the time

material begins leaving the droplet surface. Therefore, in calculating average velocities at 0 ns

delay - At = 10 ns was used, at 20 ns delay a At = 30 ns was used, etc. Although this delay value

will vary depending on the incident irradiance, we have used a constant value for all irradiances

since detailed resolution of these times are not presently possible in our laboratory. The average

material velocity as a function of time and incident irradiance is shown in Fig. 9. The values range

from approximately 1000 m/s at 3 GW/cm2 to 6000 m/s at 230 GW/cm 2 with an uncertainty of

approximately t20 percent. This error is predominantly due to the difficulty in properly identifying

the edges of the material boundaries. Only limited data could be obtained at high irradiances since

the material quickly propagates out of the field of view of the imaging system.
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Figure Labels

Fig. 1. Schematic of experimental setup.

Fig. 2. Interaction of 3 GW/cm 2 KrF (A = 248 nm) laser pulses with 60 pm water droplets imaged 0,

20, 40, and 100 ns after arrival of the high energy pulse. The laser is propagating from right

to left.

Fig. 3. Interaction of 6 GW/cm 2 KrF (A = 248 nm) laser pulses with 60 pm water droplets imaged 0,

20, 40, and 100 ns after arrival of the high energy pulse. The laser is propagating from right

to left.

Fig. 4. Interaction of 18 GW/cm2 KrF (A = 248 nm) laser pulses with 60 pm water droplets imaged

0, 20, 40, and 100 ns after arrival of the high energy pulse. The laser is propagating from right

to left.

Fig. 5. Interaction of 230 GW/cm2 KrF (A = 248 nm) laser pulses with 60 um water droplets imaged

0, 20, 40, and 100 ns after arrival of the high energy pulse. The laser is propagating from right

to left.

Fig. 6. Plane wave Lorenz-Mie theory calculations of the square root of the internal and near-surface

electric field for a 60 ym diameter water droplet (A = 1.36 + 3.5 x 10-'i) irradiated by a KrF

laser pulse (A = 248 nm). Laser is propagating from right to left. Top: E as a function

of spatial location for -1.5 < 2y/d < 1.5, -1.5 < 2z/d < 1.5 where d is the droplet radius. The

laser is propagating in the +z direction with polarization in the x direction. The scale on the

plot ranges from black = 0 to white i 7. Bottom: Centerline plot for the same parameters as

given above.

Fig. 7. Plot of the internal and near-surface Poynting vectors (y-z plane) for a 8 pm diameter water

droplet (fi = 1.36 + 3.5 x 10- 8 i) illuminated by a focused KrF laser beam (A = 248 nm). The

beam waist diameter is approximately 1 pm and the beam is incident on the right edge of the

droplet (y = 1.0, x = z = 0).
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Fig. 8. Graphical representation of the relationship between the incident pulse energy and the portion

unaffected by the laser-induce breakdown in the shadow hemisphere for a high energy (Ph)

and low energy (PI) pulse.

Fig. 9. Average material velocity as a function of image delay time for the interaction of KrF laser

pulses (A = 248 nm) with 60 um diameter water droplets for laser irradiance varying from 3

to 230 GW/cm2 .
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Fig. 4. Interaction of 18 GW/CM2 KrF (A =248 nm) laser pulses with 60 Am water droplets

imaged 0, 20, 40, and 100 ns after arrival of the high energy pulse. The laser is propagating from

right to left.
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Fig. 5. Interaction of 230 GW/cm 2 KrF (A =248 nm) laser pulses with 60 pm water droplets

imaged 0, 20, 40, and 100 ns after arrival of the high energy pulse. The laser is propagating from

right to left.
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Fig. 6. Plane wave Lorenz-Mie theory calculations of the square root of the internal and near-

surface electric field for a 60 Am diameter water droplet (fh = 1.36 + 3.5 x 10- 8i) irradiated by a

KrF laser pulse (A = 248 rnm). Laser is propagating from right to left. Top: V/-'/Eo as a function

of spatial location for -1.5 < 2y/d < 1.5, -1.5 < 2z/d < 1.5 where d is the droplet radius. The laser

is propagating in the +z direction with polarization in the x direction. The scale on the plot ranges

from black = 0 to white ,: 7. Bottom: Centerline plot for the same parameters as given above.
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Fig. 8. Graphical representation of the relationship between the incident pulse energy and the

portion unaffected by the laser-induce breakdown in the shadow hemisphere for a high energy (PN)

and low energy (PI) pulse.
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Abstract

A simplified theoretical model for predicting the threshold power for explosive fragmenta-
tion of liquid droplets falling through the focal point of a tightly-focused, continuous, Gaussian-
profiled laser beam has been developed. Theoretically-predicted and corresponding experimentally-
measured explosive fragmentation threshold power/droplet velocity ratios are compared for CO2
laser irradiated water droplets within a size parameter range of 5 to 25. The theoretical and exper-
imental data were in agreement within a factor of about two. Future refinements of the theoretical
modeling and the experimental procedure are discussed.

I. Introduction

An experimental and theoretical analysis of the transient heating of 20 pm to 80 pm diameter

(5 to 25 size parameter) liquid droplets falling through the focal point of a tightly-focused,

fundamental (TEMOO mode), linearly-polarized, Gaussian-profiled, 10.6 pm dominant wavelength.,

continuous CO2 laser beam is considered. A theoretical analysis of this problem is now pos-

sible due to our recent development of a spherical particle/arbitrarily-defined beam interaction

theory1 that permits a computationally-efficient means for determining the internal electromag-

netic fields within a spherical droplet offset from the focal point of a tightly-focused Gaussian

beam. Of particular interest is the development of a theoretical model to predict laser threshold

power for the ex losive fragmentation of the droplets, for these conditions, as a function of such

parameters as bcam waist diameter, droplet diameter, and droplet thermo/optical properties. An

agreement between theoretically-predicted explosive fragmentation threshold power with the cor-

responding expc:imentally-measured values would support the physical mechanism assumptions

of the theoretical model. Presented here is our preliminary effort at theoretically modeling falling

droplet/tightly-focused laser beam heating and an initial comparison (including discussion) between

theoretically-pr-dicted and experimentally-measured explosive fragmentation threshold powers for

water droplets i:, a size parameter range of 5 to 25.

A theoreticd analysis of the transient heating of a liquid droplet irradiated by a laser pulse has

been previously investigated by Prishivalko and Leiko 2 and by Pendleton.3 In both of these analy-

ses, monochromatic plane wave illumination upon a spherical particle was assumed, so Lorenz-Mie

theory was appropriately applied to determine the internal electromagnetic field distributions nec-

essary for the calculation of the spatially-distributed heating within the droplet. Such an incident

plane wave assumption would be valid for conditions where the incident laser beam intensity is

uniform over the projected area of the droplet, as might be the case if the local beam diameter



is much greater than the diameter of the droplet. Lorenz-Mie theory, and thus the analyses of

Prishi-alko and Leiko 2 and of Pendleton, 3 is not applicable for a spherical droplet moving through

the focal point of a tightly-focused beam, as is of interest here.

Prishivalko,4 utilizing an empirical criterion, claimed good agreement (5-10%) with experimen-

tal intensity threshold measurements for the explosive fragmentation of 20 pm to 60 Pm diameter

water droplets irradiated by a 10.6/pm wavelength C02 laser pulse. Calculations by Pendleton 3 were

consistent with the pulsed C02 laser fragmentation patterns observed by Kafalas and Ferdinand-5

Otherwise, there appears to be little detailed theoretical/experimental comparisons for C02 laser

heating of liquid droplets in the explosive fragmentation regime. To our knowledge there has been

no previous detailed theoretical/experimental comparisons for liquid droplets falling through the

focal point of a tightly-focused, continuous, C02 laser beam.

II. Experimental Arrangement

The experimental arrangement and procedure are described in detail in Ref. 6; only a general

description will be provided here. A schematic of the experimental arrangement is shown in Fig.

1. The fundamental (TEM00 mode), linearly polarized, Gaussian-profiled beam from a 100 W

maximum power, 10.6/pm dominant wavelength, continuous C02 laser is focused to an estimated

100 /m beam waist diameter. A ordered stream of monodispersed liquid droplets, produced by

a vibrating orifice droplet generator, is directed through the focal point of the C02 laser beam.

The droplets fall vertically downward, parallel to the electric field polarization direction of the

linearly-polarized C02 laser beam. A phase/Doppler particle analyzer (not shown in Fig. 1) is

used to monitor the size and velocity of the liquid droplets. Droplets enter the 100 pm diameter

C02 laser focal point with a velocity of the order 10 m/s, resulting in a beam exposure time of

approximately 10jps. The dynamics of the C02 laser/liquid droplet interaction are imaged using a

back illumination, pulsed N2 laser (337 nm wavelength, 10 ns pulse width)/vidicon camera-based

imaging system.

For a particular droplet stream, it was observed that there existed a rather distinct C02

laser threshold power for explosive fragmentation of the droplets. Below the threshold power, the

droplets would fall through the C02 laser beam focal point with no detectable shape distortion.

Above the C02 laser threshold power the droplets would violently shatter. The threshold power

for explosive fragmentation of water (distilled) droplets was experimentally measured as a function



of droplet diameter. The experimental procedure is as follows. For a particular droplet stream. the

droplet diameter and velocity are measured using the phase/Doppler particle analyzer. The power

of the CO2 laser is then gradually increased until explosive fragmentation is observed on the pulsed

N2 laser imaging system. The droplet stream is then removed from the CO2 laser focal point and

the threshold power measured using a power meter.

Threshold power measurements were obtained for droplet diameters from 20 Um to 80 pm.

Defining the droplet size parameter, a, as the ratio of the droplet circumference to the incident

beam wavelength,

2s a

where a is the droplet radius, this range of droplet diameters corresponds to a size parameter range

of about 5 to 25.

Typically, threshold powers for explosive fragmentation were of the order of 10 IV for water

droplets within the range of size parameters considered. Calculated focal point threshold intensities

for these experiments are thus of the order of 105 W/cm2 . A summary of nominal operating

parameters is given in Table 1.

III. Theoretical Modeling

Only theoretical modeling of the state of the droplet up to the time at which explosive fragmen-

tation initiates is considered. A simplified theoretical model, appropriate for our experimental

conditions, was developed as a first attempt at predicting required threshold powers for droplet

explosive fragmentation as a function of such parameters as beam waist diameter, droplet diameter,

and droplet thermo/optical properties. The simplified theoretical model will serve as the basis for

developing more sophisticated and complete theoretical models as might be warranted by experi-

mental comparisons and observations. Major assumptions of the simplified theoretical model are

listed and discussed in the following.

Criteria for explosive fragmentation: 0.9 T,. superheat temperature limit. Similar

to the approach of Prishivalko2 ,4 and Pendleton,3 it was assumed that the explosive fragmentation of

the liquid droplets results from the superheating of the droplet liquid to the superheat limit, at which

time spontaneous vapor nucleation occurs and the droplet is shattered by rapidly expanding vapor



bubbles. The threshold nature of the laser power necessary to explosively fragment the droplets

and the observation of vapor bubbles within the liquid droplets during the initial stages of droplet

fragmentation provide experimental justification for this assumption. Zemlyanov and Kuzikovskii7

also indicate that such "shock boiling" is the correct mechanism for C0 2 laser irradiated water

droplet explosive fragmentation for an intensity range similar to that of our experiments (;t: 104

to 105 W/cm2 ). Skripov8 deduced that a freely suspended, pure liquid may obtain a superheated

temperature of nine-tenths its critical temperature before spontaneous vapor nucleation initiates.

Using this 0.9T,, criterion, the superheat limit is then 583 K (310 'C) for water. Superheat

temperatures for liquid water approximately equal to this value have been obtained during carefully

controlled experiments. 9 The theoretically calculated minimum laser power required to raise the

temperature of any point within the liquid droplet to 0.9 Tc, after the droplet has fallen entirely

through the focal point of the laser beam, was chosen as the criteria for predicting the explosive

fragmentation threshold power.

Neglect hydrodynamic effects. For laser powers just below threshold for explosive frag-

mentation, the droplets were experimentally observed to fall through the focal point of the beam

with no noticeable shape distortion. It is assumed that the heating for our conditions is sufficiently

slow so that possible thermally-induced hydrodynamic effects such as thermal shock do not oc-

cur and the droplet remains spherical during heating. Thermal expansion of the droplet is also

neglected, so the droplet is assumed to have a constant diameter during heating.

Temperature independent optical properties. The assumption of a single, uniform com-

plex index of refraction, ft, for the droplet is necessary for the electromagnetic field calculations. It

is recognized that the complex index of refraction of a liquid can be temperature dependent, and

spatially-distributed heating within the droplet can create a spatially-distributed complex index

of refraction. However, electromagnetic field calculations for such an inhomogeneous sphere are

exceedingly difficult and the temperature dependence of the complex index of refraction for liquids,

from room temperature to 0.9Tcr, at the C02 wavelength is not well known.

Neglect internal heat conduction and droplet surface heat convection/evaporation

losses. A characteristic time for heat conduction within the droplet can be determined in terms

of the thermal diffusivity of the liquid, Oth, and the droplet radius, a,

At - a2 /Oth.



Using the room temperature thermal diffusivity of water, 1.44 x 10- 1 m2 /s, and a droplet radius

of 10 pm this expression gives a characteristic time for heat conduction of 694 us, which is much

greater than the approximately 10 js heating time of droplet beam exposure. Thus, in order to

simplify the calculations, internal heat conduction is neglected during the laser heating time of the

droplet. If heat conduction is neglected then droplet surface losses would not affect the interior

temperatures of the droplet, and thus possible surface heat losses by either heat convection or

evaporation are also neglected.

The geometrical arrangement for the theoretical calculations is shown in Fig. 2. As shown,

the origin of the (x0 ,y0 ,z,) coordinate system is located at the focal point of the assumed focused,

fundamental (TEMOO mode), linearly-polarized, Gaussian-profiled, monochromatic beam. The fo-

cused Gaussian beam propagates in the +z0 axis direction with electric field polarization in the

perpendicular x0 axis direction. The (x,y,z) coordinate system is attached to the center of the

spherical droplet. The droplet is assumed to fall at constant velocity, v,, along the beam x0 axis

through the focal point of the beam, as shown in Fig. 2.

The electromagnetic field components of the focused Gaussian beam were determined using

the first order corrected paraxial Gaussian beam description of Davis.1' ° The electromagnetic field

distribution within the droplet, which depends upon the position of the droplet relative to the focal

point of the beam, was computed using the spherical particle/arbitrarily-defined beam interaction

theory of our earlier paper.' The spatially-distributed volumetric heat rate within the droplet,

0.' (F, t), which varies in time as the droplet falls through the profile of the beam, can be related

to the electric field magnitude by

(, 1) 1 f(F, t)12, (1)

where a is the electrical conductivity of the droplet liquid at the incident beam frequency. The

electrical conductivity can be related to the real and imaginary parts of the liquid complex index

of refraction by

nRnIC (2)

A

The square of the electric field magnitude can be eliminated in terms of the normalized source

function, 3(ft), which is defined as



IE(F, 1)12 (3)

where [E012, for these calculations, is the electric field magnitude squared at the focal point of the

incident beam which, for a focused Gaussian beam, can be expressed in terms of the beam power.

P, and the beam waist radius, w0 :

Eol 2 =16 P (4)

Substituting from Eqs. (2), (3), and (4) into Eq. (1) provides an expression for ... in terms

of more fundamental parameters,

= 8nRnP 3(F) (5)
0

where S(',i) is determined using a computer program based on the spherical particle/arbitrary

incident beam interaction theory discussed in Ref. 1. For our CO 2 laser/water droplet explosive

fragmentation experiments, typical laser powers were of the order of 10 W and normalized source

function values were, at the maximum, of the order of 1, which would correspond to a calculated

maximum volumetric heat rate, using Eq. (5), of z 3 x 108 W/cm3 .

As expressed in Eq. (5), the volumetric heat rate is directly proportional to the normalized

source function, thus plots of the normalized source function provide an indication of the spatially-

distributed heating within the droplet. Normalized source function calculations were performed

for water droplets for conditions corresponding to our experimental arrangement (A = 10.6 pm.

u, = 50 pam, and, for water, h = 1.179 + iO.072). As an example, shown in Figs. 3, 4, and 5

are normalized source function distributions in the x-z plane for a 40 pm diameter water droplet

with the center of the droplet located one beam waist radius above the beam focal point (Fig.

3), one-half beam waist radius above the beam focal point (Fig. 4), and at the beam focal point

(Fig. 5). In Figs. 3, 4, and 5, and all subsequent Figs., the spatial coordinates are normalized

relative to the droplet radius and external normalized source function values have been artificially

suppressed to zero. As can be seen in Figs. 3, 4, and 5, the normalized source function, and thus

the volumetric heat rate, increases as the droplet approaches the beam axis, as would be expected

for such a Gaussian-profiled beam. For droplet positioning at the beam focal point, Fig. 5, the



normalized source function distribution is similar to that for the corresponding case with plane

wave illumination, shown in Fig. 6. However, for droplet positioning away from the beam focal

point, there is preferential heating within the part of the droplet nearest the beam focal point as

can be seen in Figs. 3 and 4.

The temperature distribution within the droplet, and the theoretically-predicted explosive

fragmentation threshold power, can be determined by integrating the volumetric heating rate over

time for each spatial position within the droplet. Since in the simplified theoretical model internal

heat conduction and surface losses are being neglected, the general heat equation for any point

within the droplet takes the form of

p ( ',j ....~t
p-- at Q (V, 0

or, after integration,

u(F, 1) - U(F', 0) - (, t')dtt  (6)

where u is the internal energy per unit mass and p is the liquid mass density (assumed constant).

Substituting from Eq. (5) gives

U(Ft) - U(F,0) = 8nRnIP S(F,t')dt'. (7)

Since the droplet is assumed to fall at a constant velocity, v0, the position of the center of the

droplet on the x. axis can be related to time by

X0 (t) = Xo(0) - Vot (8)

where xo(0), the initial position of the droplet, is assumed to be well above the intensity profile of

the beam. Using Eq. (8), the variable of integration of Eq. (7) can be changed so that

U(F', 1) - U(V' 0) * .(0) 9(' Ni 9
2wptw2 v.

where i, = x/a is the position of the center of the droplet normalized relative to the droplet

radius and the integral of Eq. (9), which is determined numerically, is defined as AT(i, t) since,



if a constant specific heat is assumed, this integral provides a normalized temperature distribution

within the droplet as a function of droplet position along the zo axis of the beam.

As an example, Figs. 7 - 12 show the x-z plane distribution of 3T for a 40 pm diameter water

droplet falling through the focal point of a laser beam for conditions corresponding to those of our

experiments (A = 10.6 pm, wo = 50 pm, and, for water, fi = 1.179 + iO.072). Figures 7 - 12 are

for the droplet center located one beam waist radius above the focal point (Fig. 7), one-half beam

waist radius above the focal point (Fig. 8), at the focal point (Fig. 9), one-half beam radius below

the focal point (Fig. 10), one beam radius below the focal point (Fig. 11), and two beam radii

below the focal point (Fig. 12). After two beam radii below the focal point there is i~isignificant

additional heating for the 40 pm diameter water droplet for these conditions.

The sequence of Figs. 7 - 12 demonstrates the heating pattern of the droplet as it falls through

the focal point of the beam. The ET distribution increases in amplitude as the droplet falls

through the Gaussian intensity profile of the beam. At the beam focal point, Fig. 9, the droplet

is preferentially heated on the bottom half because this part of the droplet has been exposed to a

greater fraction of the beam profile than the top half of the droplet. After falling entirely through

the beam, Fig. 12, the distribution of AT is symmetrical with regard to bottom and top halves

of the droplet. (If internal heat conduction were included in the theoretical model, this would not

necessarily be the case.)

The threshold power for explosive fragmentation is calculated by first determining the maxi-

mum value of _YT after the droplet has fallen entirely through the beam profile, and then evaluating,

using Eq. (9), the laser power necessary to bring the temperature of this point up to 0.9T,,. Since

laser power, P, and droplet velocity, vo, occur as a ratio in our simplified model, the threshold

criteria is expressed as the ratio of these two quantities:

o =o.9 -.- .= (10)

where Au) 0 .9 T,, = u(0.9T r) - u(Tijiti.t), Tinitiat is the droplet temperature before entering the

beam (taken as 20 "C for our calculations), and ETm, is the maximum value of E'T within the

droplet after falling entirely through the beam.

Substituting values for our experimental conditions gives an explosive fragmentation threshold

criteria for water of



P ~30.0

For comparison, laser power/droplet velocity ratios for normal atmospheric pressure boiling were

also calculated using Aub0 ili.,2 = U(100 'C) - U(Tinifial) instead of AuO.gT., in Eq. (10) with a

resulting value for water of

P 773

_V ) boiling ' [VV/(msY (12)

Continuing the example of the 40 ym diameter water droplet for our experimental conditions,

it was determined the maximum value of AT after the droplet has fallen completely through the

beam focal point, (see Fig. 12) was 28.6 . Substituting into Eq. (11), an explosive fragmentation

threshold power/droplet velocity ratio of 0.95 [W/(m/s)] is theoretically-predicted for the 40 pm

diameter water droplet.

IV. Theoretical/Experimental Comparison

A comparison between theoretically-predicted explosive fragmentation threshold power/droplet ve-

locity ratio and the corresponding experimentally-measured values is shown in Fig. 13 for water

droplets in the sized parameter range from 5 to 25. The solid line labeled "superheat" in Fig. 13 is

the theoretically-predicted explosive fragmentation threshold power/droplet velocity ratio using the

0.9T,, (310 rC) maximum temperature criteria. The solid line labeled "boiling" is the theoretically-

predicted threshold power/droplet velocity ratio necessary to raise the maximum temperature to

the atmospheric pressure boiling point (100 'C). For size parameters less than about 9 (: 30 pm

diameter). the theoretically-predicted maximum temperature point within the water droplet occurs

on the shadow (unilluminated) side of the droplet and, indeed, for water droplets of size parame-

ter less than about 9, it was experimentally observed on the pulsed N2 laser imaging system that

explosive fragmentation would initiate on the shadow side. For size parameters greater than about

9, the theoretically-predicted maximum temperature point occurs on the illuminated side of the

water droplet and, consistent with the theoretical model, for size parameters greater than about 9

it was experimentally observed that explosive fragmentation would initiate on the illuminated side

of the droplet.

The corresponding experiment ally- measured values of explosive fragmentation threshold power

/droplet velocity ratio (represented in Fig. 13 by the hollow circles) demonstrated a degree of



nonrepeatability from one test day to the next beyond that expected due to normal variations

in experimental conditions and procedures. Because of this, no statistical averaging of the ex-

perimental data was performed, and all individual raw data points are presented in Fig. 13.

The experimental data cluster about the theoretically-predicted "superheat" line, which suggests

that the liquid droplets are being significantly superheated before explosive fragmentation. The

theoretically-predicted explosive fragmentation threshold power/droplet velocity ratio agrees with

the experimental measurements over the 5 to 25 size parameter range within a factor of about two.

The theoretically-predicted decrease in required explosive fragmentation threshold power/droplet

velocity ratio for size parameter less than about 9 (when explosive fragmentation initiation goes

from illuminated side to shadow side) is not seen in the experimental data.

The degree of nonrepeatability of experimental data may be a result of the influence of addi-

tional physical mechanisms not included in the simplified theoretical model which are variable from

one experimental setup to the next. One concern is the quality of the droplet stream. The consis-

tency and spherical nature of the droplet stream is monitored using the pulsed N2 laser imaging

system and experimental measurements are taken only when the droplet stream is of apparent high

quality. Small internal oscillations of droplet shape ( I ,um and less) would be undetectable on

the imaging system and may influence the required threshold power. The individual droplets may

be rotating or possess internal circulation, both of which would explain the occasional higher than

expected explosive fragmentation threshold power. It is also known that the droplets leaving the

vibrating orifice droplet generator may be electrically-charged, which may or may not affect the

path of the droplet through the laser beam focal point and the required explosive fragmentation

threshold power. These and several other physical mechanisms are being considered and analyzed

for their contribution to the required explosive fragmentation threshold power measurements.

V. Summary and Future Work

A simplified theoretical model, utilizing the spherical particle/arbitrarily-defined beam interaction

theory of our Ref. 1, has permitted, for the first time, a direct comparison between theoretically-

predicted and experimentally-measured explosive fragmentation threshold powers for a droplet

falling through a tightly-focused, continuous, laser beam. Agreement between theory and exper-

iments would imply a good understanding of the underlying physical mechanisms of the process.

For our experimental conditions, theoretically-predicted and experimentally-measured threshold



power/droplet velocity ratios were in agreement within a factor of about two for the explosive

fragmentation of CO 2 laser irradiated water droplets in the size parameter range of 5 to 25.

Future work includes analyzing and improving the repeatability of the experimental mea-

surements, and refining the theoretical model by including internal heat conduction and surface

convection and evaporation losses. Comparisons between theory and experiment for liquids other

than water (such as methanol) are also underway and being analyzed.
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CO Laser Experiment Arrangement
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Fig. I. Experimental arrangement for C0 2 laser/liquid droplet explosive fragmentation threshold
power measurements.
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Fig. 2. Geometrical arrangement for theoretical modeling of liquid droplet falling through the focalpoint of a focused Gaussian laser beam.



Nominal Operating Parameters

CO2 Laser: continuous
10.6pgm wavelength

TEMoo mode
Gaussian profile

linear polarization
P= lOW
2wo = 100gm
1o = 101 W/cm

2

Droplets: water, nH = (1.179, 0.072)

2a = 20gm to 100 jIm
a=27EalAo =6 to 30

velocity, v = 10 m/s
beam exposure time = 10 jas

N. Laser Imaging: 337 nm wavelength
10 ns pulse

Table 1. Norminal operating parameters for CO 2 laser/water droplet explosive fragmentation thresh-

old power experiments.

r
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Fig. 3. Normalized source function distribution in the transverse (x-z) plane for a 40 pm diameter
w ater droplet located 50 pm above the focal point of a 50 um beam waist radius, 10.6 pum wave-
length, focused Gaussian laser beam propagating in the + z ais direction and linearly polarized
in the x axis direction.
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Fig. 4. Normalized source function distribution in the transverse (x-z) plane for a 40 pm diameter
whater droplet located 25 pm above the focal point of a 50 um beam waist radius, 10.6 pm wave-
length, focused Gaussian laser bea~m propagating in the + z axis direction arnd linearly polarized
in the x axis direction.



Fig-. 5. Normalized source function distribution in the transverse (x-z) plane for a 40 m diameter
wat er droplet located at the focal point of a 50 pum beam waist radius, 10.6 pm- wavelength.
focused Gaussian laser beam propagating in the + z axis direction and linearly polarized in the x
axis direction.
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Fig. 6. -Normalized source function distribution in the transverse (x-z) plane for a 40 pm diameter
water droplet irradiated by a 10.6 pm wavelength plane electromagnetic wave propagating in the
+ z axis direction and linearly polariz.ed in the x a>is direction.
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Fig. 7. AT distribution in the transverse (x-z) plane for a 40 pum diameter water droplet located
50 pm above the focal point of a 50,pm beam waist radius, 10.6 pm wavelength, focused Gaussian
laser beam propagating in the + z axis direction and linearly polarized in the x axis direction.
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fig. 8. SAT distribution in the transverse (x-z) plane for a 40 pm diameter water droplet located
25 pm above the focal point of a 50 prr beam waist radius, 10.6 pm wavelength, focused Gaussian
laser beam propagating in the + z axis direction and linearly polarized in the x axis direction.
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Fig. 9. Ii-T distribution in the transverse (x-z) plane for a 40 pum diameter water droplet locatedat the focal point of a 50 pm beam waist radius, 10.6 pmn wavelength, focused Gaussian laser beampropagating in the + z axis direction and linearly polarized in the x axis direction.
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Fig. 10. ET distribuition in the transverse (,x z) plane for a 40 pmr diameter water droplet located
25 pm below the focal point of a 50,pm beam waist radius, 10.6 pm wvaelength, focused Gaussian
laser beam propagating in the + z axis direction and linearly polarized in the x axis direction.
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Fig. 12. T distribution in the transverse (x-z) plane for a 40 pmr diameter water droplet located
10 pm below the focal point of a 50jpm beam w~aist radius, 10.6 pm wveleng~th, focused Gaussian
laser beam propagating in the + z axis direction and linearly polarized in the x axis direction.
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Fig. 13. Comparison between experimental and theoretical explosive fragmentation threshold
power/droplet velocity ratio values for water droplets falling through the focal point of a 100 pm
beam waist diameter, 10.6 pu dominant wavelength, linearly polarized, continuous C0 2 laser beam.
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Abstract

Results have been obtained for the interaction of KrF excimer laser radiation (A = 248 nm,
FWHM pulse width = 17 us) with solid particles in air and under vacuum conditions down to
approximately 10- 5 Torr. Solid particles of glass spheres, Al spheres, A12 0 3 , W, SiC, ground
fused silica (Suprasil), and polystyrene divinylbenzene have been imaged at various stages of the
explosive process after interaction with the KrF laser operating at focused irradiance values of
approximately 1011 ,V/cm 2 . In addition to illustrating the dynamics of the explosive process, the
excimer laser imaging system was also used to extract information regarding the velocities of the
ejected material by the use of a dual imaging pulse. Although the velocity of the ejected material
depends on several parameters, among these being the location of the particle within the focal
region, typical velocities ranged from 200 to 2000 m/s. Streak camera images were also taken
which revealed that the lifetime of plasma emission ranged from about 40 to 2700 us depending on
the particular material and surrounding pressure.

Introduction

The propagation of high energy lasers through an atmosphere containing an aerosol as well

as the penetration of a laser beam through particle clouds in a vacuum are of current interest.

Although good progress has been made in understanding the interaction of intense laser radiation

with spherical liquid aerosol particles, the open literature on the interaction of high energy laser

beams with solid particles less than 100 pm in diameter is not extensive. Most of the work performed

thus far appears to have been for the interaction of intense laser beams with a wide variety of thin

metal films or foils. 1- 6 Bolshov, et al.1 points out that the validity of extrapolating the results and

conclusions to spherical geometry must be evaluated in each specific case.

The current paper describes experimental work on the interaction of excimer laser radiation

at A = 248 nm with solid particles in air and in vacuum conditions up to 10' Torr. Of particular

interest in this work, was the observation of the dynamics of the laser beam interaction with several

types of solid particles or clumps of solid particles. In addition, the velocity and distribution of

material being ejected were also of iriterest.

Experimental Setup

A schematic of the experimental setup used in the research is shown in Figure 1. The output

beam (10 x 20 mm) from the front excimer laser (Questek Model 2860 operating on KrF with

unstable optics, A = 248 rnm) is brought directly into the vacuum chamber where it is focused to

a spot size of approximately 104 pm2 . The spot size was determined experimentally by moving a

razor blade through the focal point and taking a ratio of transmitted energy, E2, to input energy,

El. The energies were measured with two Molectron Model J50 detectors whose output was coupled

I



to an A/D board in an IBM PC AT computer for processing. The FWHM size of the focal spot

as shown in Fig. 2 was 95 pm high by 115 pm wide. The maximum irradiance value used in the

work reported here was approximately 1011 W/cm2 which is based on a pulse length of 17 ns, pulse

energy of 400 mJ, and 10 pm 2 spot size. The second excimer laser, identical to the first except

for having stable optics, is incident on the vacuum chamber in a direction orthogonal to both the

high energy laser pulse used to heat the particles and the motion of the solid particles, serves as

the illumination source for imaging studies and velocity measurements. The pulse from the second

excimer laser was split into two separate pulses, one of which was sent directly to the vacuum

chamber over a minimum optical path length, and the second which was sent over an additional

45 feet of optical path. Consequently, two 17 ns pulses delayed by approximately 45 ns allowed

determination of the velocity of the expelled material by measuring the distance the material had

traveled during the 45 ns interval. The absolute delay time between the firing of the second excimer

(imaging) laser and the first excimer (high energy) laser was controlled by a digital delay generator

incorporated into the laser sync unit and could be adjusted over a time range from 10 ns to several

microseconds. Jitter in the laser circuitry, however, resulted in the absolute delay times between

the two lasers to have an uncertainty of about +10 ns (recently reduced to +7 ns).

Images of the explosion dynamics were recorded on a vidicon (Cohu camera system) and the

data stored on an optical memory disk recorder (Panasonic model TQ-2023F). The streak images

were obtained using a Hamamatsu Streak Camera (Model M2548) which was oriented orthogonal

to the direction of the high energy pulse and provided information regarding the duration of the

plasma eIdission.

The solid particles were dispersed using a mechanical shaker which consisted of a particle

reservoir mounted on an acoustic speaker. The input frequency and amplitude were adjusted using

a Tektronixs Model FG 503 function generator and a Nikko Model Alpha 230 power amplifier so

that the desired particle concentration was distributed in the focal region of the high energy laser

beam.

The vacuum chamber consisted of a stainless steel cylinder (11.5 inches diameter, 6.5 inches

high) with 9 optical viewing ports. High vacuum conditions were obtained using a cryogenic pump

(CTI Cryogenics, Cryo-torr 100 high vacuum pump) cornected to the base of the vacuum chamber

through an eight-inch hole in the Newport research optical table. Pressures within the vacuum

chamber were monitored using a thermocouple and ion gauge.



Results

Dynamics of Particle Breakun

Using the experimental arrangement described in the previous section, we investigated the

laser-induced breakdown of A120 3 , W, SiC glass spheres, Al spheres, ground fused silica (Suprasil),

and polystyrene divinylbenzene. Since the A120 3 , W, SiC, and ground fused silica were not spherical

in form, it was difficult to distinguish material being ejected due to high energy laser interaction

from additional particles in the field of view. However, the basic interactions were similar to those

observed with spherical particles, and we report results only on the spherical materials. Video

tapes for the other materials interacting with excimer laser radiation were given to CRDEC project

monitors.

Figures 3-5 show the typical interaction of A = 248 nm laser radiation at I : 10" W/cm2

with Al spheres at pressures of 760 Torr, 0.1 Torr and 3xi0 - Torr. Note the evidence of shock

formation under atmospheric conditions shown in Fig. 3 which was absent for both intermediate

and high vacuum conditions. The dynamics of the explosion process shown in Fig. 3 are also

strongly influenced by the relative location of the particles within the focal region. Fig. 6 shows

the elastically scattered A = 248 nm radiation from the Al particles and glass spheres during

the 17 ns laser heating pulse (no imaging pulse). The bright spots serve as spatial and time

reference markers as illustrated in Figs. 3-5. Figures 7 and 8 show the typical interaction of glass

microspheres under the same illumination conditions as for Al particles. Again, shock formation

is exhibited for the atmospheric pressure case. Figure 9 shows the interaction of a large 230 pm

polystrene divinylbenzene particle with A = 248 nm radiation in air at 1010 W/cm2 . Filamentry

formations can be observed extending outward from the plasma corona. Our work also agreed with

Dhareshwar, et al.3 where the high atomic number (Z) targets show much more pronounced plasma

jetting. Velocity information of bulk material and plumes were obtained from either single delayed

imaging pulses or dual delayed imaging pulses with a 45 ns optical path difference. Table 1 shows

typical velocities obtained for either plumes or bulk material.

As illustrated in Figs. 3-5 and 7-8, material is being ejected from the shadow surface of the

Al and glass spheres. The ejection of this material from the shadow surface was surprising since

the index of refraction of Al, for example, at A = 248 nm is n = 0.19 + 2.942 i and theoretical

Mie calculations indicate extremely high absorption on the illuminated surface. Based on the short

S



Table 1. Typical Velocities Found by Dual Pulse Imaging

Material Power Pressure Velocity(m/s)
________(W/cm 

2 ) (Torr) Bulk Plume
440
460

Glass Spheres 1011 10-5 NA 690
(5-50 microns) 760

2000
250

Glass Spheres 250 510
(5-50 microns) 1011 760 270 550

300 750
_____________330

450
Al Spheres 460

(20 microns) 101l 10-5 NA 1300
1700

___________ ________ _______1800



time scales for the appearance of this material, a possible explanation of this material ejection is

due to spallation from shock phenomena off the shadow side of the spheres. Bol'shov et al. 1 report

shock velocities of 9 x 10' m/sec on the shadow surface of thick aluminum foils at 5 x 1013 W/cm2 .

Lifetimes of Plasma Emissions

Observations of laser induced time dependent plasma formation were made with a Hamamatsu

streak camera. The data was obtained using the vacuum chamber with the pressure ranging from

760 Torr to 1 x 10- 5 Torr. The streak camera was set at right anFe3 to the excimer laser beam

(A = 248 nm) used to beat and vaporize the solid particles. The bi ad band light emission from

the plasma was focused through a fused silica lens onto the entrance slit of the streak camera with

sensitivity ranging from 200 - 800 nm. Sweeping speeds of the streak camera, which could be

adjusted from 10 ns to 1 ms, were used to study plasma emission times.

Figure 10 gives the result of the air breakdown initiated by the excimer laser irradiation.

From Fig. 10 we see that the breakdown region extends 3.5 mm along the main beam axis. The

plasma emission reached its peak intensity within the first 10-12 ns, and then decayed in time.

Broad spectral emission lasted more than 100 ns after the main laser pulse ended. Figure 11 shows

the results of the interaction A = 248 nm irradiation with 20 /Lm diameter aluminum spheres.

At atmospheric pressure (Figure l1a) with the presence of aluminum spheres, the laser-induced

plasma emission was enhanced. The spatial region of the plasma extended over 4.5 mm. The peak

intensity was about three times higher than that without the spheres. The emission lasted more

than 800 ns after the main pulse had ceased. In vacuum, (Figure 11b) at 0.1 Torr and (Figure 11c)

at 5 x 10- 5 Torr, the plasma emission showed different characteristics. For example, the spatial

emission regions were more confined and the peak intensities decreased. (Note that the data in

Figure 11c was taken at higher streak camera sensitivity.) The emissions in vacuum lasted only

30-50 ns, which were much shorter than that at atmospheric pressure. Figure 13 gives the plasma

emission time for air, glass, and Al spheres under different pressures.

Under vacuum conditions, shown in Figs. 11 and 12, the plasma emissions showed two-peak

structure. By using a band pass filter, the first peak was shown to come from the elastic scattering

of the 248 nm incident light, and the second peak was the broad band emission. Batanov, et

al. 7 suggest that at certain temperatures metallic conductivity ceases and liquid metal becomes a

liquid dielectric and becomes almost transparent to the incident radiation. Figure 12 gives similar
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results for interactions of A = 248 nm irradiation with 5-50 micron glass spheres. The physical

characteristics of the plasma emissions were very similar to aluminum spheres. However, plasma

emission lifetimes increased and, in our experiments, the maximum observed lifetime was 2,700 ns.

At atmospheric pressure without particles being present, the air breakdown is initiated by

multi-photon ionization (the ionization potential for air is approximately 14 eV), which provides the

initial free electrons for the cascade ionization processes.8 In air breakdown the cascade processes

dominated the ionization process and accounts for the major absorption of the incident energy.

However, with the presence of aluminum spheres or glass spheres, the ionization processes were

enhanced. For the case where particles are also present, the lower energy required for removal of

electrons from aluminum atoms where the work function of Al is 4 eV and the ionization potential

is 6 eV results in more free electrons for cascade processes to initiate. In fact, the direct ionization

through photoelectric effects and multi-photon ionization (for Al only 1 to 2 photons are needed)

played an important role in the ionization process, under vacuum conditions since cascade ionization

becomes less important8 . In our experiments, at pressures of 0.1 Torr and lower, no air breakdown

could be observed. However, at these same low pressures (0.1 Torr and 4 x 10- s Torr), when

aluminum particles were present, strong plasma emissions were observed which indicates that the

photoelectric effects and the multi-photon ionization were the main mechanisms of plasma formation

in vacuum environments.

Conclusions

The current work reports the interaction of short wavelength A = 248 nm excimer radiation at

1011 W/cm 2 with solid particles in air and vacuum conditions. Material was shown to be ejected

from the shadow surface of all materials studied except for the 230 pm polystyrene divinylbenzene

particles. Velocities measured for the ejected material in the plumes were comparable to the

sonic velocities in the materials and ranged from 200 to 2000 m/s. Plasma lifetimes decrease as the

surrounding gas pressures were reduced. Plasma lifetimes ranging from 40 to 2700 ns were measured

and found to decrease as the surrounding gas pressures were reduced and greatly increased with

the presence of small solid particles.
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Fig. 6. Images taken without any imaging beam illumination of the interaction of 20 pm aluminum
spheres (top) and 5-50 um glass spheres (bottom) with intense UN' radiation (A = 248 nm, I
Z 1011 V/cm 2). The only light observed is scattered 248 nm light due to the presence of a
bandpass filter.
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ABSTRACT

New applications and extensions of our spherical particle/arbitrary beam electromagnetic in-
teraction theory are presented. The topics include a further analysis of focal point positioning
effects at resonance, the determination of the net radiation force and torque on the particle, the
determination of the spatial distribution of radiation forces within and upon the surface of the
particle, and the determination of the interactive internal and external electromagnetic fields for a
beam incident upon two adjacent particles of differing size and material and of arbitrary spatial po-
sitioning. Future work will involve further refinement of these developments and an effort to obtain
direct comparisons between theoretical calculations and corresponding experimental measurements.

I. INTRODUCTION

The theoretical determination of the electromagnetic fields (and resultant electromagnetic
phenomena) associated with the interaction of a tightly-focused monochromatic beam (laser beam)
with a spherical particle is considered. The electromagnetic fields are calculated using our spheri-
cal particle/arbitrary beam interaction theory.' The spherical particle/arbitrary beam interaction
theory has been previously used to investigate the heating of droplets within2 and moving through3

a focused laser beam, and to investigate the effects of focal point positioning on the excitation of
structural resonances within a spherical particle.4 In this paper, after giving a brief review of the
spherical particle/arbitrary beam interaction theory (including the development an improved Gaus-
sian beam description) in Sec. II., the following recent applications and extensions of the theory
are presented: in Sec. III., further analysis of focal point positioning effects at resonance; in Sec.
IV., net radiation force and torque on a particle; in Sec. V., radiation force distributions within
and upon the surface of a particle; and in Sec. VI., beam incident upon two adjacent particles of
differing size and material and of arbitrary spatial positioning.

II. REVIEW OF SPHERICAL PARTICLE/ARBITRARY BEAM THEORY

A continuous, monochromatic beam propagating within a homogeneous, isotropic, nonmag-
netic, nonabsorbing dielectric media incident upon a homogeneous, isotropic, nonmagnetic spherical
particle is assumed. For a beam of arbitrary, but known, mathematical description, the electromag-
netic fields internal to and external to the spherical particle can be determined using an extension
of plane wave Lorenz-Mie theory which we refer to as the spherical particle/arbitrary beam inter-
action theory. A complete derivation of the procedure is presented in Ref. 1. The field component
equations, in nondimensionalized form, are given in App. A. A spherical coordinate system with
the origin at the sphere center is utilized. For the calculations of this paper, the beam is assumed
to be a fundamental (TEMOO mode) Gaussian-profiled, linearly-polarized beam propagating in the
+z axis direction with predominate electric field polarization in the x axis direction.

In order to calculate the electromagnetic field components internal to and external to the
spherical particle, it is necessary that the electromagnetic field components of the incident beam
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be known. A fifth-order corrected Gaussian beam description was derived s which provides an im-
proved solution to Maxwell's equations in comparison with the previously used first-order Gaussian
beam description.1 The use of the fifth-order corrected Gaussian beam description is particularly
important for calculations involving tightly-focused beams, where the beam waist diameter may be
of the same order as the wavelength. The equations for the electromagnetic field components for a
fifth-order corrected Gaussian beam are presented in App. B. The derivation of the these equations
is given in Ref. 5.

The fundamental parameters for the analysis of a focused Gaussian beam incident upon a
spherical particle are as follows: the dielectric constant of the medium, c,.t; the particle size
parameter, a = 27ra/Ae\,t, where a is the particle radius and Aejt is the wavelength of the incident
beam in the external media; the complex relative refractive index of the particle, i = (eint/et)1/2;
the beam waist diameter, w0 ; and the coordinate location of the center of the spherical particle
relative to the focal point of the incident beam, (xo, Yo, z0 ). Electromagnetic field components are
nondimensionalized relative to the incident beam focal point electric field, E0 , which can be related
to the beam power by s

IEO12 = 16PIo =Vf% o(1 + S2 + 1.5S4) 1

where s = (1/azvo). A tilde (-) above a spatial quantity indicates that the quantity has been
nondimensionalized relative to the particle radius, a.

III. FURTHER ANALYSIS OF FOCAL POINT POSITIONING EFFECTS AT RES-
ONANCE

In a recently published paper, 4 our spherical particle/arbitrary beam interaction theory was
used to investigate the effect of beam focal point positioning on the excitation of structural res-
onances within a spherical particle. In this work, calculations were performed using parameters
corresponding to having a 1.06 pm wavelength, 4 pm waist diameter, linearly-polarized Gaussian
beam incident upon a 10 pm diameter water droplet (5 = 1.33 + 5.0x10-i). The effect of focal
point positioning on the excitation of resonances was evaluated for both a droplet at a magnetic
wave resonance (34

th mode, 1 't order, a = 4.954 pm, a = 29.365, two = 0.404) and a droplet at
an electric wave resonance (34th mode, 1 t order, a = 5.019 pm, a = 29.753, tw0 = 0.399). For
such a tightly-focused beam (beam waist diameter less than the droplet diameter) it was found
that structural resonances are not excited for on sphere center focal point positioning. Resonance
excitation requires edge illumination. For the magnetic wave resonance droplet, the resonance was
excited when the beam focal point was moved from the sphere center towards the surface of the
sphere along the y axis (perpendicular to the direction of incident electric field polarization) and,
for the electric wave resonance droplet, the resonance was excited when the beam focal point was
moved from the sphere center towards the surface of the sphere along the x axis (parallel to the
direction of incident electric field polarization). Maximum resonance excitation occurs when the
beam focal point is located just beyond the surface of the droplet (at 0 ;t- ± 1.175 for the magnetic
wave resonance droplet and at 10 - ± 1.160 for the electric wave resonance droplet).

The excitation of resonance for edge illumination is exhibited by the development of a solid
ring of increased normalized source function (S - J12/IEo12) just inside the sphere surface. Fig. 1
shows the normalized source function distribution in the y-z plane for the magnetic wave resonance
droplet with on-edge illumination (io = 0, 0 - 1.175, io = 0). Further details may be found in
Ref. 4.

It was suggested,6 that the ring of increased normalized source function just within the surface
of an edge illuminated, excited resonance, droplet may be the result of the droplet acting as an
optical cavity with light circling near the surface of the droplet. To test this hypothesis, the
calculation of Fig. 1 was repeated with two beams incident upon the droplet: the original beam
at the right-hand-side of the droplet (Yj = - 1.175) and a second identical beam at the left-hand-
side of the droplet (jo = + 1.175). If the droplet is acting as an optical cavity, the two beams
should produce circles of light propagating in opposite directions which will result in a pattern of
constructive and destructive interference. As shown in Fig. 2, this was the obtained result. The
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interference pattern for a resonance droplet with on-edge, two beam illumination is quite similar
to that observed for the same resonance droplet with plane wave illumination as is given in Ref. 4.

As a further test of the optical cavity nature of a droplet at resonance, the spatial distribution
of the time-averaged Poynting vector was calculated for the magnetic wave resonance droplet with
single beam incident illumination corresponding to Fig. 1. A plot of the Poynting vector distribution
in the y-z plane is given in Fig. 3. Since the region near the surface of the droplet is of primary
interest, the plot emphasizes the near-surface and extends from F = 0.8 (at the center of the plot)
to F = 1.0 (at the outer radius of the plot). As seen in Fig. 3, the Poynting vectors indicate a
circular flow of energy just within the surface of the droplet.

Further calculations investigating the optical cavity nature of a droplet at resonance is in
progress and will be submitted in the form of a journal paper in the near future.

IV. NET RADIATION FORCE AND TORQUE

Series form expressions for the net radiation force and torque induced on a spherical particle
illuminated by an arbitrarily-defined monochromatic beam were derived. As an example, the net
force and torque for a 5 pm diameter water droplet optically levitated by a vertically-oriented,
tightly-focused (2wo = 2 pm), TEM00 mode argon-ion laser beam were determined and examined
for on and off propagation axis and on and off structural resonance conditions. This work is
presented in a paper in press (Ref. 7) and the reader is referred to this paper for details. Only a
partial summary will be provided here.

For a steady-state condition, the net radiation force, F, on the particle can be determined by
integrating the dot product of the outwardly-directed normal unit vector, ti, and the electromagnetic
stress tensor, T, over a surface enclosing the particle,"

< F>= < iTdS> (2)

where <> represents a time average. The appropriate form of the electromagnetic stress tensor to
use in Eq. (1) is the topic of recent reviews by Robinson 9 and Brevik. ° Apparently, for steady-state
optical conditions, the traditional Minkowski form of the electromagnetic stress tensor,

T=-[.91 6+ fif f-5+A- (3)

will give correct results. Similarly, the net radiation torque, NV, on the particle can be determined
by performing a surface integral of the dot product of the outwardly-directed normal unit vector,
n, and the pseudo-tensor, T x F, over a surface enclosing the particle,8

< N >= - <i ft - x r)dS>. (4)

Series form expressions for the net radiation force and torque on a spherical particle can be
derived by 1.) using Eq. (3) to substitute for T in Eqs. (2) and (4), 2.) choosing the integration
surface as a spherical surface in the far field (F = oo), 3.) substituting for the electromagnetic
field components using the series expressions of App. A, and 4.) integrating directly by applying
recursion, product, and orthogonality relationships among the spherical harmonic functions. After
a great deal of effort, series expressions for the components of net radiation force and torque in
terms of the incident field coefficients (Aim ,Bii.) and the scattered field coefficients (ati,bl.) were
derived and subsequently verified. These equations are given in App. C.

The theoretical expressions of App. C were used to determine the radiation force and torque
as a function of droplet position relative to the incident beam focal point for a 5 pm diameter water
droplet in air optically levitated by a single, vertically-oriented, focused TEM00 mode (Gaussian-
profiled) argon-ion laser beam (A = 0.5145 pm, fi = 1.334 + 1.2x10-9i). The laser beam is
tightly-focused to a beam waist diameter (2w 0 ) of 2 pm (less than the droplet diameter).
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Figure 4 shows the calculated power for levitation as a function of droplet diameter for droplets
located on the incident beam propagation axis (x0 = Yo = 0) for an elevation just below the focal
point at zo = - 5 pm and an elevation well above the focal point at zo = + 50 pm. (These are
positions of stable levitation, as will be shown later, in Fig. 5.) At zo = - 5 pm, the beam diameter
is about 2.6 pm (less than the droplet diameter) while at zo = + 50 pm the beam diameter has
spread to about 16.5 pm (greater than the droplet diameter).

Although there is no directly comparable experimental data, the requirement of a few milliwatts
of laser power to levitate a 5 pm diameter water droplet in air (as shown in Fig. 4) is consistent
with the measurements of Ashkin and Dziedzic11 in which a a 4 pm diameter latex sphere was
levitated using : 1 mW of laser power and the levitation of a glycerol droplet evaporating from a
diameter of 12 pm to 1 pm required a range of laser powers from 40 mW to 0.2 mW.

At an elevation of z0 = 50 pm, Fig. 4 indicates that at certain droplet diameters there is a
decrease in the necessary power to levitate. This phenomena is a result of structural resonances
within transparent water droplets at this wavelength. These structural resonances can each be
associated with the excitation of particular radial modes of the general electromagnetic wave solu-
tion. The presence of structural resonances in the power to levitate at a given elevation has been
experimentally observed by Ashkin and Dziedzic' 2 , 3. Ashkin and Dziedzic' 2 also observed that
if the droplet is levitated near the focal point where the beam diameter is less that the diameter
of the sphere, then structural resonances axe not present. Figure 4 indicates a lack of structural
resonances for z, = - 5 pm where the beam diameter (2.6 pm) is less than the droplet diameter
(5 pm) consistent with Ashkin and Dziedzic's observation. As discussed in Sec. III., structural
resonances in spherical particles require edge illumination for excitation and thus would not be
excited for the tightly-focused conditions at z0 = - 5 pm.

The nature (electric or magnetic), mode, and order of the structural resonances of Fig. 4 were
identified, and detailed calculations were performed for the three basic types of droplets: a droplet
at a magnetic wave resonance (35th mode, 1' order, d = 4.9266 pm), a droplet at an electric wave
resonance (3 5th mode, 1' order, d = 4.9912 pm), and an intermediate nonresonance droplet (d =
4.96 pm).

Figure 5 shows the power to levitate a droplet located on the propagation axis as a function
of elevation for each of the three types of droplets. There is an increase in required laser power for
droplets located near the focal point because of decreased diffraction due to the strong focusing
through the center of the spherical droplet. For a given type of droplet there are then three local
extrema in levitation power. A first minimum, P,in, that occurs below the focal point, a maximum,
Pmoas, that occurs near the focal point, and a second minimum, P that occurs above the focal
point. (For the cases considered here, Pmi, min*) Stable levitation occurs in regions of positive
slope of P versus z,. From Fig. 5 it is then apparent that there are three general regimes of stable
levitation. 1.) If Pm,, < P, then the droplet will stably levitate at a single elevation above the focal
point. 2.) If P2, < P < Pm,, then the droplet levitation is bistable, and the droplet can be stably
levitated either above the focal point or below the focal point. 3.) If PI <P < then the
droplet will stably levitate at a single elevation below the focal point. If P < Pmli then the droplet
cannot be stably levitated at any position. Bistable levitation for a spherical particle levitated
using a tightly-focused laser beam has been experimentally observed by Ashkin and Dziedzic"',
who also observed that the particle could be easily transferred from one stable position to the other
and back. If the particle begins at the above focal point position, a decrease in laser power will
allow the particle to drop towards the focal point until P = P 2mi n - If the laser power is further
decreased slightly, the particle will drop through the focal point to the below focal point position
since PMin < Pmin- Increasing the laser power would raise the particle towards the focal point
until P = PmG. If the laser power is further increased slightly above Pm.,, the particle will rise
through the focal point back to the above focal point position.

For the droplet located on the laser beam propagation axis (z-axis), the horizontal force com-
ponents and all components of torque are zero, as is obvious from symmetry and as was verified by
the equations in App. C. If the droplet is displaced in the horizontal direction, stabilizing forces
act so as to push the droplet back towards the beam propagation axis. (This is true for Re(A) >
1, as considered here. If Re(hi) < 1, then the horizontal forces push the droplet away from the
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propagation axis and there is no stable levitation.) Also, if the droplet is displaced in the horizon-
tal direction, a torque is induced on the droplet since the beam intensity profile now presents an
asymmetrical incident light distribution across the droplet. Calculations of horizontal acceleration
(a = < F >/m) and induced angular acceleration (i = N/I, where I = 2ma2 /5) were performed
for droplet displacement along both the x-axis and y-axis for elevations of z, = + 50 Am and z0 =
- 5 pm. Accelerations were calculated assuming a laser power necessary to levitate the droplet at
the particular elevation as if the droplet were located on the propagation axis as is given
in Fig. 5.

Figures 6 and 7 are for droplets at an elevation of 5 pm below the focal point where the
beam diameter (2w, = 2.6 pm) is less than the droplet diameter. Figure 6 shows the restoring
acceleration for a droplet displacement along the x-axis. The restoring accelerations are similar for
all three types of droplets and are a maximum at about 2 pm away from the propagation axis.
(Note in Figs. 4 and 5, the levitation powers for all three types of droplets are approximately equal
at z. = - 5 pm.)

Figure 7 shows the y-component angular acceleration (N. = N. = 0) induced when the droplet
is displaced along the x-axis at the z, = - 5 pm elevation. The induced angular acceleration increases
from zero as the droplet is moved away from the propagation axis and reaches a maximum before
diminishing to zero as the droplet is moved on out of the beam. The induced torque is greatest for
the electric wave resonance droplet for x-axis displacements. The x-component angular acceleration
(Ny = N= = 0) induced when the droplet is displaced along the y-axis (not shown) has features
similar to those for the x-axis displacement except that it is the magnetic wave resonance droplet
that has the greatest induced torque. The increase in induced torque for the resonance droplets as
the droplet is moved to the edge of the beam is consistent with the developments of Ref. 4 where
it was found that structural resonances are excited by on-edge illumination with electric wave
resonances more strongly excited for beams moved along the x-axis (in the direction of the incident
beam electric field polarization) and magnetic wave resonances more strongly excited for beams
moved along the y-axis (perpendicular to the incident beam electric field polarization). Additional
results and observations are presented in Ref. 7.

V. RADIATION FORCE DISTRIBUTION

For a small particle illuminated by intense laser light, the internal absorption of the light
and the reflection and refraction of the light at the surface result in changes of electromagnetic
momentum which produce local forces. The theoretical determination of the net radiation force
and torque induced on a spherical particle illuminated by a focused laser beam was considered in
Sec. IV. Of additional interest is the determination of the spatial distribution of the radiation forces

4 within and upon the surface of the particle. An understanding of the distribution of the radiation
forces would be particularly useful for applications involving the laser diagnostics of liquid droplets.

*For liquid droplets, an asymmetrical radiation force distribution may appreciably distort the shape
of the droplet, which, in turn, may affect expected light scattering patterns, structural resonance
excitation, etc. Also, as suggested by Zhang and Chang,"s radiation forces could be used to control
the shape of droplets (droplets either optically levitated or within a monodispersed stream) for
subsequent experimental study.

Theoretical expressions have been derived for the body forces and surface stresses that oc-
cur when a homogeneous liquid droplet is illuminated by a continuous laser beam. Using our
spherical particle/arbitrary beam interaction theory to provide the required electromagnetic field
components, spatial distributions of radiation forces for a spherical water droplet in air levitated
by a focused laser beam (corresponding with the arrangement analyzed in Sec. IV.) have been
calculated. This work has been submitted for publication.16 A partial summary is given here.

Applying the divergence theorem to Eq. (2), the time averaged electromagnetically induced
force per unit volume (body force) at any point within the liquid droplet is thus equal to the local
divergence of the electromagnetic stress tensor,

< >=< I. >. (5)



For calculation purposes, Eq. (5) can be simplified by substituting for the stress tensor (from Eq.
(3)), applying Maxwell's equations, and taking the time average. (Note for a homogeneous particle
the dielectric constant is uniform and the local charge density is zero so . 0.) Eq. (5) then
becomes

< P" >= -Re{-ici( 1)k - i.(e - ER)(E x l.)} (6)
8w c

where e' = c + i4ir/lw and both the dielectric constant, c = ER + ikJ, and the electrical conductivity,
U = aR + iujt, may be complex.

In addition to the electromagnetically induced body force, there is also an electromagnetically
induced stress at the surface of the droplet. Returning to Eq. (2) and considering a cylindercal
control volume of incremental cross sectional area, AS, and incremental length, AL, centered about
a general position on the surface of the sphere, it follows in the limit that

<'P>= lim um0 =< f " T. 1t - f "Ti~t > (7)

where P is the electromagnetically induced surface stress. Substituting into Eq. (7) expressions
for the internal (inside the sphere) and external (outside the sphere) stress tensors, utilizing the
boundary conditions,

exe t = E n t

Eext = E ,

and taking the time average provides an expression for the surface stress in terms of the electro-
magnetic field components,

h >= !Re{ 1[(fiE 2 E 2  (2 8int
>= ~e tn-c,,tj I +( ,,,t-c,!.t)(Es+Eo)1,'+( ,,,t- ,,,t)E,. (Ee4O+E¢)}. (8)

The theoretical expressions for the body force, Eq. (6), and the surface stress, Eq. (8), were
found to be consistent with the net radiation force expressions in App. C. The net radiation force
on a droplet should be equal to the sum of a volume integral of the body forces and a surface
integral of the surface stresses,

< >= 2  < it > r 2 sinedod~dr + i w < P > a2 sinOddkdO. (9)

Using our spherical particle/arbitrary beam interaction theory to provide the required electromag-
netic field components, the integrals of Eq. (9) were numerically evaluated for several different
particle size parameter, complex relative refractive index, and incident beam orientation arrange-
ments. For each case, the net radiative force components from Eq. (9) were identical to those
determined using the coefficient series expressions of App. C.

Equations (6) and (8) were used to determine the radiation force distributions for a 5 pm water
droplet optically levitated using a vertically-oriented, argon-ion laser beam corresponding with the
arrangement analyzed for net force and torque in Sec. IV. The assumed continuous TEMOO mode
(Gaussian-profiled), linearly polarized laser beam is focused with a beam waist diameter of 2 pm
(2w. = 2pm) and propagates in the + z axis direction with the electric field polarization in the x
axis direction. Force distributions were calculated for the droplet both on and off the laser beam
propagation axis and for the droplet 50 pm above the beam focal point (where the beam diameter
of 16.5 pm is greater than the droplet diameter) and for the droplet 5 pm below the beam focal



point (where the beam diameter of 2.6 um is less than the droplet diameter). As in Sec. IV.,
calculations were performed for the three basic types of droplets: a droplet at a magnetic wave
resonance ( 3 5 th mode, 18' order, d = 4.9266 jum), a droplet at an electric wave resonance (3 5 'h
mode, 18t order, d = 4.9912 uim), and an intermediate nonresonance droplet (d = 4.96 pm).

At the 0.5145 lim wavelength, water is a weakly absorbing dielectric with ft = 1.334 +
1.2xl109 i and thus ER n . = 1.780, e =2nRn =3.20 x 10- 9 , OR =0, and aj = 0.
From Eqs. (6) and (8) it follows that < >; 0,P' P 0, and PO ; 0, so, for these conditions,
the radiative forces are predominately outwardly-directed radial surface stresses.

The surface stress distributions shown in Figs. 8-12 provide the surface stress vector at 50
intervals around the circumference of the droplet in the x-z plane (in Figs. 8-13 the z axis is
upwards, the x axis to the right) linearly scaled relative to the maximum surface stress magnitude,
Prax. The assumed laser power is that necessary to levitate the droplet at the given elevation as
if the droplet was located on the propagation azis.

Figure 8 shows the surface stress distribution for the nonresonance droplet levitated on the
beam propagation axis at an elevation of 50 pm above the focal point. At this elevation the beam
diameter is about three times the diameter of the droplet. As seen in Fig. 8, the largest forces
are concentrated across the top of the droplet (in the direction of the beam propagation) with a
secondary concentration of smaller forces across the bottom of the droplet. These surface forces are
approximately azimuthally symmetric so that the surface force distribution in the y-z plane (plane
perpendicular to the incident electric field polarization) is similar to that in the x-z plane for the
nonresonance droplet.

Figure 9 shows the surface stress distribution for the electric wave resonance droplet levitated
on the beam propagation axis at an elevation of 50 jim above the focal point. As for the nonres-
onance droplet, the largest surface stresses are concentrated across the top of the droplet with a
secondary concentration of smaller forces across the bottom of the droplet. Unlike the nonreso-
nance droplet, however, the electric wave resonance droplet exhibits a significant surface stress over
the entire circumference, not just near the top and bottom of the droplet. The maximum surface
stress for the electric wave resonance droplet is also about three times larger than the maximum
surface stress for the nonresonance droplet at this elevation. The excitation of the electric wave
resonance, as discussed in Ref. 4, occurs predominately in the x-z plane (the plane of incident
electric field polarization). The surface stress distribution for the electric wave resonance droplet
is not azimuthally symmetric and is similar to that of the nonresonance droplet in the y-z plane.
For the magnetic wave resonance droplet (not shown) the situation is the opposite of that of the
electric wave resonance droplet: the surface stress is "excited" in the y-z plane and is not "excited"
in the x-z plane.

Figure 10 presents the surface stress distribution for the nonresonance droplet levitated on the
beam propagation axis at an elevation of 5 um below the focal point. At this elevation the beam
diameter is about half the diameter of the droplet. As seen in Fig. 10, the largest surface stresses
are concentrated near the top to the droplet with a secondary concentration of much smaller surface
stresses near the bottom of the droplet. The maximum surface stress is about ten times greater
than for the nonresonance droplet levitated at the + 50 jm elevation and the surface stress is
confined to a smaller area. The surface stresses are approximately azimuthally symmetric.

Resonance excitation requires droplet edge illumination, and the electric and magnetic wave
resonances are not excited for the on propagation axis location at z0 = - 5 pm where the incident
beam passes through the middle of the droplet. The surface stress distributions for the electric and
magnetic wave resonance droplets for the on propagation axis location at z = - 5 jim (not shown)
are similar to that of the nonresonance droplet.

If the droplet is horizontally displaced, there is a net restoring force that accelerates the
droplet back towards the beam propagation axis (see Sec. IV.). Figure 11 presents the surface
stress distribution for the nonresonance droplet levitated 5 pm below the focal point and displaced
3 pm along the x-axis. As shown in Fig. 11, for the displaced droplet the surface stresses are skewed
towards the left which produces the net restoring force. Fig. 12 shows the same situation, but for
the electric wave resonance droplet. The edge illumination caused by the horizontal displacement of
the droplet excites the resonance which produces large surface stresses over the entire circumference



of the droplet in the x-z plane. For the magnetic wave resonance droplet (not shown) the resonance
is excited in the y-z plane when the droplet is displaced along the y-axis.

As previously mentioned, at the 0.5145 pm wavelength, water is weakly absorbing and body
forces are small. The body forces do, however, significantly contribute for the case of the x-
axis displaced electric wave resonance droplet (and the y-axis displaced magnetic wave resonance
droplet) at the z0 = - 5 pm elevation. As shown in Sec. IV., the x-axis displaced electric wave
resonance droplet at the z0 = - 5 pm elevation incurs a net torque about the negative y-axis. Since
the surface stresses are essentially radial, the surface stresses do not contribute to this torque. In
Sec. III. it was shown that edge illuminated droplets at resonance have an increase in electric field
magnitude that forms a ring just inside the surface of the droplet. At resonance the droplet acts
as an optical cavity with light circling just inside the surface. Absorption of this light results in a
loss of momentum which produces a net torque about the center of the droplet.

Figure 13 shows the calculated body force distribution in the x-z plane for the electric wave
resonance droplet at the - 5 pm elevation and displaced 3 pm along the x-axis. Since the body
forces are concentrated near the surface of the droplet, the distribution is plotted extending from

= 0.8 (at the center of the plot) to f = 1.0 (at the outer circumference of the plot). The body
force vectors form a circling pattern which produces a net torque on the droplet. For the magnetic
resonance droplet displaced along the y-axis (not shown) the body forces circle in the y-z plane.

VI. BEAM INCIDENT UPON TWO ADJACENT SPHERES OF ARBITRARY AR-
RANGEMENT

Utilizing our spherical particle/arbitrary beam interaction theory, we have developed a proce-
dure for determining the electromagnetic fields for an arbitrary beam incident upon two adjacent
particles of differing size and material and of arbitrary spatial positioning. (The generalization to
three or more adjacent particles would be straightforward). The two particles may be of different
size, may have different composition (differing complex relative index of refractions), and may have
any spatial orientation relative to each other and relative to the incident beam. It is not necessary
that there be a single incident beam; having multiple beams coming from different directions would
require minimal additional computation.

The theoretical approach, in the most general sense, is similar to that introduced by Fuller
and Kattawar. 17 , 1s Since our spherical particle/arbitrary beam interaction theory permits the de-
termination of the electromagnetic fields of a particle for any known incident field, the procedure
is as follows. The spherical particle/arbitrary beam interaction theory is used to calculate the
external electromagnetic field for the beam incident upon particle 1. The external electromagnetic
field of particle 1 is used as the incident field upon particle 2 and the scattered field of particle 2 is
determined. The scattered field of particle 2 is added to the incident beam to form an updated field
incident upon particle 1 and the external field of particle 1 is recalculated. The newly calculated
external field of particle 1 is then used as the incident field upon particle 2 and the scattered field
of particle 2 is recalculated. The process is continued until there is no longer a significant change
in the electromagnetic fields. For particles spaced one radius or more apart surface-to-surface,
convergence typically occurs within two or three of these multiple "reflections."

The parameters of the laser beam incident upon two adjacent particles problem are then
the dielectric constant of the medium (teit), the waist diameter of the laser beam (w0 ), the size
parameters of the two particles (a, and a 2 ), the complex relative index of refractions of the two
particles (il and %2 ), the location of particle 1 relative to the focal point of the laser beam (x.,
yo, Z.), the location of particle 2 relative to particle 1 (x12 , Y12, z12 ), and the location of the plot
reference relative to particle 1 (xrej, Yref, Zrej). Spatial quantities are normalized using the radius
of particle 1 (a,).

Figure 14 presents the internal and near-surface normalized source function distribution in
the y-z plane for a linearly-polarized (electric field polarization in the x axis direction), 100 pm
wast diameter CO2 laser beam (A = 10.6 pm) incident upon two 45 pm diameter water droplets
separated by 35 pm surface-to-surface along the propagation axis. These conditions correspond to
an experiment performed within our Laboratory in which a CO2 laser beam was directed upon two
parallel streams of water droplets so that the illuminated droplet would act as a lens to focus the



laser light upon the shadow side droplet.' 9 This focusing effect is apparent in Fig. 14. Figure 15
presents the same situation as Fig. 14 but with the internal field suppressed to zero. As can be seen,
the maximum droplet heating rate (proportional to S) occurs at the front surface of the shadow
side droplet, for this arrangement, which is in agreement with our experimental observations. 19

Figure 16 provides a normalized source function distribution for a more general case. A 40 pm
waist diameter C02 laser beam is incident upon a 50 pm diameter methanol droplet (il = 1.395
+ 0.0163i) and a 30 pm water droplet (012 = 1.179 + 0.072i). The droplets are offset from each
other and offset from the propagation axis of the beam in the y-z plane. The effect is an interesting
splitting of the beam.

Further investigation of electromagnetic phenomena associated with a beam incident upon
adjacent spherical particles, including particles at resonance, is in progress.

VII. FUTURE WORK

Besides continuing the developments discussed here, future topics that will be considered in-
clude obtaining direct comparisons between spherical particle/arbitrary beam interaction theory
calculations and corresponding experimental measurements, developing an infinite
cylinder/arbitrary beam interaction theory, developing an arbitrary shaped particle/arbitrary beam
interaction theory, and developing a nonhomogeneous spherical particle/arbitrary beam interaction
theory.
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APPENDIX A: ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD EQUATIONS
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APPENDIX B: FIFTH-ORDER CORRECTED GAUSSIAN BEAM EQUATIONS
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where 0'o = iQexp(-ip2Q), Q = 1/(i + 2(), p2 = 17 + 2 S = 1/kwo, C = :Iwo, 77 = vio,
and C = z/kwo2. Note: these equations are for an assumed time dependence of e+'-'. If a time
dependence of e-wt is assumed, then the complex conjugate of the equations can be used.



APPENDIX C: NET RADIATION FORCE AND TORQUE EQUATIONS
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FIG 1. Normalized source function in the equatorial (y-z) plane for a transverse (x direction)polarized Gaussian beam incident upon a sphere at magnetic wave resonance. ft = 1.33 + 5.0X10 86i,
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FIG 2. Normalized source function in the equatorial (y-z) plane for two transverse (x direction) po.larized Gaussian beams incident upon a sphere at magnetic wave resonance. AI = 1.33 + 5.0xl106 i,tbo = 0.404, i. = 0.0, go = + 1.175 and -1.175, lo = 0.0, and a = 29.365.* [1.06 pm wavelength,4 pum waist diameter beams incident upon a 9.908,pm diameter (34'h mode, I"~ order mag. waveres.) water droplet with on edge y-axids illumination)
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droplet with on edge y-axis illumination]
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~FIG. 4. Power versus droplet diameter for the optical levitation of a water droplet in air using a
* focused, TEMo mode, linearly polarized laser beam for droplet propagation axis positions of zo =

' ~- 5p m and + 50 pm. (x. = Y, = 0, = 1.334 + 1.2x10 9 i, )A = 0.5145 pm, and w0 = 1 pm.)
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FIG. 5. Power versus. propagation axis position for the optical levitation of a water droplet in
air using, a focused, TEMoo mode, linearly polarized laser beam for nonresonance (d = 4.96 um),
magnetic wave resonance (d = 4.9266 pm), and electric wave resonance (d = 4.9912 pum). (x.
y,,= 0, hi 1.334 + 1.2x10-9 i, A =0.5145 pm, and w. = 1 pum.)
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FIG. 6. x-axis acceleration versus x-axis displacement for optical levitation of a water droplet in
air using a focused, TEM00 mode, linearly polarized (x-axis direction) laser beam at a droplet
propagation axis position of z. = - 5 pm for nonresonance (d = 4.96 pm), magnetic wave resonance
(d =4.9266 pm), and electric wave resonance (d = 4.9912.pm). (y. 0, ft = 1.334 + 1.2X10-9i,
A 0.5145pum, and w. 1pm.)
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FIG. 7. y-axis angular acceleration, versus x-axis displacement for optical levitation of a water
droplet in air using a focused, TEM0 0 mode, linearly polarized (x-axis direction) laser beam at a
droplet propagation axis position of z, = - 5 rm for nonresonance (d = 4.96 pm), magnetic wave
resonance (d = 4.9266 pm), and electric wave resonance (d = 4.9912 pm). (yo = 0, fi = 1.334 +
1.2x10- 9i, A = 0.5145 um, and w0 = 1 pm.)
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FIG. 8. Surface stress distribution in the x-z plane for a nonresonance water droplet (d :4.96 Ji)
optically levitated 50 jum above the focal point of a 2 jum waist diameter, 3.52 roW, argon-ion (X

=0.5145 um) laser beam. Droplet positioned on the propagation axis. P,,,,-- 0.624 Pa.
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FIG. 9. Surface stress distribution in the x-z plane for an electric wave resonance water droplet (d
= 4.9912 pm) optically levitated 50 am above the focal point of a 2 pm waist diameter, 2.35 mW,
argon-ion (A = 0.5145 pm) laser beam. Droplet positioned on the propagation axis. P,,=, = 1.94
Pa.

FIG. 10. Surface stress distribution in the x-z plane for a nonresonance water droplet (d = 4.96
pm) optically levitated 5 pm below the focal point of a 2 pm waist diameter, 1.91 mW, argon-ion
(A = 0.5145 pm) laser beam. Droplet positioned on the propagation axis. P,.., = 6.46 Pa.



FIG. 11. Surface stress distribution in the x-z plane for a nonresonance water droplet (d 4.96
pum) optically levitated 5 pm below the focal point of a 2 ym waist diameter, 1.91 mW, argon-ion
(A = 0.5145 pm) laser beam. Droplet displaced 3 pm along the x-axis. P,. = 2.12 Pa.
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FIG. 12. Surface stress distribution in the x-z plane for an electric wave resonance water droplet (d
= 4.9912 jrn) optically levitated 5 jim below the focal point of a 2 jim waist diameter, 1.89 mW,
argon-ion (A = 0.5145 umn) laser beam. Droplet displaced 3 yrn along the x-axis. P..,, = 13.90
Pa.
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FIG 15. Normalized source function in the equatorial (y-z) plane for a transverse (x direction)

electric field polarized Gaussian beam, propagating in the +z axis direction (right-to-left), incident

upon two adjacent spheres. (External field suppressed.) fil = fi2 = 1.179 + 0.072i, al = a2 =

13.337, fi', = 2.222, 1o = 9 = 0.0, io = -1.778, i12 = 12 = 0.0, -;12 = 3.556, ire! = 1ref = 0.0,

1r-! = 1.778 (10.6 pm wavelength (CO 2 laser), 100 pm waist diameter beam incident upon two 45

pum diameter water droplets separated along the propagation axis by 35 pm surface-to-surface.)
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FIG 16. Normalized source function in the equatorial (y-z) plane for a transverse (x direction)

electric field polarized Gaussian beam, propagating in the +z axis direction (right-to-left), incident

upon two adjacent spheres. fil = 1.395 + 0.0163i, a, = 14.82, 12= 1.179 + 0.072i, a 2 = 8.89, ItDo

= 0.8, i. = 0.0, P.o = 1.0, 4= 0.0, i12 = 0.0, 912 = -1.0, 112 3.0, ! = 0.0, 9 = -0.5, i--j

= 1.5 (10.6 pm wavelength (CO 2 laser), 40jpm waist diameter beam incident upon adjacent 50 pm

diameter methanol and 30 m diameter water droplets offset in the y-z plane.]elcrcfedplrzdGusI em rpgtn i h zai ieto rgtt-et icdn
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Abstract

During this funding period results have been obtained for the interaction of KrF excimer laser

radiation (A = 248 nm, tpz,, = 17 ns) with 60 pm distilled water droplets for irradiance values

ranging from 3 to 230 GW/cm2 . Laser images of the droplet breakup during the time interval

from 0 to 100 ns indicate the dynamic breakup processes to be highly nonlinear. At low irradiance

(3 GW/cm2 ) the material is ejected from both the illuminated and shadow hemispheres of the

droplet, closely resembling internal electric field strengths obtained from plane wave Lorenz-Mie

theory calculations. As the irradiance is increased to 6 GW/cm2 the interaction on the shadow

hemisphere becomes stronger while the interaction on the illuminated hemisphere decreases. At

high irradiance (230 GW/cM 2) the droplets fragment in essentially a symmetric manner. Average

material velocity from 0 to 50 ns after arrival of the high energy pulse ranged from 1000 m/s at 3

GW/cm 2 to 6000 m/s at 230 GW/cm 2.
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I. Introduction

The interaction of intense laser radiation with liquid droplets has been widely investigated

during recent years in attempts to better understand the fundamental physics governing the inter-

action. Experimental investigations have been performed examining plasma formation, 1 -5 shock

propagation,6 and electrostrictive effects' that occur during the laser/aerosol interaction. Theoret-

ical models have also been developed to predict the behavior of droplets under high energy laser

irradiation.8 '9 Due to the complexity of the problem, most theories utilize plane wave theory in the

analysis although recent work has generalized Lorenz-Mie theory for the case of a particle located at

an arbitrary position illuminated by an arbitrarily defined incident beam.' 0 ,1 However, accounting
for the influence of spatial varying droplet properties, initial plasma formation, and heat transfer
make the laser/aerosol interaction problem nonlinear and extremely complex. In this paper we

present further experimental evidence of the nonlinear interactions of high energy KrF laser pulses
(A = 248 nm) with 60 pm diameter distilled water droplets for irradiance values ranging from 3

GW/cm2 to 230 GW/cm2 .

II. Experimental Setup

A schematic of the experimental setup used in the research is shown in Fig. 1. The high
energy laser beam is produced by a KrF excimer laser (Questek model 2860, A = 248 nm) using
unstable optics and is focused at the probe volume using a plano-convex lens (d = 50 mm, f =
200 mm). The FWHM cross section of the high energy beam at the focal point was determined
by translating a knife-edge through the probe volume and was found to be approximately 95 pm

x 115 pm ( I0Z pm 2 ). An imaging beam from a second excimer laser, identical to the first with
the exception of using stable resonator optics and operating on ArF gas (A = 193 nm), is incident

in a direction orthogonal to both the high energy pulse and the motion of the water droplets.
The use of 193 nm imaging laser was used to obtain higher resolution real-time images as well
as to allow elimination of elastically scattering incident radiation by placing a 193 nm bandpass
filter in line with the imaging optics. The FWHM pulse duration of the excimer laser pulses were

measured using both a photodiode and streak camera and were found to be approximately 17
ns. The imaging pulses are synchronized with the high energy pulses by using an analog/digital
delay unit (Questek 9200 laser sync/delay unit) while simultaneously monitoring the output pulse
using a fast photodiode (Hamamatsu model C1083) and a digitizing oscilloscope (Hewlett Packard
model 54200A). The delay between high energy pulses and imaging pulses could be varied from

0 to 100 ps in increments of 10 ns. The jitter for the entire system is approximately t7 ns. The
monodisperse water droplets were generated using a vibrating orifice generator (TSI model 3450)
and were allowed to fall in the direction of the gravitational field perpendicular to both the high

energy beam and the imaging beam. The real time images were viewed using a UV sensitive
vidicon (Cohu 2006 camera system) in conjunction with a digital image processing system 2 . Use



of the image processing system allows accurate determination of the particle size prior to explosive

breakup and the distance expelled material travels during the laser/aerosol interaction. The images

were stored on an optical memory disk recorder (Panasonic model TQ-2023F) so that later analysis

could be performed on the images.

III. Results

Figure 2 shows typical images of water droplets 0, 20, 40, and 100 ns after arrival of 3 GW/cm2

KrF (A = 248 nm) laser pulses. In Figs. 2-5 the laser beam is propagating from right to left in
the photographs. Although 0 ns delay was established prior to experiments by synchronizing the
arrival of the high energy pulse with the imaging pulse as they reached the probe volume, it is
clearly evident in the photographs that the interaction actually begins prior to what is considered
as 0 ns delay. This is caused by the finite pulse widths (FWHM = 17 ns) of the high energy
and imaging pulses. For increasing irradiance, the interaction process initiates nearer the initial
rise of the high energy pulse. In contrast, the image that is obtained is integrated over the 17 ns
duration of the imaging pulse. Thus, although the peaks of both pulses may arrive simultaneously
at the probe volume, the image contains information from the first few nanoseconds after arrival
of the high energy pulse. Also note that the images in Figs. 2-5 are not of a single droplet but
of several different droplets imaged at fixed times after arrival of the high energy beam. Since the
vibrating orifice generator and the laser pulse characteristics change little from pulse to pulse, the
image variation from one pulse to the next is not significant. For the images shown in Fig. 2, note
that the interaction is nearly symmetric with material being expelled from both the illuminated
and shadow hemispheres of the droplet. Figure 3 shows for the same delay times a sequence
of photographs for an incident irradiance of 6 GW/cm 2. At this irradiance, the interaction off
the illuminated hemisphere relative to the shadow hemisphere is much smaller. Even at 100 ns,
little material is ejected from the illuminated surface. As the irradiance is further increased to 18
GW/cm 2 , the image shown in Fig. 4 at 0 ns shows no evidence of illuminated surface interaction.
However, the interaction on the shadow surface is stronger than for lower laser irradiance. Only at
later times is there any evidence of material leaving the illuminated hemisphere. Figure 5 shows
the droplet images obtained under high irradiance (230 GW/cm2 ). In this example, the nonlinear
behavior is quite different. The material is ejected in a more symmetric manner than in previous
cases and appears to form thin filaments of material at 0 ns delay time.

The behavior of the droplets shown in Figs. 2-5 can be compared to the square root of the
internal and near-surface electric field distributions calculated using plane wave Lorenz-Mie theory
which are shown in Fig. 6. The square root of the electric field is plotted in efforts to emphasize
smaller electric field values (denoted by dark shades at the top of Fig. 6). From this figure, there
appears to be four critical regions in which localized maxima appear. The absolute maximum of
the electric field values occurs external to the shadow surface of the droplet and has the magnitude
JE/Eol = 50 where JEoJ denotes the magnitude of the incident electric field. The high value results
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of the focusing effect of the large droplet relative to the incident wavelength. Internal to the
droplet surface but still within the shadow hemisphere is three localized peaks each of magnitude

IE/E l = 22. Near the illuminated surface of the droplet lies the third critical region in which

A the magnitude is approximately JE/EoI = 16. External to the illuminated hemisphere is also a
smaller localized peak of magnitude IE/Eoi = 8. The local maxima inside the droplet result from
constructive interference of laser light reflected from the inner droplet surface and the propagation
of surface waves near the air/droplet interface. These four regions of high electric field values are
characteristic of transparent droplets and have been discussed previously.1 3 We would expect that
these four regions would identify the likely locations of initial laser breakdown. Comparing the
calculations in Fig. 6 to the images shown in Fig. 2 we can see similarities in the sense that
Fig. 6 shows a nearly equal (slightly higher within the shadow hemisphere) maximum electric field
strength within the two hemispheres of the droplet. This would suggest that one would observe
material interaction from both hemispheres of the droplet with the stronger interaction occurring
from the shadow hemisphere of the droplet. The results in Fig. 2 confirm this prediction. In
contrast however, the images in Fig. 3 show significantly less material leaving the illuminated
surface of the particle. The dynamics of the breakup can be explained in a qualitative manner if
we assume the breakdown intensity for the droplet is Ib (see Fig. 7) and that the initial breakdown
occurs at the location of the maximum internal electric field, which is near the shadow surface of the
droplet. If it is further assumed that the breakdown of the droplet will cause the once transparent
region near the shadow surface to become an absorbing plasma, the initial breakdown region in the
shadow hemisphere will act to shield the incident laser light from reflecting (or propagating around
the sphere in the case of surface waves) to the illuminated hemisphere. Shown in Fig. 7 are Ph
and P1 which represent the intensity profiles of a high energy and low energy pulse, respectively. If
the droplet breakdown occurs at an intensity Ib, only the energy associated with the cross-hatched
areas will be unaffected by the plasma. Thus a larger amount of energy can be redirected toward
the front hemisphere for a low energy incident pulse. As the irradiance is increased we would expect
proportionately less available energy for interaction within and near the illuminated hemisphere.
This agrees with the observations in Figs. 2-4. For 230 GW/cm 2 interactions shown in Fig. 5, the
17 ns imaging pulse is not short enough to clearly resolve the early stages of the interaction process
and future picosecond or femtosecond imaging work will be required to resolve the early stages of
the interaction.

The imaging system can also be used to obtain approximate average velocity measurements
for the material ejected at various stages during the laser/aerosol interaction. In order to evaluate
the velocity of the ejected material it was necessary to make an assumption regarding the time
at which material starts leaving the droplet surface (At = 0). As stated earlier in this paper and
illustrated in the images, material ejection starts before what is considered 0 ns delay. For the
results presented here, a time of 10 ns before the end of the imaging pulse was chosen as the time
material begins leaving the droplet surface. Therefore, in calculating average velocities at 0 ns
delay a At = 10 ns was used, at 20 ns delay a At = 30 ns was used, etc. Although this delay value
will vary depending on the incident irradiance, we have used a constant value for all irradiances

I
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since detailed resolution of these time are not presently possible in our laboratory. The average
material velocity as a function of time and incident irradiance is shown in Fig. 8. The values

range from approximately 1000 at 3 GW/cm2 to 6000 m/s at 230 GW/cm 2 with an uncertainty of
approximately t20 percent which is predominantly due to the difficulty in properly identifying the
material boundary. Only limited data was available at high irradiances since the material quickly
propagates out of the field of view of the imaging system.

IV. Plans for Future Work

Experimental work on the scattering of radiation in the retroreflective direction will be at-
tempted and results compared with forward scattered radiation published in Ref. 2. Plans are to
also study the A = 248 nm interaction with nonspherical water droplets. Initial work in the area
indicates aspect ratios of approximately 1.2 are required before significant effects can be observed.
In order to resolve nonlinear effects at high irradiance values, we have initiated work in picosecond
imaging. A femtosecond laser has been purchased and this system will be used for ultra fast diag-
nostics. Experimental and theoretical work will be performed on all of the above areas. Work on
optical temperature measurements in aerosols continues to be pursued. Thin metal wires have to
demonstrate that material is not spalled of the shadow surface of small solid aerosols. Additional
theoretical modeling of A = 248 nm interaction with solid matter will be undertaken.
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Fig. 2. Interaction of a 3 GW/CM2 KrF (A -248 nm) laser pulse with 60,urm water droplets seen
0, 20, 40, and 100 ns after arrival of the high energy pulse. The laser is propagating from right to
left.
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Fig. 3. Interaction of a 6 GW/CM2 KrF (A = 248 nm) laser pulse with 60 pm water droplets seen
0, 20, 40, and 100 ns after arrival of the high energy pulse. The laser is propagating from right to
left.
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Fig. 4. Interaction of a 18 GW/CM2 1(rF (A =248 nin) laser pulse with 60 pm water droplets seen
0, 20, 40, and 100 ns after arrival of the high energy pulse. The laser is propagating from right to
left.
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Fig. 5. Interaction of a 230 GWN/cm 2 KrF (A =248 nm) laser pulse with 60 um water droplets

seen 0, 20, 40, and 100 ns after arrival of the high energy pulse. The laser is propagating from
right to left.
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Fig. 6. Plane wave Lorenz-Mie theory calculations showing the square root of the internal and
near-surface electric field distribution for a 60 um diameter water droplet (ft = 1.36 + 3.5x 10-i)
irradiated by a KrF laser pulse (A = 248 nm). Laser is propagating from right to left. Top:
Intensity (black = 0, white 7) plot for .1.5 < y/a < 1.5, -1.5 < z/a < 1.5 where a is the droplet
radius (note the laser is propagating in the +z direction with polarization in the x direction).
Bottom: Centerline plot for the same parameters as given above.
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Fig. 7. Graphical representation of the relationship between the incident pulse energy and the
portion unaffected by the laser-induced breakdown in the shadow hemisphere.
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Fig. 8. Average material velocity as a function of image delay time for the interaction of KrF laser
pulses (A\ = 248 nm) with 60 pmn diameter water droplets for laser irradiance varYing from 3 to 230
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ABSTRACT

Experimental results are presented on the time dependent material ejection dynamics associ-
ated with focused excimer laser beams interacting with a small diameter wire. Copper wire 75 pm
in diameter was illuminated with a KrF excimer laser at an irradiance of 80 GW/cm 2 . Interac-
tion dynamics were recorded using both real time and double strobed ultraviolet laser imaging
techniques. Temporal evolutions of both vaporous and molten material are reported for the laser
beam/wire interactions. Material observed during 2-D shadow imaging on the shadow side of
the wire was shown to originate from the illuminated surface without spallation of material on
the shadow surface. Material emission velocities are reported utilizing two different imaging tech-
niques. A maximum velocity of 1500 m/s was obtained for material ejected in a direction toward
the illuminating laser. The elastically scattered incident radiation (ESIR) for both solid copper
wires and H20 drops show a distinct two-peak structure which is dependent on the incident energy.
Broad band plasma emission for copper starts at 6.5 ± 1.4 ns after the pulse arrival as compared to
11 ± 0.36 ns for water drops. Future work will include the use of a femtosecond laser to investigate
laser interactions at higher irradiances (200 GW/cm 2 ) and associated nonlinear behavior.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Excimer laser interaction with metals has been widely investigated utilizing generally flat tar-

gets with beam intensities near the optical breakdown thresholds 1- 4 and at intensities above the
breakdown thresholds.' 6 Limited work appears in the literature on the interaction of a high inten-

sity laser beam with metallic aerosols or small filaments. Armstrong et aL.7 performed a theoretical

investigation of the propagation of a high-energy laser beam through metallic aerosols. Poulain
et al." performed experimental work on high intensity KrF excimer laser interaction with solid
aerosols and reported interesting interaction dynamics and material breakdown thresholds for sev-
eral types of solid aerosol particles. In order to overcome some of the experimental difficulties
reported by Poulain et al.8 and to better understand interaction dynamics phenomena associated
with a high-energy laser beam interacting with solid aerosols, the present investigation utilized a
thin metallic wire instead of solid aerosol particles in the laser beam probe volume. Thus, in this
investigation, interaction dynamics of a high intensity (80 GW/cm 2 ) KrF excimer laser beam with
a 75 pm diameter copper wire were studied under atmospheric illumination conditions.

Alexander et al.9 has previously studied the time history of ESIR and broadband emission for
a water droplet illuminated by KrF laser pulse. The present work reports differences in plasma
formation from copper wire targets and water droplets, i.e. time dependent plasma formations
and ESIR. In this paper we present comparative data from the two distinct types of plasmas for
incident laser beam irradiance ranging from 1-100 GW/cm2 .

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

A schematic of the experimental setup is shown in Figure 1. A high-energy beam was produced
by a KrF excimer laser (Questek model 2860, \ = 248 nm, pulse duration - 17 ns FWHM) using
unstable optics and was focused by a piano-convex lens (d = 50 mm, f = 250 mm). The cross
sectional dimensions of the high-energy beam were determined experimentally by translating a
knife-edge through the focused beam.8 A second method verified the cross sectional dimensions
by measuring the illuminated damage area of a polished nickel plate placed in the focused probe
volume. Dimensions of the focused high-energy beam were approximately 110 x 135 pm for this
investigation. A second excimer laser, identical to the first with the exception of using stable
resonator optics, was used to produce an imaging beam incident in a direction orthogonal to both
the high-energy pulse and the copper wire. Laser pulses used for imaging were synchronized with
the high-energy pulses illuminating the targets using an analog/digital delay unit, Questek model
9200 Laser Sync Unit (LSU). Sync signals from the camera control unit (Cohu model 8000) were
sent to a pulse generator (HP model 8015A) which subsequently provided the trigger pulse for the
LSU. Pulses from both lasers were simultaneously monitored using a fast photodiode (Hamamatsu
model C1083) and digitizing oscilloscope (Hewlett Packard model 54200A). Analog delay controls
on the LSU were used to calibrate arrival of the imaging pulse to be coincident with the high-energy
pulse (defined as 0 ns image delay in this investigation). Jitter for the system was approximately
±7 ns. The digital delay on the LSU made it possible to delay the image pulse arrival with respect
to the high-energy pulse from 0-100 ps in increments of 10 ns.

Real time images of the laser beam interacting with the wire were obtained with a UV sensitive
vidicon camera. Thus, the image is integrated over the laser pulse duration of 17 ns FWHM.
Images were stored on an optical disk recorder (Panasonic model TQ-2023F) and processed with
a digital image processing system10 for subsequent analysis. The probe volume of the high-energy

f illuminating pulse was positioned in the image plane by observing the plasma formed during air
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break-down with the vidicon camera. Wire targets were positioned in the same imaging probe vol-

ume and centered by observing the maximum visible emission from the illuminated wire. Location

of the 75 pm diameter copper wire within the same probe volume was maintained by feeding the
wire from a spool through two glass micro-capillaries with an inside diameter of 127 pm. A mass

equal to 17.5 g was connected to the bottom of the wire to keep the wire taut. A stepping motor
was used to rotate the spool to feed new wire into the probe volume for each laser pulse/wire
interaction. The experimental setup used in the current work for interacting H20 droplets with
the excimer laser beam and detecting the plasma emission is described in Reference 9.

III. INTERACTION DYNAMICS

Experimental work to visualize the interaction dynamics was performed using a pulsed real time
video imaging system to record the dynamics associated with the high-energy laser interaction with
a small diameter wire. An ArF excimer laser imaging system was operated at A=193 nam to provide
high resolution images as well as to eliminate scattered 248 nm emission from the high-energy
pulse by using a 193 nm bandpass filter in line with the imaging optics. Dynamic interactions
were observed for a single 80 GW/cm2 pulse (A = 248 nm, pulse duration = 17 ns) incident on a
75 pm diameter copper wire. For comparative purposes, images of the wire were recorded before
the high-energy pulse interaction and after the high-energy pulse interaction as shown in Figure 2.
The illuminating pulse was incident from right to left in Figure 2 and produced a crater-shaped
region at the illuminated surface as a result of material removal. The term crater in this work refers
to the volumetric region at the illuminated surface of the wire where material has been removed
as a result of the interaction. Images recorded at various time delays during the laser beam/wire
interaction process are shown in Figures 3-5. Delay time given under each photograph is the delay
of the image beam (±7 us) with respect to the arrival of the high-energy pulse. Dark regions on
the left of the images were characteristic of the imaging system used and were primarily due to the
optical effects associated with the bandpass filter.
. The first noticeable evidence of any laser beam/wire interaction dynamics was at 10 ns image

delay as shown in Figure 3. A cloud of material is visible at the illuminated (front) surface of the
wire but not at the shadow (rear) surface. At 40 ns image delay, material emission is evident at the
shadow surface of the wire and a crater like depression is clearly forming at the illuminated surface
of the wire as a result of the material removal at approximately the location of the probe volume.
Scanning electron microscope (SEM) images of the samples showed no physical material removal
from the shadow surface of the wire. Thus, ejected material appearing at the shadow surface of
the wire was removed from the illuminated surface of the wire and propagated around the sides
of the wire. At 60 ns delay, a crater on the illuminated surface of the wire is clearly defined with
an opaque lip forming at the edge of the probe volume region. In addition, no cloud of material is
apparent above and below the probe volume region as shown at 40 ns image delay. Lifetime of the
visible plasma emission from the laser beam/wire interaction was determined to have an average
value of 62 ns (FWHM). The cloud of material appearing at the illuminated surface of the wire
prior to 60 ns image delay is thought to be a dense plasma. At 100 ns delay, a dark region appears
directly in front of the probe volume on the illuminated side. The material is thought to be plasma
or vapor and is evident from 80-120 us. This material in front of the probe volume was not evident
in the images prior to 80 ns image delay since suflicient quantities do not exist to be detected by
the imaging system. After 120 ns delay, this material moves out of the field of view of the imaging
system.
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Images at longer time delays ranging from 170 ns to 600 ns are shown in Figure 4. From these
images, it is evident that material has traveled from the illuminated front wire surface to form
diffuse fans behind the shadow surface of the wire. These series of photographs show material
moving along the illuminated surface away from the crater region in a lateral direction parallel to
the wire surface. This lateral moving material has moved out of the field of view of the imaging
system after 800 ns delay as shown in Figure 5. Material having individual particle characteristics
i evident behind the shadow surface of the wire for time delays of 800 ns and longer. Particles
could be observed in the photographs for time delays up to 4.5 /Is and were shown to be in a molten
state by collecting them onto polished nickel plates.

SEM images are shown in Figure 6 revealing a side view (top) and a shadow surface view (bot-
tom) of copper wire samples after illumination by a KrF laser pulse (A = 248 nm) at 80 GW/cm2 .
The side view clearly shows where material removal occurred and the crater formed. In addition,
molten material flow has occurred as demonstrated by the relatively smooth surface above and
below the crater followed by a rough surface region where solidification of the material occurred.
The top photograph in Figure 6 further shows material flowed in all directions from the crater
region. The bottom photograph in Figure 6 provides evidence that no material was removed from
the shadow surface. Further examination of the photograph shows that a lip has formed on the
side of the wire from molten material exploding away from the illuminated surface as a result of
high pressures.

High magnification SEM images taken of solidified material located in the rough surface region
on the front of the wire are shown in Figure 7. Particles that solidified before "pinching off" a
wave surface can be identified in the top photograph. Solidification waves traveling from the front
surface of the wire to the sides are evident in the bottom photograph of Figure 7. Particles ejected
at the sides of the wire are smaller than particles forming from the surface waves formed near
the front surface of the wire. Surface tension and the height of the surface waves are important
parameters in determining the size of particles formed.

IV. VELOCITY MEASUREMENTS

Velocity measurements of emitted materials from the laser beam/wire interactions were per-
formed using single pulse (A = 193 nm) images similar to those shown in Figures 3-5 and also by
a dual pulse imaging method described in previous work by Schaub et al.11 Dual pulse imaging
is performed by splitting the laser pulse used for imaging into two separate pulses as shown in
Figure 1. One part of the imaging pulse travels directly to the imaging system while the second
part travels over an additional 17.1 m (56 ft) of optical path length. Thus, two 17 ns pulses
(A = 248 nm) optically delayed by 56 ns enter the imaging system providing a double exposure im-
age on the vidicon camera of the emitted material produced from the laser beam/wire interaction.
Velocity of the emitted material was determined by measuring the distance the molten material
moved during the 56 ns time interval. The time interval separating the dual imaging pulses is fixed
by the optical path length, however, the time delay of the first imaging pulse with respect to the
high-energy pulse can be adjusted with the LSU previously described.

Figure 8 is a typical dual pulse image obtained of emitted material with the first image pulse
delayed 500 ns after the arrival of the high-energy pulse (80 GW/cm2 ) which was incident from
right to left. Samples were positioned to appear beyond the right edge of the monitor screen to
eliminate scattered 248 nm emission from the laser beam/wire interaction which saturates the
vidicon camera. Average velocities of materials emitted in a direction away from the illuminating
laser were 570 m/s at 300 ns image delay and 460 m/s at 500 ns delay. Dual pulse images were



not obtained for image delays shorter than 300 ns since the material was not dense enough to be

picked up by the imaging system and for image delays longer than 500 ns as a result of material

expanding in diffuse fans covering the complete field of view. Figure 9 is a typical dual pulse image

obtained at image delays of 1500 ns and longer of individual particles traveling in a direction away

from the illuminating laser (right to left). Particles are approximately 10 pm in diameter and move
less than 5 pm in 56 ns time delay which corresponds to a velocity less than 90 m/s.

The velocity of emitted material was also determined by utilizing a single imaging pulse and
measuring the material movement for a known time delay relative to the arrival of the ablation
pulse. A similar technique was used by Alexander et al.I2 to determine interaction velocities when
an excimer laser beam interacted with a water droplet. For the current work, it is assumed that
ejected material originates from the front of the crater region and emission starts at 0 ns image delay.
Velocity calculations for ejected materials from the dual and single imaging pulse techniques are
presented in Figure 10. Data plotted in the graphs differ only by the scale of the time (horizontal)
axis. The top graph has been expanded to emphasize the acceleration and deceleration during the
laser pulse. Each data point on the graphs represents the average of approximately five velocity
calculations for each time frame. An estimated error associated with the material emission velocity
calculations is ±20% and is primarily due to the uncertainties in properly identifying the exact
starting and ending of material boundaries.

Material emission velocities in a direction towards the illuminating laser were calculated by
measuring the material movement on the illuminated (front) surface of the wire and in a direction
perpendicular to the wire. The starting position of the front wire surface was located by comparing
wire images before the high- energy pulse illumination with the delayed images during illumination
of the samples. Measurements of emitted material movement toward the illuminating laser could
not generally be made for time delays longer than 30 ns since material boundaries could not be
clearly identified. However, the emission velocity was calculated for material shown in front of
the probe volume at 100 ns delay in Figure 3. The average velocity of spatially emitted material
toward the laser is shown to increase from 1300 m/s at 10 ns time delay to 1500 m/s at 20 us. The
corresponding acceleration is from the 17 ns (FWHM) high-energy pulse still depositing energy
into the interaction region. A subsequent deceleration of material occurs after the end of high-
energy laser pulse. Material emission velocities in a direction away from the illuminating laser were
calculated by the same procedure used to measure material movement on the illuminated surface
of the wire. In order to obtain velocity calculations in a direction away from the illuminating
laser, single pulse imaging was used up to 70 ns, i.e., until material boundaries were no longer
distinguishable and dual pulse imaging was used from 300-500 us.

Lateral material emission is defined in this work as emitted material at the illuminated surface
of the wire moving out of the crater region in a direction parallel to the wire. Lateral emission
velocities were obtained only up to 800 ns image delay since material moves out of the field of
view of the imaging system as shown in Figure 4 and 5. As shown in Figure 10, lateral emission
velocities remain constant at approximately 800 m/s until 130 us image delay when deceleration
to 270 m/s occurs at 300 ns delay. Deceleration occurs after the emitted material crosses the
smooth interaction surface region located above and below the crater and enters the rough surface
region shown in Figure 6. Molten material is cooling and solidifying in the rough surface region on
the illuminated wire surface causing deceleration. The velocity of the lateral material emission at
300 ns image delay is comparable to the speed of sound at atmospheric conditions.

As shown in Figure 5, emitted particles appear behind the shadow surface of the wire at a time
delay of 4.5 ps. An explanation for particles emitted microseconds after a 17 ns pulse interaction is



provided by examining the thermal diffusion time and the material emission velocities. For metals

interacting with an excimer laser pulse, Jervis et aL13 report that the thermal diffusion length (6)
is given by

6 = 2V/ (1)

where X is the thermal diffusivity and -r is the beam pulse width. For copper and a 17 ns pulse
width (FWHM), 6 = 2.2 pum. Penetration depth (d) of the incident beam (A = 248 nm) into

copper is calculated to be 11 nm. Since 6 > d, depth of energy distribution over the 17 ns pulse
width is determined by thermal diffusion as opposed to the laser penetration depth. Therefore,
thermal diffusion cannot be neglected for this investigation. Particles emitted during long time
delays originated from rough surface regions of the wire shown in Figure 7. SEM analysis of cross
sections of interacted specimens revealed that the molten material in the rough surface regions can
exceed 8 pm in thickness. By rearranging Eq. (1), a convenient order-of-magnitude estimation for
the thermal diffusion time (t) through a metal surface is given by Ready 14 as

t = D(2)
4 X

where D is the desired penetration thickness. For D = 81m, thermal diffusion time (t) would be

200 ns. Single pulse imaging revealed molten material moving over the rough surface region of the
wire at approximately 1 ps image delay. Emitted particles from this zone were previously reported
to have velocities less than 90 m/s. Since these particles originate from the front wire surface and
are imaged behind the shadow surface, total distance traveled is over 75 pm (wire diameter) and
the corresponding travel time would be over 1.0 ps for a velocity under 90 m/s. Therefore, thermal
diffusion time and material velocities across the wire surface account for microsecond delays of
particle emission from the laser beam/wire interaction.

V. COPPER AND H 2 0 DROPLET PLASMA EMISSION

For our experiments at A = 248 nm, one photon is needed to ionize copper while three are
required for water and air. As shown in Figure 11 the onset of ionization and plasma formation
for copper starts approximately 4 ns earlier than plasma formation in a water droplet. Several
mechanisms contribute to the observed differences. Before ionization occurs in water, the molecules
of H20 will breakup into H2 and 0 which initially delays the plasma. The ionization potential
for H2 and 0 is three times greater than the ionization potential for copper. After initial electron
formation by multiphoton ionization (MPI), cascade breakdown occurs. For cascade ionization to

occur, electrons are needed with an energy greater than the material ionization potential. During
the cascade ionization (CAI) process, energy losses such as electron diffusion, attachment to oxygen,
and excitation all alter the plasma formation processes. In Figure 11, the plasma emission times

for both copper and water plasma are shown. The delay in the start of the copper plasma can be
explained by the 4s'-3d' ° transition.

The time history of ESIR behavior for copper is similar to the water case as shown in Figure 12.
Figure 12 is a plot of the arbitrary intensity of the incident pulse and ESIR as a function of time
for 75 pm diameter copper wire illuminated by a KrF laser pulse at 1-100 GW/cm2 . The arrival
of the incident pulse is defined as the time when the intensity readhes 1/e 2 of its maximum value
and is used to reference all other delay times. The delay times Pil and P12 are taken from the
incident pulse arrival to the first and second peak of ESIR, respectively. Vt is the delay time from
the incident pulse arrival to the first minimum of the ESIR. As expected, the first ESIR starts as
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the incident pulse arrives. In Figure 12(a), one observes that the first ESIR is rapidly increasing
within 6 ns after the incident laser pulse reaches the surface of the copper wire. ESIR peaks and

then decreases as a result of the plasma formation on the surface of the material which absorbs

the incident pulse energy. As the time is increased, the density of the resulting electrons and ions

increase such that a dense plasma reflects the incident pulse until its reaches the peak, Pt 2. At
the irradiance of 100 GW/cm2 , the intensity of the second ESIR peak is higher than PlI. This
indicates that the higher input energy results in a higher frequency plasma as well as a more dense
plasma. At the input energy of 50 GW/cm2 , the first ESIR appears to be dominant. At lower
input energies, there is no distinct second ESIR peak which implies only a low density plasma on
the surface of the copper wire. Examination of the wire surface using a stereo microscope revealed
oxidation and no material removal for the lower input energies.

The delay times, Pfl, Pt2 and Vt for the copper and water can be compared and are shown in
Figure 13. In Figure 13, subscripts c and w refer to the copper and the water, respectively. As
shown in Figure 13, there is a general trend for the delay times of the copper to be higher than for
water. However, the standard deviation for the copper wire results is much higher than Pt2 and V,
due to the plasma instability in time, even though the Pt, is quite stable. As the input irradiance
is increased, the delay time for plasma formation for both materials remains essentially constant.
The spectral distribution of the ESIR and plasma emission in the spectral range of 440-520 nm is
shown in Figure 14. The second harmonic of the ESIR is approximately 496 nm and serves as a
reference wavelength. At 26 ns after the incident pulse arrival, the ESIR is less than the continuum
radiation. The copper line (510.5 nm) and nitrogen (510 nm) line are both very evident in the
plasma emission spectrum.

VI. SUMMARY

High intensity ultraviolet laser interaction with a metallic filament and with H2 0 droplets has
been investigated. A 2-D shadow imaging system showed both vaporous and molten material
emitted from the laser beam/wire interaction. Material was shown to be emitted in every direction
from the probe volume as a result of a high pressure region at the surface of the wire. Emitted
material imaged at the shadow surface of the wire originated from the illuminated surface and
propagated around the sides of the wire. A maximum material velocity of approximately 1500 m/s
was calculated for ablated material in a direction back toward the illuminating laser. Emitted
particles were evident 4.5 ps after arrival of the high-energy pulse. It was concluded that this
delay was the resultant combination of the thermal diffusion time and material emission velocities.
Particles ejected at these later times were shown to have a velocity of under 90 m/s.

The ESIR of copper wire plasma also has a two distinct peak structure which is dependent on
the input energy and, except for differences in initiation times, is similar to plasma formation in
H120 droplets. Plasma formation of the copper wire started 4 ns earlier as a result of the dissociation
times of H20. In addition, the ionization potential of copper is around three times smaller than
H2 and 0. However, the rise time in the copper plasma was not as fast as that observed in plasma
emitted from water droplets as a result of interband transition.
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Figure 2. Images of 75 pm, diameter copper wire before high-energy illumaination (top) and

after illuraination (bottom). Irradiation was 80 GW/cm2 using a IrF pulse (A = 248 nin). Beam

propagation was from right to left.
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Figure 3. Thteratction of KrF laser (A =248 nm) with a 75 pim diameter copper wire at
80 GWN/cm 2 Time given under each photograph is the delay of the image beam with respect tothe arrival of the high-energy laser pulse. Beam propagation is from right to left.
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Figure 4. Interaction of KrF laser (A =248 nm) with a 75 um. diameter copper wire at
80 GWV/crn 2.- Time given under each photograph is the delay of the image beam with respect to
the arrival of the high-energy laser pulse. Beam propagation is from right to left.
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Figure 5. Interaction of KrF laser (A = 248 nm) with a 75 pum diameter copper wire at
80 GW/cm2 . Time given under each photograph is the delay of the image beam with respect to
the arrival of the high-energy laser pulse. Beam propagation is from right to left.
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Figure 6. Photomicrographs of side view (top) and shadow surface (bottom) of an illuminated
75 um diameter copper wire. Irradiation was S0 GW/cm 2 by a KrF pulse (A = 248 n).



*Figure 7. Pbotoniicrographs of typical waves and particle formations on tbe front surface of an
illumnated 75 pm diameter copper wire. Irradiation was 80 GWN/cm 2 by a KrF pulse (A = 248 nm).
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Figure 8. Typical dual pulse images of emitted material traveling from right to left away
from the ablation area. Time delay between each imaging pulse is 56 ns providing a double
exposure image. First image pulse delayed 500 ns after arrival of high-energy pulse. Irradiation
was 80 GW/cm 2 by a KrF pulse (A = 248 nm). Image dimensions are 280,pm square.
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Figure 9. Typical dual pulse images of emitted copper particles traveling from right to left

away from the ablation area. Time delay between each imaging pulse is 56 ns providing a double

exposure image. First image pulse delayed 1500 ns after arrival of high-energy' pulse. Irradiation

was 80 GW/cm2 by a KrF pulse (A = 248 nm). Image dimensions are 165 x 230 pm.
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Figure 10. Average velocities of emitted materials from interactions of KrF laser radiation
at 80 GW/cm 2 with 75 /um diameter copper wire as a function of the image time delay. Top
graph has been expanded to emphasize the acceleration during the laser pulse and the subsequent
deceleration.
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Figure 11. Intensities as a function of time for the incident pulse, the broadband emissions of
copper wire (75 pm dia.) and water droplet (75 jm dia.) illuminated by a 100 GW/cm 2 KrF laser
pulse.
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Figure 12. Intensities of the incident pulse (solid curves) and the ESIR (dashed curves) as a

function of time for 75 pm diameter copper wire illuminated by a KrF laser pulse of 1-100 GW/cm2.

The vertical scale is in arbitrary intensity units.
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ABSTRACT

A theoretical procedure has been developed for the determination of the internal and exter-
nal electromagnetic fields for a monochromatic beam incident upon a homogeneous particle of
arbitrarily-defined shape. The procedure is best suited for the analysis of near-spherical particles
(i.e., particles which deviate from a sphere by plus-or-minus a few tenths of a radii). Verification
and demonstration calculations are presented. Also presented are calculations investigating the
effect of particle shape on internal heating distributions for C0 2 laser heated water droplets, and
calculations investigating the effect of surface deformation on resonance excitation within an oth-
erwise spherical particle. Future work will include consideration of modifications of the theoretical
procedure that would allow solutions for elongated particles, and the comparison of theoretical
calculations with corresponding experimental measurements.

I. INTRODUCTION

In an earlier work,1 equations were derived for the theoretical determination of the internal
and external electromagnetic fields for a beam incident upon a homogeneous spherical particle. A
procedure has been developed that now permits the determination of the electromagnetic fields
for a beam incident upon a homogeneous particle of arbitrarily-defined shape. This new approach,
to be referred to as the irregularly-shaped particle/arbitrary beam theory, appears to be most
applicable for the analysis of near-spherical particles (i.e., particles which deviate from a sphere by
plus-or-minus a few tenths of a radii). The theory could be used, for example, to determine the
electromagnetic fields for a laser beam incident upon a small liquid droplet that has been deformed
in shape due to aerodynamic, thermal, or electromagnetic stresses.

Previously, Yeh, Colak, and Barber,2 have also considered the beam incident upon an
irregularly-shaped particle problem. In the approach of Yeh, Colak, and Barber,2 the incident field
is expanded in a plane wave spectrum and a superposition of plane wave solutions, obtained using
the extended boundary condition method (EBCM), 3 is performed. In our theoretical development,
the incident field is utilized directly, and a superposition of solutions is not necessary. In addition,
the primary emphasis of the work of Yeh, Colak, and Barber2 concerned the determination of far-
field scattering patterns. In our paper, the primary emphasis is the determination of the internal
and near-surface electromagnetic field distributions.



II. THEORETICAL DEVELOPMENT

Only a general description of the irregularly-shaped particle/arbitrary beam theory will be
presented here. Detailed equations are given in Ref. 4.

The specific problem considered is that of a monochromatic electromagnetic beam within an
infinite, nonabsorbing, dielectric medium incident upon a particle of arbitrarily-defined shape. The
particle and the surrounding medium are each homogeneous, linear, isotropic, and nonmagnetic
(pu = 1). The geometrical arrangement is shown in Fig. 1. The coordinate system origin is
located within (and near the center) of the particle. The particle has an associated characteristic
radius, a, and all spatial quantities are nondimensionalized (as indicated by a tilde) relative to
this characteristic radius. Though the theoretical development is applicable for any incident beam
for which a mathematical description is known, for the calculations presented in this paper, a
focused, linearly-polarized, Gaussian-profiled (TEMoo mode) beam will be assumed. A fifth-order
corrected mathematical description of the electromagnetic field components for the Gaussian beam,
as previously presented in Ref. 5, is utilized for the analysis. All electromagnetic quantities are
nondimensionalized relative to an electric field magnitude characteristic of the incident beam, E0 .
For the Gaussian beam, E0 is the electric field magnitude at the focal point, which can be related
to the beam power by an expression given in Ref. 5.

The input parameters of the analysis are as follows: (1) the particle shape function, f(0,0)
(A nondimensionalized single-valued function of the spherical coordinate angles that defines the
surface of the particle. For a centered sphere, this function would equal to one.), (2) the particle
size parameter, a = 27ra/Aet (Ae.t is the wavelength within the surrounding medium.), (3) the
complex relative refractive index of the particle, ii = N/i 7 Eexi, (4) the nondimensionalized beam
focal point coordinates, (i 0 , o, 40) (The location of the focal point of the incident beam relative
to the particle.), (5) the nondimensionalized beam waist radius, 1i0 , (6) the beam propagation
direction angle, Gbd (The beam is assumed to propagate parallel to the x-z plane. 0bd is the angle
of beam propagation relative to the y-z plane.), and (7) the beam polarization orientation angle,
Obd (For Obd = 00, the beam electric field polarization is parallel to the x-z plane. For 0bd = 900,
the beam electric field polarization is perpendicular to the x-z plane.).

The procedure for determining the electromagnetic fields for a beam incident upon a particle
of arbitrarily-defined shape is a generalization of the beam incident upon a spherical particle de-
velopment presented in Ref. 1. The electromagnetic field is divided into three parts: the incident
field (the field that would exist in the absence of the particle), the scattered field (the difference
between the external particle field and the incident field), and the internal field (the field within
the particle). The external field is the sum of the incident field (assumed known) and the scattered
field: f" = 9(') + i(s) and fext = ]P) + ]l(). The scattered field and the internal field are to
be determined. The solution is formulated in spherical coordinates, (r, 0, ,).

The electromagnetic field components of the unknown scattered and internal fields are ex-
pressed in the form of general series expansions (obtained from a separation-of-variables solution of
Maxwell's equations) involving products of radial-dependent Riccati-Bessel functions (01, Xi) and
angularly-dependent spherical harmonic functions (Y,..), as were derived in Ref. 1. It is assumed,
even though the particle is not spherical, that the scattered field is appropriately expressed in terms
of outgoing spherical waves (e1) = 10, - ixI) and the internal field is appropriately expressed in
terms of standing waves (01j only). The validity of these assumptions will be discussed in Sec.
III. The series expansions for the electromagnetic field components are each of the form of double
summations over the indexes I and m. If L is the maximum value of the index I required for series
convergence, there will then be

L

N = 2+ 1) ()
1=1

terms in each series expansion. (N equals the number of I and m combinations for a given L.)
The series coefficients for the scattered field (al,, bl,) and the series coefficients for the internal

field (C,, dl,.) are determined by applying the four boundary conditions associated with the fact

S,,l
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that the tangential electric and magnetic field fields are continuous across the particle surface.
Evaluating the four boundary conditions at a particular angular position (0, )) and then expanding
these equations in spherical harmonics (Y,,,,,) provides a set of 4N linear, algebraic equations for
the determination of the 4. values of the series coefficients (am,,btm,czm,dm). Once the series
coefficients for the scattered and internal fields are known, the series expansions can be used to
determine the electromagnetic field anywhere internal or external to the particle.

If the particle is axisymmetric [ (O), independent of 4], then major simplifications in the
solution procedure occur. In particular, the series coefficients for each index m can be determined
by solving a set of 4(L - ImI + 1) linear, algebraic equations (two sets of 2(L + 1) equations for m =
0). Thus, for the axisymmetric case, it is required to solve (L + 2) "small" sets of linear, algebraic
equations, instead of a single "large" 4N set of linear, algebraic equations, as is necessary for the
general case.

III. APPLICABILITY

As previously mentioned, it is assumed that the scattered field is appropriately expressed in
terms of outgoing spherical waves (t() = 01 - iXI) and the internal field is appropriately expressed
in terms of standing waves (01 only). These assumptions are sometimes referred to as the "Rayleigh
hypothesis." Even though the validity of the assumptions associated with the Rayleigh hypothesis
can be questioned for the case of the irregularly-shaped particle, Chew6 has recently shown that,
on a fundamental level, the Rayleigh hypothesis approach and the extended-boundary-condition-
method (EBCM) are essentially equivalent. For both of these methods, the resultant matrix for the
solution of the series coefficients describing the fields becomes ill-conditioned (small changes in the
terms of the coefficient matrix may produce large changes in the solution vector) for the analysis of
elongated particles. The irregularly-shaped particle/arbitrary beam theory, similar to the EBCM,
is best suited for the analysis of near-spherical particles. A further discussion of the applicability
of the theory is presented in Ref. 4. All calculations in this paper, with the exceptions of Figs. 6
and 7, represent fully converged solutions.

IV. VERIFICATION CALCULATIONS

The irregularly-shaped particle/arbitrary beam theory was verified by making direct compar-
isons with known solutions. Calculations were performed for a spherical particle displaced from the
origin. If the sphere is displaced along the z-axis, then the particle shape function is a function of
the polar angle, f (6), and the axisymmetric irregularly-shaped particle/arbitrary beam theory can
be applied. However, if plane wave illumination is assumed, the electromagnetic field distribution
should be identical to that of plane wave Lorenz-Mie theory.

As an example, Fig. 2 presents a plot of the normalized source function (S = If/E2)
distribution in the x-z plane for a 300 angle of incidence plane wave incident upon a centered
sphere of a = 8.0 and fi = 1.2 + 0.02i. Figure 2 is the Lorenz-Mie theory solution rotated 30°
about the origin in the x-z plane in order to account for the angle of incidence of the plane wave.
Figure 3 was generated using the axisymmetric theory for identical conditions as Fig. 2, except that
the sphere has been displaced along the z-axis by a distance of Ai = +0.25. A comparison of Figs.
2 and 3 shows that the normalized source function distribution of the displaced sphere (Fig. 3)
calculated using the axisymmetric theory is identical to the normalized source function distribution
of the centered sphere (Fig. 2) calculated using Lorenz-Mie theory, except that the entire solution
of Fig. 3 (both internal and near-field) has been shifted along the z-axis by a distance of Ai -
0.25, as would be expected.

A similar approach was used to confirm the general irregularly-shaped partide/arbitrary beam
theory, except the sphere is now displaced along the x-axis so that the particle shape function is
a function of both the polar and azimuthal angles, f(g, 0). Figure 4 shows the normalized source
function distribution for a 300 angle of incidence plane wave incident upon a centered sphere of a =
2.0 and fi = 1.2 + 0.02i as determined using Lorenz-Mie theory. Figure 5 provides the normalized
source function distribution calculated using the general theory for conditions identical to those of



Fig. 4, except that the sphere has been displaced along the x-axis by a distance of Af = 0.1. A
comparison of Figs. 4 and 5 shows that the normalized source function distribution of Fig. 5 is
identical to that of Fig. 4, except that the entire solution has been shifted along the x-axis by a
distance of Ai = +0.1, as would be expected.

Another confirmation of the arbitrarily-shaped particle theory was obtained by making com-
parisons with an existing nonspherical, regular geometry solution. Asano and Yamamoto have

developed an analytical solution for the determination of the electromagnetic fields for a plane
wave incident upon a spheroidal particle. In Ref. 7, far-field scattering patterns for a 00 angle of
incidence plane wave incident upon prolate and oblate sheroids of various size parameters and
various axis ratios axe presented. Asano and Yamamoto plotted far-field normalized scattering
intensity,

Y li g2s jRe(E x H)
S, = lir a 2  x/ (2)

~~*oo iLIEoJ2 (2

versus scattering angle (0) in the plane of incident electric field polarization and in the plane
perpendicular to the incident electric field polarization. This was done for size parameters, c, of 1
through 7, where the c size parameter of Asano and YamamotoT is related to the size parameter,
a, of this paper by

c(a/b) (3)V/(-alb)r- 1'

where a/b is the major to minor axis ratio. An index of refraction of i = 1.33 + 0.00i was assumed.
The axisymmetric irregularly-shaped particle/arbitrary beam theory was used to calculate far-

field scattering patterns using parameters consistent with those used in Asano and Yamamoto.T

Figure 6 presents the far-field scattering patterns for a 0' angle of incidence plane wave incident
upon a prolate spheroid of a/b = 2 axis ratio as calculated usin, the axisymmetric theory. Figure
6 can be directly compared with Fig. 3 of Asano and Yamamoto. Figure 6 is a verticaly-unscaled,
semi-log plot with each vertical division representing a factor of ten difference in normalized scat-
tering intensity. The forward-scattered (8 = 00) and the back-scattered (6 = 1800) normalized
scattering intensity values are shown for each size parameter. The scattering patterns generated
using the axisymmetric theory agreed within a few percent with those of Asano and Yamamoto.
For the prolate spheroid, the forward-scattered values agreed with an average deviation of 0.3%
and the back-scattered values agreed with an average deviation of 3.2%.

The far-field scattering patterns for an oblate spheroid of a/b = 2 axis ratio, calculated using
the axisymmetric theory, are given in Fig. 7. Figure 7 can be directly compared with Fig. 5
of Asano and Yamamoto.7 Again, the two results were in general agreement. The back-scattered
values agreed with an average deviation of 1.1% and the forward-scattered values agreed with an
average deviation of 6.1%.

As was previously discussed, the theoretical procedure developed in this paper is best suited for
the analysis of near-spherical particles. The far-field scattering calculations for the a/b=2 axis ratio
prolate/oblate spheroids of Figs. 6 and 7 were not fully converged solutions. For each case, L was
increased until the algebraic equations became too ill-conditioned to permit accurate numerical
solution. For the maximum permissible value of L, the far-field scattering intensities were still
changing by plus or minus a few percent for each increment in L. This lack of full convergence may
explain the blight difference of the results of Figs. 6 and 7 with the comparable results of Asano
and Yamamoto.'

V. TIGHTLY-FOCUSED BEAM ON AN OBLATE SPHEROID

In order to demonstrate the ability to determine the electromagnetic fields for a focused beam
incident upon a nonspherical particle, calculations were performed for a tightly-focused beam inci-
dent upon an oblate spheroid of axis ratio a/b = 1.2, a = 15.0, and fi = 1.3 + 0.01i. The angle
of incidence (Obd) was held at 01 and the incident electric field polarization was in the x-z plane



(Obd = 00). Figure 8 shows the internal normalized source function distribution in the x-z plane for
an incident plane wave (to *= oo). Only the internal field distribution is presented (the near-field
values were artificially set to zero) so as to clearly show the nonspherical shape of the particle.

Figure 9 is for the same conditions as Fig. 8, but instead of plane wave incidence, a beam (to =
0.667) is focused at the center of the particle (i 0 = go = io = 0.0). The normalized source function
distribution for beam illumination is distinctly different than that for plane wave illumination, as
can be seen by comparing Figs. 8 and 9. Figure 10 is for the same incident beam conditions as Fig.
9, except that the focal point of the beam has been moved up the x-axis to a position halfway along
the major axis of the oblate spheroid (.o = 0.5, go = 0 = 0.0). Figure 11 shows the normalized
source function distribution with the beam focused at the edge of the particle (i0 = 1.0, Po = j0
= 0.0).

VI. C02 LASER HEATING OF SPHEROIDAL WATER DROPLETS

As an application of the axisymmetric irregularly-shaped particle/arbitrary beam theory, the
effect of nonsphericity on the spatial heating distribution within a water droplet heated by a C02
laser beam (A = 10.6,um,hi = 1.179 + 0.072i) was investigated. The heating rate per unit volume
within the droplet is directly proportional to the normalized source function, S. Equal volume
prolate/oblate spheroidal water droplets (aph.ere = 8.0, daphere "t 2 7ktm) of major to minor axis
ratios (a/b) of 1.1 and 1.2 were analyzed. Plane wave incidence (o *:" oo) was assumed and three
particle orientations were considered: (Case A: ebd O0

',40bd = 00), (Case B: 0bd = 9 0 ° ,-Obd = 0),
and (Case C: 0 bd = 900, Obd = 900).

For the spherical particle (a/b=1), Cases A, B, and C are indistinguishable, and the maximum
normalized source function value within the spherical droplet was determined to be Sm, = 1.019.
The effect of particle shape and orientation on maximum source function is summarized in Table
1. For orientation A, the prolate shape results in an increased value of Sma, (relative to that of
an equal volume sphere) while for orientation C, the oblate shape results in an increased value of
S,.,. As an example of the effect of particle shape on the spatial distribution of normalized source
function (heating), Fig. 12 gives the normalized source function in the y-z plane for orientation A
for a.) a sphere, b.) a prolate spheroid with a/b = 1.1, and c.) a prolate spheroid with a/b = 1.2.

VII. EFFECTS OF SURFACE DEFORMATION AT RESONANCE

The beam incident upon an arbitrarily-shaped particle theory permits electromagnetic field
determinations for particles of irregular geometry. As an example of an application, the axisym-
metric theory was used to investigate the effect of a surface deformation on resonance excitation
within an otherwise spherical particle. (The effect of focal point positioning on resonance excitation
was investiiated in Ref. 8.) The particle is assumed spherical except for an axisymmetric surface
deformation located within the polar angle interval ?r/8 < 9 < 37r/8:

r 1 for 0 < ir/8

1 + c/2(1 + cos[8(0 - 7r/8) - r]) for r/8 < e < 37r/8 (4)

1 for 0 > 3r/8

The height of the deformation, c, can be either positive (protrusion), negative (depression), or zero
(perfect sphere). Plane wave illumination with a 0* angle of incidence is assumed which provides
a degenerate condition such that all series coefficients except m = 11 are identically zero. In



addition, the m = ±1 terms can be combined so that the double summation electromagnetic field

component expansions reduce to single summations over the radial index,

L

(5)

with the associated single index series coefficients: at,bi cl, dI.
Assuming an index of refraction of fi = 1.334 + 1.xI10-9i (0.5145 um wavelength argon-ion

laser incident upon water),9 a spherical particle resonance was located. The resonance chosen was
the 34th mode, 1st order magnetic wave (TE mode) resonance which occurs at a = 29.285. At thissize parameter, the magnitude of the 34th radial index magnetic wave internal field series coefficient
(id34-) attains a peak value, as shown in Fig. 13.

The effect of a surface deformation on the excitation of this resonance was investigated by
determining jd34 1 as a function of c and a. In Fig. 14, Id34I is plotted versus size parameter for c =
0.00, ±0.01, and ±0.02, and in Fig. 15 Id34 1 is plotted versus size parameter for E = 0.00 and ±0.05.
As can be seen in Figs. 14 and 15, the presence of the surface deformation shifts the resonance
to smaller size parameters for protrusions (E > 0) and to larger size parameters for depressions
C < 0). Surface deformations also decrease the quality of the resonance with protrusions (c > 0)

having a greater effect than depressions (c < 0) (for these particular conditions).
Vr small deformations, Ic-< 0.02, resonance is apparently retained when the circumference of

the deformed particle matches the circumference of the corresponding resonant spherical particle.
This observation is illustrated by the results presented in Table 2.

VIII. CONCLUSION

A theoretical procedure has been developed for the determination of the internal and exter-
nal electromagnetic fields for a monochromatic beam incident upon a homogeneous particle of
arbitrarily-defined shape. The procedure is apparently best suited for the analysis of near-spherical
particles and, for example, could be used to analyze laser beams interactions with liquid droplets
that have been slightly distorted in shape due to aerodynamic, thermal or electromagnetic stresses.
Future work will include consideration of modifications of the theoretical procedure that would allow
solutions for elongated particles, and the comparison of theoretical calculations with corresponding
experimental measurements.
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FIG 2. 'Normalized source function distribution in the x-z plane for a 300 angle of incidence plane
wave incident upon a centered sphere. or= 8.0, ft 1.2 + 0.02i, t-vo = o (plane wave), Obd = 30*,
and 4'bd =9Q0*
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FIG 3. Normalized source function distribution in the x-z plane for a 300 angle of incidence planewave incident upon a sphere displaced along the z-axis by Ai = +0.25. a~ = 8.0, f! = 1.2 + 0.02i,to= oo (plane wave), Obd = 300, and Obd = 900.
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FIG 4. 'Normalized source function distribution in the x-z plane for a 30' angle of incidence plane
w;ave incident upon a centered sphere. a =2.0, 'h 1.2 + 0.02i, tio =oc (plane wave), Obd =30',

and Obd = 900.
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FIG 5. Normalized source function distribution in the x-z plane for a 300 angle of incidence plane
wave incident upon a sphere displaced along the x-axis by Ai = +0.10. a = 2.0, A' = 1.2 + 0.02i,

t = co (plane wave), Obd = 30-, and Ob goo0.
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FIG 8. Internal normalized source function distribution in the x-z plane for a 00 angle of incidence
plane wave incident upon an oblate spheroid of axis ratio a/b = 1.2. a = 15.0, i = 1.33 + 0.00i,
iZo o o (plane wave), lo = = --0., Obd = 00, and Obd 0'.
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FIG 9. Internal normalized source function distribution in the x-z plane for a 0* angle of incidence
focused beam incident upon an oblate spheroid of axis ratio a/b = 1.2. On-center focal point
positioning. a = 15.0, fi = 1.33 + O.OOi, a'o = 0.667, io = g = lo = 0.0, Obd = 00, and Ow = 0*.
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FIG 10. Internal normalized source function distribution in the x-z plane for a 00 angle of incidence
focused beam incident upon an oblate spheroid of axis ratio a/b = 1.2. 'Mid-axis focal point
positioning. a =15.0, 5' 1.33 + 0.00i, iv = 0.667, io 0.5, YO = 0 0.0, Obd = 00, and 6b=

00.
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FIG 11. Internal normalized source function distribution in the x- z plane for a 00 angle of incidence
focused beam incident upon an oblate spheroid of axis ratio &/b = 1.2. On-edge focal point,
Positioniing. a = 15.0, Ai = 1.33 + 0.00i, t2bo = 0.667, io = 1.0, go0 = Zo 0.0, ebd = 00, and Ow~
00.
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FIG 13. Id 3 4I versus a for a spherical particle (c = 0.00). fi = 1.334 + 1.2x10- 9i.
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FIG 14. 1434 I versus a for spherical partice with surface deformations of e = 0.00, ±0.01, and
±0.02. ft = 1.334 + 1.2xl O'i.
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FIG 15. 1d341 versus a for spherical particle with surface deformations of c = 0.00 and +0.05. i =
1.334 + 1.2x10-9i.

A B C
prolate)1 .1  1.405 0.919 1.029

(+38%) (-10%) (+1%)
prolate)1 .2  1.731 0.889 1.043

(+70%) (-13%) (+2%)
oblate).1 0.981 1.098 1.280

(-4%) (+8%) (+26%)

oblate)1.2  0.969 1.128 1.448

(-5%) (+11%) (+42%)

TABLE 1. Maximum normalized source function value (and % difference from spherical particle
maximum value) for equal volume prolate/oblate spheroids of major to minor axis ratios of 1.1
and 1.2 and of orientations A, B, and C for plane wave incidence. Parameters are for a C0 2 laser
incident upon a water droplet. aph,, = 8.0 and fi = 1.179 + 0.072i.



C Circumference [,\,,t ctres Circumference [A]
at a = 29.285 at a,.e 8

-0.02 29.212 29.355 29.282
-0.01 29.248 29.321 29.284

0.00 29.285 29.285 29.285
+0.01 29.322 29.248 29.285
+0.02 29.358 29.208 29.281

TABLE 2. Circumference (in units Of Ae.,) for spherical particle with surface deformation at the
34th, 1st order magnetic wave resonance for c 0.00, ±0.01, and ±0.02. ft 1.334 + 1.2x 10- 9 i.
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ABSTRACT

Applying our previously derived spherical particle/arbitrary beam interaction theory, a pro-
cedure has been developed for the determination of the electromagnetic fields for a beam incident
upon two adjacent spherical particles. Example calculations of internal and near field normalized
source function (-, 1I 2 ) distributions are presented. Also presented are calculations demonstrating
the effect of the presence and the positioning of a second adjacent particle on far field scattering
patterns for beam illumination.

I. INTRODUCTION

The relative random motion of individual particles within a cloud will sporadically bring par-
ticles into close proximity of each other. A laser beam incident upon closely spaced particles will
result in cooperative scattering which may affect subsequent particle sizing measurements. An un-
derstanding of the cooperative scattering of adjacent particles illuminated by a laser beam is thus
of importance.

The theoretical determination of the electromagnetic fields for a linearly-polarized, monochro-
matic plane wave incident upon adjacent spherical particles has been previously considered.' 6 Pre-
sented plane wave calculations have primarily been for simplified arrangements where the spherical
particles are of equal size and/or equal complex relative index of refraction and/or limited to small
size parameter and/or located along a major incident axis.

Particle sizing, however, is often performed using focused laser beams where the local beam
diameter and the particle diameter are of the same order and the plane wave assumption may not be
appropriate. Utilizing our spherical particle/arbitrary beam interaction theory, we have developed
a procedure for determining the electromagnetic fields for a fundamental mode (Gaussian-profile)
laser beam incident upon two adjacent particles of arbitrary arrangement. (The generalization to
three or more adjacent particles would be straightforward). The two particles may be of different
size, may have different composition (differing complex relative index of refractions), and may have
any spatial orientation relative to each other and relative to the incident beam. It is not necessary
that there be a single incident beam; having multiple beams coming from different directions would
require minimal additional computation.

Presented here is a brief description of the theoretical development of the beam on two adjacent
spheres theory followed by example internal and near field calculations and preliminary calculations
showing the effect of the relative positioning of the two spheres on far field scattering distributions.

II. THEORETICAL DEVELOPMENT

The theoretical approach, in the most general sense, is similar to that introduced by Fuller
and Kattawar.5 Since our previously derived spherical particle/arbitrary beam interaction theory
permits the determination of the electromagnetic fields of a particle for any known incident field, the
procedure is as follows. The spherical particle/arbitrary beam interaction theory is used to calculate
the external electromagnetic field for the laser beam incident upon particle 1. (The electromagnetic



field components of the laser beam are mathematically expressed using our recently developed fifth-
order corrected Gaussian beam description.8 ) The external electromagnetic field of particle 1 is used
as the incident field upon particle 2 and the scattered field of particle 2 is determined. The scattered
field of particle 2 is added to the incident beam to form an updated field incident upon particle 1
and the external field of particle 1 is recalculated. The newly calculated external field of particle 1
is then used as the incident field upon particle 2 and the scattered field of particle 2 is recalculated.
The process is continued until there is no longer a significant change in the electromagnetic fields.
For particles spaced one diameter or more apart surface-to-surface, convergence typically occurs
within three to five of these multiple "reflections."

The parameters of the laser beam incident upon two adjacent spheres problem are the dielectric
constant of the medium (Eezt), the waist diameter of the laser beam (w.), the size parameters (a
= 2ra/A) of the two particles (a, and a 2), the complex relative index of refractions of the two
particles (ll and fi2 ), the location of particle 1 relative to the focal point of the laser beam (x0,
y0 , zo), the location of particle 2 relative to particle 1 (X1 2 , Y12 , z1 2 ), and the location of the plot
reference relative to particle 1 (Xref, Yref, Zref). Spatial quantities are normalized using the radius
of particle 1 (a,). (A tilde - is used to indicate a normalized spatial quantity.)

III. INTERNAL AND NEAR FIELD CALCULATIONS

Example calculations of internal and near field normalized source function distributions are
shown in Figs. 1 and 2. The normalized source function, S, is defined as E1 /2IEs12 where E, is a
characteristic electric field amplitude of the incident beam. (1E1 2 is directly proportional to the
laser beam power.) In Figs. 1 and 2 the normalized source function distributions are given both
graphically and in false contrast visualization (white * high, gray #: intermediate, and black ':

low).
Figure 1 presents the internal and near field normalized source function distribution in the

y-z plane for a linearly-polarized (electric field polarization in the x axis direction), 100 um waist
diameter CO 2 laser beam (X = 10.6 um) incident upon two 45 pm diameter water droplets (fi =
1.179 + 0.072i) separated by 35 pm surface-to-surface along the propagation axis. These conditions
correspond to an experiment performed within our laboratory in which a CO2 laser beam was
directed upon two parallel streams of water droplets so that the illuminated droplet would act as a
lens to focus the laser light upon the shadow side droplet.9 This focusing effect is apparent in Fig.
1.

Figure 2 provides a normalized source function distribution for a more general (hypothetical)
case. A 40 pm waist diameter CO2 laser beam is incident upon a 50 pm diameter methanol droplet
(ii = 1.395 + 0.0163i) and a 30 pm water droplet (fi2 = 1.179 + 0.072i). The droplets are offset
from each other and offset from the propagation axis of the beam in the y-z plane. The effect is an
interesting splitting of the beam as is most easily seen in the false contrast visualization.

IV. FAR FIELD CALCULATIONS

Calculations of far field scattering patterns were performed for parameters corresponding to
a hypothetical arrangement having a linearly-polarized, fundamental Argon-ion (A = 0.5145 urn)
laser beam of 4 pm beam waist diameter incident upon two adjacent 1.8 Lm diameter water droplets
01 = h2 = 1.334 + 1.2 x 10-9i,10 a, = a2 = 11.0, Ib0 = 2.22). The beam propagates in the +z
axis direction with a divergence angle of : 100 and with electric field polarization in the x axis
direction. For the cases considered here, particle 1 is fixed in position at the focal point of the beam
(lo = go = _0 = 0). The position of particle 2 was then systematically varied and the subsequent
effect on the far field scattering pattern studied. The arrangement is shown schematically in Fig.
3. In all the Figures that follow, the normalized scattering intensity, defined as

Urn ira Re(E x fl'),
S, l'm0 Eol



is plotted versus angle 0 in the x-z plane (plane parallel to the electric field polarization.)
Figure 4 presents the reference case of a single particle at the focal point of the beam (particle

2 far removed from the beam). For comparison, Fig. 5 shows the calculated far field scattering for
the same single particle condition as Fig. 4, but with plane wave illumination instead of focused
beam illumination. Since the particle is located at the focal point of the beam and the particle
diameter (1.8 pm) is less than the beam waist diameter (4.0 pm), the single particle scattering
patterns for beam (Fig. 4) and plane wave (Fig. 5) illumination are similar.

To investigate the effect of a second adjacent particle on the far field scattering pattern, a set
of calculations were performed with particle 2 placed one diameter surface-to-surface away from
particle 1 (f12 = 4). Figures 6-12 show the far field scattering for particle 2 positioned at angles
of 00 (on the +z axis, Fig. 6), 300 (Fig. 7), 600 (Fig. 8), 900 (on the +x axis, Fig. 9), 1200 (Fig.
10), 1500 (Fig. 11), and 1800 (on the -z axis, Fig. 12) about particle 1 in the x-z plane (p12 = 0).
The calculations of Figs. 6-12 required three iterations before convergence within a fraction of
one percent. As can be observed by comparing with the single particle case of Fig. 4, Figs. 6-12
indicate the presence of the second particle significantly affects the far field scattering distribution.
The strongest effect, as would be expected, occurs when particle 2 is located well within the beam
(Figs. 6,7 and Figs. 11,12) and a relatively weaker effect occurs when particle 2 is at the edge of
the beam (Figs. 8-10).

Figure 9 shows the far field scattering for particle 2 located on the +x axis one diameter
surface-to-surface from particle 1 (i12 = 4,912 = 0,E=12 = 0). At this location particle 2 is at
the edge of the beam (i12 = 4.00 ; 2ib0 = 4.44) and the far field scattering distribution roughly
resembles that of the single particle case of Fig. 4. If particle 2 is further removed from the beam
along the x axis, then the far field scattering distribution approaches that of a single particle as
seen in Fig. 13 (P12 = 6), Fig. 14 (i12 = 12), and Fig. 15 (i 12 = 18).

Figure 6 shows the far field scattering for particle 2 located on the +z axis one diameter
surface-to-surface from particle 1 (112 = 0,y12 = 0,i12 = 4). The oscillating structure In the far
field scattering for this case arises due to interference between the light scattered by the two identical
particles. In the far field, the difference in path length for light leaving the two particles is JZ1 2cos01
and interference proportional to [1 + cos(a 12cose)] might be expected. From this expression,
if particle 2 is moved further away from particle 1 along the z axis (i12 is increased) then the
frequency of the oscillations in the far field scattering distribution should correspondingly increase.
In addition, since the beam is diverging and the intensity incident upon particle 2 decreases as
particle 2 is moved away from the focal point, the amplitude of the interference should decrease
with increasing i12. As particle 2 becomes far removed from particle 1, and from the focal point
of the beam, the scattering distribution should converge to that of the single particle (Fig. 4). As
seen in Fig. 16 (Z12 = 10), Fig. 17 (:12 = 20), Fig. 18 (P12 = 50), and Fig. 19 ( 12 = 100) this is
indeed observed. Calculations for particle 2 moved along the -z axis showed near identical results.

V. CONCLUSIONS

A theoretical approach has been developed for the determination of the electromagnetic fields
for a beam incident upon two adjacent spherical particles of arbitrary arrangement. Example cal-
culations of internal and near field normalized source function distributions and far field normalized
scattering intensities have be-n presented. Future work will include further such "computational
experimentation" and efforts to obtain direct comparisons between theoretical calculations and
corresponding experimental measurements.
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FIG 3. Arrangement for far field scattering calculations. Focused fundamental, linearly-polarized
beam incident upon two adjacent spherical particles. The beam propagates in the +z axis direction
with electric field polarization in the x axis direction. Particle 1 is fixed in position at the focal
point of the beam while the position of particle 2 is varied. An Argon-ion laser beam (A = 0.5145
pm) with a 4 pm beam waist diameter incident upon two adjacent 1.8 gm diameter water droplets
is assumed. fil = fi2 = 1.334+ 1.2 x 10- 9 ,aq = a 2 = 11.0, = 2.22,1o = go 0.0.
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FIG 4. Normalized scattering intensity as a function of angle in the x-z plane for particle 2 far
removed from the beam. (Single particle case.)
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FIG 5. Normalized scattering intensity as a function of angle in the x-z plane for particle 2 far
removed and plane wave illumination. (Single particle, plane wave case.)
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FIG 6. Normalized scattering intensity as a function of angle in the x-z plane for particle 2
positioned one diameter surface-to-surface away from particle 1 at an angle of 00 (on the + z axis).

= O.O, 2 = O.O,12 = 4.00.
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FIG 7. Normalized scattering intensity as a function of angle in the x-z plane for particle 2positioned one diameter surface-to-surface away from particle 1 at an angle of 30' i12 = 2.00, 912 =
0.0,,12 = 3.46.
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FIG 8. Normalized scattering intensity as a function of angle in the x-z plane for particle 2positioned one diameter surface-to-surface away from particle 1 at an angle of 600. 112 = 3.46, 912 =
0.0,-1 = 2.00.
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FIG 9. Normalized scattering intensity as a function of angle in the x-z plane for particle 2
positioned one diameter surface-to-surface away from particle 1 at an angle of 90* (on the + x
axis). i 12 = 4.00,912 = 0.0,i12 = 0.00.
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FIG 10. Normalized scattering intensity as a function of angle in the x-z plane for particle 2 posi-
tioned one diameter surface-to-surface aw-ay from particle 1 at an angle of 1200. Z12 = 3.46, 112 =0.0, h2 = -2.00.
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FIG 11. Normalized scattering intensity as a function of angle in the x-z plane for particle 2 posi-
tioned one diameter surface-to-surface away from particle 1 at an angle of 1500 . 12= 2.00,912 =
0.0,Z12 = -3.46
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FIG 12. Normalized scattering intensity as a function of angle in the x-z plane for particle 2
positioned one diameter surface-to-surface away from particle 1 at an angle of 180 o (on the - x
a-xis). 112 = 0.0,.12 = 0.0,12 = -4.00.
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FIG 13. Normalized scattering intensity as a function of angle in the x-z plane for particle 2
positioned 6 radii along the +x axis. i1 2 = 6.00, y12 = 0.0,--12 0.0.
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FIG 14. Normalized scattering intensity as a function of angle in the x-z plane for particle 2
positioned 12 radii along the +x axis. 112 = 12.0, 12 = 0.0, 112 = 0.0.
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FIG 15. Normalized scattering intensity as a function of angle in the x-z plane for particle 2
positioned 18 radii along the +x axis. i12 = 18.0, P12 = 0.0, ;12 = 0.0.
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FIG 16. Normalized scattering intensity as a function of angle in the x-z plane for particle 2
positioned 10 radii along the +z axis. i 1 2 = 0.0,912 = 0.0, 12 = 10.0.
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FIG 17. Normalized scattering intensity as a function of angle in the x-z plane for particle 2
positioned 20 radii along the +z axis. i12 = 0.0, 2 = 0.0, i12 = 20.0.
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FIG 18. Normalized scattering intensity as a function of angle in the x-z plane for particle 2
positioned 50 radii along the +z axis. 112 = 0.0, 912 = 0.0, i12 = 50.0.
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FIG 19. -Normalized scattering intensity as a function of angle in the x-z plane for particle 2
positioned 100 radii along the +z axis. '12 = 0-0, 12 = 0-0, 12=100
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Abstract

A theoretical model is presented for the formation of spherical particle images in a laser-based
imaging system. The model uses Lorenz-Mie theory in obtaining the electromagnetic fields at the
imaging lens surface, the thin lens expression to propagate the field through the lens, and the
Fresnel propagation equat'on to calculate the intensity distribution in the image plane. Compar-
isons between the theoretical calculations and experimental images are made for transparent water
droplets at various degrees of particle defocus.

I. Introduction

The problem of predicting particle images in a coherent imaging system has been addressed in
several research papers during recent years. [1,2,3] The imaging problem is particularly important
in the area of aerosol sizing since one of the most common instruments used in aerosol studies utilizes
a laser-based imagng system for analysis. One of the major problems in using imaging systems for
particle size analysis on real sprays is the development of reliable focus criteria for distinguishing
in-focus from out-of-focus aerosol particles. Although empirical methods have been developed, it
would be useful to have an accurate theoretical model to investigate the effects of particle defocus
on various measurable parameters such as average gray level of the particle and boundary edge
gradient. In this paper. results of the theoretical modeling of the laser/aerosol interaction and
the subsequent propagation of the electromagnetic field through the imaging system is presented.
Comparisons are made between experiment and theory for defocused water droplets generated with
a monodisperse aerosol generator.

II. Problem Description

The geometry for the single lens imaging system under consideration is shown schematically in
Fig. 1. The aerosol particle of radius a, located at the intersection of plane zo and the imaging
system axis, is assumed to be perfectly spherical, nonmagnetic, homogeneous, isotropic, and finite
absorbing. The external medium is also assumed to be homogeneous, isotropic, and nonmagnetic
in addition to being optically nonabsorbing. The particle is assumed to be illuminated by a
monochromatic, linearly polarized laser beam propagating in the +z direction with the electric
field polarization in the x direction. Note that the incident laser propagation axis and the imaging
system axis are coincident as shown in the figure. In general, this will not be a necessary restriction
on the theoretical model. However, due to the loss of symmetry in the electromagnetic field
expressions for the off-axis case, the numerical evaluation of the resulting equations would be more
time consuming. The receiving optics of the imaging system consists of a single lens with focal
length f and diameter = 2 ri. Although in this particular case a plano-convex lens is shown, the
modeling technique could be used for other lens geometries provided symmetry exists about the z
axis. An aperture of diameter = 2 r., located at plane z1 , acts to limit the effective diameter of
the lens. A video camera serves as the recording medium and is located at the image plane (Z3) of
the system which is located approximately 1 meter from the lens.
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Fig. 1. Schematic of Imaging System Geometry

III. Scalar 'Model

In a scalar approach to modeling the laser/aerosol imaging problem, only the scalar amplitude of
one transverse component of the electric or magnetic field is considered. This neglects the fact that
the electric and magnetic field components are coupled through Maxwell's equations and cannot
be treated independently. In many cases, however, the scalar approach las provided satisfactory
results and only through direct comparison to experimental observation can one determine if the
scalar theory is applicable for a specific situation.

Figure 1 shows a schematic of the imaging system under consideration. The incident illuminat-
ing radiation is generated from a pulsed nitrogen laser (A = 337 nm) and is modeled as a plane wave
propagating in the +z direction with electric field polarization in the x direction. The theoretical
development for illumination by any arbitrary electromagnetic field [4] would proceed in a similar
manner although the numerical evaluation of the resulting expressions becomes more involved. In

.the following discussion the x-component of the electric field external to the sphere is denoted by
E,, where the subscript refers to the electric field evaluated at plane z,. The choice of the x
component of the electric field as the dominant electric field component was based on direct com-
putation of the external field and is physically reasonable since the incident radiation is polarized
predominantly in the x direction. The external electric field at plane z, can be calculated based
on the exact solution provided by Lorenz-Mie theory. [5,6] A more recent derivation of the elec-
tromagnetic field equations can be found in Born and Wolf. [7] The equations for the Lorenz-Mie
external field components used in the theoretical development are outlined in Appendix A.

The imaging lens used in the system is assumed a pure dielectric and to possess symmetry
about the imaging system axis. From a geometrical optics point of view, the phase transformation,
T, introduced by the lens can be expressed in the general form,

T(r,O) = A(r,)ekl(1)

where A is the amplitude factor accounting for the reflection losses at the interface, n is the index
of refraction of the lens, I is the path length of a given light ray through the lens, and k=2r/A.



In general, the amplitude factor is a function of the azimuthal angle since the Fresnel coefficients,
which govern the reflection losses, are different for parallel and perpendicular polarizations.

To calculate the intensities in the image plane, an expression is needed to account for the

propagation of the electric field from the lens back (:2) to the image plane (Z3). The general form
for the scalar propagation is given by the Huygens-Fresnel equation, [8]

E,3 (7r3,6 3 ) = ffE 2 (r,, 2) "p~ikr23) COS(h, f 23 ) d., (2)
A f Ar

where fh is the unit normal to the back lens surface (plane :2) and r 23 represents the distance
between respective points in plane z2 and Z3. Although this expression gives good results in many
applications, the difficulty in obtaining any analytical simplifications limits its usefulness. For
situations, such as those under consideration, in which the distance between the source (in this
case the field at plane z2) and the image plane is large, certain simplifications can be utilized.
When the inequality

(Z3 - Z2) >> -[(X 3 - X2)2 + (Y3 - Y2)2 (3)

holds, the Fresnel approximations can be used in which several simplifying approximations are
implemented. [8] First, r 23 in the amplitude term can be replaced by the perpendicular distance,
(:3 - z2). Second, since the angle between the normal to the lens back (h) and the unit vector
(f 23 ) is always small, the obliquity factor can be approximated by unity. The final simplification is
in the phase term in which r23 is approximated by the first two terms in the binomial expansion,

r'3 = V(:3 Z2)2+(X3 - z2)2+(y3 y2) '  (z3 z2) 1+2(X3 X2) + (Y3 -2

Using these simplifications, the external electric field at the image plane can be expressed in terms
of the external electric field at the rear lens surface by the integral,

E3(X3.Y3) =-C ep~ik(-3 - 2) 1I E-2(X2, Y2) eP{ 2( k- )V3-X2 )2 +(Y3-Y2)2 I d.dY2. (5)

where the subscript on E denotes the x-component of the external electric field evaluated at a
given z=constant plane. In the situation under consideration, the inequality in Eq. (3) holds by
roughly one order of magnitude. As a further check on the validity of the Fresnel approximations,
calculations were performed using both the Huygens-Fresnel equation (Eq. (2)) and the Fresnel
propagation equation (Eq. (5)) for a plane wave illuminating the imaging lens. Results showed
excellent agreement between the two expression. Due to the analytical simplifications possible using
the Fresnel approximation, it will be the expression used in the following scalar model. Measuring
6 with respect to the +x axis, Eq. (5) can be rewritten in terms of r-¢ coordinates (i.e., x, = r,
cos m and Y, = r, qin 6 M for plane z,) giving,

E3 ,exp [ik(- 3 - Z2)] r.(2, ik
- il(z 3 -Z2) IL f E2(r2  2z3- 2

x [(r3 COS 3 - r2 COS 02 )2 + (r3 sin 3 - r2 sin 02 )2} r2 dr2 d62 . (6)

Using the expression given in Eq. (1), simplifying the term in [ in Eq. (6), and noting that 61 =

02, Eq. (6) can be simplified yielding,

E3(r3, 03) = exp[ik(z3 - Z2)] r ikr2 r2 , r iu rr(r,)2 1

iA(Z3 - Z2) 12(z3-2) 2z -)

x j2WT(ri,¢ )Ei(pio,e,0i)ezp[ ikr2 (r)(r3 ,51 - 03) di dri, (7)I 2(z3 - Z2)



where the integration is over the area bounded by the aperture. At this point we have assumed
the field in the aperture can be approximated by the external field which exists at the aperture.
Note that, in general, r2 is expressed as function of r, due to the refraction of light through the
optically denser lens. As stated earlier, the phi dependence in the phase transformation given
in Eq. (1) results from the polarization dependence of the Fresnel coefficients. These differences
between reflection coefficients for parallel and perpendicular polarization are most pronounced at
large incident angles. For the cases under consideration, however, most rays incident on the front
lens surface are nearly parallel to the lens axis and all reflections are nearly normal. Under such
conditions, the phi dependence in the reflected light intensity is extremely weak. In addition, the
absolute values of the intensities in the image plane are of secondary importance to the relative
intensities. Based on these facts, the amplitude factor, A, in Eq. (1) will be assumed independent
of phi and will be neglected in the following development. For this case, the phase transformation
can be considered independent of phi and Eq. (7) can be rewritten as,

E3 (r3 .6 3 ) = 
,rP[ik(Z

3 - Z2)] r ikr I fo (r [ ik 2 (rH)1

iA(Z3 - Z 2 ) L z3- -:2 )J r r)2(Z3- 2)

XT(ri ) 2r EI(PlG. 0,01) CzP[ ?k r2(r ) r3cos6b - 63)1 d j drj. (8)
J3- Z2 )

To account for the phi dependence in the electric field expression, it is first necessary to expand the
x-component of the external electric field in terms of spherical components of the separate incident
and scattered fields,

El = [E( + sin9cos6 + E,_,c) + EE) sn0cos 9 s1- [E[Eni) + +sea Esi nC. (9)

Here the superscripts denote the incident and scattered fields while the subscripts denote the r. 0,
and 6 components of the field in plane zj. Using the expressions for the field components given by
Lorenz-Mie theory (see Appendix A), Eq. (9) can be written as,

[ ':-F cos 6_ _1 °9, = IC s 9cos 01 + co 10 , + 1) a, )(o ,o)P( 1)(cos 0)] sin 9cos 1

+ e ° cos cos6 1 - co 1  ( ' ( o) P/1 )'(cos ).sin 0
OP1O 1.=1

-bl4'(o5io) PI~l)(C'os )--) cos 9 Cos 0
• sin 0) ]

+ eo-jsi 61+ a o)P1  (Cos9)
sin0 + =1 sin 0

*ib()(oQj) Pj 1 1'(cos 9) sin 6) sin 61. (10)

Note that Eq. (10) is expressed in terms of dimensionless variables (denoted by tilde). All spatial
variable have been normalized by the radius of the particle, a. Factoring out the phi dependence,
Eq. (10) can be expressed in the form,

= cos'0, [F,-(o, e) + F e(Go, 0)] + sin2 0 '1 P( 1 o,e) (11)



%%here,

Fr( 10 , 6) = sin2 6 &-F' + ~ j11+1 1 ~~o5~ ~'(s6,(12)

Fe(iiio, ) = COS 26 ilOZI _ cos6 0 )(1)~(o) Pl)t(cos 6)sin 6

and
9) = 1 f (a .(I)'(afijo) Pj(1(cos 6)-A. - ibIC ,''( "

"I s- 6 (cic0 ) sin0
1=1 'i

Substituting Eq. (11) into Eq. (8), (4

E3(r3.63) - Czp [ik.(Z3 - 2)] C fP ikr] F,(i)pik r2(rI )2 1T(ri)
i(3- Z2) eX 1 2  -2ri Z2)0[ 2 (-3-z)

x r~ 0) + F6Q31 0 )] 2r COS2 61 -X rI) r 3 1(01 - 3)d~5,
mm2(- ' - Mz)

+ 0 'o6 0 2 sin 26,CP[ ir(r) r3 S(0 1 1 3 ~id
2(2 Z3 - -2)' - 3J 1  ; 1 .()

The phi integrals in Eq. (15) can be evaluated exactly using the relationships,

J, = foCos 2
1 e[-,cs 1 - 63)] d6l = r[Jo(3) - J2(13) COS(6 3 )]. 16

12 = 2 sin 2 6 CXp[- i )COS(0i - 653)] d61 = %[JoC3) + J,(3) COS(--)I (17)

to yield,
irp[ik(z-3 - Z2)] r ikr 2i rZP[rl T 1

-3'3 i:- Z2) 2(Z3 -2)J~ 12(Z3 - -2)

x{ [P'(ro.o 6) + F6G31o, 6)] [Jo(1 ) - J2(.) cos(263)]

+ FPO(filo)[Po()) + J2 (3)cos(263)] I drj. (IS)

In this expression, A0 and J2 are integer order Bessel functions of the first kind and,
k r2(r ) r3 (9
2 (z3- -2)

In terms of intensity,

43(r3,03) = E3(r 3,03)E;(r 3,03 2 fr A2('3... T22)

x ezP ik 2(rl) 2  P40 F(6 800 )] rJ.(O) - J2(0) COS(203)]
2(Z3 - Z2){ +11o, ~ 2

+ FPOP 10, 6) [JoC3) + J2(0) cos(203)] ) dr1 (20)



where the asterisk denotes the complex conjugate. Equation (20) can be rewritten in terms of

dimensionless variables to give,

2 ra

13f3 03)= 4(-=3 -. :2)2jJo f 2(l) ( ) p [2(:3 -)2:"23

X { [P-u. 6) + P l,0][o - J2Go) cog(263)]

+ PF G310!0)[oo1 ) + J2 ?) cos(2 3)]}I dF, i (21)

where r and z are normalized by the particle radius and

- 2 (fi)f 3 a
(b = =2)(22)(:3 - '

To generate computational results, it is necessary to determine the specific form of the phase
transformation, T. Probably the most stTaightforward approach would be to utilize the thin lens
transformation as presented by Goodman [S] where,

T(x.y) = cxp(i'knAo)exp[-i -(Z2 + 2 (23)

where AO is the lens thickness and f is the focal length. The phase transformation is composed
of a constant phase delay dependent on the lens thickness and a variable phase delay which is a
function of the radial distance from the axis of the lens. In this expression, the lens thickness and
likewise any refraction through the lens is neglected thus making r 2(r1 ) = rl. Substituting the
nondimensional form of the phase transformation given by Eq. (23) into Eq. (21) will give the
result,

13(f3. 63) 2 2  Faf expir

{ Vr(P'410' ) + Pa( 1o' 6)] [JOOs) -J20)cos,(263)]

+ F 0 ) [Poo) + J2( ) cos(203)] } d?1 1 (24)

where

3- fIf3a (25)

IV. Computations and Experimental Comparison

To generate numerical results, the expressions given in Eqs. (12-14, 24, 25) were implemented
into a Fortran computer code. Initial calculations for the case of a perfectly transparent droplet
showed a significant amount of structure in the calculated image intensity. In particular, the field
far from the particle edge showed evidence of periodic oscillations. This effect can also be seen in
the calculation presented by Thompson and Malyak. [1] These oscillations were not consistent with
experimental observation in which a uniform background was observed for plane wave illumination
of the aperture (i.e., no particle in the imaging system). It was found that these oscillations could



be minimized by introducing a gradual decrease in the electric field distribution in the form of a
cosine taper over the outer 2 percent of the aperture. As a check on the validity of the numerical

calculations, results were generated for small apertures (i.e., 20-100 pm) with f -- oo and fi = 1.0
+ 0.0i. Under these conditions, the calculations were in agreement with the results expected from
diffraction theory for a circular aperture.

To perform the experimental comparisons, a laser-imaging system was configured as shown in
Fig. 2. The illumination source was a Laser Energy Inc. pulsed nitrogen laser with a 10 ns pulse
width. The image of the particles were projected to a Cohu 2006 video camera system using a
50 mm focal length piano-convex lens. The video signal was then sent to a Panasonic TQ-3031F
optical disk recorder where it was recorded so that later analysis could be performed. The recorded
images were later digitized using a host microcomputer (Gateway 2000, 33 MHz-386) equipped with
a Data Translation 2861 frame grabber and 2858 frame processor. Averages of 10 separate images
were used to generate the experimental data. The monodisperse water droplets were generated
using an Aerometrics Inc. vibrating orifice generator.

Aerosol

Lens[ Ch _

-- NLse V - qCamera
Aperture 1

Camera
Cont roller L rt Real-)'[r

Tgoier Moio

TQ-3031IF Monto Computer i

Opt. Disk Rec. I Cmue

Fig. 2. Experimental Setup

Figures 3-6 show plots of the experimental data and theoretical calculations for 57 pm diameter
water droplets with complex refractive index, [9] ft = 1.345 + 8.7 x 10- 9 i. Figures 3 and 4 show
results for the water droplets defocused 44 and 73 diameters in a direction toward the lens. The
aperture size for these cases was 4 mm. Figures 5 and 6 show the same size water droplets moved
17 and 22 diameters away from the lens, with a corresponding aperture size of 7 mm.

In general, the theoretical results were in reasonably good agreement wth the experimental
data. Most major features such as the boundary gradient, the first internal minimum, and the
first external maximum show good agreement. The major discrepancy between the two lies in the
absence of the high frequency effects which are predicted by theory. Since the theoretical model
imposes several assumptions, it is unclear whether the discrepancy lies in the theoretical calcula-
tions or in the experimental data. There are several possible reasons why these high frequency
effects would not be clearly observed in the experimental data. First, the motion of the droplets
through the test region will tend to smear fine detail in the image. The imaging system also has

U
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Fig. 3. Calculated (solid line) and experimental results (open circles) for a 57 pm diameter water

droplets with complex refractive index of i = 1.345 + 8.7 x 10- 9i. The droplets are located
44 diameters out-of-focus toward the lens with an aperture size of 4 mm.
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Fig. 4. Calculated (solid line) and experimental results (open circles) for a 57 um diameter water
droplets with complex refractive index of A1 = 1.345 + 8.7 x 10-9i. The droplets are located
73 diameters out-of-focus toward the lens with an aperture size of 4 mm.
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Fig. 5. Calculated (solid line) and experimental results (open circles) for a 57 um diameter water
droplets with complex refractive index of h = 1.345 + 8.7 x 10- 9i. The droplets are located
17 diameters out-of-focus toward the lens with an aperture size of 7 mm.
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Fig. 6. Calculated (solid line) and experimental results (open circles) for a 57/ m diameter water

droplets with complex refractive index of hi = 1.345 + 8.7 x 10-9i. The droplets are located
22 diameters out-of-focus toward the lens with an aperture size of 7 mam.



limitations due to camera nonlinearities and the finite resolution of the system which in this case is
approximately 1 pm per pixel. The theoretical idealizations of plane wave illumination, thin lens

optics, and perfectly spherical shaped particles will also introduce errors in the results.

V. Conclusions

A theoretical model based on scalar theory has been presented which allows calculation of the
images produced by spherical aerosol particles in a coherent imaging system. The theory is valid
for either transparent or absorbing particles and has no restrictions on the allowable degree or
direction of particle defocus. Comparison to experimental data has shown agreement in the main
observable features, but the two differ in that the theoretical calculations show more high frequency
structure. The source of these discrepancies is currently being investigated.

VI. Future Work

Research is currently being conducted on modifying the scalar model by using a geometrical
optics approach to the treatment of the electromagnetic field propagation through the lens. In
addition, efforts are underway to examine the modeling of the system for the case of off-axis
imaging. Such an approach would utilize an exact vector model to calculate both the free-space
propagation and the propagation of the electromagnetic field through the imaging optics. The
results of the theoretical model will ultimately be used to examine the validity of existing focus
criteria such as measured average gray level and boundary edge gradient which are used in the
sizing of dynamic aerosol sprays.

VII. Appendix A: External Lorenz-.Mie Equations

Assumptions:

1. Stationary, homogeneous, isotropic, absorbing sphere of radius a in a homogeneous. isotropic,
nonabsorbing medium.

2. Both the particle and the medium are nonmagnetic (p=l).

3. Particle is illuminated by a plane, monochromatic electromagnetic wave of unit amplitude
linearly polarized in the x direction, propagating in the +z direction.

4. All time dependent quantities are assumed to vary as exp(-i .'t).

Scattered Field

t cos, / (I + 1)aj,}' (o )P,(1)( o., 0)9 (A.1)

- (oj ) P ( )

4), O = L )aA(P)PP '(os 6) S+,, 6- b,>(o ) P()(Co ) sin8 1 , (A.2)
'I I=1b



and

50 . 1nW ()
-o , ai(pF (Cos 0.) -~~p P,''c )sn A3

0Zi 0 L J)1=1I

The external scattering coefficients at and b1 are given by

i(' 1 )(21 + 1) ft(ho)t",(o) - (o ()

and
bt=i(!-1 )(21 + 1) tjzifo)'i(o) - t(io)tI(o) (A.5)

b, 1 + 1)(A.5) 1 (o

where tv, x , and .,j = t-1 - i?- are the Riccati-Bessel functions, which are related to the Bessel

functions of half-integer order, p(1) is the associated Legendre function of order 1, i is the complex
refractive index of the sphere. a = 27a/,A is the size parameter, and 5 = p/a is the normalized radial
coordinate. Primed quantities denote differentiation with respect to the argument of the function.
Note that all electric field quantities are normalized based on an assumed uniform incident electric
field of unit magnitude.

The technique used to compute the Riccati-Bessel functions is described in detail by Ross.
[10] Computation of the associated Legendre function is accomplished by using standard recursion
formulas such as those presented by Abramowitz and Stegun. [11]

Incident Field

k7*
i ) = f &FCOS sin 0 cos 6. (A.6)

9 C cos 0 cos c, (A.7)

and

PO = _eiafcos sin 4,. (A.S)

External Field

In terms of cartesian coordinates,

fp::t = (El + ,p$) sin 0 cos + (Eg' + kg()) 0co - + 42)sin n, (A.9)

= (i1 + E))sin0 sin + (E-'9) + ks))osOsin 6 + (S),' + (A.lo)

and

,= ( + - in+ 0 . (A.1 1)
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BRIEF OUTLINE OF RESEARCH FINDINGS

During this funding period the experimental facility to investigate the interaction of high energy

excimer laser radiation at A = 0.248 pm has been put into operation. The Cooke vacuum chamber

with optical ports is now in operation as well as the Hamamatsu streak camera. Initial results have

been obtained for the interaction of A = 0.248 radiation with water aerosols and with solid styrene

divinylbenzene particles in air. The imaging work where we split off part of the beam used for the

explosion process has been very successful. Dr. John White of CRDEC and Dr. Walter Flood of

the Army Research Office visited the Laboratory For Electro-Optical Measurements. Video tapes

of the interaction of the solid and liquid aerosol particles were provided to Dr. John White of

CRDEC for presentations. Images taken at 4 nsec, 12 nsec, and 28 nsec showed the importance of

being able to vary the time after the initiating pulse arrives for recording images. Liquid particles

showed signs of explosive behavior at 4 ns but solid particles did not. Shock formation was observed

with velocities greater than 10,000 m/sec. Future work will be to compare these air interactions

with interactions in a vacuum.

In addition, we were able to make considerable progress in the tncoretical calculations of an

aerosol particle placed in an arbitrary beam profile. N% e have interacted with Dr. Richard Chang at

Yale and run the case of resonance and non resc iance for a particle located at various locations in a

Gaussian beam. Our theoretical results are able to predict the experimental results of Dr. Chang's

where the lifetimes and intensity of stimulated Raman scattering was shown to be enhanced when

the particle was in the edge of the Gaussian beam. Our theoretical calculations also show a very

intense ring forming around the edge of the particle when the focal point is moved to the edge of

the particle. The magnitude of the intensity also increases when the focal point is moved to the

outer edge of the particle.
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BRIEF OUTLINE OF RESEARCH FINDINGS

During this funding period results have been obtained for the interaction of excimer laser

radiation at A = 0.248pm with solid and liquid aerosol particles. Solid particles of A120 3 , W,

SiC, Glass spheres, Al Spheres, ground fused silica (Suprasil), and styrene divinylbenzene have

been imaged at 50 nsec intervals after interacting at 1011 watts/cm2 at A = 0.248 nm. Figure 1

illustrates the dynamics of the explosion process for Al spheres and the double pulse technique

used to obtain the velocities shown in Table 1. Since the index of refraction for Al is 0.19 + 2.942 i,

the amount of material ejected from the shadow side was not expected. However, this general

trend was also observed for the other solid materials except ground fused silica which in its bulk

form is very transparent at A = 0.248. The fused silica seemed to explode in a symmetric fashion

and spread glass fragments uniformly inside the vacuum chamber. A streak camera was used to

observe the emission lifetimes of plasma plumes at various pressures. Figure 2 shows the behavior

of the emission lifetimes as the pressure is reduced for Al and absorbing glass spheres.

Theoretical efforts during this funding period included the development of a theoretical analysis

of the laser heating of liquid droplets moving through a focused laser beam. The arbitrary inci-

dent beam/spherical particle electromagnetic interaction theory was used to determine the spatial

distribution of heating within the droplet for each position as the droplet falls through the profile

of the focused laser beam. Calculations were performed corresponding with the vibrating orifice

droplet generator/CW C0 2 laser conditions of our laboratory and prediction of explosive vaporiza-

tion threshold power as a function of droplet size were in qualitative agreement with experimental

observation for both water and methanol droplets.

Results of this work were presented at the 1988 CRDEC Conference on Obscuration and Aerosol

Science held in June 1988. The current work has been discussed with Dr. Richard Chang at

Yale, Dr. John White, Ivy Sindoni, and Jay Embury at CRDEC, and Sherwin Aminmoto at the

Aerospace Corporation.
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Table 1: Typical velocities found by dual pulse imaging.

Material Power Pressure Velocity (rn/s)
(W/cm2 ) (Torr) Bulk Plume

440
460

Glass Spheres 1011 10-1 NA 690
(5-50 microns) 760

______ 2000

250
Glass Spheres 250 510
(5-50 microns) 1011 760 270 550

300 750
330

450
Al Spheres 460

(20 microns) 1011 10-5 NA 1300
1700

____ ___ ___ __ ___ ___ _ _ ___ ___ ___ ___ 1800 _
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Figure 2: Emission lifetimes as a function of pressure for glass, aluminum, and
air breakdowns.
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BRIEF OUTLINE OF RESEARCH FINDINGS

During this funding period we concentrated our experimental research efforts on explaining

the time dependent dual peak scattering of A = 248 nm excimer laser radiation from liquid aerosol

particles. This work has been submitted in a paper entitled "Scattering of Incident KrF Laser

Radiation Resulting from the Laser Induced Breakdown of H20 Droplets" to Optics Letters. A

copy of the manuscript has been attached. Work was also performed on the threshold for ionization

for various materials as a function of surrounding pressure. Figure 1 shows the results of this work.

Results were shared with Dr. Jay Embury at CRDEC.

Work was also started on trying to explain why material is being ejected off the shadow surface

of solid materials interacting with A = 248 nm. Mie calculations indicate that for metals the

absorption should be entirely on the illuminated face. We have also observed that if clumps of

materials are hit, the only particles showing the explosion off the shadow surface are the ones at

the very back at the particle air/vacuum interface. In order to better understand this phenomena.

we have started to use thin wires in the experiments.

Theoretical efforts during this funding period include the application of our spherical parti-

cle/arbitrary beam interaction theory to explore the effect of beam focal point positioning on the

excitation of structural resonances within a spherical particle. A paper describing this work. enti-

tled "Internal Fields of a Spherical Particle Illuminated by a Tightly-Focused Laser Beam: Focal

Point Positioning Effects at Resonance," was submitted to the Journal of Applied Physics and has

been accepted for publication (April 15, 1989). A copy of this paper is attached.

Existing spherical particle/arbitrary beam computer programs were successfully modified to

allow calculations for large Im(fia). This modification was necessary in order to perform cal-

culations corresponding with our experimental excimer laser/metal particle interaction studies.

Example calculations are shown in Fig. 2.

Series expressions for the net force and torque electromagnetically-induced within a spherical

particle during laser beam interaction were derived. In addition, calculations have been performed

showing the spatial distribution of these forces within and on the surface of the spherical particle.

These results are being assembled into paper form and will be submitted for publication.

A set of slides demonstrating the effect of beam focal point positioning on droplet heating were

sent, as requested, to Dr. Ed Steubing.

Interactions with other scientists during this report period include Dr. Ed Steubing, Dr. Jay

Embury, Dr. Ivy Sindoni, Dr. Walter Flood, and Dr. Shirish Chitanvis. Applications of our work

were submitted under separate submission to Dr. Flood.
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MATERIAL: ALUMINUM

DIAMETER: 5 pim

INDEX OF
REFRACTION: n = 0.190, k = 2.942

MAXIMUM SOURCE
FUNCTION: 9.24

MATERIAL: ALUMINUM

DIAMETER: 30 pim

INDEX OF
REFRACTION: n = 0.190, k = 2.942

MAXIMUM SOURCE
FUNCTION: 3.36

Fig. 2 False color visualization of internal and near-surface source function distribution for an
aluminum sphere with plane wave illumination at A = 248 nm. Note: for 30 Pm diameter, ick =
72.2 + 1118i.
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BRIEF OUTLINE OF RESEARCH FINDINGS

Experimental research was conducted on the interaction of excimer laser radiation at A

248 nm with H20 droplets and results published in Optics Letters (copy attached). Additional

work has recently shown that the interactions are nonlinear and are irradiance dependent. Results

indicated, that as the irradiance increased, a smaller amount of energy was being deposited in the

illuminated surface which cannot be explained by standard Mie scattering codes. An explanation

for this nonlinear behavior is attributed to the shattering of the shadow surface which is required

to scatter and focus the energy back to a hot spot near the illuminated surface. These results were

presented at the CRDEC Conference and are being assembled into a paper and will be submitted

for publication.

The excimer laser interaction work with solid wires has shown that what appeared to be material

being ejected from the shadow surface, reported in earlier work, is actually material being blown

around the sides of the wire. Collection of some of this material indicates that it is in a condensed

state. Results were presented at a CRDEC meeting and are being assembled into a paper and will

be submitted for publication.

Experimental work o7 the temperature dependence of rhodamine B dye in water solutions was

performed. Experimental calibration results are shown in Figure 1. This work shows that those

researchers using fluorescence imaging must take this into account when drawing conclusions about

liquid and vapor areas in droplet explosion studies. Our goal is to use this method to measure

temperatures in laser heated droplets as well. A paper entitled "Interactions of Intense Ultraviolet

Laser Radiation with Solid Aerosols" is ready for submission to the Journal of Applied Physics.

Theoretical efforts during this funding period included further applications of our spherical

particle/arbitrary beam interaction theory. An investigation of the net radiation force and torque

induced by a tightly focused laser beam incident upon a spherical particle was concluded and results

submitted as a paper to the Journal of Applied Physics. This paper, "Theoretical Determination

of Net Radiation Force and Torque for a Spherical Particle Illuminated by a Focused Laser Beam,"

has been accepted for publication and a copy is attached.

A theoretical analysis of the distribution of radiation force within and upon the surface of a

spherical droplet has also been conducted and results were reported at the 1989 CRDEC Confer-

ence. As an example, Fig. 2 shows the surface force distribution for an off propagation axis 5

pm diameter water droplet illuminated by a tightly focused (2 w. = 2 pm) argon-ion laser beam

3



for an electric wave resonance condition. This work is being assembled into a paper that will be

submitted to the Journal of Applied Physics.

. Further calculations exploring the effect of focal point positioning on the excitation of resonances

within spherical particles were performed. In order to retain accuracy while using highly focused

beams (2 w, ;z A), an improved Gaussian beam description was developed. A paper, "Fifth-Order

Corrected Electromagnetic Field Components for a Fundamental Gaussian Beam," was submitted

to the Journal of Applied Physics and has been accepted for publication. A copy of this paper

is attached. Recent results, presented at the 1989 CRDEC Conference, have provided additional

insight into the physical nature of spherical particle resonances. This work is being assembled into

a paper and will be submitted as a Rapid Communications to Applied Optics.

A computer program was developed that allows the determination of internal and near-surface

electromagnetic fields for a laser beam incident upon two adjacent spherical particles of arbitrary

positioning. The particles may have different size and different complex index of refraction. Pre-

liminary results were presented at the 1989 CRDEC Conference. As an example, Fig. 3 shows the

source function distribution for a 40 pm waist diameter CO 2 laser beam incident upon a 50 pm

diameter methanol droplet and a 30 pm diameter water droplet offset in the y-z plane. A paper

on this work will be assembled and submitted to Applied Optics.

Interactions with other scientist included a visit to our research laboratory by Dr. Richard

Chang on May 5, 1989.

4
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Figure 3
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BRIEF OUTLINE OF RESEARCH FINDINGS

During the funding period, research was conducted on nonlinear interaction of KrF laser in-

teraction with solid aerosols and liquid aerosols. A paper entitled, "Measurement of Hypersonic

Velocities Resulting from the Laser-Induced Breakdown of Aerosols Using an Excimer Laser Irag-

ing System," was published in Review of Scientific Instruments. A paper entitled, 'Interactions of

Intense Ultraviolet Laser Radiation with Solid Aerosols," is in press and will appear in the March

issue of Journal of Applied Physics. Additional work on KrF A = 24S nm interaction with liquid

aerosols presented at the CRDEC meeting in June has been assembled into a paper entitled, "Non-

linear Interactions of KrF Laser Radiation with Small Water Droplets," and has been submitted

to Applied Optics. Copies of these three papers are attached.

In our experimental work laser imaging systems are used extensively for capturing the dy namics

of the laser-particle interactions. It is important to be able to understand both the experimental

and theoretical aspects of particles both in and out of focus in this imaging system. We have

been experimentally and theoretically modeling this imaging system. The most recent work has

been assembled into a paper entitled, "Modeling of a Coherent Imaging System" which has been

accepted for presentation at the Second International Congress on Optical Particle Sizing, Tempe,

Arizona, March 5-8, 1990.

Experimental work showing the temperature dependence of rhodamine B dye in water has

been provided in the previous progress report. In order to perform the optical temperature mea-

surements, it is important to understand how and where the fluorescence signal in the drop is

measured by the detector. This research also directly relates to optical concentration measure-

ments in aerosols. Figure 1 demonstrates the capabilities of the computer codes written to a priori

predict the regions in the aerosol droplet which contribute the highest probability to the detected

signal. Calculations are being performed at various polarizations and view angles. Our research

extends the work of Kerker et al. on "Raman and Fluorescent Scattering by Molecules Embedded

in Small Particles: Numerical Results for Incoherent Optical Processes," J. Opt. Soc. Am., 68,

1676-1686, 1978.

The Center for Electro-Optics purchased a CPM (colliding pulse mode) femtosecond laser (no

ARO funds involved) with bow-tie amplification. I had extensive conversations with Dr. Ed Fry

with regards to purchasing versus building a femtosecond laser system. The femtosecond laser will

be used in performing ARO-related research in the future. As indicated in previous ARO reports,

3
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the 17 nsec pulses from our excimer lasers are not fast enough for diagnosic tools. especially at

very high irradiance such as 200 GIV/cm2 . Non inear effects at these high irradiance vahes wvi]

require picosecond and femtosecond time resolution.

More careful and extensive research work is being performed on the interaction of a C0 2 laser

with water aerosols. One effort is to extend previous work (Mark Emanuel's M.S. Thesis) on the

interaction with two adjacent spheres. Experimental work can now be compared with theoretical

calculations. Although resonances should not appear for a CO2 (A = 10.6 um) illuminating a

60 pm stream of H2.O drops, experiments clearly show evidtnce of a "resonance" type behavior.

Research is in progress to quantify this observed behavior.

Other theoretical efforts within this funding period included further applications and develop-

ments of our beam incident upon a particle electromagnetic interaction theories. The beam on two

adjacent sphere theory was used to analyze the effect of cooperative scattering on far-field scatter-

ing patterns. Systematic calculations were performed for a 4 pim beam waist diameter Argon-ion

(A = 0.5145 m) laser beam incident upon two adjacent 1.8 pm diameter water droplets (f = 1.334

+ 1.2x10-9 i). The laser beam propagates in the + z axis direction and is linearly polarized with

electric field polarization in the x axis direction. One particle was fixed in location at the focal

point of the beam while the location of the second particle was varied and the subsequent effect

on the far-field scattering pattern analyzed. Figure 2 shows the far-field scattering pattern in the

x-z plane for the second particle far removed from the beam (single particle case). Figure 3 shows

the far-field scattering pattern in the x-z plane for the second particle positioned at a 30* angle

(referenced to the + z axis) in the x-z plane and spaced one particle diameter surface-to-surface

from the focal point positioned particle. The effect of the presence of the second particle on the

fax-field scattering pattern can be seen by comparing Figs. 2 and 3. A paper based on this work

entitled 'Theoretical Determination of the Electromagnetic Fields for a Laser Beam Incident Upon

Two Adjacent Spherical Particles of Arbitrary Arrangement" has been accepted for presentation

at the Second International Congress on Optical Particle Sizing, Tempe, Arizona, March 5-8, 1990.

A copy of 1his paper is attached.

The spherical particle/arbitrary beam interaction theory has been extended to now allow so-

lutions for an arbitrary beam incident upon a homogeneous particle of arbitrarily-defined shape.

The approach appears to be particularly well-suited for near-spherical particles where the shape

deviates from a sphere by less than approximately ± 0.2 radii. For demonstration, Fig. 4 shows

the internal normalized source function distribution (3g = [gJ2/E.2) for a plane wave incident upon

a prolate spheroid with a = 2ra/Ae.-t = 14, f = 1.363 + 3.5x0-si and b/a = 0.833 where a is
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FIG 2. 'Normalized scattering intensity as a function of angle in the x-z plane for particle 2 far
removed from the beam (single particle case).
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FIG 3. Normalized scattering intensity as a function of angle in the x-z plane for particle 2
positioned one diameter surface-to-surface away from particle 1 at an angle of 30*- 122 = 2.00, Y12=
0.0,11 = 3.46.
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FIG 4. Internal normalized source function in the 3,-z plan~e for a plane wave propagating in the
+ y a-xis direction with electric field polarization in the x axis direction incident upon a prolate
spheroid (cr = 14.0, ii = 1.363 + 3.xI108 i, b/a = 0.833).
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the major axis radius and b is the minor axis radius. The plane wave propagates in the + Y axis

direction with electric field polarization in the x axis direction. To our knzwledge this represents

the first internal field calculation for a nonspherical particle.

The nonspherical particle calculation approach permits beam as well as plane wave solutions

and is not limited to "pure" geometries. The theory can be used, for example, to investigate the

effect of slight nonsphericity on resonance excitation. The arbitrarily shaped particle/arbitrary

beam interaction theory and subsequent computer programs are currently under final development

and verification but a paper on this work will soon be assembled and submitted for publication to

the Journal of Applied Physics.

A paper "Theoretical Determination of the Radiation Force Distribution for a Spherical Droplet

Illuminated by a Focused Laser Beam" was submitted to the Journal for Applied Physics and has

been accepted for publication with required revision. A copy of the submitted form of this paper

is attached. A paper previously submitted "Simplified Scattering Coefficient Expressions for a

Spherical Particle Located on the Propagation Axis of a Fifth-order Gaussian Beam" was accepted

for publication and published in Applied Physics Letters 55, 2709 (1989). A reprint of this paper

is attached. Two papers previously submitted and accepted for publication were published during

this funding period: "Fifth-order Corrected Electromagnetic Field Components for a Fundamental

Gaussian Beam," Journal of Applied Physics 66, 2800 (1989) and "Theoretical Determination of

net Radiation Force and Torque for a Spherical Particle fliuminated by a Focused Laser Beam,"

Journal of Applied Physics 66, 4594 (1989). Reprints of these two papers are attached.
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BRIEF OUTLINE OF RESEARCH FINDINGS

Experimental research on the interaction of KrF excimer laser radiation at A = 248 nm with

thin metallic cylinders continued during this reporting period. Results of this wo.:k are reported

in a M.S. thesis by Gregg Holtmeler entitled, "High Intensity Ultraviolet Laser Interaction with a

Metallic Cylinder," (copy enclosed). A paper is ready for submission to Journal of Applied Physics

based on Gregg's thesis. A second paper will be submitted to a metallurgical journal reporting

the formation of Cu twins during the rapid cooling of the copper aerosol particles. Apparently the

formation of twins by annealing processes is rare.

Experimental work continues on the excimer laser produced plasmas in copper wire targets and

water droplets. Results indicate both have a distinct two-peak structure. However, initiation of

broadband emission for copper starts at 6.5 ns of the arrival of the laser pulse as compared to 11 ns

for water. A paper on this subject is near completion and will be submitted to Journal of Applied

Physics.

Theoretical work continues on analyzing the signal obtained from the temperature dependence

of rhodamine B dye in water aerosols. A computer code has been written to simulate the emission

of photons inside a drop from fluorescence. Results are compared to Mie calculations.

Research is continuing on the theoretical modeling of the laser imaging of small aerosols. A

paper entitled "Theoretical model of the laser imaging of small aerosols: applications to aerosol

sizing" was presented at the 2nd International Congress on Optical Particle Sizing and subsequently

submitted for publication to Applied Optics. (Copy attached.) Modeling of off-axis imaging is

proceeding in efforts to better understand previous experimental observations regarding the excimer

laser interaction with water droplets.

A femtosecond laser was purchased with State of Nebraska Research Initiative funds. The

femtosecond is in operation producing 20 pjoule pulses of 70 femtosecond pulse duration. Future

experimental work will make use of this ultra fast laser to overcome many of the nanosecond

diagnostics limitations.

Within this funding period, a paper entitled "Theoretical determination of the electromagnetic

fields for a laser beam incident upon two adjacent spherical particles of arbitrary arrangement,"

was presented and published in the Proceedings of the 2nd International Congress on Optical

Particle Sizing, March 5-9, 1990, Tempe, Arizona. A copy of this paper is attached. Subsequently,

the beam incident upon two adjacent spherical particles theory was refined, additional calculations
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were performed, and a paper entitled -Electromagnetic fields for a beam incident upon two adjacent

spherical particles," was submitted for publication to Applied Optics. A copy of this submitted

paper is attached.

The beam incident upon two adjacent spherical particles theory has important applications in

optical particle sizing, where the effect of adjacent particle interactions on far- field scattering is of

interest. The beam incident upon two adjacent particles theory can also be used to investigate the

possibility of the intentional placement of one particle so as to "focus" laser light onto a second

adjacent particle. Figure 1. presents a false contrast visualization (normalized source function,

S = IE2/E, white :> high, black =: low) of a hypothetical arrangement consisting of two identical

spherical particles at resonance. The beam excites the resonance in the left-side particle which, in

turn, scatters light which excites the resonance in the right-side particle.

Additional theoretical efforts included the development of further refinements and applications

of the beam incident upon an arbitrarily-shaped particle theory. A presentation entitled "Elec-

tromagnetic fields for a beam incident upon a nonspherical particle," was given at the U.S. Army

CRDEC Scientific Conference on Obscuration and Aerosol Research, June 25-28, Aberdeen Prov-

ing Ground, Maryland. A paper entitled "Internal and near-surface electromagnetic fields for an

arbitrarily- shaped particle illuminated by a focused laser beam," is in preparation and will be sub-

mitted for publication to the Journal of Applied Physics in the near future. As a demonstration of

the beam incident upon an arbitrarily-shaped particle theory, Fig. 2 shows the internal normalized

source function distribution for a focused laser beam incident upon an oblate spheroid. The beam

incident upon an arbitrarily-shaped particle theory has been applied to investigate the effect of

nonsphericity on the heating patterns within CO 2 laser heated water droplets and to investigate

the effect of slight surface deformities for a spherical particle at resonance.

Interactions with other scientists during this funding period include discussions with Richard

Chang (Yale University), Steve Arnold (Polytechnic Institute of New York), Ron Pinnick and Kirk

Fuller (Atmospheric Sciences Laboratory) and Larry Liou (NASA Lewis).
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FIG 1. Normalized source function distribution in the x-z plane for a focused beam incident upon
two adjacent resonance particles. a, = a2 = 30.4770, fil = 52 = 1.334 + 1.2x10-i, z'o = 0.4007,

i0 = ,0 = 0.0, ,0 = -1.165, Obd = 900, Obd = 0', (,t = 1.0, z71. = 2.2, ir! = , = 0.0, -. ef

= 1.10. [0.5145 /im wavelength (argon-ion laser), 2 Mm waist diameter beam incident upon two

4.9912 pm diameter water droplets (3 5 1h mode electric wave resonance).]
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FIG 2. Internal normalized source function distribution in the x-z plane for a focused laser beam

incident upon an oblate spheroid (a/b=1.2). a =15,,h = 1.3 + O.O1i,tibo = 0.667,10 = 0.5,90
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